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INTRODUCTION 
by Major General Hugh R. Overholt 

The Judge Advocate General. U.S. Army 

I t  gives me great pleasure to introduce this Legal Assistance 
Symposium issue of the Military Law Reuiew. The Army Legal 
Assistance Program has made great strides in recent years. This 
Symposium issue is one more example of how far we have come. 

A common thread, that  runs from my early legal assistance 
days at  Fort Chaffee through the time I supervised a busy legal 
assistance office as Staff Judge Advocate at XVIII Airborne 
Carps. Fort Bragg, is that  our soldiers and their families depend 
upon the Judge Advocate General's Corps for quality legal 
assistance. In my recent duties, conducting Article 6 inspections, 
I have always made it a priority to visit Legal Assistance Offices. 
I not only talk to the attorneys. but also like to visit with clients 
to get their feedback on the quality of services provided. I am 
constantly impressed with the morale, initiative. and dedication of 
our legal assistance officers. Their clients seem well-satisfied with 
their services. 

Let me reemphasize some of the points which I addressed t o  
staff judge advocates in Policy Letter 86-9. 11 December 1985. 
First, legal assistance is an important job and muat be given the 
recognition it deserves. Accordingly, in larger offices, the Chief, 
Legal Assistance, should be a field grade officer or a senior 
captain who has completed the Graduate Course. Policies that 
result in assigning only new officers to legal assistance, or which 
limit the duration of a tour in legal assistance, detract from our 
high standards for the program Similarly, it is beneficial to have 
a judge advocate who is a member of the local bar assigned to 
legal assistance. It is invaluable far legal assistance officers not 
licensed to  practice in the jurisdiction to have the opportunity to 
consult with a "local" practitioner. This also creates the o p p o i t ~ .  
nity for participation in an expanded Court Representation 
Program. The locally licensed judge advocate may either represent 
eligible clients in local courts or sponsor other iegal assistance 
officers before those courts. Also, the active participation of our 
fine Reserve Officers further extends our ability to provide local 
assistance. 

Military lawyers must show initiative in developing preventive 
law programs. Although preventive law remains a command 
responsibility, commanders frequently have more than enough to 
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worry about without attempting to develop such a program on 
their own If the local Legal Assistance Office develops and 
implements such a program an behalf of commanders, we all - 
attorneys, commanders, soldiers and their families -will reap the 
rewards. 

The legal assistance office must have necessary support, to 
include secretaries. notaries, and state-of.the.art office equipment. 
The office must also maintain adequate reference and resource 
materials. A wide range of publications are now available to legal 
assistance officers that  were not available when 1 saw my first 
legal assistance client at  Fort Chaffee, Arkansas. Copies of this 
Symposium issue, and the prior Legal Assistance Symposium 
issue IVolume 102, Military Law Reuieul would make excellent 
additions to your libraries. These Symposium editions are d e  
signed to be practical guidance m a succinct form which will 
answer many of the tougher questions faced by legal assistance 
officers. This issue, for example, contains an excellent section on 
legal assistance practice overseas, with particular emphasis on 
German family law considerations. 

We have built the Army Legal Assistance Program on a strong 
foundation. I t  IS time to reach out and provide even greater 
services to our clients. We must take a proactive approach to 
legal assistance and develop imaginative and innovative pro. 
grams. I have been extremely pleased. for example, with the 
worldwide implementation of our Tax Assistance Program. While 
the final statistics have not been compiled. initial indications are 
that we have saved OUT soldiers thousands of dollars. In addtion, 
we have begun a program to develop computer software t o  
enhance the Legal Assistance Program. This software will enable 
us to manage our legal assistance client case files and to prepare 
wills, not only m deployment settings, but in the office as well. 
We are also exploring a new disputes settlement program that 
could obviate much potential litigation. In the main, the posmbili. 
ties are limited only by our imagination and desire. 
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PART I: A VIEW FROM THE TOP 

PRACTICAL POINTERS FOR LEGAL 
ASSISTANCE OFFICERS: 
A VIEW FROM THE TOP 

by Brigadier General Donald W. Hansen* 
The following article is adapted from an address by Brigadier 
Geneml Hansen to students at the 17th Legal Assistance Course 
a t  The Judge Advocate General's School on 24 October 1%. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Of ali the work that lawyers do in the military. it would be fair 

to say that the toughest job is truly that of the legal assistance 
officer. One of the many reasons for this is that  we had a terrible 
habit of assigning our newest and most inexperienced judge 
advocates to that position. Newly commissioned judge advocates 
know little about the practicalities of legal assistance in the 
military and few know anything about the military itself, for 
example. who the important players are in our military communi. 
ties. In the past, we assigned these young attorneys to Fort 

'Judge Advwate Genera3 Coma, US. Army Brigadier General Hansen has been m:y$yl;;; Aey;~tf;wk;lyA~wcoc$ earEd: :? ;UyArzi 

Services Agency and Chief Judge. US. Army Court af Mihtary Review. December 

Advocate General, U S  Army. July 1979 to June 1961. Staff Judge Advoeate. 
Fort D u .  New Jersey, July 1916 to June 1978: as veil 88 several other notable 
arargnmena. inclvdmg Vietnam LL hl , Umverhity ai Michigan Sehaal of Law, 

far Cleatwe Leadershrp Greensboro. North Carohna. 1982 US.  Army War 
College, 1919: Command and Generd Staff College. 1910: Judge Advocate Officers 
Advanced Course, 1965; Judge Advoeaie Officer Basic Course. 1960. Brigader 
General Hansen authored Judiaal Funcfisnr far the Cammmdeil ,  41 Md. L Rev 
1 119661. Mirrvlda and the .W&tary Douoiapmeni of a Cmrfifulionai Rbghf, 42 Mil. 
L Rev 65 119681. Discharge far the Good of thr  Service. An Hiironeal 
Adminrstmiiue and Judicial Potpoum. 7 4  MI1 L Rev 99 11916b Conflaet 
Reralvtion an Lhr Milmry Socirt ) .  B paper pmsented in 1984 to the Universlfy ai 
Sar, Die80 School of Law Annual Coifereace OD Law and Anthropolag): and The 
Wnctnited Sfdei C o v m  of Militan ReaBu. Unique Proerrses, P a w r i s  rind R~sponsp 
bilitiss f o r m  Appellate Court. a paper presented to the 1984 Annual Meeting of 
the Academy of Criminal Jvsrlce Soences Member of the bars ai the Supreme 
Court of the United States, rhs Supreme Cawf of Colorado, the u S Dmlnct 
Court for tha State of Colorado. the U.S. Court of Mllifary Appeds. and the 0,s 
Army Court a t  Mditary Review 

::;; Jy;;;; y&;; pJuyL;y;mGne;;;u .sf ArrYi;;z 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i g ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ! ~ , ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ , 6 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ , u ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
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Indiantown Gap or Sinop. Turkey, handed them a copy of 
Martindale Hubbell, told them to practice the law of all the fifty 
states. and then admonished them not to "commit any malprac. 
tice." I think that in spite of this we have been extremely 
fortunate. So far I am aware of only one clam of legal 
malpractice against the Army. Nevertheless. assigning new Army 
attorneys to be legal assistance officers is fraught with peril. 
When I told my civilian practitioner friends how we sometimes 
did business, they were astounded. 

Today we are doing a much better job of preparing new judge 
advocates for the allexampassmg legal assistance practice they 
will encounter. TJAGSA Basic Course instruction on legal assis. 
tance has been increased in the area8 of law most often 
encountered in military practice and there is increased emphasis 
an practical exercises such as will drafting, separation agreement 
negotiations, and interviewing and counselling. OTJAG is inereas. 
ingly performing a vital "resource'' function by mailing materials 
that  we either produce or procure on a regular basis to the more 
than 200 Army legal assistance offices. In addition, The Judge 
Advocate General. Major General Hugh R. Overhalt. has been 
taking a hard look at  our assignment policies to prevent the 
pasting of inexperienced Army attorneys at  isolated locations. 

During my time as a legal assistance officer . and that was 
some time ago . at Fort Jackson, South Carolina, and Camp 
Zama, Japan, one of the most important events each month was 
receiving the package we used to get from a fellow by the name of 
Colonel Winkler. Colonel Winkler was an Army Chief of Legal 
Assistance who collected and distributed all Sorts of things that 
were very essential to legal assistance officers-where to write for 
records, handouts on lemon laws, ctc. We survived thanks to 
those materials and their arrival was a big event. The biggest 
problem, however, was that when the legal assistance officer left. 
he always took those useful materials with him and his succesior 
had to collect a new batch. I understand that remains B problem 
even today. 

11. VIEW FROM THE TOP 
In  this "view from the top" I want to emphasize to you the 

importance that Major General Overhalt places on the Army 
Legal Assistance Program. Within the Department of the Army 
there are indeed only two services where we help good soldiers 
and their families: claims and legal assistance. M o s t  of our time, 
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Unfortunately, is spent putting bad soldiers in jail or out of the 
service. 

As the Assistant Judge Advocate General far Military Law, the 
legal assistance side of the Corps is my responsibility. In my 
OER support form, there are several major items dealing with 
legal assistance upon which I am evaluated. I can tell you that 
legal assistance is important to The Judge Advocate General 
because he personally added at  least two of thoee legal assistance 
items to my support form. This is one of the reaeone that causes 
me to be very concerned about the Army Legal Assistance 
Program also. 

When Major General Overholt and Major General Suter, The 
Assistant Judge Advocate General, make their Article 6, UCMJ 
visits, they are going to talk to the legal assistance officers and 
look at their offices. Even ''worse," or better depending an how 
good a program you have, they will try to talk to some of your 
clients and find out how long it takes to get an appointment to 
see you. how they were treated, and what the results were. Some 
of that feedback will be provided to your rater. With that as 
background, I will now discuss several things about legal assis. 
tance, set some tones, and particularly for the Army legal 
assistance officers, give you some advise on how to get promoted. 

111. CONGRESSIONAL RECOGNITION OF 
LEGAL ASSISTANCE 

We in the JAGC have a very "proactive" attitude toward legal 
assistance for our soldiers and their families-we are "leaning 
forward in the legal foxhole" as it were. But what about the 
Congress? Congress statutorily recognized legal assistance in the 
military for the first time in the DOD Authorization Act of 1984. 
This recognition has been codified at  10 U.S.C. 5 1044. The 
problem with the Act is that  establishing a legal assistance 
program in each military service is stili discretionary and subject 
to availability of resources. Unfortunately, Congress did not make 
legal assistance a statutory entitlement. which is what we were 
after-an entitlement just like medical care. Nonetheless, the Act 
did Statutorily create and clarify the status of the legal assistance 
attorney and that is certainly a good step forward. Unfortunately 
for practitioners at  the post, camp, and station level, there was no 
authority in the Act for appropriations which would have 
permitted us to ask for additional resource8 for the Army Legal 
Assistance Program. The statute remains, however, a recognition 
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by the Congress that the military services should have legal 
assistance programs. Also, the Act's recognition of legal assis. 
tance programs may give the legal assistance officer some 
protection against possible legal malpractice claims arising from 
legal assistance services rendered by that officer. 

IV. EMPHASIZING INNOVATIVE, 
HIGHLY VISIBLE, 

LEGAL ASSISTANCE PROJECTS 
One of the challenges far legal assistance officers is overcoming 

a traditonally law profile-a matter I will address again when I 
talk about how to get promoted. Usually, legal assistance officers 
sit in their offices quietly rendering valuable legal services to 
soldiers and their families, but often without anyone knowing 
what they are doing. You perform a valuable service in the Army 
and I want you and your programs to be more visible on your 
installations. I would, therefore, like to challenge you to be visible 
in several area*. 

One way to increase your visibility is to become involved in the 
Army Family Action Plan. The Army Family Action Plan is an 
ongoing plan designed to upgrade and improve the quality of life 
for our military families. This program is among the most visible 
in the Department of the Army. especially because the DA 
program meetings are chaired by either General Maxwell Thur. 
man, our Vice Chief of Staff, or Lieutenant General Robert Elton, 
our Deputy Chief of Staff for Personnel. The DA staff representa- 
tives are all general officers; I am the junior general officer on the 
committee. If you legal assistance officers at  the posts. camps, 
and stetians are not on the local Family Action Council, you are 
missing a goad opportunity to be visible. The Arrny-wide director 
for the Family Action Plan said at  a recent meeting: "This is a 
great program, we're doing wonderful things out there, the 
problem is there's only one organization that I see at every one of 
our posts, camps, and stations helping the soldier and his family." 
I was all set to receive that accolade for the JAG Corps. 
Unfortunately, he was speaking about the post chaplain not the 
legal assistance officer. 

My hope is that we can turn this around and be the 
organization most involved in the Family Action Plan. I have 
asked Major General Overholt and Major General Suter to find 
out during their Article 6 visits whether the local legal assistance 
officer is participating in the Family Action Council. If you are a 
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legal assistance officer and you are not a member, you aught to 
ask to join the Council. In  my opinion, this is the place where you 
can do good deeds and make the kind of "points" I am going to 
talk about later that will help you, the legal assistance officer, get 
promoted. 

The second area in which you can be visible and which is 
critical to the Army Legal Assistance Program i8 the Army Tax 
Program. In the past we have limited our involvement in tax 
matters to providing advice. The Judge Advocate General's 
School has distributed an innovative model tax program to the 
field. What we hope to do now is put as many commercial tax 
preparers as possible out of business at  Army posts, camps. and 
stations by actually sitting down with the client and assisting 
him or her in preparing tax returns. Same of our installations 
have had very successful programs where legal assistance officers, 
the unit tax advisors. or Army Community Service VITA 
personnel help prepare tax returns. In 1984, for example, a legal 
office in Vicema, Italy, moved a trailer to the PX parking lot and 
filled out tax forms for clients. Why should soldiers pay $50475 
to a commercial tax preparer when we can do it just as well on 
the installation7 

General John Wickham, the Army Chief of Staff, sent a 
message to the field telling commanders that he wants this type 
of tax program. So, when your commander asks you about it, you 
will be able to "make his day" and make the tax program work. 
Although the program includes a number of post org-atians. it 
falls within the direct responsibility of the legal assistance officer. 
Make it work1 

V. COURT REPRESENTATION 
PROGRAMS 

The next area I would like to discuss briefly is that of court 
representation. In  my days as a legal assistance officer, the idea 
of going into court on behalf of a legal assistance client never 
even crossed my mind. The policy was clear: we had to sign in 
blood that all we would do was provide advice. If it was a court 
case we would send the client downtom to a civilian lawyer and 
that was the end of it, 

As you know, in the Army we now have three kinds of 
expanded legal assistance programs which d a w  legal assistance 
attorneys to represent their clients in local courts. In one, the 
state approves the program and permits OYI attorneys to appear 
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in its courts. Unfortunately, to establish this type of program we 
often h a w  to go "hat-in-hand' to local bar associations and ask 
them for their support to appear in court. The second type of 
program ia where we use a Reserve component attorney to do 
legal assistance who is admitted to practice in the local junsdic- 
tion. He or she becomes the lead counsel of record and we do the 
work. Sometimes the Reserve component attorney does the work 
in exchange for retirement points. This is very similar to most 
clinical programs a i  law schools. The third program, which we are 
trying to improve, is where we have a military attorney assigned 
to an installation in a state where he or she is admitted to 
practice: that attorney can represent clients in that state's local 
courts as a matter of right. 

These expanded legai assistance programs give legal assistance 
officers an opportunity to engage in the real practice of law with 
real clients in real courts. If you do not have an expanded 
program on your CONUS installation, you should certainly 
consider beginning one. 

VI. AUTOMATION 

VII. LEGAL ASSISTANCE OFFICE 
MANAGEMENT 

I would like to touch on the problems of management. You 
must understand that a legal assistance office is always going to 
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be understaffed given the number of our potential clients. That 
means that you have to run your legal assistance office like a 
business. I t  has to be timemanaged. I t  is not enough to say, "1'11 
start in the morning and I'll end in the evening." Depending on 
the nature of y o u  operation, you may need to set up appoint. 
ments in a way that makes the most effective use of your 
valuable time. You need to use non-lawyer assistance, if it is 
available. You have to have farm books, SOPS, and a good 
secretary. When I was in private practice in Denver before I came 
on active duty, we had a secretary who knew more about 
probating estates than any attorney in the state. She was the one 
who prepared all the documents for review and execution by the 
attorneys. Now that was a money-making operation for my 
employer. Depending on the personnel in your office, you can do 
similar things to save the attorney's time. As Lincoln said, "Time 
is the lawyer's stock in trade." One resource that i s  often 
overlooked is Reserve judge advocates. There are attorneys out 
there in Reserve units who me experts in almost every field of 
law having special importance to the legal assistance function. 
There i s  sometimes an unfortunate tendency to not want to use 
our Reserve attorneys. 

When I was with the Army Court of Military Review, we 
initially used our Reservists to do research and the "gofer" sort 
of thing. We had d a t e  supreme court justices and appellate court 
judges assigned to us, but we never used them as appellate judges 
for ACMR. I t  was a poor use of a valuable as8et. That was 
changed and they are now used as full.fledged members of the 
Army Court of Military Review during their active duty tours. 
The same is true of the Reservists assigned to your office. Their 
legal expertise should be used properly. The only matter of 
concern is the potential conflict of interest between their duties as 
legal assistance officers and their private practices. The d e s  are 
pretty clear, however, and you need only ensure that they are 
followed in order to maximize the benefit of using Reserve judge 
advocates in legal assistance. 

VIII. DUAL REPRESENTATION 
PROBLEMS 

Another area of potential conflict of interest in your office 
occurs when a solider and his wife both want legal assistance in a 
domestic relations matter. Dual representation is fraught with 
peril; there are. however. dl sorts of ways to avoid it. When I was 
at  Fort D k  we had an arrangement with McGuire AFB whereby 
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we would represent one spouse and they would take the other. 
That arrangement worked out extremely well A second possible 
solution is to work out a similar arrangement with Reserve judge 
advocates. For isolated offices where these arrangements may be 
impossible. have mmeone from another section in the SJA office, 
eg., administrative law Section, take one of the spouses or 
arrange with TDS to take the other spouse. As The Judge 
Advocate General's policy letter an legal assistance representation 
of bath spouses states, use different attorneys within the same 
legal assistance office to represent the husband and the wife only 
as a last resort. Even then. the SJA must approve the representa- 
tion and both spouses must give their informed consent to the 
arrangement. Besides being contrary to JAGC policy, h a ~ n g  
attorneys from the same office represent both parties to a 
domestic dispute is just not smart. If either of those parties is 
dissatisfied and wants a "whipping boy," it is going to be your 
legal assistance office because that client knows those attorneys 
work tmether. EO to the Club toeether. e te . .  and may conclude 
that "hi; or herattorney" failed t o  properly represent k m  or her 
because of this. 

Also. you must ensure that a conflicting client is actually 
referred for representation. In  two recent cases, the wife came 
into the legal assistance office and was seen. The husband then 
came in and was told "We can't help you because we're helping 
your wife." That was the end of it as far as the husband-soldiers 
were concerned. In am inspector general complaint in one of the 
cases. and in an attack on the divorce in the other case, the 
soldiers asserted that no one in legal assistance would help. These 
were self-inflicted wounds to the Army Legal Assistance Progrsm. 
Ensure that the conflicted spouse has an appointment to Bee 
counsel. 

IX. LEARNING TO SAY "NO" 
The last thing I would like to talk about in terms of Limitations 

is the tendency to want to do all things for all people. You have 
to be able to say. "No." "No. Commanding General, I don't know 
enough about wills and trusts and estate3 to set up a 84 million 
estate for you. You need to go talk to somebody downtown who 
specializes in them." At an earlier assignment. my commander's 
wife was one of the heirs to a very large fortune in Texas. He was 
always trying to get me to interpret the estate plan that had been 
put together by the family attorneys. It was hard to keep telling 
him, "No, I don't know enough about it. I t  was set up by a 
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private attorney to do specific things. and I'm not going to advise 
you an it." You have to be able to say "No" when the requested 
legal advice is beyond your expertise. Of course, your obligation 
does not end when you say "No." You must then refer the client 
to an attorney who is competent in that u e a .  

X. THE IMPORTANCE OF MAKING YOUR 
OFFICE LOOK LIKE A LAW OFFICE 

The appearance of your office affects your clients' perception of 
you. Your office must look like a law office. How does one look? 
If you do not h o w ,  go downtown and look at some. They look 
nice, they are freshly painted, they have pictures on the w d ,  and 
the attorneys have their diplomas and bar association certificates 
hung on the walls. Simply put, they look professional and imply 
to the client that goad. professional legal work takes place in 
those offices. When I was at  the 3d Armored Division in 
Germany, The Judge Advocate General cane to Europe on one of 
his Article 6 inspections. At that time, Army policy required that 
a soldier see a lawyer before he went into pretrial confinement. 
The Judge Advocate General said, "Wayne, let's go down to 
Mannheim [where the central confinement facility is]: I'd like to 
talk to 8ome of your soldiers." "Yes Sir." I replied and off we 
went to Mannheim. He found a 3d Armored Division soldier in 
the facility and asked, "Soldier, did you get to see a lawyer before 
you went into pretrial confinement?" The soldier replied, "NO sir, 
dl I got to see was a JAG." This is the sort of misconception 
that all judge advocates have to overcome, not just legal 
assistance officers. We have to convince people that judge 
advocates redly are lawyers. 

Making your legal assistance office look like a law office will 
help convince your clients that  you redly are a lawyer. I have not 
been to a post. camp, or station yet where I could not find paint 
for my office, even though I had to do the painting myself. Keep 
in cbse contact with the claims officer. Find out when he or she 
turns in furniture to the Property Disposal Office, and, if it meets 
your needs. go over to the Property Disposal office and sign it 
out for your o m  office. Even if you do not have the best building 
or best offices, there is no excuse for having a law office that does 
not look professional. Besides, you spend at least eight hours a 
day there and no one wants to work in a dump. 
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XI. "BLOWING YOUR OWN HORN": 

PROMOTION FOR LEGAL ASSISTANCE 
OFFICERS 

b o w  I would like to discuss promotions. an especially difficult 
area for legal assistance officers. For one thing, your rater cannot 
observe you advising your clients. You are dealing onean-one 
with B client behind a closed door, unlike a defense counsel or trial 
counsel whose rater can evaluate his or her performance by sitting 
in the courtroom or reading a record of trial. You also do not 
write brilliant legal opinions for the SJA and the cornmandmg 
general like the administrative law attorney does. You are simply 
an your own doing your best for Private Smith and his family. I t  
is extremely difficult, therefore, for your rater and your senior 
rater to evaluate you. 

The second problem is lack of positive feedback from clients. 
You can have 10,000 clients who are as excited BE they can be 
and pleased with the advice you glve. How many of them will 
write to the commanding general and tell him what a great legal 
assistance officer you are? Kone! But if you have a client who is 
really upset with your advice or the way he or she was created, 
what are the chances he or she will write to the CG? Great! So, 
your SJA may be ready to write your OER and may have three 
letters complaining about you and no "atta bay" letters. You are 
not going to get a glowing OER. This is not haw to get promoted. 

Third, you need good OERs. Haw do you get a good OER? The 
first thing you do is fix up your office. Make that one of your 
performance objectives on your support form. Second, come up 
with a list of projects and put them om your OER support 
form: "I'm going to write 10 articles for the post newspaper." To 
write these. you could use the excellent materials and articles 
provided to you by the Legal Assistance Branch, TJAGSA. Also, 
became involved in pre-development preparation If you are as. 
signed to an organization that has short-term deployment require. 
ments. Help the commander of that organization get his people 
overseas-qualified. Additionally, most military personnel have an 
annual dental checkup or an annual physical. How many times 
have you held an annual legal checkup for your commanders on 
post? Commanders are like lawyers. Like us, they never have 
their wills up to date. or their powers of attorney, or their legal 
affairs in order. Commanders say they are too busy. Well, they 
are not. Hound them, c d  them, insist on some time with them 
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We have excellent materials for legal checkups. Sit down with the 
battalion commander and the brigade commander and ask, "Sir. 
when was the last time you looked at  your will?' He may say, 
"Well, I don't have one." You tell him then that it is time to get 
one and talk to him about his legal affairs. The commander will 
then call the SJA and say, "Hey, I saw your legal assistance 
officer over here today. He has been bugging me to do my legal 
checkup and I found out so and so and such and such." This is 
one way to get positive feedback to your SJA and help you get a 
good OER. 

Fourth, there is probably not an organization in the entire U.S. 
Army that does not welcome volunteers to come teach classes. 
Any company or battalion commander would give you some time 
a t  officer's call or commander's ca l l  to talk about important legal 
matters. Teaching classes can be an item on your OER support 
farm. 

These strategies will not only help you get promoted, they will 
also take you out of that  little office and put you into the Army. 
Get involved in community staff meetings, the child abuse 
COUnSd. juvenile activities. and programs for newly arrived 
soldiers and their families. At every place I have been assigned, 
when new people come into the command they get a briefing on 
local law. This briefing is a good place for you to get up in front 
of potential d e n t s  and tell them about the important laws in that 
jurisdiction. In that sense I guess we can be accused of a little 
"ambulance chasing," but this is the essence of "proactive" legal 
assistance. 

Remember, though. that even the best high visibility programs 
are absolutely meaningless if you neglect the day-to.day legal 
assistance business of advising clients. Soldiers whose own legal 
needs and those of their families are met are better soldiers. We 
owe that to them. 

A weU.balanced legal assistance program of highly visible 
"proactive" projects and effective representation of individual 
clients will result in that  glowing OER that w i l  help get you 
promoted. But. it is up to you to "toot your o m  horn" and tell 
your rater and your senior rater about your accomplishments. The 
worst OER I ever gat was when the Deputy SJA called me in one 
day and said, 'Wayne, it's time for your OER. You write it and 
I'll sign it." That was a terrible dilemma for me. I thought. "Gee, 
I've been doing a pretty good job, but if I write too good an OER 
he'll think I 'm bragging. He might not sign it. On the other hand. 
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I have done a good job that I'm proud of and I deserve credit for 
it." That OER I wrote far myself was the worst one I ever got . 
maybe also the most honest. The point is that the OER support 
form provides you the opportunity to do what I have been taking 
about: the opportunity to tell the boss what good things you 
have done and how valuable you are to the Army. There is 
nothing wrong with this. However, if you say you have been 
conducting legal checkups, and you have not. you may have a 
little problem. 

In addition to telling your boss what a good legal assistance 
officer you are, why not write the OTJAG Legal Assistance Office 
and then tell them of your new programs. We found on an Article 
6 visit that either one of the local banks or the ompast banks was 
trying to force all soldiers to pay everything that had been 
charged to their credit cards when their credit cards had been 
stolen even though the law limits liability to $50. A legal 
assistance officer got involved, straightened up the bank. and 
saved those soldiers a lot of money. That is a good illustration of 
something OTJAG Legal Assistance should be told about. An. 
other example is the successful 111 Corps personal recognizance 
band program run by the legal assistance office. ** A soldier who 
is arrested and jailed by the local police must appear before a 
judge for arraignment and setting of bail. Under the I l l  Carps 
program, a legal assistance officer talks to the soldier's corn 
mander, makes a presentation to the judge, and advises the court. 
in appropriate cases, that  the command assumes responsibility for 
the soldier's appearance at  trial. The soldier is released an a 
personal recognizance bond which results in huge financial say- 
ings for the soldier. I t  is a good positive program. I found this to 
be an especially interesting program because I performed this 
duty at  Petersburg, Virginia, while waiting for the basic course to 
begin. Sometimes we forget about good programs and end up 
reinventing the wheel. If you have these sorts of legal assistance 
programs in your command, tell us about them. What do we do 
with them7 We tell Major General Overholt and Major General 
Suter about them. This is a chance for you to get your name 
before the JAGC front office. So let us hear about these excellent 
legal a8sistanca programs you have developed. 

"The 111 Corps program IS discussed in Stout & Roiiso The Fort Hood Pmonr l  
Reoogn~runcr Band Progmm. The Army Lawyer. Apr 1986. aL 28 
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XII. CONCLUSION 
My advice to you in this "view from the tap" would be 

incomplete if I did not tell you, "Have Fun." JAG work has got 
to be fun. You do not get paid enough so your "extra campensa. 
tion" must come from enjoying your job. Look up from the books 
occasionally. Enjoy your line associates, our clients. We have 
some really fine cannon cockers, tankers, and ground pounders 
out there. They are fun to be with and they are fun to be around. 
If you do not appreciate soldiers and enjoy soldiering. you 
probably ought not be in the Army. Know what is happening on 
your installation. Participate in the activities of your installation. 
While you cannot be forced to join the Officer's Club, it is a smart 
thing to do. That is where many of your clients are, that is where 
you will talk to them about what is good, what is bad, and what 
needs to be fixed in the Army. 

You do not have fun by sitting in your little office waiting for 
clients to come to you. Look far adventure; it is out there. AU you 
have to do is be prepared to seize the opportunity when it arrives. 
In legal assistance, you are helping our good soldiers and their 
families. But to be successful you have to be imaginative, you 
have to be innovative, you have to know what is going on in your 
command. and you have t o  take care of yourself. 
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PART 11: FAMILY LAW 

FAMILY SUPPORT, CHILD CUSTODY, 
AND PATERNITY 

by Lieutenant Colonel Aifred F. ArquiUa' 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Army Regulation 608-99, Support of Dependents. Paternity 

Claims. and Related Adoption Proceedings' is no more. In its 
place is a new regulation, of the same number. entitled "Family 
Support, Child Custody, and Patemity.l The new regulation, 
published in the UPDATE system, was effective on 4 November 
1985. The new regulation reflects input received from those at  
Department of the Army IDA) charged with making and imple 
menting poiicy in these subject areas, as well as from legal 
assistance officers worldwide tasked with finding solutions to the 
family law problems covered by the regulation. 

The purpose of this article is to provide background on the new 
regulation and to explain some of its new provisions. Much of the 
language of the new AR 608.99 is directed at  correcting the 
problems of ambiguity, vagueness, and unenforceability experi. 
enced under the old one. The new regulation contains mandatory 
language on financial support, child custody, and paternity. The 
"shoulds" have been replaced with "wills," and explicit instruc. 
tions have been substituted for much of the general guidance 
contained in the old regulation. There is little room left for 
interpretation and there is no question a8 to which provisions of 
the regulation are punitive and enforceable against soldiers. 

*Judge Advocate Generah Corps, U.S Army. C m n t l y  arsignsd as the Corn. 
mand Judge Advacate, U.S. Army Commumty and F d y  Support Center. 
Alerandna, Yirsulis. 1985 10 present. Formerly aeslgned as the Staff Judge 
Advocate. Combined Field Army i&puhhc of KoreaJUnitad Stata3l. Camp Red 
Cloud, Republic af Korea, 1983-1984: Deputy Staff Judge Advocate, Fort Meade. 
Manland, 1980.198s B.A..  Univeraify of Illinois. 1968. J.D., DsPad Univsrsdy. 
1971: US.  Armed Farms Staff Caliege. 1985. Completed 26th Judge Advocate 
Officer Advanced Course. 1977. Author af A m  CourrMotial Jvnrdietion in Karen. 
The Army Lawyer. Mar. 1985, 81 29. Member of ths hiu of tho State of ILLnois 

Dep't of Army. Reg. KO. 608-99, Support of Depndents,  Paternity. and Related 
Adoption Proceedvlg. 115 Aou. 19781 lhereinafter cited as the 1978 Regulanmnl. 

'Dep't af Army. Rag. No 603-98, Family Support. C N d  Cusrcdy. and Pstermty 
14 Nav 19851 Ihereinsfter cited BI AR 608491 lthia regularian is part  of the 
DPDATE sysLemi. 
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11. BACKGROUND 
The proponent agency of AR 608.99 is the Office of the Deputy 

Chief of Staff for Personnel IODCSPER). The U.S. Army Commu 
nity and Family Support Center IUSACFSC), a field operating 
agency of ODCSPER, wa8 activated on 1 December 1984 and 
assumed responsibility far the regulation, although ODCSPER 
retained proponency. The Personal Affairs Branch of USACFSC is 
responsible for updating and implementing the regulation, as well 
a8 for providing policy interpretation and guidance on unresolved 
cases brought to its attention by the fieid.3 The personnel of this 
branch are the ones who contact a soldier's commander when, for 
one reason or another, a nonsupport, paternity. or child custody 
complaint comes to DA's attention. 

Army Regulation 608-99 had been under revision since 1981. 
Far numerous reasons this project never seemed to get off the 
ground. Several drafts of a revised regulation were circulated for 
comment to the Army staff and major commands between 1981 
and 1985.' On several occasions the Office of The Judge Advocate 
General (OTJAG) and The Judge Advocate General's School 
(TJAGSAI provided recommendations as to content and format. 
Some of the suggestions were incorporated and athers were not. 
The final product that was scheduled for publication in February 
1985 was not much different or better than the old regulation. 
The old ambiguity and enforceability problems still remained. AS 
a result. that  revised draft regulation was withdraw and. in the 
months following, completely rewritten. 

In April 1985, USACFSC eent a messages to the field clarifying 

'Id BI parn 2 .11~ .  The telephone number of the Personal Affair Branch Y 
AUTOYON 221.8913 

One af the earlier drafts was forwarded t o  the Army staff w t h  B rrcommends- 
tian that it serve 88 a bsaia for a uniform D D ~ Y  for & the services. The draft 

Naw s approach Lo the problem In eseh farmly euppxt situstion, the A m y  
proposal recommended that the a m ~ u n r  of support be a c ~ r f a ~ n  p(mntag8 of 
s o l d i d s  basic pay. The A m y  staff, however. was relwtanf t o  accept this formula. 
Based on guidance received from ODCSPER, the A m y  decided to =tom the BP~IE 
Aliawmee for Quaners IBAQ1 81 the wirh-dependents rate as the Army &urn 
aupporf standard Furthemore, It was decided that the Vanable Houamg 
AUoranee IVHAI would not be n oart of this standard teause the VHA m o m l  
often depended upan che cost of bousvlg prevniling in the location of a aoibsr 8 
duly assignment rather than the lmation of the supported f d y  member*. 
'Message, CDR USACFSC. DACF-IS. 1614002 Apr 86. subject Army Pohcy 

Concerning Support Of Dependents I F d y  hfembernl m Separation/Divorce 
Slt"*llOnJ 
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DA policy on the issue of financial support in multiplefamily 
situations-that is, situations where a soldier is supporting mare 
than one set of family members kg.. children from a prior 
marriage in the former spouse's custody and children and an 
estranged spouse from a current marriage). This message WBB sent 
out in response to complaints from legal assistance attorneys that 
DA guidance as to the amount of support expected in such 
situations was unclear in the old regulation. Given the frequency 
with which multiplesuppart situations are encountered in the 
field, it was felt that guidance in this important area should not 
await publication of the new regulation. AS will be discussed, the 
message directed that each family member receive an amount 
equal to his or her pro rata share of the Basic Allowance for 
Quarters entitlement at  the "with.dependents" rate V ' B A Q ~ t h ' )  
for the soldier's grade.8 From all indications, this clarification was 
well received by legal assistance attorneys in the field, As a 
result, this formula for computing the amount of support in 
multiplefamily situations was incorporated (with one modifica- 
tion) into the new regulation.? 

111. SURVEY OF LEGAL ASSISTANCE 
OFFICERS 

The Legal Assistance Branch, Administrative and Civil Law 
Division, TJAGSA. initiated a survey of dl legal assistance 
offices throughout the Army to obtain their opinions on the old 
regulation and their suggestions on ways to improve it. Their 
responses, which came in while the regulation was being rewrit. 
ten, highlighted many of the deficiencies in the old regulation that 
had to be corrected if the new regulation was to be effective.8 

Seventy surveys were returned by the legal assistance at- 
torneyswho responded to the questionnaires sent to their offices.e 

'The pro rata formula by which BAQ wns t o  bo divided between family msmbers 
was first propared by the Legal Assistance Office of OTJAG. Mar to fhs 
message being sent. the Personal Affmrr Branch af USACFSC was sdwsing those 
who m q u a d  from the field Lhal solmers in multqle-family situy~tion~ were 
expeeled to provide m m o u n t  equal La the soldier's "BAQ-aith." Na &dance 
was gmn on how--Or d-tba amaunt W B S  t o  be diwded among each set of family 
members. The message wm sent to provide 8 realistic formuis by which to 
ma8sum the minim- fmancial support obhgstion to each net of family members. 

Y e  AR 608.99. p a n  2.4b. The one mamfieation reduced the m o u n t  of suppart 
t o  children O f  dtary-member parents residing off poE from "BAQ-with' Lo the 
dffereoce between "BAQ-with' and BAQ at  the without dependents rate 
illBAQ-wilhout''/ 

'The author also wahes to achowledgs mput received from p~r80mel of the 
Administrative and Civil Law Division, TJAGSA. 

sStatisOcs coktni from a worldwide legal assiitanca report rendered in 
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Of these. a majmity- 

a. Felt the Army should have a regulation covering the 
support of family members 190%). 

b. Favored the regulation remaining punitive in nature 
!77%1. 

c. Was dissatisfied with the old regulation as written 
I73Wl .  

d. Felt that more explicit guidance in the regulation 
would save time and effort for them and their 
clients(73%). 

e. Characterized the response of commanders to nonsup- 
port complaints as poor to fair 153%). 

f .  Was satisfied with financial support based on the BAQ 
standard ( 5 6 % ) .  

The new AR 608.99 reflects the results of this survey. The 
problem of enforcing the regulation was one of the most trouble- 
some areas mentioned by legal assistance attorneys. This. of 
course, was a problem, not for soldiers, but for family members 
trying to obtain financial support. Many legal assistance officers 
complained that commanders, often receiving only one side of the 
story, tended to side with their soldiers rather than with the 
family members making complaints against their soldiers. Ambig. 
uous provisions in the regulation often were interpreted in such a 
way as to deny financial support to family members, rather than 
authorize it.1o The input from legal assistance attorneys was 

September 1984 vldmte chat there are approximately 140 full.rune legal a s s m  
Lance attorneys vl the Army. bath d t a r y  and civllian 4lthough not all legal 
assistance aftarneys returned the survey form. all maim installalions and offices 
m all malor commands reaponded. indicating that the samphng was .tsfmmlly 
sound 

'The new AII 60849 did not entvsly solve this problem Honever. cases y1 
rh ieh  there is a lack of eppropna~e eommmd response t o  nonsupport complaints 
are  now more readdy apparent than befare As B result of the greater vissbilry 
given to this problem. s t  the time of this ~ ~ f i d e ' i  pubIicatian other posaible 
soluboni  ta the nansupport problem were bang formally dmcussed at DA One 
recommendation proposed reinstalvlg something lrke the old 'Claaa Q Allotment" 
whereby m allowance of a certon amounl af money 1s avlomafically sent directly 
t o  B ioldar 's  spouie each month The mandatory Class Q AUorment was 
dlscantinued after 1 July 1973 when the Dependent's Asmstance Act of 1950 
sxpmd B d a  r e r e  mrroduced in the 97th and 98th Canmesses that  would have 
authorized the service secretaries to involuntarily pay a portion of a sermee 
member's pay and allowances equal Lo the amount of BAQ to the dependents of 
such members Pvrng apart from that member If has been the DOD and Army 
pooltion. however. that the c m e n c  voluntary iupparf allotment w t e m  meets the 
needs of the majority af the members and is much lea8 expem1ve t o  adrmnisrer 
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clear: keep the regulation punitive and give commanders explicit 
guidance on what is required of their soldiers. This has been done. 

The new regulation was not drafted, however, to make the job 
of lawyers easier, but to ensure that families entitled to financial 
support from soldiers receive it with minimum difficulty and 
delay. The most effective regulation would be one that never 
required the involvement of lawyers. Although this is too much to 
hope for, it is clear that the more precise the regulation is, the 
less likely it is that  soldiers and the lawyers representing them 
will be in a position to advance spurious arguments that financial 
support is not required in a given situation. I t  was from this 
point of view, reached in no small part from the results of this 
survey, that  the new regulation was drafted. 

IV. THE REGULATION 
Army Regulation 608.99 was revised to respond to two issues 

of the Army Family Action Plan 11." One issue is the failure of 
soldiers at  times to provide financial support to their families- 
specifically, the problems eneountereed by family members in 
obtaining assistance from the chain of command in a timely 
manner.'2 The other issue is parental kidnapping and the enforce. 
ment of child custody decrees.13 These problems are particularly 
aggravated when the soldier is serving overseas unaccompanied 
by his or her spouse, USACFSC was tasked to develop policies to 
address these problems; AR 608.99 contains those policies. As 
mentioned, the regulation is punitive." A violation of the 
minimum support requirements of paragraph 2-4 or the child 
custody provisions of paragraph 2.5 constitutes a violation of a 
lawful general regulation under Article 92 of the Uniform Code of 
Military Justice IUCMJl.15 The requirements placed on a soldier 
in each instance are clear and do not require further notice, 
clarification, or implementation by a soldier's commander.16 

than a mandatory system. 

19831 lthir pamphlet is pan of the UPDATE ayateml. 
'Dsp't of Army. Pamphlet No. 608.41, Army Family Action Plan I1 (20 May 

' I d .  sf para. 3-48, 
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The intent of AR 608.99 is not to subject all soldiers who fail to 
support their families to trial by eourt.martial but to give the 
regulation "teeth."" The threat of punitive action is sometimes 
necessary to induce compliance. Idle threats do not work. A3 one 
legal assistance officer pointed out, the old support regulation was 
really only enforceable against soldiers who were "willing to 
provide support, were easily intimidated, or were concerned about 
their military careers." These punitive provisions are designed to 
get the attention of all the others, as well as the attention of their 
commanders. A commander's sympathy with the plight of a 
soldier or a commander's untimely investigation into the matter 
should not result in continued denial of financial support or child 
custody rights. 

For one thing, the new regulation makes it very clear that 
sympathy, displeasure, and other such feelings toward the parties 
involved in a domestic dispute have no place in a commander's 
action under the regulation. A commander has no authority to 
excuse a soldier from his or her obligation to prodde at  least the 
minimum financial  upp port required under the regulation.18 The 
punitive nature of this provision, as well as the paragraph 
prohibiting parental kidnapping, allow no such discretion an the 
part of a commander.'g A s  with any violation of the law, the 
commander still retains authority under the Manual for Courts. 
Martial to take no action against a soldier for violating the 
regulation.20 Given the rigid language of the new regulation, 
however. a commander will be less able to use a strained 
interpretation of the regulation to explain h i 3  or her inaction in a 
particular ease. The new regulation also requires the first-level 
received and acted upon by commandern. This was e m m m m  compimt  about the 
1978 Regvlation Also as m e  legal aesietan~e officer p0in-d aut. saldiers ' can  
stoo and atart BAB oavmentr and allotments with ease. and hence eel BWBV with 

nonjudicial punishment far nonsuppart. I L  1s not known whether pumshmenf wab 
imposed for ~ m l s f m m  of the mgulalm or for &sokyulg orders given by officers 
attempting La enforce the mgulatmn There are no m p m t d  courL-martial case3 
decided by the Court of MiUfary Appeals or the service court8 of rmlitary review 
that rnvolve charges anslng out of the noniuppart of f d y  members. 

"AR 608-98, para 2-4r 
"Id sf PKBS 2.4 and 2.6 
"Manual for Courts-Martral. Umied Stater. 1984, Rul8 for Courts-Martial 306ei l l  

lheremafier e ted  as MCMI 
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field grade commander (usually a battalion commander) to moni. 
tor all instances of a soldier's repeated failure to meet the 
requirements of the Assistance from the inspector 
general and USACFSC can also be obtained in unresolved 
financial support and parental kidnapping C B B ~ S . ~ ~  

Martial misconduct is not an issue under the regulation with 
regard to a soldier's obligation to provide minimum financial 
support to family members23 and to obey court orders on child 
eustody. This is nothing more than B recognition of the obvious 
fact that  a commander does not have the necessary time, training. 
or resources to make factual determinations in domestic dispute 
matters. The effect of fault or misconduct on the obligation to 
support is better left to the expertise of the court. 

Under the regulation. both "runaround wives" and "deadbeat 
husbands" are entitled to financial support from their military 
spouses, and, if a court so decrees, to custody of the children. 
Soldiers or family members who are dissatisfied with the m o u n t  
of financial support required under the regulation are encouraged 
to seek relief in court to resolve their differences by a written 
support agreement.** Similarly, if there is dissatisfaction with 
court ordered financial support or child custody, the place to 
resolve it is the courtroom, not the dayroom. A judge not a 
commander. should decide these matters. 

In response to some of the complaints received from legal 
assistance officers about the old regulation, the new regulation 
requires commanders to counsel soldiers when nonsupport and 
child custody complaints are received,ss to answer letters sent by 
legal assistance officers,Ze to take appropriate action against 
soldiers who violate the regulation,*' and to seek assistance from 
the staff judge advocate ISJA) when help is required.28 To steer 
commanders away from taking their legal advice in these cases 
from the attorney representing the soldier, the SJA is defined in 

"AR 608-99, pard. 1-4d. 
"Id at para. 2.11b and c 
"Id. 81 pars. 2-IC. Note. however, thaI under para. 2-10e181, marilal misconducl, 

at lesst by uaplcation, 18 am of several factors that commandsrs msy conridsr 
prior to ardenng temporary additional support for a ~pouso.  11 is not a factor with 
regard t o  child supporl 

" I d .  BC parm 2. lb.  
"'Id. sf para 1.4e131. 
'Old st para 1-4e151 
' I d .  at  p a n  1.4el8i. 
-Id.  at para I-4rISi 
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the regulation's glossary as a judge advocate other than one 
serving as a legal assistance attorney or defense eounsel.2~ 

A. THE NEED FOR THE REGULATION 
A regulation on nonsupport. paternity, and child custody would 

not be necessary if it was not for the fact that the very nature of 
military service often places a family member or other person 
with a legitimate grievance in these areas (e .8 ,  an unwed mother) 
at a disadvantage in relation to the accountable soldier. Even 
though family members are eligibile for military legal assistance, 
sometimes they are at  a legal disadvantage because the respansi- 
ble soldier is overseas and beyond the reach of a state court. With 
aver one-third of the Army stationed overseas. this includes a 
large number of situations. This legal disadvantage frequently is 
combined with an economic disadvantage because the complaining 
family member is unemployed or living a great distance from 
family and friends who might otherwise be available to lend 
financial or moral support. 

The Army has a legitimate interest in seeing that soldiers 
handle their personal affairs satisfactory~o so that such personal 
matters do not became official mattera of concern. A personal 
grievance often becomes an official complaint and the Army is 
looked upon to resolve it. If the eomplsmt-whatever it Is-is not 
resolved by the soldier's commander. it quickly moves up the 
chain of command to be resolved at  B higher level within the 
Army or the government. Official complaints on nonsupport, 
paternity, and child custody matters divert resources and con- 
sume time and effort that would be better spent on mission 
accompli~hment.~~ The Army also has a continuing interest in the 
welfare of a soldier's family, as evidenced by the budget eapendi- 
tures and existing programs designed to benefit Army families. 
such as family housing. medical care, child care. and legal 
assistance, to mention just a few. 

Support paid under the regulation is intended to be only an 
interim measure. I t  is designed to regulate conduct between the 
time that the nonsupport, paternity, or child custody complaint 
arises until the matter is resolved in court or by agreement 
between the parties. AR 608-99 also requires continued compli- 
ance with court orders and uritten support agreements to ensure 

"'Id. ac Glossarr Section 11. 
' I d  BC  par^ 1.;. 
'In the chree manrhs fallowing the publication of the new AR 608.99 there 

B noaceable decrease m the numbel. af nonsupport eomplnnli reeerved sf DA 
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that these disputes do not recur and that a soldier is not using 
his or her military status or duty location "to deny financial 
support to family members or to evade court orders an child 
support or cus tody ."~~ 

B. SUPPORT OF FAMZL Y MEMBERS 
The problem of evading child support obligations is not peculiar 

to the military. A recent Census Bureau report disclosed that in 
1963, 8.7 million women in the United States had children under 
twentyone years of age whose fathers were absent from the 
home.33 Of these, four million women had court orders or support 
agreement8 entitling them to child support  payment^.^' Of these 
four million women legally entitled to child support payments, 
only 50.6% received the full amount of support; 26.5% received 
less than the full amount; and 24% received nathing.35 There is no 
reason to believe that this statistical breakdown or child support 
evasion would be any different within the Army.36 Indeed, legal 
assistance attorneys report that  nonsupport and the abandonment 
of families is a serious problem, particularly overseas. As men- 
tioned, the problem was significant enough to become an issue to 
resolve in the Army Family Action Plan 11. 
1. The Entitbment To Support. 

The regulation covers support during and after marriage, and, 
with regard to paternity, in the absence of marriage. Except for 
paternity, the regulation is gender-neutral. The obligation to 
provide financial support to family members is the ~ a m e  for men 
and women soldiers. 

The support obligation in chapter 2 of AR 608.99 is tied to the 
definition of family members in the glossary. The term "family 
member" is defined solely far the purpose of its use within the 
regulation. There is no suggestion here that the term, as defined, 

"AR 60849, pars. M d .  
"Rich, Child-Support Eboiian. Wsnh Post. July 12. 1985, at AS, col 1 
"Id The remavling 4 7 d o n  women did not recem flnancd support for then 

children for B large number of reasons Same were no longer enlitlad to ehdd 
support 01 had waived LL in a property settlement. Others could not locate the 
father. establish pstemity, or did not pursue legal setion because they beheved the 
father was financially unable to  provide support 

"Id Ths report also dmciosed that only 14% of the 17 1 d o n  wamsn who 
we= divorced or legal? separated as of Spring 1984 were awarded alimony The 
article did not reveal rhe number of these women who did not reeem their 
ahmony p*yments 

"Changes m the law which allow d r a r y  pay t o  be garnished for the collection 
of child support arm'ages only put soldiers on B par with their employed eivllian 
covnterparts 
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is the accepted definition of "family member" 8s used within 
other Army regulations or publications. I t  is not. Elsewhere, 
"family member" is usually equated to the statutory term 
"dependent." the usage of which. like the term "service mem- 
b d 3 7  generally is frowned upon nowadays within the Army. 
Within AR 608.99. however, "family member" is defined as 
follows: 

a. A soldier's present spouse. (A former spouse ia not a 
family member. However, except as otherwise indicated. 
the term "family member" includes any farmer spouse for 
whom the soldier is required by any court order to 
provide support.l 

b. A soldier's minor children from present and former 
marriages, including children legally adapted by the 
soldier. (A family member does not include the child of a 
soldier who has been legally adopted by another person.) 

c. Minor children barn out of wedlock to- 

ill A woman soldier. 

(2)  A male soldier if evidenced by a decree of paternity 
identifying the soldier as the father and ordering the 
soldier to provide support. 

d. Any other person [for example. parent, stepchild. etc.1 
for whom the soldier has an obligation to provide 
financial support under the law of the domicile of either 
the soldier 01 the supported person.3e 

Under the regulation, a ~oldier is required to provide financial 
support only to family members as defined in the glossary. This 
does not include every "dependent" for whom the soldier is 
entitled t o  draw "BA$-with."3* This is a departure from past 
policy contained in the old regulation which required the support 

'The term "soldier is now preferred m Army publicestions over ths term 
' 'ae i~ ics  member ' IS@. message. HQDA DAPE-ZA, 1211412 Aug 86 
subject Addressing Soidierr and Army Civllians.l Hawever. because the & c t b  
nary defiruimn of ' ioldier'' lncivdsa only enhsred men and became Lhs r~srlat lon 
i s  punitive and s p p r s  t o  all grades. regardless of gender. the Glosaary t o  AR 
608.99 hrthsr defines "soldrer' BQ used m the replation LO include 'commis- 
sioned officers. warrant affmrr.  and enhated personnel" The adjecrive ' all' WBI 
madverrenriy amirted from the find draft. but WLU he added yl the first UPDATE 
of the regulation to maLe IL perfectly dear that the regylation spphes to both male 
and female soldiers 

"Id 81 para. 2 la  
808.99, Glossary, Seelron I1  
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of all "dependent~."~O The legal basis of that  requirement was 
questionable at  best. BAQ is based on federal law; the legal 
obligation to support family members is almost always based on 
state law. Even though in certain instances the U.S. Government 
may authorize BAQ to support a "dependent" le.g., parent, 
stepchild) the soldier may not have an equivalent legal obligation 
under state law to provide support for that "dependent." 

The clearest example would be a stepchild entitled to receive 
support from a nonmstodial natural parent in situations where 
the stepparent.soldier has separated from the custodial natural 
parent. The soldier may be entitled to "BAQ-with" on behalf of 
the stepchild under AR 31.104-3,*1 but may not have an obliga- 
tion to support that  atepchild under state law. But, if the soldier 
receives the "BAQ+vith" solely on behalf of that stepchild ie.g,, 
where the spouse of the soldier who was the natural parent is 
dead]. he must provide support to that stepchild under Army 
finance regulations or face a recoupment of BAQ for any period in 
which adequate support was not pmvidd42 However, unless 
required by state law, a soldier has no legal obligation to support 
that  stepchild under AR 608-99. 

A soldier is required by AR 608.99 to support a present spouse, 
a former spouse authorized support pursuant to a court order, 
minor children under eighteen who are not in active military 
~erv ice ,~3  minor children born out of wedlock (as required by court 
order with regard to male soldiers), and all others as required by 
law. This latter category includes only those for whom the soldier 
has a legal obligation to provide financial support under the law 
of either the soldier's or the "family member's" domicile. If there 
is no legal obligation, that  person is not included in the definition 
of family member and is not entitled to financial support from the 
soldier under the regulation. This legal obligation can be estab. 
lished by court order or by a mitten support agreement. In the 
absence of these documenta. this legal obligation must be 
established by relevant case law or statute. 

"The 1978 Regulation. by 11s very tlfle, requlred the support of dependents. 
Parapaph l .34li of the 1978 Regularion reqvired Army members t o  provide 
hnancid support to "all prvnary legal dependents (bpouse and children to include 
stepchildren. adopted chddrsn. or lllegitimsre children dependent on ths member 
(part. 3 .  chap. 2, (/e*. B. AR 37-104.3 11' '  A 'primary" legal dependent w88 not 
ivrther dafmed 

'Dep'r of A m y .  Reg. No 31.1044 Mhtary  Pey and Ailowance Procedures. 
Joint Uniform Mililvy Pay System (JUMPS-Arrnyl. para 30213 116 June 19731 

"Dep'f of Defense Pay and Allowances Entitlement Manual. para 30236 IC31 21 
Dec. 19841 lhuunaiter cited as DODPMl 

"Srr the defm~tion of -01 children in AR 608-99. Glossary. Section 11. 
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2 The BAQ Standard. 

The Army is the only military service which ties the amount of 
the support obligation solely to the m o u n t  of the BAQ author. 
ized far the soldier's grade. This has been done perhaps more out 
of tradition than for any other reason. The BAQ standard. 
however, probably serves as well BS any schedule of support 
payments developed by the various states for use in their courts. 
Remember that under this regulation, the BAQ standard, unlike a 
state schedule, is used only in the absence of a court order or 
support agreement. BAQ is favored as a standard of support 
because the BAQ charts are readily available to commanders, the 
amount can be easily ascertained, and those amounts increase 
along with rank and pay. 

The Army, after all, must manage a worldwide force in carrying 
out its mission. Although it is tme that the cost of living may 
vary greatly from one locality to another, the Army cannot 
establish a comprehensive set of support schedules to take this 
and all other relevant factors into account. These factors would 
include such things as the number of children, their ages, the 
separate income of the parties, family savings and assets, 
separate and joint debts, and, where there has been a separation. 
the circumstance under which the parties separated. A court may 
consider these factors in ordering child support and alimony, but 
a commander is not .a judge. The commander is seldom in a 
position to know all the facts and circumstances involving a 
soldier's family and financial  problem^.^' The Appendix following 
this article lists the amount of support required under this 
standard in different family situations. 

Remember. the BAQ standard is intended to be solely an 
interim measure of support and only applies in the absence of a 
court order or support agreement. This differs from state law. 
Under State law there may be 8 general obligation for a spouse or 
parent to provide support and pay for "necessaries." but there is 
no legal obligation to provide support in a specific amount in the 
absence of a court order or a support afleement.*5 The objective 
of AR 608-99 is to get the parties t o  resolve nonsupport problems 
by agreement or by recourse to the courts. The amount of support 
required under the BAQ standard is not intended to be so 

. . .  
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generous or so meager that it encourages either family members 
or soldiers to avoid resolution of their financial support problems 
by agreement or in eaurt."a 

The BAQ standard is only used to determine the minimum 
amount of financial support in the absence of a court order or 
support agreement. The rules governing the payment of BAQ are 
not used to determine the identity of those family members 
entitled to financial support. Nor does a soldier's entitlement or 
lack of entitlemsnt to BAQ have m y  bearing on whether or not 
the soldier is required to support family members under the 
reg~lation.~'  Unfortunately, ambiguities perceived in the old 
regulation often resulted in family members being denied financial 
support because the soldier was not receiving BAQ or had 
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forfeited BAQ because it was not being used to support depen- 
dents.'$ 
3. The Minimum Support Requirement. 

Most complaincs regarding financial support involve instances 
where the soldier is providing no support whatsoever, as opposed 
to complaints that  the support being provided is insufficient for 
the family. Admittedly, the amount of support required under the 
BAQ standard will not always be sufficient to support a family. 
At other times it may be too generous. But the thrust of the 
punitive provisions of the reguiation is to require that the soldier 
provide under penalty of law a minimum amount of support to all 
family members. If this amount of support is too generous, the 
soldier should seek to establish a lower amount by agreement or 
in court. If the amount is insufficient to support the family. B 

family member is afforded the same opportunity to obtain 
additional support by agreement or in court. Additionally, in the 
absence of a court order or written support agreement, the family 
member may request, individually or through counsel. the sol. 
dier's commander to order additional support, i . ~ . .  more than 
"BAQ4th."As 

The minimum support requirements of AR 608.99 mandate 
compliance with the financial support provisions of court orders 
and written support agreement8 and, in their absence, the interim 
support provisions of the replation.jo These punitive provisions 
of the regulation prohibit nonsupport and insufficient support 

"DODPM. Part 3 ,  Chapter 2, Section D. para. 30236e pmwdes for recoupment 
of past EAQ payments made to II soldier who 1s unable 10 pmwde " p m f  of 
m n m i t ' '  in an mount at least 841181 to the lesser of "HAQ-with" or ' 'a reasonable 
&aunt reqvestd by or on bohalp' of the family member, hut y1 no case may ths  
mount of support he less than the difference beiwsen "HAQMth' and 
' 'HAQ.wthw' '  for the soldier's made. As this peragrsph stater. this smaller 

"AR 608.99 para 2.10b Note that  B soldier doea not have the % m e  opportvnily 
vnder the regulation t o  obtain relief from f i r  or her commander t o  pay le81 Lhan 
Lhe minimum mourn of support requned vnder the BAQ standard where this 
m o u n t  may appear t o  he too generous. The reason far tius 18 thst  a aoidier 
always wlll have the o p p a r t u t y  Lo personally pmsenl his or her position to B 
commander ~ n y  time a reamst  to order more mmort is received from a f d ~  
member Ai&sdbers, u&e f d y  members. ar; &wys employed and reeei-g 
pay and allawaneos, and the Army is alwsys available to  provide soldiers with 
Lher mvlimum needs as to i d .  shelter. and dathmg Fmally, soibers, u&o 
f d y  members. can more easlly forestall a court resolution of n fvlaneid ~ u p p m r  
issue under the Sol~hers' and Sdors' Civll Relief Aot. See supra note 46. 

"AR 608-99, para. 2-4a 
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under circumstances that can be readily ascertained. These 
provisions also require support in a specific amount to be made in 
a particular way5I by a date certain.52 

4. Court Orders. 

The regulation specifically prohibits a soldier from violating the 
provisions of a court order which requires "financial support to 
family members on a periodic basis."ta Although a soldier is 
required by law to obey all provisions of B court order, the 
punitive provisions of the regulation only apply to those parts of 
a court order that require support on a periodic basis. A violation 
of a support provision of a court order is a violation of a lawful 
general regulation under Article 92, UCMJ. 

This is not to suggest that commanders will not get involved 
with the enforcement of other provisions of court orders, such as 
those requiring the payment of court cost8, attorney's fees, 
medical and other expenses, and outstanding loan balances, or 
those providing for visitation rights or the division of property." 
The Army receives complaints from family members and their 
attorneys on these matters everyday, and commanders are 
required under the regulation to ensure that soldiers comply with 
all provisions of a court order.'& Although a soldier may be 
punished for disobeying a lawful order of a superior who directs 
compliance with other provisions of a court order after a family 
member complains, a violation of such a provision in and by itself 
is not a punishable violation of AR 608.99.58 

"Id. a t  pars 2.8n. This provision rsgvires that the payment of support be in 
cash, by check or money order. or by ailotment 

Y d .  at para. 2-4d. This pronsian require that the payment of mpport be dent 
befare the Isst calendar day af the month far whkh the (uppart LI due unless 
othewiee required by ths terms of a c o w  order or wit ten  support payment 

Mid. at para. 2.3~111 
"Failure to pay debt8 incuned by a aoldier and his or her spouse, particularly 

whsre a soldier has been ordered to pay such B debt by a court in a dworee or 
separate maintenance pnx8Bdiag. may conahtute B dishanoreble failure to pay p t  
debts, which offeng8 is separately puniahabls v n d v  UCMJ art. 131 See MCM, 
part IV. parn. 71 Note alra that the broad definition of ''court order" comespanda 
111 wording to the explanation of the word "pdgment" contained within the 
drhnition of the word "debt" in Dep'r of Army. Reg. No 600-16, Indebtedness of 
Militmy Personnel, Olossary, Section I1 114 Mar. 19861 lhereinafter cited as AR 
600-111. 

',AR 608-99, para. 2.3cIll 
'The main iesmn a violation ai these other pmnsmns of B court order ware not 

made punishable violations af AR 608-89 i s  that  many such prov~(iions frsquent!y 
are VBWD or mbiguoucl. and hence require fvrthsr darificarion If clarification i s  
required a commander. aiter obtaining legal adwee, 1s in the best poemon t o  
dir& what ths s o l d m  must do m ordsr to comply with the court order. 
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A court order is defined in the regulation as follows: 

As used in this regulation, court order includes all judicial 
and administrative orders and decrees, permanent and 
temporary, granting child custody. directing financial 
support, and executing paternity findings I t  also includes 
any foreign nation court or administrative order recog. 
nized by treaty or international agreement. Court orders 
are presumed valid in the absence of evidence to the 
contruy.br 

This broad definition of court order is intended to be all 
encompassing. Foreign administrative and judicial orders. which 
are recognized by treaty or international ageement, are given full 
force and effect under the regulation, regardless of where the 
soldier is stationed at the time support is required to be paid.56 
Specific reference is made to Articles 32.31 of the Supplemental 
Agreement Concerning Foreign Farces Stationed in the Federal 
Republic of Germany.hs Presently, the Army will garnish the pay 
of a soldier who has failed to comply with the financial support 
provisions of a German court order as long as the soldier remains 
stationed in Germany.60 Upon return to the United States or upon 
retirement. pay deductions ue automatically stopped by the U.S. 
Army Finance and Accounting Center (USAFACI.61 Army Reguia. 
tion 608.99, however, would continue to mandate the payment of 
support as long as the soldier remains on active duty. A soldier's 
obligation to comply with a foreign court order has nothing to do 
with the Army's ability or willingness to garnish the pay of that 
soldier far failing to comply with such orders.$* Like atate court 
orders. foreign court orders recognized by treaty or international 
agreement are presumed valid in the absence of evidence to the 

' 4 R  608.95, Glosiary Section I1 
~'Ths pro\isron 1s conliiilenf uirh A m y  pahey regarding the mdebredness of 

mdifarv osrronnsl \of* that Lhe emlanation of ths word 'iudrmenf under the 
defm&n' of debL' 1" AR 600-15. klossary. Secrian 11. &I& adminiarrarwe 
iudgmenrs by the Runderpoit IGerman telephone companyi on unpud daphone 
bllls regardleas of where the soldm IS srarmned at the rime the Rundeapaar 13 
trying to collect the amount due 

"AR 608-95 para. 2-3~121 
'"DODPM, Part i ,  Chapter 1. Section B. para 10710a Noxa ala0 Lhar under 

Article 3 of the Supplemenral Agreement Cancernlng Foreign Forces Sfananed In 
the Federal Repuhhc Of German), garnishment of pay i s  only required whie the 
soldier 1% on acfiw duly and stationed I" Germany 

'The lnformalion about blopping pay deductions 15 not contuned ~n the 
DODPM but was obtiuned over che telephone from 

"&e I U D ~  now 12 ODCSPER not the USAFAC, eaiablirhsi Army D ~ I C Y  on 
official m US.4FAC 

rhe suppoit of fmmly members 
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contrary.63 A successful collateral attack on a court order would 
be the type of evidence which would rebut the presumption of 
validity.8' 

Court orders that require financial support are to be distin. 
guished from those that are silent an the issue of support. These 
so.called "silent divorce decrees" have been a troublesome issue in 
the Army, particularly with regard to the support of minor 
children. The 1978 version of AR 608-99 required that "BAQ - 
with" be paid to dependents in such situations until such time 
that a court order was issued or a separation agreement was 
reached that specified the amount of Supp0rt.6s That could be a 
long time, and this requirement was quite unrealistic given the 
broad definition of dependent. which included ~ tepchi ldren .~~ 

The new AR 608-99 requires that a soldier continue to support 
family members, other than B former spouse, when a divorce 
decree is silent on the issue of financial support.6' The amount of 
support provided would be the amount required under a prior 
existing written support agreement or, in the absence of this, the 
amount required by the BAQ standard. A soldier can be excused 
by the commander from providing support if the soldier can 
demonstrate that  the court issuing a final decree of divorce had 

. .  
pramdes. Ths courts. not the d t a r y  ~ ~ W L C ~ S .  are the proper place to r e d w  
Questions of junsdxtion A &fierent positron. to be dmusaed later. 18 t i e n  with 
regard LO m a r  children beesure they ere s t l  f d y  members of the soldm after 
a divorce Note that under DODPM, Seetion A, para 30233e, B claim for 
allowneer. such m "BAQ-with," may be d e m d  m C B Q ~ ~  where the soldm or hra 
or her present a p ~ u s e  have marned following B forc~gn n a t m  divorce where the 
court's jurisdiction w m  questionable based on the residency of the parties. The 
government d w s  not pay allowances where tho basin of the allowance is 8 
"doubthi reistionshp." Sea Comp. Gen Opinion 8-128261, August 16. 19E6 I t  
would be unpraelied, howwer. for the Army to reqwe  B roidxr io continue i o  
Support a farmer ~povae  foilowvlg B foreign or itate coun divorce of daubrhl 
validity pmieularly where m e  or both of the parties have remarried and perhaps 
are estopped from ever collarerdiy attaeliing the validity of the drvorce in the 
courts If, on the olhsr hand, B d d a r  Q present "mr~nsgg' le  of doubrful vddlty 
beesuse of jur isdxband defects m B poor divorce involving m e  of the parLies. an 
arguable basin would ~ ~ 1 s t  far msernng Chat AR 608.99 aould not require the 
soldier to provide support an the baris of this purported muriage. "BAQ-with' 
*odd probably be dsrvad to the saidmr under these circumstancer 

"1918 Regulation para. 2-2e. 
"Id. at para. 1-3m111 
s AR 608-99, para 2.6b(Zl(al 
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personal jurisdiction over the solider to order child support, and 
the soldier is not receiving "BAQwith'  based solely on the 
support of the children.6a T h s ,  of course. presupposes that the 
defendant in the divorce suit is the military member. When the 
soldier is the plaintiff. no such exemption would apply. In such a 
C B S ~  the soldier could only be relieved of providing child support 
by a specific provision to that effect in the court order or in a 
written support agreement. 

A different issue arises when a court. far whatever reason. 
orders a nominal amount of child support during the course of a 
divorce or separation proceeding. For example, there are reported 
case8 where courts have ordered soldiers to pay anywhere from 
one to ten dollars a month in child support. In some eases this is 
done as an interim measure because the court does not have all 
the facts as to the soldier's income and, pursuant to local court 
rules, is merely maintaining its continuing jurisdiction over the 
issue of child support until B full hearing can be held at  future 
date, Sometimes this is done when the court does not yet have 
personal prisdiction over the soldier to order financial support. 
Regardless of the reasons, if a court issues either a permanent or 
temporary order for periodic financial support in any amount, that 
order will supersede an existing support agreement and the 
interim support provisions of AR 608.99.89 

In the absence of a court order there is no requirement at  all to 
provide support to a former spouse.70 But. until such time that a 
court order is issued dissolving the marriage or otherwise 
specifically relieving the soldier of any obligation to provide 
support to the spouse. the soldier is required to provide financial 
support in accordance with the terms of an existing support 
agreement or the interim support provisions of the regula t i~n . '~  

A soldier may always attack the jurisdiction of a court issuing 
an order requiring him or her to pay financial support, The place 

"Id.  at para 2~6b1211bi 
' I d  st para 2-4a This ~ ~ n ~ l u s i o n  1% d a a  based on the fact that under the 

remlsfmn IGiosrarv. Seetion 111 an order of a ~ O Y ~ C  15 'meiurned v d d  ~n The 
.!&me of evrdenc; t o  the contrary'' Therefore. under the;egulatian. although B 
soldier may properly assirl that he or she should not pay iupport because B court 
having personal j r n i ~ i c f m n  over the salder chose nol t o  order support. a family 
member, on the other hand. cannot argue that the coun %,as richout jwisdicimn 
to ordsr nommd aupporl and henee the soldier should pay the hill amount of 
support requlred by an exisring support agreement or rhe interim ~upporr 
pronsmns of the regulanan. However L soldier pnying only nominal support mav 
loge entitlement to 'B.4Q.nith See E U ~ ~ Y  note 48 

'AR 608-95. para 2-6b1211al 
Id at para. 2.4a Srr the Appendu Lo defermme che amounr af 3upport 
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to attack it is in court-either in the court which issued the order 
or in a collateral proceeding initiated by the soldier in another 
court. In  any military proceeding against the soldier for ~ o l a t i n g  
the regulation because of noncompliance with a court order, the 
soldier may raise the issue of jurisdiction as a defense only if he 
or she can show compliance at  all times with the financial support 
provisions of another court order, a written support agreement, or 
the interim financial support provisions of the reguiation.72 In 
other words, jurisdiction cannot be raised as a successhl defense 
under AR 608.99 by one who is not providing financial support to 
family members.’* 

A similar situation arises when a soldier is required to pay 
financial support to family members under a court order issued in 
one jurisdiction, but where there is a lesser amount required or no 
m o u n t  of support required under an earlier or subsequent court 
order issued in another juridiction. The issue here is not collateral 
attack in one court of an order issued in the other court: the court 
issuing the second order may not have known about the prior 
order. Cases like this are not all that unusual in the Army. A 
common situation involves a wife obtaining a temporary order of 
child custody and child support from a court in one jurisdiction, 
followed by the husband obtaining a final decree of divorce from a 
court in a different jurisdiction. If there ia no provision for child 
support in the second decree, the inquiry should begin with an 
examination of that  decree to determine whether or not there is 
anything in it which is inconsistent with the first decree. If there 
is no provision for child support, it may very well be because the 
court issuing the divorce decree was aware of the prior court 
order awarding child support and respected that court’s continu. 
ing jurisdiction over the children-which it may very well do, 
particularly if the children still reside in that jurisdiction. In such 
a case there is no conflict between the decrees and the soldier 
should ebide by the temporary order of child support unless it has 
expired. Whore there is a direct conflict between orders issued by 
courts in different jurisdiction, a more thorough inquiry may be 
required with application of basic conflict of law principles. 

In any event. such inquiries are beyond most commanders’ 
capabilities. In all cases involving multiple court orders, the SJA 

“Id at pma 2.6a121lhl 
-‘A soldier who IS not providmg m y  financd support t o  f d y  members ln 

vmlltmn of an eustlng C O Y ~  order may be chatgod with violaling AR 608-98 
pma. 2-4a(l!, and, m The altarnative, psra 2.4~121 01 [SI. -5 ~ppr~pr ia fe ,  rf the 
iundiction of the court issuing the order 18 hkely to be raised as a defense. 
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(as defined in the regulationl should he consulted for assistance 
and advice. The SJA's advice, however. is not to the soldier, hut 
to the commander. The S J A s  advice should be required only 
when a court order is being violated. The soldier who chooses to 
violate a court order does so at his or her own peril. I t  makes no 
difference that another court order is being 

5. Support Agreements. 

Army Regulation 608.99 recognizes both oral and written 
support agreements, but, as a practical matter. only enforces 
support agreements which me in writing. A written support 
agreement is defined in the regulation as: 

'One area that AR 50849 does not drrsetly address 19 how a soldiet's financial 
support obligation to h r  or her chlld under the reyistion mght be affected by 
ehdd CustodY court decreer. The iollorine mmts  are dear under the remiation: .. 

a A soldier havmg phyaical custody of B chlld with or withour a 
court order awardmg legal custody t o  the soldier has no obllgaiian t o  
pay child support t o  another not havrng physical custody of the ehlld. 

Aim not sddrersad vnder the r ep la t ion  i s  the situation where physical custody 
of the chlld by tho soldier or the soldiers spause /or former apaurei 1s contrary t o  
an ensfin. court order. Some of these m e i  invdve 'omental hdnsoomr: either 

care for and support t& ihild if physical cusrddy IS obislned I have 
advised the Personal Affsvra Branch that  the soldier has no obligation 
to p ~ y  child support 10 the spouse or formsr P P D Y P ~  vnder the 
regulation To require otherwise would be t o  encourage contimed 
i~olsfmn of an e m l i n g  COYI~  order and give legit~maey LO a euacody 
situation havine no iemtimaev However. I hare in such 8~1uac~ons I I .  
that child ~upporl under the iegylarion 2s required- 
I l l  If the roldmr has aeouieaced m the chmse of Dhwical cuicodv. or . . .  
(21 If the sppuuia (or former spousal Rich physical cuilody has a 
conflicting court decree awardmg custody t o  that  spouse itherebs 
orovidms some lsmlima~v t o  the eustodv ritu~tmnl. . -  - .  
b If the d d m r  has p h y r d  mslody of the chlld (ocher than durrng 
ehort.term pen& of umlstmnl then financial ~upporr t o  the  pause 
lor former spouael in behalf of the chiid is not required Herr IL em 
propsrly be assumed that the soidler IS pmwdmg iinaneral rvpporf to  
the child m his or her custody and that Lhs civdian ~poure has 
sequeseed ~n rhe custod) arrangement m the absence of B demand 
that the child be returned Until the child IS returned financial 
support ta the ervhan spouse (or former apousel on behalf ai  the chlld 
13 not required in the absence of B cmrt  order to &he conirarv. 

This iwtnote is  i d e n  from CUT2. paras. 3 & 4 ,  DACFZJ. 4 Dee 86, 
aubjec~ Requerc for Legal Dsflnitian The contenca of this footnote I1*siy nlli be 
meorparaled into the first UPDATE Lo 4R 506-99. 
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Any written agreement between husband and wife in 
which the m o u n t  of periodic financial support to be 
provided by the soldier spouse has been agreed to by the 
parties. A written support agreement may be contained in 
a separation agreement or property settlement. Also. the 
support agreement may be shown by letters exchanged 
between the parties in which the m o u n t  of support has 
been agreed to by the parties.’< 

As defined, a written support agreement is intended to be 
liberally construed by applying basic contract principles of offer 
and acceptance-to encompass any written agreement between the 
parties pertaining to periodic financial support. All that is 
required is a meeting of the minds and that the agreement be 
evidenced by a witing or writings signed by the parties. An 
exchange of letters in which the amount of support is agreed to 
by the parties will suffice. However, a stack of cancelled cheeks 
reflecting past payments of financial support, in the absence of a 
written support agreement, may be nothing more than evidence of 
an oral support agreement. 

8. Oral support agreements. 

An agreement, whether oral or written, generally binds the 
parties. AR 608-99, however, distinguishes oral and written 
agreements, not because of the law, but solely out of evidentiary 
considerations. A commander c a n  easily determine what is re 
quired by a court order or, in the absence of a court order, by the 
interim support provisions of the regulation. Any difficulty here is 
likely to involve legal as opposed to factual issues. Likewise, when 
a commander is presented with a document which purports to be 
a written support agreement, the question again is one of law as 
opposed to fact: it either is or is not. If the commander requires 
any assistance he or she can ask the SJA. The commander usually 
does not have to question witnesses or determine any factual 
issues. The problem with oral support agreements is that when 
there is a dispute between the parties involved. it is not easy to 
determine who, if anyone. is telling the truth. The amount of 
money agreed to is unimportant. Whether high, low. or in 
between, the question will almost always boil down to one of who 
to believe. 

Army Regulation 608-99 approaches oral agreements from the 
point of view that, although they cannot be ignored, there are 

“AR sows  GLOSSWY, sectlon 11 
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practical reasons why they should not be enforced. For example, 
consider the situation where a soldier in Germany asserts in 
response to a complaint of insufficient support that he has an oral 
agreement to provide his wife and children in the United States 
only $100 per month. The wife denies in her letter to the 
commander that there is such an agreement. Or consider slightly 
different facts where the wife claims that there is an oral support 
agreement for a monthly amount of support equal to three times 
the soldier's "BAQwith." The soldier denies this. There is no way 
a commander can determine where the truth lies in such cases. 
Hence, the regulation specifically states that if an oral agreement 
is  being followed. the Army need not interfere. If a dispute arises 
as to the terms or existence of an oral agreement, a commander 
will advise the soldier to send the amount required by the interim 
support provisions of the regulation.'@ A soldier cannot be 
punished under the regulation for violating the terms of an oral 
agreement as to financial support." 

b. Written support agreements. 

Written support agreements are enforced under the punitive 
provisions of the regulation for the same reasons that court 
Orders and the interim support prOViSlOnS of the regulation are 
similarly enforced. To do otherwise would be inconsistent with 
and would discourage the use of witten support agreements in 
the Army. In any event, there is more reason for the Army to 
enforce an amount of support that has been agreed to in writing 
by the parties than an amount that is mandated by regulation or 
by court order. If nothing else. such an amount is less likely to be 
arbitrary or unreasonable, particularly if the parties received the 
assistance of legal counsel in executing the agreement. Indeed, a 
soldier is likely to have a greater say in the amount of financial 
support required in a witten support agreement than in the 
amount he or she is ordered to pay by a court. 

Lawyers differ an the advisability of having soldiers or family 
members sign support agreements. Some have asserted that they 

'Id ar pms 2-3u 
When m oral agreement not LY probide support exmrs between the p'tm this 

can be ralaed as a defense by a hoi&er charged with nor prowding ~ Y P P D ~ C  in 
accordance with the interim support pmviaiani of the regulation An oral 
agreernenl Lo provide a ieiaei amount than that reqused by tho interim suppon 
pmvimons af Lhs r e g u l a f m  rimllarly can be rased as 8 defense t o  B charge that 
madequate financial suppaif was provided 4 soldier cannm assert that a 
subsquenc oral agreement modifies an already existing ~ r i l t e n  support agree- 
ment. Note however B whsequent written agreemenr can modify M earher one. 
provided it has not been incorporated mco B court order See id ~f p u s  2-6c 
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would never advise a family member to sign a support agreement 
unless it provided for more support than required by AR 608-99; 
these same lawyers likewise would never counsel a soldier to sign 
an agreement that required more support than AR 608-99. Many 
lawyers frequently negotiate a support agreement between 
spouses to pay the exact amount required by AR 608.99. I s  t h s  a 
waste of time? Perhaps not. If the agreement settles other 
matters, such as the payment of joint debts. the rights of child 
custody and visitation, the payment of medical and insurance 
expenses, and the division of property, then the lawyers have 
accomplished much for their clients. A violation of the punitive 
provisions of AR 608.99 in regards to support agreements occurs 
only when a soldier fails to provide periodic financial support in 
accordance with the terms of a written support agreement.78 One 
great advantage of wi t ten  support agreements in the Army is 
that  soldiers are less likely to violate something they have agreed 
to than something they have been ordered to do by a court or 
regulation. 

6. The Inten'm Support Requirements. 

Once again, the interim support requirements lor BAQ s t m  
derdl of AR 608-99 apply only in the absence of a court order or 
written support agreement. The obligation to provide financial 
support under these circumstances is continuous and begins when 
the soldier acquires a family member as defined under the 
regulation. In the absence of a complaint of nonsupport or 
insufficient support, the Army can only assume that everything is 
capecetic within the family. This is different than asserting that a 
support obligation does not begin until after a family member 
complains and the soldier is counseled to provide financial support 
by his or her commander. The difference is that, under the 
regulation, a soldier can be punished for failing to provide support 
before the complaint or counseling occurs, which is no different 
than what can occur with other criminal acts.79 

The amount of financial support required under the BAQ 
standard will vary on the basis of the soldier's grade, the 
residence of the family members I L . ~ ,  whether they reside in 
government or non-government quarters), the actual custody of 
the children, the military status of each of the spouses. the 
income of the "supported' spause, and, in multiple family 
situations. the total number of family members not authorized 

'AR 608.s~. pma. a . 4 . m  
'*Sir supra f e l l  ~ceompanying note 16 
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support under a written support agreement or court order. The 
manner m which " B A Q 4 t h '  and the difference between the 
"BAQ-with' and the "BAQ-without" ithe "difference") is distrib. 
uted in these various situations is demonstrated by the chart at  
the Appendix. 

The way in which "BAQ-with' or the "difference" is distributed 
depends in many instances on whether or not the family members 
are residing in government quarters. I t  makes no difference, 
however. where the soldier is living. In a given situation. the eame 
amount will be paid to the supported family members regardless 
of whether the soldier is living with them or living apart from 
them wherever they may be situated.*D Likewise, if a soldier is 
residing in government family quarters and the soldier's spouse 
moves out, for whatever the amount of financial support 
owed the spouse under the regulation will depend on where the 
spouse takes up residence, regardless of whether or not the soldier 
remains in government family quarters. If the spouse takes up 
residence in non.government housing, the amount will be a 
portion of or all of "BAQ.with," depending on the number of 
other family members the soldier must support. The same is tme 
if the spouse moves back home with his or her parents, unless 
those parents, as a separate military family, are residing in 
government quarters. In that caee the soldier would only be 
required to pay the spouse the "difference."82 

The income of the soldier. or the allowances the soldier may be 
drawing, also have no effect on the soldier's obligation to provide 
financial support to family members under the regulation. There 
is one exception. and that is where the civilian spouse "is 
receiving an annual income equal to or greater than the annual 
gross pay of the s0ldier.''~3 Gross pay includes military pay and 
allowances paid to B soldier on a monthly or bi-monthly basis.e' 

'AR 608-99 para 2-1bi111s12 
' I d .  at p'a 2- le  Desertion and orher form& of m m r d  maeonduct have no 

effect an the d d d s  ahhgsrm t o  promde f i n a n d  suppori under the regulation 
'.Id at p a n  2-4bi l I lb~.  The iegylarmn doel not E P B C L ~ Y  that rhr gorsrnment 

quuleri muit he Brsigned to the soldier A legal ~ s s i i l a n ~ e  officer reported one 
mscancs where the OSAFAC *,as attemptmg to eoUect back p~ymsnrs of 
'BAQ-with from a raldmr rhere ius sole bails far entitlement was the fael that 

he was supportvlg a wife who unknown to  che soldier. ~ 8 8  Irving with her father. 
who XBJ B uhfary member remdmg m government pvarrars ac the flme 

"Id at para 2-6d.  
"AR 608.99. Glorsaru. Section I1 The Person& Affavs Branch hsr been adrised 
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The civilian spouse's income, however, has no effect on the 
soldier's obligation to provide financial support to children in the 
custody of the civilian spause.8~ 

The soldier's grade also has no effect on the obligation to 
provide financial support to family members, except to the extent 
that  grade determines the amount of pay and allowances that is 
compared with the annual income of an employed civilian spouse 
in determining the support obligation, if any, to that spouse. 

Where B soldier is married to another soldier, and there are na 
children, there is no support obligation.86 I t  makes no difference 
how great the disparity is between the rank and separate incomes 
of the spouses. Similarly. this disparity, if it exista, has no effect 
an the obligation of the noncustodial soldier to provide financial 
support to the children in the other soldier's custody. Because 
each military member is entitled to pay and allowances in his or 
her own right. the financial support obligation to the children of 
the marriage is never greater than the "difference."S' If custody 
of the children is split between the spouses, there is no financial 
support obligation, regardless of the number of children in the 
custody of each spouse.a8 These are all policy calls made from the 
point of view of keeping the regulation simple, while at  the same 
time directing the thrust of the regulation at  the serious problems 
of nonsupport that more frequently arise in the Army. Nonsup- 
port between military spouses is not a serious problem in the 
Army. Also, the regulation cannot ignore the fact that  both 
spouses are receiving pay, allowances, and other entitlements. 

A soldier who is supporting only one family unit and is married 
to a civilian spouse is required to pay a certain amount of 
minimum support regardless of the size or needs of that  family. 
In this regard, there is no change in AR 608-99 from that which 
was required under the 1918 regulation. As one legal assistance 
officer noted, an heiress married to a soldier for two weeks gets 
the same amount as a woman with six children married to a 
soldier for fifteen years.8Q There is no rational explanation for this 
approach other than the need to keep the regulation simple. Also, 

" I d .  sf ~ a r a  2-6d 
' I d .  at bars. 2-4b131. 
" I d .  at para 2-46141 
" I d  nt para 2-4b1411a12 
"Under the revised regulation, however. the "hexed would not be milt led t o  

f lnaned  Support from the soldier if she w83 recairmg an annual income. earned or 
unearned. meam than the annual moss o w  of the soldier Wealth. or the 
expeetsrmdof wealth, wthovt a greaier i n c i i e .  1s not B factor. See AR 608.99, 
para 2-Sd .  
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the purpose of the regulation is to require a minimum m o u n t  of 
support in all cases, backed by criminal penalties for noncompli. 
ance. There is no suggestion in the regulation that "minimum" 
support is the equivalent of "adequate" support in every case. A 
commander is authorized under the regulation to order additional 
support where the "minimum" is not "adequate."so Also, the 
reguiatian encourages the parties to resolve their differences as to 
what is adequate support by a written support agreement or in 
court.91 

7. Multigle Family Situations. 

Multiple family situation8 are distinguished under the regula. 
tion by the use of examples from single family units. Generally, a 
single f d y  unit consists of one set of family members, whether 
living together or apart from each other. all of whom the soldier is 
required to support as the result of a single legal obligation. This 
obligation is usually based on marriage, but may also be based on 
a paternity judgment. For example, a soldier required to support 
a spouse and five children is supporting one family unit. even 
though two of the children may live with him m government 
quarters and three may reside off post with his wife. In the 
absence of a court order or written support agreement. the soldier 
would be required to pay two-thirds of an amount equal to his 
"BAQ-with," even though he might not be receiving BAQ 
Similarly. B soldier supporting one or more children born out of 
wedlock to the same woman is supporting a single family unit. 
However, one child born to one woman and B second child born to 
another woman would constitute two family units insofar as the 
supporting soldm is concerned. 

Multiple family units arise from multiple legal relationships, the 
most frequent examples of which are soldiers with children from 
prior and current marriages. If there are court orders and written 
support agreements pertaining to each family unit. then financial 
support must be provided in accordance with those documents. In 
the absence of these, however, a soldier is required under tho 
regulation to provide financial support to each Pupported family 
member (or the parent or legal guardian of that family member1 in 
an amount equal to his or her pro rata share of "BAQwith." This 
share is determined by dividing the "BAQwith' by the total 
number of supported family members, excluding former spouses. 
But support which is required by court order or written support 

"AR 608-89 para. 2-10 
' I d .  atpara 2 . l b  
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agreement is paid as  required. As the examples in the regulation 
demonstrate, this m o u n t  has no effect on the amount of financial 
support to be paid to other family members. Also, supported 
family members residing in government quarters are entitled (as a 
unit) to no less than the "difference." Again, the m o u n t  paid to 
them has no effect on the m o u n t  of financial support to be paid 
to remaining family members who are not entitled to financial 
support based on a court order or written support agreement.gz 
8. Former Spouses. 

Former spouses are not family members under the regulation.93 
The term "family member" a8 used throughout the regulation 
includes, however, any former spouse to whom the soldier is 
required to pay financial support by virtue of B court order.84 
Therefore, a failure to pay court ordered alimony is B violation of 
the punitive provisions of the regulation.06 

With regard to the pro rata formula, however, former spouses. 
even those receiving court ordered alimony, are not counted 
among the total number of family members in determining the 
division of " B A Q 4 t h '  among family members.Q6 Therefore, the 
fact that  a former spouse is receiving court ordered alimony from 
a soldier has no effect on the amount of money the soldier would 
be required to pay other family members under the regulation. 
9. Support in Kind. 

Support in kind is a concept adapted from the Department of 
Defense Pay Manual (DODPM). Under the DODPM. a soldier can 
establish entitlement to BAQ-and prevent recoupment of BAQ 
for past periods of alleged nonsupport-by providing "proof of 
support."87 There is no requirement that  this support be in a form 
that is requested by the supported spouse. This is proper because 
the soldier is only required to show evidence of financial support 
to justify continuing entitlement to an aliowance. Compliance with 
Army policy on support is  not required in every instance to retain 
this entitlement.aa 

Therefore. to justify continuing entitlement to "BAQ-with," B 

soldier could present proof that he or she routinely paid the rent 

"Id. at para. 2-46121. 
*'Id. at Gloaa-, Section I1 
"Id 
"Id. at pma. 2-40111. 
"Id BL pace. 2.4bi21. 

*Id 
" L e  supra note 48 
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for the family apartment and other expenses associated with food, 
shelter, and clothing for the family. The fact that the civilian 
spouse demanded a monthly cash payment instead of having 
these expenses paid directly by the soldier would make no 
difference insofar as entitlement to "BAQwith" is concerned. 

Under AR 608.99, however. support in kind is acceptable 
support only if it is provided "on behalf of, and with the 
agreement of, the supported family membem"g8 In other words, a 
spouse must agree to the monthly installment payments on the 
family car as part of the financial support arrangement between 
the parties in order for those payments to be credited against the 
soldier's monthly finaneiai support obligation under the regula. 
tion. The reason for requiring the conaent of the supported spouse 
is to avoid situations, which often occur, where the supported 
spouse is receiving little or nothing from the soldier by way of 
cash payments, while at  the same time the soldier is alleging full 
and adequate support because the soldier is making monthly 
installment payments an the jaintlyowned car (which the soldier 
drlvesl, the expensive stereo sound system iwhich the soldier 
enjoys), and other such debts they jointly incurred. 

Support in kind only becomes a problem when the parties have 
not settled their financial support differences by either a court 
order or a written support agreement. Such documents will 
usually specify that payment of financial support be in cash (or 
cash equivalent) on a monthly basis. Other matters, such as the 
payment of medical expenses, insurance premiums. and the like, 
usually are discussed separately in those documents. 

Support in kind can become a problem when there is no 
agreement between the parties on haw family debts are to be 
paid. Under AR 608-99, a soldier is required to provide financial 
support to family members in cash, by check, or money order. or 
by allotment. In the absence of an oral or written agreement 
between the parties or a court order directing otherwise, support 
in kind is not recognized under the regulation.'oo 

Where does this leave the soldier? Obviously. with regard to 
such matters as rent and utilities on a home not occupied by the 
soldier, or payments on personal property not claimed or used by 
the soldier. the soldier will have little objection to letting the 
spouse pay for those items from the monthly financial support 
provided under the regulation. If the spouse does not use the 

"AR 608-88. para 2.e 
,"'Id 
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financial support received from the soldier to pay those expenses, 
the spouse, not the soldier, will suffer the immediate come 
quences.lol Eviction from the home and repossession of property 
will have an immediate effect on the spouse, not the soldier. 

With regard to other expenses which are more directly attrib- 
uted to the soldier than to the spouse, the soldier will not likely 
get the spouse to agree to credit payments on those expenses 
against the financial support obligation owed to the family under 
the regulation. Nor is the soldier likely to believe that payments 
made directly to the spouse will go toward the satisfaction of 
debts pertaining to property used or in the possession of the 
soldier.1'2 

This is  the intended effect of the regulation, Each spouse can be 
expected to act aut of his or her own self4nterest with regard to 
paying debts incurred by each of them. Regardless of who pays 
the debts, whether individually or jointly incurred, a soldier has a 
separate and distinct obligation under the regulation to provide 
financial support to family members on a periodic basis. The 
satisfaction of other legal obligations has nothing to do with 
meeting the support obligation, in the absence of a court order or 
support agreement to the contrary. 

10. Additional Support. 

The punitive provisions of the regulation pertain to a soldier's 
failure to provide minimum financial support to family members. 
In this regard, failure to provide the minimum amount of support 
required by a court order, a mitten support agreement, or the 
interim support requirements of AR 608.99 is a violation of a 
lawhi general regulation punishable under Article 92, UCMJ.1°3 

Minimum support, however, is not necessarily adequate w p  
port. In this regard, the regulation authorizes a commander to 
order a soldier to pay additional support but only in the absence 
'"Of E O Y T ~ ~  if the aol&er has signed the isme. or is jomtly Bable on those debts. 

nonpayment may have a hi tue  impact on the sol&er's c r d c  c " n g  and ma? also 
svbifft the d & e r  to hsbhty m any mwt suit svbaequently brought to eobcl  
damages ariaing *om breach of eantraef. 

"'A difiermt (iituation exists w t h  regard t o  expenses not pertaining LO my 
oarticdar orooertv l a = .  cash loans1 01 rslatmz to muesfment orooertv I;* . .  I 
iortgage iaymenis 0n-a house). Here again. the approach t&en by AR 608-99 is 
that. in the absence af m ~ g r ~ s m e n t  kcween the putiea. the payment of such 
ohhgalions IS governed more properly by AR 600-16 than by AR 603.99 
Dishonorabh f d v r e  to pay dehta 18 also an aifonae under UCMJ an 92. See 
MCM. p u t  IV pa*. 71 

"OAR 608-99. para 2-4c 
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of a court order or written support agreement.104 The theory here 
is that  where the parties have signed B financial support 
agreement, or where a court has ordered financial support, those 
amounts should be deemed adequate. Obviously, under those 
circumstances, either a court or the parties themselves determined 
those amounts to be adequate at one time. Any increase in 
support should be obtained by agreement or in court. 

With regard to the interim support requirements of the 
regulation. there is certainly a greater possibility that  the 
minimum required may not be adequate to provide for the 
family's needs. In such instances the commander is authorized 
under the regulation to order the soldm to pay additional support 
beyond the minimum required.106 The commander's legal author. 
ity to order "adequate" support for family members is premised 
on the same authority as the regulation's requirement that  
soldiers provide at  least a "minimum" amount of support for 
family members.'08 

The regulation urges the soldier to provide additional support, 
within his or her ability, when necessary to meet the family's 
basic financial needs.'o' If there is a disagreement between the 
soldier and the supported family members an the amount of 
additional support required, a commander is authorized to order 
"temporary" additional support when "there is a demonstrated 
need for immediate and temporary additional support because of 
unexpected and unforeseen In determining the 
amount of additional support to order, a commander is directed to 
consider eleven factors including, but not limited to, the respec. 
tive incomes of the parties, their savings, needs, debts and other 
financial obligations, their respective standards of living, and. 
with regard to spousal support, the "duration of the marriage and 
the circumstances under which the parties separated."'"B 

Ordering additional support is not likely to occur frequently in 
the Army. Indeed, the minimum amount required under the 
regulation usually will be the actual amount required. In those 
situations where a commander is confronted by the family of a 
soldier in financial need, however. the commander has authority 
under the regulation to order the soldier to pay additional support 

"Id. at para. 2-10 
-'Id at  para. 2-lob. 
"see supra notes 50.52 and accompanying text. 
"AR 608-99, para. 2-loa. 
*Id at PSIS 2- lob. 

"'Id at  p m  2.10~ 
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when the soldier is financially able to provide more support than 
the minimum required under the regulation. 

Additional support need not be periodic. l t  may constitute a 
one time payment of m unusual expense. For example, an 
overseas commander may order a soldier to pay for a return plane 
ticket home for the soldier's wife, who desires to return home but 
is financially unable to pay the plane fare herself. 

11. Arreaioges. 

Arrearagee, Like support in kind and "silent divorce decrees," 
has been a problem to DA policy makers, as well as to  legal 
assistance attorneys and commanders in the field. The policy 
makers had to define the problem, determine how it arises, 
determine what the policy should be and, finally. if possible, find 
a way it can be legally enforced. The problem with arrearages has 
been one of enforcement. 

Arrearages are defined under the regulation as the total amount 
of money owed by a soldier to his or her family members a8 a 
result of failing to comply with the minimum support require. 
ments of the reguiation."0 As defined, arrearages can accrue when 
a soldier fails to comply with court orders, written support 
apeements, and the interim support requirements of the regula. 
tion. Arrearagee cannot arise from a failure to pay additional 
support ordered by a commander."' 

Arrearages often accNe because soldiers, although knowing 
they have financial support obligations, choose sometimes to 
ignore these obligations after they breakup with their families. 
Instead, they will often wait until B complaint of nonsupport is 
made to their commanders before they begin to think about 
providing support. Even then they may delay providing support 
until they have tried every possible ploy or excuse to avoid 
paying support. In the meantime, they have "pocketed" several 
months of "BAQ.with" which should have gone to their families. 
As mentioned predously, the source of the problem here is 
frequently not only the soldiers who refuse to provide support. 
but also the commanders who are supposed to counsel them, AB 
one legal assistance officer stated in response to the survey, it is 
"very fNStrathg when the commander's inaction on prior com. 

Y d .  BC Glosnar).. L c t ~ o n  I1 
I U&e arrearagen, a failure to pay additland support does not ConstitufP B 

vmiauon of the regYlstm AR 608-99, pma 2-9bl31 Failus to obey an order 
dirxtmg additional support. in my opmion, may constitute a violstion of a iswfvl 
order under UCYJ art 92 
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plaints has been responsible iar the delay" and the resulting 
accumulation of arrearages. Another problem with delay--as well 
as in defining what constitutes arrearages-is the inaction of some 
family members who wait several months or years before ever 
making a complaint about nonsupport. Until recently, the Per. 
sand Affairs Branch took the position that soldiers were required 
to pay the full amount of arrearages to family members, 
regardless of the total amount of money due, the delay involved 
in making or processing the complaint of nonsupport, and the 
source of these "debts." With regard to the latter. it made no 
difference whether arrearages arose irom nonpayment of BAQ or 
other amounts required to be paid pursuant to written support 
agreements or court orders.112 

Army Reguiatian 608.99. as revised, takes an entirely different 
approach to the problem of arrearages than the 1978 regulation. 
First oi all, the mere accumulation of arrearages is a violation of 
the punitive provisions of the regulat1on,~~8 and therefore punish. 
able under Article 92, UCMJ. With regard to arrearages which 
have arisen from a past failure to comply with a court order or a 
written support agreement, B soldier is directed to pay this 
amount immediately and in a lump sum. If this is not possible, 
and the parties involved cannot work out B repayment schedule, 
then the commander is directed to intervene and "order payment 
of arrearage8 on a scheduled basis based on the soldier's ability to 
pay "111 

A commander's need to intervene in eases where a written 
support agreement or court order is being violated is not likely to 
occur very frequently. A soldier's pay can already be garnisheed 
for arrearages arising from nonpayment of court ordered sup 
port."S Arrearages arising from noncompliance with the terms of 
B written support agreement also do not arise very often because 
soldiers, like others, are more likely to pay according to the terms 

legality ai such s;equaernenf 
''See AR 608 99. paras 2-4a and 2-Sa 

"42 U S  C 5 659 119821 See pmerol ly  AR 608.99, ch 8 
'Id a i  pus .  2-96111 
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of an agreement they negotiated and signed than they are because 
of something that is dictated to them from afar by a court order 
or an Army regulation. 

With regard to arrearages arising from a past failure to comply 
with the interim support requirements of the regulation, AR 
608.99 specifically states that a soldier cannot be ordered to pay 
the m o u n t  in arrear~.~~e There are several reasons for this. One is 
that, unlike wi t ten  support agreements and court orders on 
financial support, the interim support provisions of the regulation 
apply throughout the saldier.fmily member relationship. There. 
fore, in many caees there is no readily ascertainable date as to 
when a violation of these provisions actually began Written 
support agreements and court orders have dates; with these there 
are no problems in ascertaining when nonsupport began. 

One alternative that was considered to solve the problem of 
interim support arrearages was to determine that the period of 
nonsupport began in the month in which the family member first 
complained about nonsupport."' Although this may be a good 
indication of when a violation of the punitive provisions of the 
regulation occurred, it was rejected as being rather arbitrary 
insofar as determining the total amount of money a soldier might 
owe a family member for past periods of nansupport.118 

Determining how much is owed is even more difficult than 
determining when the period of nonsupport began. A failure to 
complain about nonsupport may indicate that the division of cash 
and other property that occurred at  the time the family broke up 
was adequate to meet the immediate or short-term financial needs 
of the family during the period preceding the complaint of 
nonsupport. Also, a failure to complain by the family member 
may be evidence of an oral agreement, tacit or expressed, that 

'AR 608-99. p u n  2-9e 
"Dstarmining when a cornpiant was first made beeamer more dfficult m C B ~ ~ D  

mvolvmg several months or years of nonsupport Another pmblsm is a polrey 
decisron as to whsthsr the p"id should beein when the camp la in^ was first made 
La the solder or when ~f web firat brovghr 10 the ailenbon of raldw 9 commander 
or a government official In either ease there me evidentiw problems mvolved. 

"Iguanng the mount of m e a r a g e s  that may have accumulated p m r  to B 
eamplain~ being made IS alun t o  spplyhg the doctrine of estoppel by laches, the 
appBcstion of which would not he ~ppropriafe VI nonsupport cages parlmlariy 
where the eolher hss been collecting ' B A Q - n t h '  all along In cases involving 
aevsral years of nonsupport. the sppheafion of B regulatory "statute of limits- 
tions" mght  be B more appropriate way to h t  the amount of arreamges that the 
Army m g h t  demand B soldier ta pay because of p m  farlures to comply wirh the 
interim -mYm avpport requuementr. 
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financial support was not required.llQ 

Problems seldom arise in collecting arrearages relating to 
noncompllance with written support agreements and court orders 
because with them there are no ambiguities as to when the 
support obligation beganhow much was to be paid, how it was to 
be paid, and when, if payments were made at  all, the checks 
stopped coming. The total amount of arrearages that are due 
should be readily ascertainable. Also, the mere fact that a written 
support agreement or court order exists is a fair indication that 
the parties are hUy aware of their legal rights, and are not likely 
to sit idly by lor a period of several months or years while their 
rights under these legal documents are being continuously vie 
lated. 

Commanders must Concentrate their attention on the present 
and the future; correcting past wrongs should be left to the 
courts. This is the whole philosophy behind AR 608.99. Although 
USAFAC may recoup past payments of "BAQ.with" that were 
not used to support family members,'lo and commanders may 
take disciplinary actions against soldiers who have violated the 
regulation by not providing support.121 the main purpose of the 
regulation is to ensure that family members receive financial 
support from soldiers to meet their present and future n e e d ~ . l 2 ~  
Family members. an the other hand, are encouraged to obtain 
relief in court if they cannot resolve their differences by agree. 
ment or if the provisions of the regulation are inadequate to meet 
their demands. A claim for what amounts to a request for a 
monetary judgment against a soldier for past periods of nonsup 
port, where the entitlement is purely regulatory. is a matter for a 
court to handle if the parties emnot resolve their differences by 
agreement. 

Almost all nonsupport complaints received by a commander are 
going to contain demands for present and future support under 
the interim financial support provisions of tho regulation. as well 

"Srr AR 606-B8, para. 2-3a This paragraph of the regulsrion. relsmulg Lo the 
enforcement ai oral agrmments on financlsl iiuppolf. vldicslps that rhe Army wdi 
not "involve itself m disputes aver the terms or enforcement of oral ~upporc 
agrementa" There IS nothing in the r e p l a r m  whleh prohhts an oral agreement 
between the parties not ta provide fvlvlcid aupport However. USAFAC wdi 
recoup sll pmr payments af "BAQ-with' which war8 not used ta uppart farmly 
members regerdess of rhe nature of any agreemema that may have p u s l e d  
betwsen the parties Sns w p m  notes 48 and 71 

'-Sm s q r n  note 46 
",AR 608-99 para 1-4e161 
"Id at para. 1-E  
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as an assertion that financial support has not been provided in 
the past. Obviously, if there were no arrearages. there would be 
no complaint. Under AR 608-99. 8 commander is required to 
counsel solders on their responsibilities to provide financial 
support in the futurd23 and to consider disciplinary action for 
past failure to provide financial support ns required by the 
regulation.13' With regard to arrearages, the commander i9 
advised to encourage the soldier to pay the amount in arrears.*= 
But. the soldier cannot be ordered to pay this amount.'*@ Also, 
the commander may report the soldier's past failure to provide 
support to the installation finance and accounting office, which in 
turn can recoup past amounts of "BAQ-with" that were not used 
to support family members.'2? Finally, among other factors, the 
commander can consider the amount owed in =ears by the 
soldier in deciding whether or not to order the soldier to pay 
additional support to family members beyond the amount re 
quired by the interim financial support provisions of the regula. 
tion.128 In such instances, additional support may be appropriate 
where the failure to provide financial support in the past ,has 
caused the family members serious financial hardship.'*e 

C. PATERNITY 
DOD policy requires that a soldier be informed of a paternity 

allegation made against him. When such an allegation results in a 
decree of paternity or a court order of child support, the 
commander must advise the soldier of his legal rights and his 
legal and moral obligatians.'J0 The 1978 version of AR 608-99 
required more than just counselling. The old regulation required 
the commander to obtain a "voluntary signed statement" from 

*'Id at para He131 
.*,Id a t  para. 1-4dEI  
"Id. at 0818. 2-9c. 
"Id. 
'-See supm note 48. The "BAQ-witw' that IS recouped from a soldier's pay is 

returned to the U.S. Treasury. This IS wrceived by many 8s b u m  eovnremiaduc 
Live. Because of recoupment. the corbpiainvlg family member is not &ely to 
receive any mamy from the soldm for past psr~ods of nonsupport. and the soldier 
18 going ' 0  be less fvlancialy able than before t o  Drowde financial PYLPOCL m the 

"AR 608-99. pmas 2-9 and 2-1Oc l l l  
=Id at para. 2-lob.  
"Dep't of Defense Directive So. 1344.3, Patirmty Clam3 and AdoptLon 

Procrrbngs Involv~ng Members and Former Members of the Armed Forceii, para. 
C1 a, b I1 Feb 19781 
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the soldier admitting or denying paternity and, if paternity was 
admitted, a further statement as to whether or not the soldier 
was willing to marry the mother or prospective mother.131 If the 
soldier was willing to marry the complainant, his commander was 
then required to ask the complainant if she was willing to marry 
the soldier. If both indicated a willingness to marry, the corn 
mander was directed to grant the soldier leave in order to marry 
the claimant.1s* Having arranged the marriage. the commander 
was not required to play role in the ceremony itself. 

The old regulation did not require support, even if paternity 
was admitted, unless it was backed by a paternity judgment 
ordering s ~ p p o r t . ~ ~ ~  The new regulation takes the same approach, 
but, unlike the old regulation, recognizes that commanders are not 
in the best position to advise soldiers of their legal rights and 
obligations. 

Under the new regulation, a commander must inform a soldier 
of a paternity claim.384 If the soldier is suspected of a criminal 
offense. such as rape or indecent acts with a minor, the 
commander is further required to advise the soldier of his rights 
to remain silent under Article 31, UCMJ, and his right to counsel 
under the sixth amendment before the soldier is questioned about 
the paternity ~ l a i m . ~ 3 ~  The commander is directed in such casea to 
inform law enforcement officials of the suspected offense and to 
coordinate further action under the regulation with the SJA.136 

In the absence of conduct warranting a criminal investigation. 
the commander is directed to allow the soldier an opportunity to 
consult with a legal assistance attorney.lJ7 The attorney, not the 
commander, is the one given the responsibility of advising the 
soldier of his legal rights and obligations. The commander is 
required to advise the soldier of Army policy on the support of 
family members and about the possible consequences of failing to 
comply with a court order on child The soldier is also 
given the opportunity, if he desires, to submit a written state. 

"'1878 Regulation. paras 3-2e 3.30 
S-rd nsra 9-10 .. ~ . _ _ ~  . ~~ 

"'Id at para 3-3c 
'*AR 608-99. pars 3 - I b .  
"'Id. at para 3.211121 The regvlarron here. as 

2-1Zb!ll!ei. cites the fifth rather than the suth 
advisvlg B ralmer of lus rlghr to eounsel prim 
corrected in the f l rs t  UPDATE at the regularian 

"OAR 608-99. para. 3-20. 
"'Id. at pwa 3.26111 
"'Id at para. 3.21131. 141 

well 8s B L  paras. 2.71131 and 
amendment as the bssls tor 
t o  questianmg This will be 
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ment admitting or denying the paternity claim and stating his 
intentions, if any, regarding the claim.'$@ 

With regard to paternity claims not reduced to judgment, 
unless the soldier admits paternity and agrees to provide financial 
support, the commander is directed to advise the claimant that 
the Army can offer na assistance in the absence of a court order 
identifying the soldier as the father and directing financial 
support for the child.l40 A court order requiring financial support 
of a child barn aut of wedlock brings that child within the 
definition of a family member under the Hence, a 
failure to comply with a court order of financial support in a 
paternity case is a violation of AR 608-99."2 Note that a mldier, 
even one who admits paternity. is not in violation of the 
regulation in the absence of a court ordei.143 For those soldiers 
who admit paternity and agree to provide financial support, the 
commander is directed to assist the soldier in obtaining a military 
identification card for the child, where the relationship is properly 
documented, and in making allotments and obtaining "BAQ- 
with.""' A request to take leave to marry the claimant should be 
favorably considered if leave will not interfere with military 
 requirement^.'^^ 

In the area of paternity, the regulation removes the commander 
from the role of marriage broker. A soldier is not required to do 
anything under the regulation unless it is backed by a court 
order. If the soldier disagrees with the fairness of the court order, 
his relief is through the court system, not the military chain of 

laid at para 3.2b161. 
"'Id. 81 para 3-3a 
"Id 81 Glossary. Section I1 Undar DODPhI. Part 3. Chaprer 2, Seerion D. 

para 30237.21cl. Id). B soldm muat present a c o w  order eslabilshbg parentage of 
m illegitimate chdd and d a u m e n t w  evidence to substantiate Lhst the mount of 
monthly flnanfial ~ U P P O I L  to the lllegltrrnate c N d  is at least equal co " B A Q w t h '  
or, for B soldier not residing m gavemmenf quarters. the greater of an mount 
qual  ta war onehalf of the chilts support or the mfference between "BAQvi th '  
and "BAQ-without" Compare this proviaon w f h  the lessor m o u n t  of ~upporf 
required for legitimate children m ordB1 to retam entitlement t o  "BAQ-uith" Sea 
the dmussion at footnocr 48 A soldier paying just B dollar iesa than the full 
amount of h a  "BAQ-with enlitiemrnf t o  aupporl h a  illegltvnate child may have 
he BAQ recouped Under AR 608-99 however. the amount of suppart requved for 
an fledtimate child i s  no ddferenf Chan that required for B leglrmate child In 
many Cases hawever. LL may be t o  the overall fmancial advantage of the soldier LO 
pay more than the amount required by court order and AR 808.89 LO an 
flsmtunate child in ardv 10 retain entitiement to "BAQ.wifh." 

"'Id. at  para. 2-4a11l 
"'Id. sf para 3-3a 
"'Id s t  para. 3-3clZl-151. 
",Id. ab para 3-3ci6l 
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command. He has the same rights as any other citizen. In  this 
regard, requests from others within and outside the Army to 
change DA policy to require financial support in cases where the 
soldier simply admits paternity, or voluntarily provides financial 
support and then ceases to do so, have been denied. Similarly, in 
the absence of a court order, no consideration is given to state 
itatutes that presume a man to be the natural father of a child 
simply because he has consented to have his name placed on the 
child's b r t h  certificate. If, however, he then marries the mother, 
financial support would be required because this usually would 
make the child legitimate under most state laws. 

A final area of concern has been the matter of court ordered 
blood testing. A state court judge suggested to the Army that 
soldiers-particularly ones stationed overseas-be required to 
submit to--and pay for-blood tests when ordered to do so by 
state courts in response to  paternity suits and that the blood 
samples taken-or the test results recorded-be forwarded to the 
courts, which, based an the results, would render judgments for or 
against soldiers. Although this proposed procedure was attractive 
from the standpoint of efficiency, AR 608.99 takes no position on 
efforts by state courts to acquire jurisdiction over soldiers or to 
enforce orders in aid of their jurisdiction. However, as with other 
pending court litigation involving support and custody claims by 
family members, commanders are cautioned to consider whether a 
soldier's "overseas assignment will adversely affect the legal 
rights of family members'' before recommending approval of a 
request for-or an extension of-an overseas assignment.146 

D. PARENTAL KIDNAPPING 
The first problem in any parental kidnapping case is finding the 

child. For the victimparent ( i , e ,  the parent or guardian from 
whom the child has been wrongfully taken or concealed). this is 
often a difficult and time.consuming effort during a very emo. 
tional period. When the parent who abducts the child is a soldier, 
locating the child may become even more difficult-particularly if 
the chdd is removed to an oversem duty location, which is almost 
always the case. 

In the past, commanders hesitated to become involved in child 
custody disputes, perhaps for good reasons. There was no Army 
policy or regulation which prohibited parental kidnapping. AI. 

',*Id st  p a a  1-5d 
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though fortyeight states make parental kidnapping a crime,"' 
commanders were not likely to get involved in these cases until 
there was a criminal complaint or indictment. This was little help 
to the victim-parent seeking prompt return of a missing child, 
who perhaps was unable to establish who took the child or where 
the child was located.148 

As revised, AR 608-99 for the first time addresses the problem 
of parental kidnapping. Commanders now must assist victim 
parents in obtaining the return of children wrongfully taken from 
their custody by soldiers."* Commanders are also advised that 
they may inform a victim-parent of a soldier's port call or future 
duty assignment. the general whereabouts of the child. if known, 
and, after consulting the command legal advisor, the soldier's 
residential address, if Although AR 608.99 does not 
address the means of the cost of returning abducted children, 
offending soldiers should properly bear the expense of commercial 
travel if government transportation is not authorized or not 
available. The soldiepparent has an incentive to promptly correct 
the wrong: the soldier can avoid punishment under the regulation 
by voluntarily returning the child to the lawful custodian within 
ninetysix hours after the lawful custodian demands retum161 

The language of the punitive provisions of the regulation on 
parental kidnapping16Z generally is drawn from the criminal 
statutes of I U i n ~ i s . ~ ~ ~  Maryland,'64 and Wisconsin.166 All criminal 
Statutes on parental kidnapping require a violation of an existing 
court order on child custody before criminal sanctions may be 
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invoked With one exception, the regulation is no different from 
those laws. Unlike State laws, no court order is required under AR 
608.99 when the child was born out of wedlock to a soldier-father. 
Here, it was felt that a soldier. who may or may not be the father 
of a child barn out of wedlock, has no established legal right to 
take the child away from the mother unless there is B court order 
awarding him custody. Courts are almost always going to award 
custody of a child born out of wedlock to the mother; little 
purpose would be served by having the mother obtain a court 
order granting her custody as a prerequisite to obtaining assis. 
tanee from the Army in requiring the soldier to return the child to 
her.ls6 

A soldier.parent violates the punitive provisions of the regula- 
tion if he or she abducts an unmarried child under the age of 
fourteen knowing that another person is the child's lawful 
custodian or. if after eainine such knowledre. withholds. detains. 

~~ 

or conceals the child from the lawful custodian.'<' The regulation 
defines a "lawful custodian" as 

a person authorized, either alone or together with another 
person or persons. to have custody and exercise control 
over a child less than 14 years of age by order of a court. 
The fact that joint custody has been awarded to both 
parents by a court order does not preclude a violation of 
this paragraph by the soldier parent. However. in the 
absence of a court order to the contrary, the mother of a 
child barn out of wedlock who is not then, nor has never 
been. married to the father of the child is deemed the 
"lawful custodian" of that  child far the purpose of this 
regulation.'lB 

With regard to abduction, bath the court order and knowledge of 
the court order must precede the taking of the child in order to 
come within the purview of the regulation. However, a soldier who 
takes a child away from the other parent when there is no court 

"The author was involved m two cases that arose during prior assrgnmsnfr 
where B aaldier abducted B chdd born out of wedlwk Both ware married to somen 
other than the mothers of the children abducted One sai&ir Look the child 
overiess w t h  him and hia wife t o  Germany The other soldier foak the ehdd out of 
state LO stay wnh his friends ahde he served an unsceompanied four in Korea 
Both solmers. after several months. were evensvdy puriuaded t o  re tun  the 
children t o  their matheri Although Lhe motherr did not possess court orders 
granting them custody. the saldierr nevertheless returned the chddren Eo rhe 
mothers t o  avoid Lhreatened prosecution on stare crimind Charges of parental 
Ludnapping. 

"AR 608-99, p m  2-5u 
,"Id at  para 2.66 
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order or knowledge of one, violates the regulation when he or she 
withholds, detains, or conceals the child after learning that a 
court order has awarded custody of the child to the other parent. 

The regulation addresses not only the abduction of the soldier's 
natural children, but also the abduction of stepchildren, adopted 
children, wards, and siblings.158 I t  also coveri abductions that 
OECUUI in some joint custody situations. For example, if a 
soldiermother is entitled by court order to custody of her child 
for nine months of the year while the father is entitled to custody 
of the child during the three summer months. the mother would 
be violating the regulation if she wronghrlly withheld the child 
from the father during the summer. Abduction situations where 
joint custody decrees do not grant either parent exclusive custody 
during a given time period generally are not covered by the 
regulation. In a joint custody situation, however, a lawful 
custodian may violate the regulation by withholding, detaining, or 
concealing a child from the other joint custodian. 

The regulation only prohibits parental kidnapping of children 
under fourteen. This is a policy decision based on a number of 
practical and legal considerations. Drawing the line at  "under 
fourteen'' eliminates unnecessary command involvement in most 
cases involving "runawap" or other older children who refuse, for 
one reason or another to live with the lawful custodian.'aa 
Prosecution in such situations would be difficult, if not impossi. 
ble. Also, most parental kidnapping eases in the Army involve 
children much younger than fourteen, usually infants and tod- 
dlers. The regulation is primarily designed to protect these 
children. Children who are fourteen and older are less likely to be 
concealed by a parent or farced to live with a parent. In any 
event, the regulation certainly does not preclude soliders horn 
being prosecuted and punished under state laws for the abduction 
and concealment of alder children. 

Although the parental kidnapping provisions of the regulation 
are punitive in nature, the regulation's objective is to deter this 
typs of misconduct or, failing that, to persuade the soldier who 
has abducted a child to promptly return the child to the lawful 

'"Id. 81  par^ 2-6c 
'=But bas AR 608.99, para. 1~4d101, regarding ae&tanco by the commander in 

returning such children to their lawful custodians. and para. 1-Ed and 8 ,  with 
rsgard to pravidmg information to the lawful metcd~dl~ ma to the childrens' 
*hereabout$ Them provisions sfill apply with regard ro children 14 y e l r s  and 
older. It should be noted. however, that courts frequently w U  go dong mth Lhs 
wshes ai alder duldren in awarding curtdy .  
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custodian. The incentive to return an abducted child within 
ninetysix hours has already been mentioned. When a child has 
been abducted, particularly to an overseas location, it is hoped 
that the regulation w i l l  facilitate the prompt return of the child 
within a few days. as opposed to the several months of effort it 
often took in the absence of this punitive regulation. 

A few final observations should be made at  this point with 
regard to the parental kidnapping and denial of visitation case6 
handled by the Personal Affairs Branch. All these cases have 
involved children abducted to or located in an overseas location 
whose return was demanded by a parent in the United States. 

While it can generally be stated that people who demand 
financial support are always happy to receive the money. the 
same is not always true of those who seek custody of children. 
Unfortunately. children are often used 8s pawns in an unending 
battle between divorced parenta. Perjury and slander motivated 
by revenge or jealousy are not uncommon occurrences. 

Although the Army should assist in the prompt return of a 
child abducted by B soldier, there is a need to be wary of the 
onetime demand far custody unaccompanied by any manifest* 
tion of panic, emotional loss. or even coneern for the child8 
present welfare. A caae in which the demand is made long after 
the child was taken is particularly suspect. Also, old court orders 
granting custody do not always reflect present.day realities. No 
one desires to return a child to a home in which the child is not 
really wanted. Although AR 608.99 mandates that soldiers 
comply with court orders on child custody, there are 8ome cases 
in which some degree of caution is warranted. The Army in such 
cases should not assist in the return of a child to the lawful 
custodian with any greater sense of urgency than that which is 
displayed by the lawful custodian who has demanded custody. 

These casea are to be distinguished from those in which the 
soldier seeks to obtain command support in an amgoing child 
custody battle that has been decided against the soldier on the 
issues he or she is raising. Spurious allegations of child sexual 
abuse are not all that  uncommon. In one case, a woman soldier, 
after making that charge without SUCC~SS, next argued that her 
former husband was not really the father of the child whose 
custody he had been awarded by the court. In other case8, many 
facts are revealed by both sides which may raise serious questions 
as to whether either parent is fit to raise the child. But all these 
are matters beyond the capability of a soldier's commander to 
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decide. The courts have a difficult enough time deciding these 
issues. Once decided. B commander's obligation under AR 608-99 
is to ensure that a soldier does not use his or her duty location or 
military status to evade enforcement of court orders.10' 

International law and conflict of law considerations may some 
times arise with enforcement of AR 608-99 overseas when a 
soldier-parent. in response to a parental kidnapping complaint 
from the United States, obtains an order from a foreign court 
granting custody to the soldier. A commander in such cases 
should consult with the SJA on the proper course of action to 
follow.l~~ Canfllcting court orders on child custody may preclude 
punishment under the UCMJ. Even when there is no legal basis 
whatsoever for a foreign court to assume jurisdiction in the 
matter, international considerations may weigh against taking 
punitive action against the soldier or directing the soldier to 
comply with the order from the state court. On the other hand, 
mast parents caught in this dilemma in the United States are not 
going to have the financial capability to obtain formal execution 
of a state court child custody order in a foreign court. Certainly, 
in such a case a commander should disapprove any request by the 
soldier to extend his or her overseas  assignment.'^^ The only 
other possible remedy is to curtail the soldier's overseas tour. 
This will return the soldier, and most likely the child, to a 
jursidiction within the United States where the state wurt  
judgement and AR 608.99 can be more easily enforced against the 
~01dier.la4 

"AR 608.99, para. 1.S A s d l r  obligation a p p k  with regard to visitation 
rights. See id s t  para. 2 . 3 ~ .  A h  B complaint 1s made. a commander has B 
responsibility to ensure that  a soldier-parent who has culitody of 8 child obeys the 
pmuiaiona of a court order granting wsdamn tight8 to the nomuatdial  parent. 
A g a r ,  tbs is a problem prim* xifh soldiers stationed OVBISBII. Violatianr are 
not always obvious. In one case a soldier w e m a s  effwiwely denied visitation 
rights to a noncustodial parent in the United States by demanding that the 
n o n m s t d a l  parent first poet B $6,000 bond guaranMing the &Ida i e t m  dk8r 
campletion of a Christmas holiday visit. and that the noncva~dial parent a180 pay 
far a twowsy airplane ticket for an adult Go escort the child B and from the city 
where the noncvstodd parent reaidd. No such prwanditma were in the court 
order 

"'AR 608.99, para. 2.12b121 
"'Id. at p l r ~  1-6d. 
"Although AR 908.99 does not spply to a soldier's civilian sppo~so who kidnapps 

ius or her ehiiid from a pmvioua martiage and takes the dxid to ths ( ~ v s i s e ~ d  duty 
lwstion of the roldm.spouae. the commander of the soldier should. bsssd upon Lhs 
same policy considerations ulth the regulation. refuse any request far extenaian of 
the O Y B ~ S ~ Q B  saaignment and may, in approptiate C~LIBI,  also recormend cmrd. 
m a t  af the aoldier's OVB~SBBS duty aarignment. 
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V. CONCLUSION 
AR 606.99 is an improvement over the old regulation. I t  will be 

finetuned as time goes on. Changes will be made to correct 
inequities chat recur with any degree of frequency. Legal assis. 
lance officers are encouraged to send their comments or proposed 
changes, using DA Form 2028, to the Personal Affairs Branch, 
USACFSC, or to the USACFSC Command Judge Advocate. 
Future changes to the reguiation should reflect the continuing 
input received from legal assistance attorneys. Lawyers, after d, 
are in the best position to know the strengths and weaknesses of 
the regulation. 

The Army is also looking at  what the other services are doing 
in the areas addressed by the regulation. There are vast differ. 
e n c e ~  in the approaches taken by the military services, for 
example, in the area of financial support of family members. 
Although B uniform approach to these matters may not be 
possible, it is hoped that some common areas of agreement can be 
reached. Military lawyers frequently advise clients from services 
other than their a m .  Same uniformity in policy not only would be 
helphi to the lawyers, but would also subject the services to less 
criticism from those who might question our differing policies in 
these areas. 

Finally, the regulation itself will not ensure that soldiers and 
family members receive quality legal assistance in the donustic 
relation matters covered by the regulation. Although the regula. 
tion should make the job of legal assistance attorneys much 
easier. much can still be done to lessen the burden of these 
problems upon the client. For example, because one of the goals 
of AR 608.99 is to encourage families experiencing financial 
support problems to resolve their differences by a written support 
agreement or by recourse to the courts, SJAs and legal assistance 
officers should do all within their power to make access to legal 
assistance and the courts as inexpensive and easy as possible. 
Support agreements should be drafted by legal assistance attor. 
n e y ~  upon request. These agreements, as drafted. should cover 
more than just financial support. Where there is an understanding 
between the parties, support agreements should also contain 
provisions on the payment of existing debts. the division of 
property, and child custody and visitation rights. With the 
extensive use af word processing equipment in Army legal offices. 
there is no reason why soldiers and their families should not 
receive complete legal service in these areas. 
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Also, the legal service should be without cost to both the 
soldier and his or her spause. Conflict of interest problems within 
an Army legal office should be resolved in a way that will not 
require either party to pay for initial legal advise or assistance on 
a domestic relations problem. Help in negotiating a support or 
separation agreement should never require the paid services of a 
private attorney.'Bj 

Finally, when obtaining court orders on financial support or 
acquiring a divorce or legal separation an behalf of a client is 
beyond the scope of the legal assistance program at the installa- 
tion, we, as judge advocates, can certainly do more to ensure that 
clients are effectively represented by private attorneys at  a 
reasonable east. Our referral procedures should include more than 
just handing a client a copy of a telephone directory or local bar 
referral listing. Our referral lists should contain the names of 
private attorneys who repeatedly provide satisfactory service to 
our clients in domestic relations matters. We could do more to 
monitor the quality of this service in light of the means available 
to us. Lay persons working within Army Community Sewice, 
spouse abuse shelters, hospital emergency rooms, and State social 
services agencies have filled the void when we have been deficient 
in the quality of our referrals to the private bar. Although their 
referrals may be less informed than those that could be made by 
military lawyers, an effort is at  least being made to steer families 
in the right direction. That effort also should be made by all legal 
assistance lawyers. 

The revised AR 608.99 is designed to ensure that the rights of 
soldiers and families are protected in the area of financial support. 
child custody, and paternity. There are no entitlements under the 
regulation. The regulation exists-and is enforced-only because 
in a military environment a different approach to these probiems 
must be taken from that which would suffice in a civilian 
community. As revised. the regulation should result in less 
involvement on the part of lawyers and commanders in resolving 
many of the nonsupport and custody problems that arose under 
the old regulation. 
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APPENDIX 
SITUATION REQUIRED PAYMENTS AR 608-99, 

TO PARAGRAPH 
FAMILY MEMBERS 

Gov't 
Housing 

1. Spouse: Difference 

2. S o w e  and 
ci%d!renj: Difference 

3. Spouse and 
step-childlrenj: Difference 

4. Former 
spouse-no 
court 
or der e d 
support: 

6. Former spouse 
and step- 
ehildlrenl-no 
COUIt 
ordered 
support: 

6 .  Farmer spouse 
and childirenl- 
no court 
ordered 
support: 

I. 2 children in 
former 
sp0"se'J 
custody and 
one child in 
soldier's 
custody-no 
court 
ordered 
support; 
payment to 
2 children: 

No-Gov't 

BAQ.with 2.4biljial&!bl 

BAQwith 2~4b!l)ial&lbl 

BAQwith 2-4b!lilal&!bl 

Houslng 

0 2-6b!211al 

0 2.6612)iaI & 
Glossary 

BAQ.with 2.4bllIial 

2/3 BAQwith 2.4biZi 
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SITUATION REQUIRED PAYMENTS AR 608.99, 
TO PARAGRAPH 

FAMILY MEMBERS 

Gov't NamGov't 
H o u s i n g -  

8. C F d  from, 
prior marnage; 
no court order: 1/4 B A Q 4 t h  2.4b(21 
S ouse and 2 
cfildren from 

mamage: Difference 314 BAQ.with 2-4b12) 
current 

9. Child from, 
pnar marria e 
court order 6,: 
$115: 
S 01188 and 2 

from current 
eRildren 

9. Child from, 
pnar marria e 
court order 6,: 
$115: 
S 01188 and 2 

from current 
eRildren 

marriage: 

10. 2 children 
fram,prior 
marnage: 
court order for 
$225: 
S o w e  and 2 
cfildren from 
current 
mamage: 

11. 2 children 
from Drior 
marri'age: 
court order for 
$225: 
Spouse 
(earning 
peater 
income than 
soldier) and 
2 children from 
current 
marriage: 

$176 2-40111 

Difference 3/4 BAQ-with 2-4612) 

$225 2-4011) 

Difference 3/5 BAQ.with 2-4612)b 

S225 2-40111 

Difference 215 BAQ.with 2.4bU1 and 
2 4 d  
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SITUATION REQUIRED PAYMENTS AR 608.99, 
TO PARAGRAPH 

FAMILY MEMBERS 

Gav't 
Housing 

12. Spouse with 
r:t;;&;;y 0 

13. Soldier married 
to soldier: 0 

14. Soldier married 
t o  soldier, 
each with 
custody of one 
Or 
more children 
of the 
marriage: 0 

15. Soldier married 
to soldier; 

Spouse of 
current 

Na-Gov't 
Housing 

0 2 4 d  

0 2.4bi3j 

0 2.4b(4)a2 

Difference 2-4bi4)al 

S200 2.4a(li 

$150 2.441) 

marriage 
and with one of 
the 3 children 
of the marriage 
in her custody: Difference 1/3 BAQwith 2.4b(21 
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SITUATION REQUIRED PAYMENTS AR 608.99, 
TO PARAGRAPH 

FAMILY MEMBERS 

Gov't Non.Gov't 
H a u s i n g H o u s i n g  

17. Child from 
prior marria e 
court order br; 
$150: $150 2.4dli 
S ousemd 
cfild from 
current 
marriage: Difference 2/3 BAQwith 2-4bl2) 

18. Former 
spouse: court 
ordered 
alimony of 
8150 $150 2.4a(li 
Spouse and 
child from 

marriage: Difference BAQ.vith 2.4612) 
current 
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MILITARY CHILD ADVOCACY 
PROGRAMS: CONFRONTING CHILD 

MALTREATMENT IN THE MILITARY 
COMMUNITY 

by Captain Thomas J. Hasty, III* 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Each year in this country, thousands of innocent children are 

beaten, burned. poisoned, or otherwise abused by adults.' The 
Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act of 1978 (CAPTAP 
defined child abuse and neglect as "the physical or mental injury, 
sexual abuse or exploitation, negligent treatment, or maltreatment 
of a child under the age of eighteen. . . b y  a person..  .who is 
responsible for the child's welfare under circumstances which 
indicate that a child's health or welfare is harmed or threatened."s 
Child abuse and neglect can take many forms.' In this article, 
child abuse and neglect will be referred to as "child maltreat. 
ment." 

The magnitude of the child maltreatment problem is difficult to 
measure because many incidents go unreported: hawever, there is 
little doubt that  the problem is significant.6 The National Center 
on Child Abuse and Neglect INCCAN) estimates that over one 
million incidents of child maltreatment occur in the United States 
each year.6 About two thousand deaths are reported from such 
incidents annually, and child maltreatment has been reportsd as 
the fifth leading cause of death for children of all ages.' 
Maltreatment occurs in families of all social and economic levels, 
educational backgrounds. races, religions, and nationalities.8 

WS. Air Force Captain Hasty i(/ a third ye81 iaw student ac the Uoivsrslty ai 
V r w a  School 01 Law, CharlottesviUe, Yuginia 

'H.R Rep No 686, 93d Cang , 2d Seia 2. iqmnted an 1974 US. Code Cang. & 

'42 U.SC. 55 5101.5107 '19821. 
'Id.  5 6102. 
'See Bregsr, P ~ l t p m ~  of Abuse and Their Psychulugical C m s q u e n c e s  for the 

'GAO. Mihtary C u d  Advocacy Programs-Vicms of Neglect, Rep to Cang 1 

' I d  
'Id.  
'Sea Breger. Child Ahuse and Strategies far Nary  H o d t h  Cam Pmfersionds 

Ad Sews 2163. 2764. 

Child. 13 U.S. Navy Med 1 [Jan. 19821 

(May 19791 lhereinafter cited 8s OAO Report!. 

Working With Abusive Parents. 7 2  U S  Navy Med 6 .  6 (Ds. 1981) 
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The various military communities. located in the United States 
and abroad, are not immune from this problem.0 I t  makes little 
difference to the victim of child abuse or neglect whether the 
parent is a civilian or a member of the armed services. Only 
recently, however, has child maltreatment been recognized 8s a 
serious problem within the military eammunity.lo In fact, one 
civilian study aimed at  assessing the potential for child maltreat. 
ment among parents awarded ten points for "high risk" merely 
for being in the armed services 11 Research on the problem of 
abuse in military families has attempted unsuccessfully to com- 
pare incidence in military populations with that ai civilian 
communities." Nonetheless. it is generally believed that child 
maltreatment OCCUIS as frequentiy in the military as it does in the 
civilian community.'s In  addition, studies have identified charac- 
teristics that  appear to be specific to abuse in military families." 

The military's response to the problem of child maltreatment 
within its ranks has lagged behind the civilian sector's response;" 
but, at  present, each of the military services (the Army, Air 
Force, and Navy) has established a child protective program to 
meet the needs of military children and families.16 In spite of 
nearly identical program goals. the three military programs are 
organized. managed. and administered somewhat differently.17 
These fundamental differences affect the scope of coverage and 
potential effectiveness of these child advocacy programs.1e 

This article will address the problem of child maltreatment in 
the military community. Characteristics specific to abusive mi& 
tary families will be discussed, including the reasons for the 
differences between incidents in military versus civilian commum- 
ties. The child advocacv ~rornams of each of the three services 

'ALn. Chdd Malfrralmml an Milimrv Communirrar. Jur  Just 11 IMav 19751 

'Hunter, supm note 10 
'Id.  As late as 1970. no i a d y  welfare programs or luvenlle family Caurts were 

made availsble y1 the f i t a r y  to  promore famll) sdiustment or t o  handle f d y  
maitex mquvmg legal mrervention. I d .  

' I d .  
'Myers,  Innovative an peer^ ai Chdd Advocacy m the M i r w  Research and 

Admiatrairon p n n l d  in 2 C u d  Abuse and Uagieet lasues On Innovation and 
Impl~mentation 120, 121 1M. Lauderdale R Anderson & S Cramer sds 19781 
(hereinafter cited rn Myersi 

IbGAO Report, supra note C. at  4 
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wil l  be addresser, including the problems confronted in adminis. 
tering the programs. Finally, jurisdictional issues that affect 
interaction with state child advocacy programs will be explored. 

11. CHILD MALTREATMENT IN THE 
MILITARY COMMUNITY 

A. Profile of the Abusive Military Family 
Little research has been done on child maltreatment in the 

armed services, but that which has been conducted indicates that 
there is probably not much difference between military and 
civilian maltreatment in terms of either the underlying causative 
factors or clinical manifestations.'$ I t  is possible, however, to 
distinguish the nature of child maltreatment in the military horn 
that in the general population. One such study was conducted at  
Madigan Army Medical Center in Tacoma, Washingan.zo The 
study was undertaken to better understand what influence, if any, 
the "military life style" of service families has on the reported 
incidence of child maltreatment.21 

The Madigan study involved 225 families who were identified 
by an Army child advocacy program as having abusive and/or 
grossly neglectW9 parents during the four-year period from 
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January 1912 through December 1975.23 Referrals came from 
twelve different sources: the Madigan Army Medical Center 
Emergency Roam-28%: the Madigan Department of Pediatrics- 
23%: neighbors-11%; schools, the county children's protective 
services agency, parents Iseif.referrals1, relatives. military police, 
civilian police, community health nurse, the community mental 
health activity, and babysitters--lO%; and miscellaneous 
sourCes-8%.~4 

The Madigan study found similarities and differences between 
civilian and military abusive families. Military child abusers and 
their victims tended to be younger; military victims were more 
likely to suffer from abuse rather than neglect; the sex of the 
abused child was not substantially different with the military 
victim; and mobility per se did not seem to make a difference in 
incidence of abuse with the military abusive family.26 Where other 
studies have usually discussed lack of income as B major factor in 
child abuse, the lack of income did not appear to be a major 
factor with the military child abuser.28 A factor more significant 
than income was the position of rhe abusing parent within the 
military rank structure, the type of military unit to which he or 
she was assigned, and the feelings of self esteem which he or she 
received from the job he or she performed.2' The types of child 
abusers, i.e., acute.x8 episodic,z8 and chr0nic.~0 did not differ from 
the military to the civilian sector.31 Both military and civilian 
parents tended to abuse their children for the same general 
reasons, 0.g.. immaturity, unrealistic expectations, unmet emo. 
tional needs. frequent crises, lack of parenting knowledge, social 
isolation, poor childhood experiences, and problems with drug and 

"Id. ac 109. 
"Id. at  105 The large number af referring agencies lends some credence t o  this 

bang B d t a r y  eommumg-based program rather than merely a med~ealhorp~td 
program I d .  

' n l d .  at 119 
"Id 
m Id 
"Acute a b w s  18 Uely to occur as the result of stress with" cha i d )  and 13 

@el? Lo oeevr in tamrlies who are socially iroiarad Such parenrs experience 
frequent C ~ S B Q  and 'fahe it out" on then child due t o  the lack of other readrly 
mallable a l t o m a l w e i  Id.  at 115 

-Episodic abuse is mely to DCCYT when p ~ e n l s  perceive that  they have no 
viable dwernafwes m dealing wich their children. The parenca usuail,. lack 
knowledm of parsntms skrlli and have DOL hsd models of succesifd f a d e s  from 

'°Cchromc e N d  ahusing parenti usually ware abvsid andror maltreated them- 
selvei LO ehrldren. have pmr self-msge. or ~ I B  U e i y  to be so involved ullh alcohol 
and drum that it sftecia their mid and lob funetiorune The rafetv and weltare of 
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alcohol abuss.s2 In addition to the pressures that lead to child 
maltreatment in civilian life, military families face the added 
pressures of long absences by one parent isspecially in the Navy), 
frequent changes of residence which preclude development of 
permanent community ties that can aid in preventing or stopping 
acts of maltreatment. and periods of residence in relatively 
isolated area8 within both the United States and foreign coun. 
tries.33 Thus. military life can add stress to military family life 
that  is not present in civilian family life. There is a great deal of 
evidence suggesting that the likelihood of child maltreatment 
increases with the m o u n t  of stress with which a family must 
cope.34 

In considering the results of the Madigan study, we must keep 
in mind that measuring the incidence of child maltreatment at  the 
national level and within the military is problematic due to 
several faetors.35 Definitional distinctions, variance in reporting 
facilities and criteria, and the fact that  many c a m  never come to 
public attention a l l  contribute to the measurement problem.se 
Most authorities agree that  just the "tip of the iceberg" of child 
maltreatment has been sighted.3' What must be realized, however, 
is that  in terms of the need for discovery and treatment, the 
incidence and nature of child maltreatment in the military 
community are at least as significant as they are in soeiety as a 
whale. 

B. The Incidence of Child Maltreatment 
in the Military Community 

As stated above, measuring child maltreatment is problematic 
due to several factors; nonetheless, data concerning the incidence 
of child maltreatment in the armed forces is currently being 
compiled for statistical purposes.88 The tables in the Appendix 
following the article contain current statistical data concerning 
military child maltreatment. Table Inp contains the established 

"Zd. at 116-11. 
niGAO Report, suppra note 5. 
. 'KCAN.  C N d  Abuse and Neglect Among the Mdsary,  DHHS Pvblication 

No tOHDSl 80-30275 at 3 IAug. 19801 thereinafter cited ail NCCAN No 80-302751 
"Myers, supm note 17, a t  120. 
alii 
'Carmody. L w e r  & Bardill. Pirvmd&on of Chiid Abuae m d  N&cr ~n Militor) 

Ferndies, Chddren Taday 16 IMu.-Apr. 19791 
"Interview with Jm&w Sponberg, Program A n a n t  of the Department of 

Defense IDODI Mllilary Family Resource Center. in Arhngon, VA. lNov 19, 19851 
ihereinafter cited ma Sponbergi 

"Child md Spaure Ststiatieal Report-FY 1985, ohtarnsd from JvlaLee 
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cases40 of child maltreatment reported by the military mrvices for 
Fiscal Years 83. 84. and 85. As Table 1 indicates, there were 5,908 
cases of child maltreatment in FY 86. Based on the number of 
children by service and the number of the established cases. Table 
241 shows the estimated annual rate of child maltreatment for FY 
85. The estimated annual rates for each of the services equate to 
an overall Department of Defense IDODI rate of 3.7 incidents per 
1,000 children. Table 3"s compares the estimated child maltrreat- 
ment rate for FY 85 with the maltreatment rate for FY 84. A 
summary of child abuse perpetrator information is presented in 
Table 4.43 Ninety percent of the perpetrators are parents. Of the 
perpetrators identified by paygrade, 4190 were at  the E.4 to E.6 
level. Where paygrade was not applicable, dependent spouses and 
civilians comprised 38% of the perpetrators. 

These statistics show that child maltreatment is a matter of 
great concern within the military community and that both 
civilian and military personnel contribute to the problem. The 
following section will examine the development of military child 
advocacy programs designed to address these concerns. 

111. CHILD ADVOCACY PROGRAMS IN 
THE ARMED SERVICES 
A. Historical Deoelopment 

Military officials responded slowly to the problem of child abuse 
and neglect on the natiand level.44 The failure of the armed 
services to develop a coordinated response to child maltreatment 
by the late 1960s, a t  a time when nearly every state had enacted 
child abuse reporting laws. created the impression of a lack of 
commitment to solving the problem.46 As late as 1974. formal 
child abuse programs in the military were being characterized as 
''essentially nonexistent."4B 
Soonher.. Promam Analurt of Lhe DOD hl~l~farv F d r  Resource Cenror.. m 
.&!A"& I'A-lFeb 4, 14851 iherernafter cited ma MFRC Repart1 

"Estabhshsd CSJBS are those c ~ g e s  m nhich, after thorough m v e ~ t i g s l l ~ n  and 
evalvafion by an official body, the evidence m a particular case auhatantiates the 
beiref thar maltreatmenc &d mcnr This does no5 include c a w  m which abuse ID 
alleged or suspected Consequentls. the actual incidence of child abuse durmg 
these penadh E ikeiy 10 be greater than mdmted Sponberg, u p m  note 38 

~ YFRC Report, supra note 39 
",A 
"Id 
"Allen. supra "ale 9 
"NCCAIC No 80.30271 supra note 34 
"Id 
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There were a number of reasons for the military's slow 
recognition of and reaction to the problem. Unlike da tes  whic:i 
are a distinctive geographic entity, military installations are 
scattered throughout the world. This caused a fragmented psr- 
speetive of the problem and encouraged those in command to view 
child ahuse cmes a6 isolated incidents on particular bases, rather 
than as manifestations of a military-wide problem." Comprehen- 
sion of the problem was further frustrated by difficulties in 
communications among the various military More  
aver, while military commanders respond quickly and effectively 
to social problems that clearly threaten military effectiveness, 
they did not initially see child maltreatment a6 posing such a 
threat.'$ In contrast to other social problems such as racial 
discrimination or narcotics addiction, child maltreatment wa6 6een 
as less of an obvious threat to the cohesiveness of the organiza- 
tion and the effectiveness of military command.sQ Whatever the 
reasons for their slow recognition of child maltreatment during 
the mid.19608 and early 19708, by the mid 1970s the services 
knew there wa8 a problem and were resp~nding .~ '  

Years before service-wide regulations were established. there 
were several innovative programs on individual installations which 
served to encourage the development of child advocacy regula. 
tions and as models far other programs.sa One of the best known 
was the Infant and Child Protection Council IICPCI, established in 
1961 at  the William Beaumont Army Medical Center in El Paso, 
Texas.6s The ICPC was an interdisciplinary committee whose 
members were all actively involved in child maltreatment cases 
and who represented the following specialty areas: social work, 
pediatrics, the Army health nurse section, psychiatry. the Army 
Community Service. the hospital staff judge advocate, and the 
Child Welfare Office of the State of Texas." This program 
attempted to provide a nanpunitive response to child maltreat- 
m e n P  and has sewed as a model for many other military medical 
facilities in their efforts to set up child abuse pragrams.js 

' I d .  

"Id. 
"Allen. supra note 8. at 12. 
"VCCAN No 80-30215, supra nore 34 
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The growth of these independent installation programs in each 
of the military services showed that without command sttention 
and servicewide regulations, child maltreatment programs would 
lack the support required to be effective." In July 1973, 
representatives from the three services and the Office of the 
Assistant Secretary of Defense for Health and the Environment 
met to discuss maltreatment programs for military children.la 
Congressional enactment of the Child Abuse Prevention and 
Treatment Actse in January 1974, gave additional impetus to the 
project.B0 In January 1915, a Tri&rviee Child Advocacy Working 
Group, designed to monitor existing programs in the services, was 
established in the Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for 
Health Affairs.e1 As a result, child advocacy regulations were 
drafted for the services. 

B. The Child Advocacy Regulations 
In 1975 and 1976, the three military services formally estab- 

lished their own child advcxacy programs, recognizing that the 
quality of a service member's family life can affect performance, 
which in turn affects the morale and discipline of the command.82 
I t  WBB also recognized that incidents involving brutality. insensi. 
tivity, and neglect reflect unfavorably on all members of the 
military.e3 

These independent programs were initially developed without 
overall guidance from DOD.6' This led to inconsistent policies 
within the different services' programs regarding several impar. 
tant issues. such as the appropriate placement of child advocacy 
programs within the organizational structure of each service, age 
differences in the definition cf a child, and organization and 
management of the programs at  the installation level.es In 
addition. the initial programs were sometimes neglected. A 
leading figure on child maltreatment problems described the 
military child abuse programs in the fallowing manner: 

m Myers s u p m  note 17. st 120 
"Boaen. ~ v p m  note 51. 
"42 U.SC 54 5101.5107 119761 (amended in 1978 by the Child Abuse 

Prevention and Trestment Act of 1978, 42 U.S.C P4 5101 5107 1198211 
UNCCAN N~ 60.30275, sup'y mte 34, at 4 
"Bowen, supm "me 51. 
"GAO Report. ~ u p m  note 5 ,  at 2 
%I,, 

L'Id sf 21 
"Id 
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Like those they serve to protect, child protection pro. 
grams in the military Services have sometimes been the 
victims of neglect. The reasons for this are complex, but 
in an oversimplification it may be speculated that al. 
though no one in the higher echelon of the defense 
establishment is opposed to good child protection. its 
importance in maintaining a national defense posture has 
not been viewed 88 critical. Clearly these programs have 
not received the attention given to drug abuse, alcoholism 
and equal opportunity endeavors, all of which have more 
direct impact upon active duty troops and military 
effectiveness.66 

In May 1979, a study by the General Accounting Office 
1GAO)e' identified these and other problems and recommended 
that the Secretary of Defense improve the organization and 
operation of the military's child advocacy programs. The GAO 
recommended that the Secretary establish a small centralized 
group to serve as B focal point far 111 bringing consistency to the 
services' child advocacy regulations; 12) developing education and 
training materials to improve child advocacy propems at the 
installation level; 131 providing guidance to the services regarding 
how to handle the difficulties posed by exclusive jurisdiction 
installations when dealing with child maltreatment problems: and 
(4) communicating with military installations and the NCCAN 
regarding child advocacy matters in general.68 These and other 
recommendations by the GAO had a significant impact on DOD 
policy and have influenced modifications in the military's child 
edvocaey programs. 

1. Department of Defense Program. 

Spurred by the GAO recommendations, DOD established a 
Family Advocacy Committee in 1979 to develop a single policy 
for all services.68 On May 19, 1981, DOD issued a policy 
d i ree t i~e '~  establishing a Family Advocacy Program,71 which 
mandated that each service create a program to address the 
prevention, identification, evaluation, treatment, followup, and 
remrtinz of child maltreatment.72 The directive ordered the 

"Id at 4 
"See psnrwlly GAO Report. supra note 6 
"Id B L  22. 
"Bowen supre note 61. at 594. 
"Dep'r of Defense Drrective KO. 8400.1, F d y  Advocacy Program !May 18, 

19811 !herernafter cited 81 DOD Dlr 6400 l i  
Id 8% para. A1 

"Id at para D2 
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Family Advocacy Committee to collaborate with the NCCAN to 
establish a Military Family Resource Center.73 As a response to 
the GAO recommendation to create a resource center to serve the 
military worldwide. the Military Family Resource Center was 
created to support family advocacy in the services and to assist 
professionals who provide help to military personnel and their 
fa mi lie^.'^ Although initially created as a three-year demonstra- 
tion project under a grant from the NCCAN. the resource center 
now has been incorporated into DOD's overall family support 
system.'3 
The DOD directive is a policy statement. not B working 

instrument with specific program elements.76 I t  provides a broad 
structure for implementing programs within the services and 
advocates a coordinated, but not necessarily umform, approach to 
family advocacy." The responsibility to implement the directive is 
left to each individual service based upon its o w n  individual 
requirements and resources.7a 

2. Individual Service Programs. 

The Air Farce organized the f r s t  official mlitary child advo. 
cacy program on April 2 5 ,  1971, under Air Force Regulation 
160-38. r9  Army Regulation 60048,*O which established the Army 
Child Advocacy Program, became effective on February 1,  1976.  
Finally, the instruction that established the Navy's Child Advo. 
cacy Program, Bureau of Medicine and Surgery Instruction 
6 3 2 0 . 5 3 , 8 1  was issued an February 4, 1976. 

A major weakness of the Navy's program was that the 
instruction and its auece~sor instruction, BUMEDINST 6 3 2 0 . 5 7 ,  
applied only to the Naw's  medical service. Navy nonmedical 
activities were not required to comply with the instruction and 

."Id. at para. E21 
'Bawm. aupw note 51. a t  593 
"Id 
"Id BL 393 
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installation commanders were not responsible far the 
This arrangement was criticized on the grounds that Navy 
families on installations lacking a large medical facility may have 
been denied the assistance of a child advocacy program.83 The 
GAO recommended that the Navy place responsibility for its child 
advocacy program at a high enough level to encompass all Navy 
installations and personnel.84 In response, Secretary of Navy 
Instruction 1752.385 was issued on January 21, 1984. Unlike 
BUMEDINST 6320.67, this family advocacy instruction applies 
throughout the Department of the Navy,sG 

The current versions of the service regulations are similar in 
scope and intent. Each is concerned with identification, treatment, 
and rehabilitation of the maltreater, as well as treatment of the 
maltreated child.8' Each establishes the responsibilities of various 
personnel in setting up and operating the child advocacy pro- 
gram.88  In addition, each regulation establishes a multidisciplin. 
ary child advocacy committee on which various installation 
agencies are represented.88 

Of the three, the Air Force regulation is perhaps the most 
explicit in its choice of a nonpunitive response to maltreating 
parents.8Q Commanders are directed not to deny promotions solely 
on the basis of a person's entrance into the Air Force Family 
Advocacy Programg1 In addition, commanders are directed to 
"review the duty assignment status of all military members 
responsible for an abused or neglected child to determine whether 
current duties may be contributing to the situatiod'Q2 This 
humane way of dealing with members of troubled families has the 
blessing of nearly every child abuse researcher and practitioner, 
and demonstrates the extent to which the services have incarpa. 
rated accepted treatment methods into their programs.03 

In evaluating the effectiveness of the military child advocacy 
programs, the 1919 GAO study identified five basic elements that  

"GAO Report, supm nom 5, at 22 
&Dep t of N e w .  Sec'y of Yaiy Imlructlon No. 1752.3. F d y  Advocacy 

*'Id. at pare 2. 
#'AFR 180.38, para 2 AR 608.1. para. 7-1; SECNAVINST 1752.3. para 1. 
"AFR 160.38, 8 8: AR 608-1. para. 7-3: SECUAVINST 1762.5. para. 9 
&"AFR 160-38, para 8, AR 608.1, para. 7-4. SECNAVIKST 1752 3,  para. l e  
-NCCAK So. 80.50276, rupm nore 31. sf 4 

Program (Jan. 27, 19841 iheremdter cited BI SECNAVISST 1762.31 

"AFR 160-38, para. 26 
"Id. sf para 25 
"NCCAN KO, 80.30276, 8 u p w  not8 34.  at  4 
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GAO believed were essential to the success of any program: 
prevention and identification, intake and assessment, treatment, 
followp, and reporting.0' 

Prevention and identification programs are educational efforts 
aimed at  increasing the awarenees of and the ability to  recognize 
child maltreatment.@< The broad objective of prevention is to stop 
child maltreatment before it o c c u r s . ~ ~  To be effective, prevention 
programs should be directed toward parents and be designed to 
help strengthen family life and to improve parenting skiUs.9' 
Identification programs are educational efforts directed toward 
recognizing signs of possible child maltreatment and reporting 
suspected cases to the proper 0fficials.9~ An effective identifica. 
tion program must convey an understanding of what constitutes 
child maltreatment to professionals having frequent contact with 
children, such as physicians, nurses, and school teachers.98 

Intake and assessment refers to the actions that take place 
from the time installation personnel are notified of a possible 
maltreatment case until the caae is evaluated by the installation 
child advocacy committee.1o0 This function i6 intended to receive 
and enter into the system suspected child maltreatment cases, 
aseure the immediate safety of the child, provide any needed 
emergency services, evaluate the case, and recommend apprapri. 
ate 

Treatment programs provide medical care for the maltreated 
child and therapy and counseling for the family.1oz The first 
priority, however, is to provide immediate care for any of the 
child's physical injuries.'Q3 The objective of family treatment is to 
protect the child from further harm by helping the mother and 
father become better parents and change their abusive or neglect. 
fd patter"s.hD' 

*<GAO Report, aupm note 6, at 2 
"Id at 14. 
' I d  
"Id 
"Id st 16 
*Id. Educating nonrnebcd persannsl is imporrmt beeauae slubss ahow thst 

they report B sipificificanl portion ai all cases identified at  B rmhtary YlstdlQllOn 

"Id at  11 
I d .  

"Id 
"Id sf 18. 
"Id 
l0'Id 81 19 
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Finally. foliowup programs provide a means of checking on the 
family situation after treatment to assess the effectiveness of 
services and to determine whether more help is needed.105 

C. Administrative Problems 
I t  would seem that the highly organized stmcture of the 

military system. in particular its single health care system, would 
allow far effective administration of the child advocacy programs. 
Because of the tightly knit structure of the health care system, 
treatment and prevention of almost any medical problem can be 
easily monitored and evaluated.'ae Despite these positive features 
of military organization, however, problems have been encoun. 
tered while managing these programs. 

1. Insujfieient Resources. 

None of the military's child advocacy programs are directly 
funded."' In that context, the programs essentially serve as 
administrative mechanisms to use existing resources, both civilian 
and military, in dealing with child maltreatment.'08 The vast 
majority of the programs are staffed by individuals who are given 
child advocacy responsibilities as an additional duty.'oQ Improving 
the child advocacy programs at  the installation level will require 
DOD to direct mor0 resources to these Resources are 
needed to increase education and training efforts aimed a t  
preventing and identifying child maltreatment.11L Furthermore, 
additional staff could be used at  virtually all DOD installations to 
carry out child advocacy responsibilities,'l2 especially in the 
family treatment and followup programs.113 

The establishment of the Military Family Resource Center in 
1980 was a step in the right direction. The center serves as a 
central point of contact for all military child abuse matters 
worldwida."' Among its responsibilities, the center collects. 
documents, and disseminates information on child protection 
research and practices."E In addition. the center provides techni. 

'O'Id 
'-Allen, avpm naC 9.  
'"GAO Report. dupm note 5 .  at 1. 
,-Id. at 5 
'TCCAN No 80-30275, supra note 34, at 4 
"OAO Report. sup" note 5 ,  at 11. 

'Id at 14. 
"Id. at 21. 

"Id. at 19. 
'Bawen. %pm note 61, a t  583. 
'OAO Report. aupm note 5 ,  B E  20. 
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eal assistance and training for personnel involved in preventing 
and treating child maltreatment among military families.1'6 
2. Ine/fectiue Reporting Systems. 

Another problem which confronts military child advocacy pro- 
grams is the difficulty in maintaining accurate information an 
maltreatment incidents."' Each of the military services has 
established a child maltreatment registry for recording and 
maintaining certain information on suspected or confirmed child 
maltreatment ca8e8.118 The registries serve two purposes. First, 
they provide the capability to identify individuals previously 
involved in child maltreatment incidents.'lQ This knowledge is 
especially useful given the fact that military personnel make 
frequent moves. Second, these registries can accumulate statistics 
on the incidents reported.120 The accumulated data could help 
identify trends and justify resources for more effective child 
advocacy programs. 

The information contained in these registries, however. is 
incomplete because of the reluctance to report incidents of child 
maltreatment.1z1 The primary reason is apparently a concern that 
the information could be used to the detriment of the service 
member's career.lzz Maintaining and using information on child 
abuse incidents, particularly when it involves suspected abusers, 
is an extremely sensitive issue because there is a potential for 
misuse of the information.1z3 Another reason for incomplete 
reporting  concern^ the child advocacy officiais at the installation 
level. Because of other duties and time constraints, these officmls 
place more emphasis on crisis intervention and care management 
than on their reporting duties.lz4 

The Department of Defense possibly could solve, or s t  least 
alleviate, these problems by creating a central registry.12i A 
single policy could be established concerning the collection and 
use of information on suspected and confirmed child maltreatment 
incidents. Before DOD could take this action, however, it would 
have to consider the sensitive nature of the issues relating to a 

I d  
Id at 31. 
AFR 160-38, para. 18, AR 608-1. para 7-11: SEC?X.<VINST 17E2.3. para 6m 
GAO Report, supra nefe 6 ,  BL 24 
Id 
I d .  a t  29. 
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central registry, including the individual's right of privacy and 
the public's freedom of information, especially in the area of 
suspected cases.128 

IV. INTERACTION OF MILITARY AND 
STATE ADVOCACY PROGRAMS 

The child advocacy regulations of all three services stress the 
importance of interaction between local military and civilian social 
service programs.l2? This interaction expands the military installa. 
tion's capability to deal with child maltreatment problems. 
Civilian resources generally are not utilized by military installa. 
tions located outside the United States because of language 
barriers and differing laws, customs, and attitudes toward child 
maltreatment in other countries.Ia8 The extent of interaction 
between military and state social service organizations in the 
United States varies from installation to installation. Interaction 
is determined partly by the attitudes of the agencies involved and 
by the availability of resources on the military installations and in 
the local civilian communities.'29 A major concern affecting 
interaction is jurisdiction, which makes coordination with the 
civilian community difficult to develop and maintain.'~a 

A. JURISDICTIONAL PROBLEMS 
Due to the jurisdictional ststus of military installations. the 

management of child maltreatment cases involving military fami- 
lies is  sometimes hampered.13' The various kinds of jurisdiction 
on military installations often affects the way a child maltreat- 
ment ease is handled, i.e.. criminal versus civil, who investigates, 
who supervises the services, and who is empowered to authorize 
temporary or permanent removal of a child whose life is sndan. 
gered.lsz Also, the substantive law which applies in child mal. 
treatment cases depends upon the type of jurisdiction associated 
with the particular military installation.133 
'Xld 
"'AFR 160-38 pma. 7 d  AR 608-1, pma I-2431. SECNAYIUST 1752.3, pma. 01 
x*lGAO Report, supra note 5 ,  at 12 

Mhtary  F d e s  1 IuniubIiahsd paper1 Iheremfter cited LQ Sre; & Haley1 
"*Allen, supm note 3. at 16 
"'Stern 8.. Halsy. iupm note 131 
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There are varying degrees of jurisdiction that may be exercised 
by the federal government over military installations. Federal 
ownership of a parcel of land does not necessarily mean that 
federal power is absolute an that land in all respects or that state 
authority is totally excluded.'3* Various combinations or divisions 
of federal and state jurisdiction over that  land are possible. To 
determine the exact type of jurisdiction over an installation. it is 
necessary to examine the specific transaction by which the land 
was acquired.'36 There are four general categories which describe 
federal%& jurisdictional relationships: 

1. Exclusive Jurisdiction. Those in which the federal 
government has received all of the authority of the state 
to legislate within the land area in question. 

2. Concurrent Jurisdiction. Those in which the &ate has 
reserved the right to exercise its authority concurrently 
with the federal government. 

3. Partial Jurisdictions. Those in which both the federal 
government and the state have less than complete 
authority. 

4. Pmprietoriol Jurisdictions. Those in which the federal 
government has acquired some degree of ownership or 
right to use an area in the state, but has not obtained 
any legisiative a ~ t h o r i t y . ' ~ ~  

Exclusive federal jurisdictions, which constitute a substantial 
percentage of total military installations. are the most problem 
a t i ~ . ~ 3 '  Military personnel, while an base, are considered to be 
federalized citizens and are subject only to military and federal 
law.138 Theoretically, state civil laws have no operation or effect. 
It is in the area of the legal framework of child protection, 
however, that state laws could be most beneficial to  the military 
community. The problem, simply stated, is that there is no legal 
framework for child proteetion on exclusive federal jurisdictions 
because there is no federal law pertaining to child maltreat. 
ment.'jS The lack of adequate federal laws has been called the 

' s m o a d h u s t .  Esley. Hughes. Jenhins, & Martin. Child Protection m Mhtary 

'?'Id 
,"Id 
#.Allen iupro note 9 at 16. 
"'Id 
"NCCAN No 80-30275. ~ u p i o  note 34 at  4 

Communities, DHHS Publicscion Sn. IOHDSl 80.302SO st 16 IMay 19801 
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"single deficiency . . , that  most severely handicaps child protee. 
tion programs in the military services.""n 

B. APPLICATION OF STATE LA W 
Normally. state laws set forth comprehensive procedures for 

dealing with child maltreatment.141 These laws also require 
involvement by the local department of social services and 
authorize protective custody of the child in certain cases of 
suspected maltreatment.'4z Because there are no adequate or 
specific federal procedures applicable in child abuse c a m  occur- 
ring on military installations of exclusive federal jurisdiction, 
application of state law and procedures could benefit the military 
e o r n m u n i t ~ . ~ ~ ~  Yet. efforts to determine a standardized amroach 
to the application of state law on these installations ha;; been 
unsuccessful.'4' 

The traditional view has been that exclusive federal jurisdiction 
over an area precluded a state court from assuming jurisdiction 
and applying state law. State criminal law may be applied, 
however, in areas of concurrent and exclusive jurisdiction through 
the Assimilative Crimes Act.14' The Act adopts state criminal law 
as  federal uiminal law and provides a comprehensive federal 
criminal code for military i n s t a l l a t i ~ n s . ~ ~ ~  Prosecutions under the 
statute are not prosecutions to enforce state law, but to enforce 
federal criminal law whoss details have been adopted from state 
law by refwenee."' The Act applies only in those cases where 
there is no federal statute defining a certain offense or providing 
for its punishment."8 Therefore. a service member cannot be 
prosecuted under the Act for conduct which is punishable under B 
specific punitive article of the UCMJ.14e Given that there is no 
specific federal law in the area of child abuse, if state law makes 

"Mdlsr. mpr@ note 11. at 286. 
"Sea E ~ t e y ,  Stets Jurisdiction m Child A b u s  C w a .  The Army Lawyer, Fsb. 

"Id 
"Id. 

1978, at 11 

"'Id 
1'18 u s  c 8 13 119821 
'"Dep'f of A m y .  Pamphlet NO. 27-21, Mihlary A d m s t r a t i v e  Law, p'a. 2 . 1 9 ~  

-'rd 
IOcr 1, 18851 [hereinafter cited 88 DA Pam 27.211 

' Y d .  Whm fedsrd law or polley sxier~. there 1s no need for sssimilstion: indeed 
It is preluded by the tams of the Act Itself. In addtion, state cryninai law8 
Eontr- t o  federal poiiciea and regllletmns e m a t  be assimilated Id 

"'See. c.g., Umted States V. Irvin. 21 M.J 184 119861 In the P ~ D B B N U O ~  for che 
LnvolUntBTy rnmslaughter of a twcyeIy.oLd child in whlch the child abuae 
consisted only of msavlls, the seemed eovld not be conwcted puriuant $0 the 
A s s d a t i u ~  Cnmes Act because assavlt le pumshable under UCMJi. 
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child maltreatment B criminal offense, the Act would assimilate 
that  law.150 Consequently, any person. whether military or civil- 
ian, could be tried in a federal court for the offense. 

One problem with the Assimilative Crimes Act is that it only 
assimilates State criminal 1 . ~ ~ ~ 5 1  Where an act is not defined as a 
crime under state law, it cannot be assimilated, even if the act is 
subject to civil penalties under state law.162 Most states have 
child maltreatment laws which are not part of their criminal 
eode.153 As the violation would be one of civil law, not criminal 
law. that part of the d a t e  law would not be assimilated under the 
Act. 

This makes military child advocacy programs difficult to 
administer effectively. Although the primary emphasis of the 
programs is to protect the child and help the pments, the only 
laws applicable are punitive in nature, contrary to opinion about 
the mmt  effective way to handle child maltreatment.'e4 The result 
has been a move for a cooperative approach between military and 
civilian agencies. Several arguments supporting application of 
state child abuse laws to land areas of exclusive jurisdiction have 
been advanced, including: 

1. An examination of federal law reveals that Congress 
has determined not to assert jurisdiction in the area of 
child abuse. The only federal legislation in this area is the 
CAPTA. which in essence provides funding for states 
establishing child abuse programs. While Congress could 
legislate in the area of child abuse on federal enclaves. it 
has not done 90. Congress has decided to act solely by 
providing funding to the states so that they may deal 
with the problem. Consequently, the currently exisrmg 
state child abuse laws should be applied to an otherwise 
unregulated area of exclusive federal 

"For exampli, some state child abuse I L B I Y L ~ J  require personnel Eo report 
svspeeced eased of child abuse Because the UCUJ does not bmpose a reporfmg 
raquhment II 2s through the Acr that the state ehdd abuse repoimg laws would 
be enforced on mhfary m~lallanons.  m&ng m h t v y  medical personnel enmmdiy 
Lable for f d n g  Lo report D A  Pam 27-21 par8 2-19c 

"Miller. supra nobe 11. at 287 
"DA Pam 27-21. para 2.1% 
"Stern & Hdey s u p w  note 131 st 9 
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2. A federal military reservation may be considered part 
of the state within which it ip located. Consequently, the 
state may properly apply and enforce its child protection 
laws an the installation. Not only is there no interference 
with a federal assertion of jurisdiction, but such state 
action i6 in furtherance of a clear federal policy expressed 
in the CAPTA.15a 
3. Because child abuse legislation confers a benefit on 
abused and neglected children, the cases dealing with 
rights of federal enclave residents to benefits of state law 
are *ele"ant.157 

4. There are several examples where concurrent juiisdie. 
tion already exists, even on installations where it theoreti. 
caliy does not. Children born in federal hospitals, on 
federal land, receive state birth certificates. When killed 
on federal land, they receive state death certificates. 
Divorce actions are done through state courts. Military 
members who marry get licenses from local governments. 
Now, if a state can decide if one was born, married, 
divorced, and died, there should be some precedence for 
the state intervention in child abuse matters a8 weU.'jS 

5 .  The DOD encourages the military departments to 
relinquish such legislative jurisdiction as may be required. 
subject to military needs, to ensure the applicability on 
military installations of state laws pertaining to child 
protection.159 

The arguments given above present strong justification for 
applying state child abuse laws to residents of military installa. 
"'EsVy, %pro n~Le 141. at 13. See also Howard Y Commssioners, 314 U.S. 824 

119531 lreiscted concept thal  a Federal enclave wa6 a state wiihm a state and 
naled that the Federal enclave continued to be part of the stale within which it 
was loeatedl. In re Tern. Y ,  101 Cal App 3d 178, 161 C d  Rptr 452 ICt App 
19801 lbecsuse federal enclaves remarn geographically and legally a part of the 
state in whch they me located. court d e f a m e d  fhst  federal poky contemplated 
that the stare would mahe Its ~ervices available t o  children on federal enclsveri: 
Board of Chosen Freeholders V. MeCorkls, 96 h'J Super 451, 237 A Zd 640 IApp 
D w  19681 lehlibsn rsrrdmg on federal enclaves were entitled to benefirs pramded 
by state Bureau of Children's S e r v ~ e s i ,  State Y Inrerest of D B S .  137 N J  
Super 371, 349 A 2d 105 16 J Super 19 lb l  lstate juvenile delinquency laws could 
be apptied t o  B juvenile livlng an B federal enclave1 

"Estey. supra note 141, at  13 See &(l Evans Y Cornman. 398 U.S. 419 119701 
lstate would m i a l e  the equal protection clause of the favrteenih amendment it II 
denied acate voting rights LO state domicharlei hvmg on B federal enclavel. 

"Mder, nupn note 11. at 299 
"*DOD Dir 6400.1. para. D3 
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tiom with exclusive jurisdiction. In fact, DOD contemplates such 
a result in its o w  directive. As a practical matter. state laws and 
services are being used on an installation-by-installation basis.1Ba 
The greatest obstacle to applying state child abuse laws on 
exclusive jurisdiction installations has been money: many local 
jurisdictions may not have the resources necessary to expand 
local programs to military installations. I t  is doubtful, however, 
that any judge faced with this mue would ignore the best 
interests of the child and deny the protections of the law to an 
abused child who could otherwise remain unprotected.161 

C. APPLICATION OF THE UNIFORM CODE OF 
MILITARY JUSTICE 

As previously mentioned, there are no specific federal proce- 
dures pertaining to child abuse within the military. But, the 
military member who is involved in child maltreatment can be 
dealt with under applicable provisions of the Uniform Code of 
Military Justice.'62 Even though child maltreatment is not 
directly addressed by the UCMJ, physical abuse of a child may be 
punishable under its provisions as assault,'63 battery.l8' maim 
ing,'e5 murder,'en or manslaughter.'6' Similarly, sexual abusela8 of 
a child and some forms of neglect189 are also punishable under the 
UCMJ. 

Despite these provisions, relatively few eases within the mili. 
tary speak specifically to child abuse.1'0 Based an this fact, one 

Earey. supra note 141, at 11 
Id at  15. 
10 U.S.C. 5s 801-040 118821 (hereinafter elred as UCMJ1 

W C M J  art. 123 
"Id 
"'UCMJ art. 124 
"UCMJ art 116 
"UCMJ art. 119 
"UCMJ art 120 !rape and carnal knorledgel. UCMJ art. 12s liodomyl 
"Possibly. the proivbition agavnrl conduct vnbeeormng an officer and B 

gentleman m UCMJ 81c 133 might be extended t o  neglect C B ~ P Q  but it could well 
he argued that this seetion was not intended LO spply to child neglect. Bemdea. 
Line %ection only applies to commissioned offieera, cadets. and rmdahipmen A 
more viable catch-d to retain junidicnon may be UCMJ arc 131. whreh eovera 
"d disorders and neglects fa the prsiudm of good order and diseiphe m the 
armed forces. all eandvet of a nature LO bring dacrebt upon the armed forces. and 
crimes and offenses not capital.' Offenrea under the .Asamilative Crimes Ael, 
mecussed below in Section IV. could he used t o  juStrfy the ~pplrcaimn 01 fhn 
secnon. proiided the offsnsss are no& covered by a specific UCMJ article Stern & 
Hsley, supm note 133.  a t  3-4 

'%e, e B ,  United States , Moore, 12 C M.A 696 31 C M.R 282 118621 Iparenc 
becomes crrminaliy iiahie if puniahmenl exceeds due moderatmnl Cnmd Stater v 
Houghton. 13 C hl A 3, 32 C M R 3 119611 lparenrd acts cannot go beyond 
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might conclude incorrectly that child abuse is not a problem in 
the military. Several factors explain the lack of cases. Due to 
evidentiary problems and other considerations, e . g ,  trauma to the 
victim if required to testify, usually only the severe cases are 
tried by co~rt .martial .1~~ Rather than trial by caurt.martial. the 
less severe eases are likely to result in nonjudicial punishment.lT2 
Nonjudicial punishment can be used to justify the administrative 
separation of the military member. Thus, it i s  possible that the 
law number of cases tried is due in part to the fact that some 
maltreatment incidents are handled administratively, rather than 
by courts-martial. In my opinion. another explanation may be 
that prosecution for child maltreatment is simply too distastehrl 
for the military structure, especially in the less severe case9,173 
Adverse publicity. the connotation that commanders are not 
effective leaders. and the effect such a charge has upon the 
military career of the accused are all factors which militate 
against prosecution far child maltreatment within the military.174 

Another problem is that  while mast states have enacted civil 
statutes to  deal with child maltreatment, military authorities still 
must rely predominantly on criminal law because of the lack of 
federal law in this area. This is contrary to the nonpunitive 
approach advocated by child abuse researchers and practitioners 
as being the most effective approach.1'6 Also, a military member 
who lives off post may be treated differently by the civilian 
community than a fellow member who commits similar miscon- 
duct on post who would be treated by military authorities.1~~ 

wrmisnibie h u t s  of oarenfal direiohnei. U l u t d  States Y White 19 M J  995 

beyond scope of perm;ribie physical d isc lphh dnmeduStatea v Sehiefer, 28 
C Y R  l i l  !AB.R 19591 ipuluahmsnl of child must nol exceed bounds of 
moderation!, United States v Spivey. 28 C M.R 618 1A.B.R 19561 11" pmaecunan 
for unpremdtated murder of child, punishment inflicted exceeded bounds of 
reasonable purushmeni whch parent is entilled to impose1 

'Telephone vlterview with Malor Suzanne J Awalt, Special R q e d s  Super,&or 
of the DOD Mihfary F d y  Resource Center. ~n Arlington. Va. iFeb 1, 19881 
ihersmafrer cited BS Atidc!. 

.#,, 

"Lehmm. Suffer the Littie CMldren Child MaluIeatment m the Mlliiary 
Community 88 !Mar 19731 lunpvbhshed theslri [Author Sote: The ophona and 
cmelnsions in this arliele are those of the author and do not neeeasarily represent 
the netis ai either The Judge Advocate Generas Schmi, U S  Army. or any other 
gOVBrnment agency]. 
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With regard to offenses committed by the dependents of 
military members, such as physical injury to a child by a 
dependent spouse, the military authorities lack jurisdiction under 
the UCMJ to try the civilian spouse even if the offense occurred 
on a military installation.17' Depending upon the seriousness of 
the offense, however, military dependents who commit federal 
offenses178 can be tried in either a magistrate court or a U.S. 
district Even so, unless serious maltreatment has oc. 
w e d ,  in my opinion, magistrates and U.S. attorneys generally 
hesitate to get involved in these "domestic matters."lao One 
solution available to military authorities may be to force the 
maltreating family to move into the civilian community where 
they will be subject to state civil law and child protection 
programs. This is not often done. hawever.18' 

V. CONCLUSION 
Child maltreatment is a national tragedy. It exists within every 

social and occupational stratum of our country; the armed forces 
are no exception. The three military services have recognized the 
seriousness of the problem and have established child protective 
programs. These military programs. like their civilian counter. 
parts, stress child protection rather than abuser punishment. 
However. insufficient funding and personnel have hampered the 
effectiveness of the programs. In addition. reluctance to report 
maltreatment impedes data accumulation which could be used to 
justify additional resources. The Department of Defense has 
responded to these problems by modifying program policies and 
providing the neces88ry training for child advocacy personnel. 
But, unless the child advocacy program within the military are 
given B higher priority, policy alone will not suffice. 

'.'UCMJ art. 2 See Stern 0 Haley mpra note 131. at 2 
I 'Federal offenres include thore enumerated in Title 18, United States C d e ,  BI 

well as those offenses appheable under the A s a d a t i u e  Crimes Act. dmcuared 
below at Soeoan IVC Offensea contained m Title 18 that may be apphcable m 
chdd maltreatment eases include wsdf 1sec 1131, murder Ism. 11111. mmaiaugh- 
cer ISBC 11121: 'spa Ism 20311, and serval exploitation of cNdren /bee 22511. 

."DA Pam 27.21. para 2.19d A U S  maglabrate may L l y  mrdemeanors and 
lesser offenses comrmifed by adulta an d f a r y  installation9 Installation Corn. 
mandera can seek to have a magistrate designated to try eses which arm on the 
d t a r y  installation Trial before B maglitrate IS voluntary and can proceed only 
w t h  the dslendant's - l ~ n  conaenl. Where the defsndmt daes not conssnt to B 
trial before the magistrate oc the offense 1s not B msdemeanor. the defendant 
mvrt appear before the district courc. I d .  

-Awalf. supra note 166 
"'4liller sup70 note 11. BC 289 
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Jurisdictional problems also hamper the effectiveness of the 
programs. Presently, all military child advocacy regulations en. 
courage interaction with local child advoeacy agencies. Complex 
jurisdictional issues and questions sometimes black this interac. 
tion, however, especially with regard to military installations with 
exclusive federal jurisdiction. The result has been an installation- 
byinstallation approach in determining whether the state may 
exercise its jurisdiction in the area of child maltreatment. 

The Department of Defense has set the stage by encouraging 
the application af state laws in child protection cases; this 
directive. however, is nothing but a broad policy statement. To be 
effective. DOD must develop specific guidelines on how to 
coordinate the military child advocacy programs with state 
programs. If it does not use d a t e  programs, the military will 
have to rely an punitive measures in dealing with child maltreat. 
ment. Even though this result may provide immediate protection 
to the maltreated child, it conflicts with the emphasis placed on 
rehabilitating the maitreater in the civilian community. The 
Department of Defense must ensure that the benefits of an 
effective cbild advocacy program, including the benefits under 
applicable state child abuse laws, are made available to all 
military families. 
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APPENDIX 
Table I 

DEI'AHTMENT OF DEFENSE 
ESTABLISHED CASES OF CHILD MALTHEATMENT 

FY 1%5 

FY M5 Physical Abuse & Sexual ISrnoLional 
A k s e  Ne& N ~ I L S  & b u s  M&re&m~& EeaLhs ~- 

SUB'WTAIS 1.22b 1.04~ 

Quarters 3-4 
Army 569 714 
Navy 323 161  
Air Forco ~ L46- ~ 1 1 2  

SIIRTWPALS 1.038 991 

Told FYR5 2,363 2,043 

Total FYR4 2.887 2.405 

38 3% 34.6YO 

40.0% 33.3% 

T O L ~  FYRB 2,604 2.155 

'80 Cases Classified as "Other Ahusc" 

60 
133 
5% 

2 4 7  

59 e:! 
r2 ~ 

133 

ann 
6 . 4 %  

759 
10.5% 

586 

543 106 14 

469 95 

17.0% 3.4% .a'% 
1.002 201 19 

92s 2:"" 13 
12.8% 3.2 I" 2% 

73R 192 I4 

Total Child 
Abuse & 
N*%t 

- 641 ~ 

1,367 
1,186 

3,184 

1,597 
757 

- 370 ~ 

2.724 

5.908 

7.219 

6,369' 
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Table 2 

ESTIMATED CHILD MALTREATMENT RATES 
FY 1986 

Established Annual Rate/ 
Service - C a s e s  
Army 651,865 2,954 4.5 
NavyiMarine Corps 476,888 1,943 4.1 

2.1 Air Force - 489,426 1,011 _ _ -  
TOTAL 1,618,179 5.908 3.7 

The above Table depicts an annual rate of child maltreatment by 
service. Population data on number of dependent children me 
published in "Defense '85." page 31, September, 1985. Estab. 
lished cases of maltreatment me as reported by the services for 
FY 1985. Annual rates per 1000 are determined by dividing the 
established cases by the number of children, and multiply that 
amount by 1000. 

Table 3 

CHILD MALTREATMENT RATES 

Service 1984 1985 

A m y  Na /Marinecarps 
A i r y o r e  

5.9 4.5 
5.0 4.1 

2.1 2.6 - - 
TOTAL 4.6 3.7 
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Relationship 

Mother 
Father 
Step Mother 
Step Father 
Sister 
Brother 
Babysitter 
Other 
Unknown 
Perpetrator 
Paygrade 
08 
07 
06 
05 
04 
03 
02 
01 
w 4  
w 3  
w 2  
W l  
E 9  
E8 
E7 
E 6  
E5 
E4 
E 3  
E2 
E l  
Civilians 
Unknown 

Table 4 

ESTABLISHED CASES 
FORPERPETRATORSOF 

CHILD ABUSE AND NEGLECT 
FY 1985 

1648 
1368 

62 
489 
13 
3 

52 
179 
32 

656 
771 

28 

14 
1 

66 

70 

228 

loa 

311 
398 

20 
109 
11 
1 

49 
69 
43 

2615 
2537 

110 
a26 
38 
167 
356 
145 

3 ~ 5 %  
37.3% 

1.6% 
12.1% 

.6% 
, 1 9 0  

2.5% 
5.2% 
2.1% 

2 1 
6 2 

13 8 
30 6 

5 3 
4 2 
3 2 

14 3 
10 

3 3 
9 

39 29 
231 139 
438 290 
506 318 

268 

57 55 
13 21 

i ao i  450 
175 

466 175 149 

1 
3 
4 

2 
3 

la  

3 
11 
37 

112 
201 
138 
59 
13 
1 

323 

4 
11 
26 
55  
10 
9 
5 

17 
17 
6 

17 
79 

407 
840 

1026 
872 
383 
125 
35 

2674 
176 

. I% 
2% 
.4% 
3 %  
,270 
.1% 
.1% 
2% 
,290 
.1% 
.2% 

1.290 
6.1% 

12.6% 
15.3% 
13.0% 
5.7% 
1.9% 
.5% 

38.5% 
2.6% 
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THE SOLDIERS' AND SAILORS' CIVIL ~~~~ ~ . ~ ~~ ~~ 

RELIEF ACT OF 1940 AS APPLIED IN 
SUPPORT LITIGATIOK: A SUPPORT 

ENFORCEMENT ATTORNEY'S 
PERSPECTIVE 

I. INTRODUCTION 
by Major Stephen R. Hooper' 

This article is designed to provide a legal and practical 
discussion of the Soldiers' and Sailors' Civil Relief Act of 1940' 88 

it is applied in family support litigation in a state, county. or 
municipal law office. from the perspective of one who is obligated 
to assist a plaintiff in family support cases against a military 
defendant. 

By approaching the Act from the author's perspective as an 
attorney in the district attorney's IDA) office,% Army lawyers 
should receive a new and unique understanding that perhaps will 
differ from what they have normally seem3 No one can be an 
expert in this field. Practical experience with other jurisdictions 
suggests that  the Act may operate differently, not only from 
state to state, but from county to county. This aspect is 
important because legal assistance attorneys need to be sensitive 
to the position of the civilian lawyers opposing their military 
clients. They must consider the effect that a "knee-jerk" invoca. 
tion of the Act could have on their clients. To illustrate this point. 
it will be useful to isolate the law of one particular jurisdiction. 
For purposes of illustration, the law of California has been 
selected. 

Under various California statues, the district attorney has 
broad authority to obtain and enforce orders for child ~upport.4 In 

*Judge Advocate General's Corps, US.  Army Re~eiue. The author LS a staff 
attorney with the Office af the Distnct Attorney YI Monterqi. Califonria. The 
Y ~ W I  expressed are based on observations of how the Soldms' and Sdorr '  Civll 
Relief Act 1s epp!ied in l a d  C&forma COYI~B. They do nat r e k t  the apiruons of 
the Distnct Attorney for the Caunty of Montere?. the County of Monbrey, the 
U m t d  States Army, 01 the Government of the United States. 
'50 U.SC. npp. $5 501-691 llS82l [heremafter cited a8 the Act or the SSCRAi 
'In Lhx article, the term "DA ' refers to the Dirtrrct Arforney for the County of 

Menterey, Caliiorma. I t  includes deputies acting on behalf of the Dirtnet 
Attorney. 

'For example. Dep't of Army. Pamphlet No 27-158. Soldiers' and Sdorn' Civl l  
Rebel ACT (15 Aug 19811 

'For example. Cal. [Welf & Insr.1 Code 85 11360. 11360.1. 11360 6. 11476.1. 
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the area of spousal support, the authority is somewhat different. 
Thsse orders are not obtained by the DA, but once they are 
entered they will be enforced for spousal support. An order far 
"family support" is treated as though it were for "child sup 
port."e The DA may file a new action for support, get involved in 
a pending dissolution action, or seek post-judgment modification 
of an existing child support order. I t  does not matter whether the 
case involves welfare; the DA's services are available to the 
custodial parent6 without regard to financial condition. 

11. WHEN THE SOLDIER RESPONDS 
Attorneys who have worked in legal assistance offices will 

recognize that the collective ability of soldiers to get into trouble 
exceeds the ability to describe all the possible problems. Neverthe 
less, there are certain generalizations that can be made in 
describing how the SSCRA may be applied. The typical situation 
features a young, unmarried woman who names a soldier 8s the 
father of her child. Because there is only an obligation to provide 
support for one's own children. the DA's first action is to file a 
complaint to establish parentage and determine the amount to be 
provided for support. 

The common perception among civilian attorneys is that this 
soldier is a freespending GI stationed at  a distant post. When 
sewed with a summons and complaint naming him as B defendant 
in a paternity suit. the perception is that the soldier uill take this 
matter straight to the legal assistance office. Thereupon. the legal 
assistance office will immediately send off a standard request for 
a stay as authorized by the SSCRA. But what strategies are 
employed to prevent the soldier from entering an appearance and 
preserving his SSCRA rights? 
One approach is for the legal assistance officer to contact the 

D A s  office directly. Whether made by itself or in conjunction 
with the standard request for a stay, this approach has benefits 
for both sides. In a DA's office, the soldier is seen not as merely 
seeking delay, but as showing a real interest in resolving the 
dispute by either settlement or orderly litigation. I t  opens m 

11476. 11416.1. 11477 and 11478, C d  [Civdl Code $5 248. 4700. 4701 and 4702. 
Cal [Cw Proel Code gp 1674 1680. and 1698 2: and Cal IPenall Cads 5 [West .... 
,Jab, 

c a l  ~ c i ~ d i  codr i isii imklr 1985~ 
'The 'custod~al pmenf" IS the pmfy with actual. phyiiical,cuatody of the chdd 

and m the Datnct Atlarne)'~ office, LQ referred to as ' C The ' non-eustodd 
parent' 1s referred to as the "absent parent.' ' A," "AM" (far 'absent mother' I. 
or "AF' (far "absenr father' I. 
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avenue for negotiation between the DA's office and the soldier's 
legal assistance attorney. These negotiations may break down, but 
both sides have a chance to consider settlement. Failing sett le 
ment, the soldier may still assert the protections of the Act. I t  is 
unfortunate that this approach is so rarely used by legal 
assistance officers. 

Typically, the legal assistance officer sends out a request for a 
stay. In California, it goes to the clerk of the superior court who 
sends it to the DA for comment. Experience has shown that the 
stay provisions of the SSCRA are generally used as a device to 
delay litigation. Thus. although the response made in each case is 
based on its unique circumstances. If  insufficient information is 
initially eent documenting the basis for a stay, one of the first 
steps is to obtain a court order requiring the soldier to provide 
more information on the rsquest for a stay. The form currently 
being used is similar to the one at  Appendix A. In determining 
whether to grant a stay, the court will consider any response the 
soldier makes to its order. 

Depending upon the circumstances of the case, a request for a 
stay may cause the DA to write to the soldier's commander. We 
do this to verify the information provided by the soldier. We ask 
questions such as: 

Ill What has the soldier done to obtain ordinary andlor 
emergency leave to attend m y  necessary hearings andlor 
trial in this court? What results did these efforts pro- 
duce? 

(21 Did the soldier take any leave in the last three 
months? If so, haw much and for what purpose? How 
much leave does he currently have as reflected on hislher 
latest Leave and Earnings Statement? 

(31 What has the soldier done to obtain a transfer to a 
military installation near this court on either a temporary 
or permanent basis? What results did these efforts 
produce? 

141 When wa9 the soldier assigned to the present duty 
station? When is the soldier due to be transferred on 
normal rotation 01 reassignment? To what station will the 
soldier probably be transferred? 

(51 What is the date of the soldier's present enlistment 
contract? When does it expire? Do you expect the soldier 
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to reenlist? Does the soldier's service record contain a 
bar to reenlistment? Are there any plans to release the 
soldier from active duty and, if so, when is this expected 
to occur? 

When the soldier's children are the product of B lawful marriage 
or when the soldier's parentage is legally presumed. Army 
Regulation 608-99' covers a soldier's obligation to provide support 
for his or her dependents and describes command responsibilities 
on this issue. Commanders are asked by DAs to review the 
regulation and discuss it with the soldier. Commanders are also 
asked to recommend that the soldier establish an allotment for 
support of his or her dependents in an appropriate amount 
payable to the district attorney. A commander may he asked to 
determine whether the soldier has been unjustly enriching himself 
or herself by drawing BAQ at the "with dependents" rate while 
failing to provide support. 

If a stay is granted, litigation will be deferred under the 
conditions ordered by the court. If. however. the court ultimately 
determines that the soldier is the father, its judgment will include 
B provision for back support covering the period while the action 
was stayed. This arrearage could be huge and might have a 
long-term adverse effect on the soldier-ctienc. One must consider 
what the effects of such a large arrearage would he on a credit 
application for a real estate or auto loan 

111. WHEN THE SOLDIER DOES NOT 
RESPOND 

It is where the soldier does not file an answer that the Act 
again intervenes. Under 50 U.S.C. app. $ 520, the court must 
appoint an attorney for the soldier hefare a default may he 
entered. I t  is up to the DA as the one seeking relief to arrange far 
the appointment of counsel. This is normally done by way of a 
motion submitted es parte, supported by a declaration justifying 
the appointment. Basically, these facts are that the defendant is 
in the military service, that he or she is not represented by 
counsel, that he or she has been served with a copy of the 
summons and complaint. that the time within which to file an 
answer has expired, and that the defendant has neither appeared 
nor filed a responsive pleading. An example appears at  Appendix 
B. 

'Dep t of Arms Reg. Yo 608-99, Farmly Support. Chdd Custody and Parerrut? 
14 xov. 19651 
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The court responds to the motion by appointing an attorney in 
an order similar to the one set forth a t  Appendix C. In practice, 
this is accomplished by the court clerk who simply selects the 
next name up an the attorneys list. The process is not secret and 
it is handled entirely by the court. This is fortunate because calls 
may be received from disgruntled attorneys wondering why they 
were picked far the appointment. This is understandable when one 
considers that there are no provisions far paying fees to attorneys 
appointed under the Act. 

The nest  step is for the attorney who has been appointed 8s 
counsel to be provided with a copy of the summons and complaint 
and the address of the soldier. The attorney is then responsible 
for contacting the defendant-client. An unusual variation on this 
procedure results when the soldier has a civilian attorney, but has 
not filed an answer or otherwise appeared. This generally involves 
a defendant who, after being served with process, hires a lawyer. 
The lawyer contacts the DA and some preliminary arrangements 
are made. In a paternity c ~ s e ,  these typically are for blood tests. 
At 8ome point, the DA may discover that the defendant has been 
transferred out of the area. The important question here is 
whether the soldier has an attorney of record.@ If EO. before 
seeking a default judgment, the DA will ask the court to appoint 
the soldier's own attorney to represent him. This complies with 
the requirements of the Act and protects the record. 

Commonly, the appointed attorney will seek the D A s  help in 
making contact with the client.g Problems here are usually 

'See Reynolds v Reynolds, 21 Cal 2d 580. 134 P 2 d  261 119431 
sThe D i s r n ~ t  Attorney dDei not get involved in the reladons between Lhe soldier 

and counsel. There e two i e a s ~ n s  for rhs positron The fxsi 1s legal coni~ef 
with a party represented by m attorney 11 prohibited by the Rules of Professional 
Conduct. Formerly. Rule 12 oi the Ruler af Proferdonal Conduct of the State Bar 
of Cahfoma, Bmneis  and Fmfsssions Code fallawmg s ~ c d o n  6076: now, R d e  
7-103 of the R u l e  of Rofssaidnd Canduef of the Ststs  BIV of CaLforma 
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resolved when the attorney is provided with the soldier's updated 
address. Even with current addresses for the clients, many 
attorneys report that  soldiers simply do not an~wer  their eorre 
spondence. When this happens. there is no choice but to move for 
default relief-while the attorney moves to be relieved as counsel 
of record. 

Costs and fees are another source of friction between appointed 
attorney and client. Many applications for stays under the 
SSCRA still include requests for the appointment of counsel at no 
cost to the soldier. However, the SSCRA does not address 
payment of attorneys fees, so relief of this nature would have to 
be determined by state law.'o 

The superior court clerk has discretion to waive filing fees for 
the appointed attorney who is taking the first steps in protecting 
the client's interest in the case." Where a meaningful attorney. 
client relationship has been established, however, or where it is 
obvious that the litigation is being seriously pursued. then normal 
filing fees are required. 

In the vast majority of cases in which attorneys are appointed 
under the SSCRA. there will be one of two results. When the 
soldier answers the attorney's letters there ia usually a negotiated 
settlement. When the soldier does not respond. the attorney is 
allowed to withdraw and a default judgment is obtained. 

IV. WHEN A JUDGMENT IS TAKEN 
Once judgment has been entered, appropriate enforcement 

action is taken-including requesting modifications of child sup. 
part orders and seeking garnishment orders-regardless of 
whether the defendant is in the service. The Act applies in the 
post-judgment context,'* and this practice seems reasonable. I t  
allows orderly litigation of issues of support. Remember that the 
parent-child relationship has already been determined and the DA 
does not get involved in issues of cvstady and visitation. 
Therefore. the only remaining question has to do with haw much 
snpport should be provided. In California, these issues are almost 
always submitted to the court on the declarations. which can be 

"Uluted States Y Henagan. 552 F Supp 350 iM.D Ala. 19821. 
Interview w r h  Ma. Msry Prehcden. Superwsng Deputy County Clerk. 

Montersy, an 23 August 1986. 
'Reynolds v RenoIda, 21 Cal 2d 180. 134 P.2d 211 113431. Allen v AUen 30 

Cal 2d 433, 132 P 2 d  651 113411. Miller \,. Miller, 26 Cd. 2d 119. 156 P 2 d  931 
119451: In re Marriage a1 Lopez. 115 Cd App 3d 776 313 Cal Rplr 718 113811 
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filed by mail. The Agnos Child Support Standards Act of 198413 
makes the calculation of the support amount even more predict- 
able than it has been in the past. 

Now that  a judgment has been obtained, can the arrearage be 
collected? Section 526 of the SSCRA establishes a 6% ceiling on 
interest on pre-service debt-unless a court finds that the ability 
to pay interest in excess of 6% is not materially affected by 
military service. 

Up to this point, interest has not been an issue in state family 
law cases for B simple, practical reason: state court bookkeeping 
systems cannot handle it. Even if interest is provided for in the 
order, many state court enforcement offices ignore it. This has the 
effect of providing the soldier with an interest free loan at  the 
expense of either the local county or the "dependents." This may 
change with the advent of better bookkeeping systems. However. 
very few military cases involve B pre-service support obligation. 
Should the issue ever arise, support enforcement attorneys expect 
to argue that the 6% limit for pre-service obligations is unconsti. 
tutional as being a taking without just compensation and being 
violative of due process. 

Because of the transient nature of the military papulation, it is 
not uncommon for a soldier in one jurisdiction to have "depen. 
dents" in another. An overlooked remedy for these "dependents" 
is to use the LJRESA" statute of their home jurisdiction to have 
the case sent to the jurisdiction in which the soldier is stationed. 
Under its URESA statute. the state in which the URESA 
petition i s  initiated has the case forwarded to the court nearest to 
the soldier's duty station, thus placing the litigation in the 
soldier's neighborhood, 

V. CONCLUSION 
This is a quick overview of issues which arise under the SSCRA 

from a support enforcement attorney who regularly encounters 
requests for relief under the statute. Legal assistance attorneys 

Tal .  ICivlll Code 88 4720-4732 IWeit 19851 

in which the praceedmg LS rommincd. The yespanding jundi&on, the iurisdie- 
tion in wivch the absent pmenr is located. "reiponds" LO the action From Lhe 
iniflatmg state. 
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should recognize that not all state attorneys are hard-nosed when 
dealing with soldiers named in mpport or paternity actions. 
Within reason, most are willing to work out arrangements for 
payment of support. I t  is the soldier who invokes the SSCRA as a 
means of potentidy forestalling an obligation forever who raises 
the ire of a support enforcement attorney. Given the long range 
effects on a soldier who obtains an SSCRA stay (liability for 
arrearages, plus interresti, legal assistance officers should commu- 
nicate more with state attorneys. That should lead to negotiating 
suitable arrangements for their clients. 

APPENDIX A 

ORDER REQUIRING INFORMATION 
SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF 

MONTEREY 

MONTEREY COUNTY NO. 

Plaintiff. ORDER 

"6. 

Defendant. 

Counsel for Plaintiff presented to the Court a letter dated 
, addressed to the Court. requesting a stay on behalf 

of Defendant pursuant to the Soldiers' and Sailors' Civil Relief 
Act 50 U.S.C. app. 521.  

The Court finds that it does not now have sufficient facts to 
determine whether Defendant's military status materially affects 
his ability to defend this suit. The Court also finds that 
Defendant is in a better position than Plaintiff to initially produce 
evidence on this issue. Therefore, the Court orders Defendant to 
answer the following questions in writing and under oa th  

1. Have you made any effort to obtain counsel to represent you 
in this case? 

2. If so, explain what actions you have taken and the results. If 
not, state why you have not done so. 
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3. If you have not been able to retain an attorney, state any 
reasons why you cannot be adequately represented by an attorney 
appointed by the c w r t  in this action. 

4. State any reasgns why you believe pretrial proceedings 
should not be conducted in yow absence. 

5 .  If  you dispute any of the allegations contained in the 
complaint. state what matters you dispute. 

6. State any defenses you have to the allegations in the 
complaint. 

I. What efforts have you made to obtain ordinary andlor 
emergency leave to attend any necessary hearings andlor trial? 

8. What efforts have you made to obtain a transfer to a 
military facility in Monterey County? 

9. When &re you due to be transferred from your preaent duty 
station? 

10. Do you h a w  where you will be assigned after completion of 
your present tour of duty? 

11. How long do you expect to be assigned to that duty 
station? 

12. When does your present enlistment expire? 

13. When do you expect to be released from active duty? 

14. What is the address of your permanent home of record? 

15 .  To what address may mail be sent to you after your release 
from active duty? 

16. State the names and addresses of two individuals who will 
h a w  haw to contact you after your release from active duty. 

17. What actions have you taken to insure adequate financial 
support for your alleged child. 

18. If you do not deny being the parent of the child, did you 
know that  if you admit paternity that you may be able to obtain 
extra BAQ to support the child? 

19. State any additional reasons why your military duty 
materially affects your ability to defend against the action. 

The Court further orders that Defendant's answers to these 
questions shall not be deemed an appearance in this case or a 
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waiver of any of Defendant's rights under the Soldiers and Sailors 
Civil Relief Act. The Court s h d  use the answers only to decide 
the propriety of granting Defendant's request for B stay. The 
court orders counsel for Plaintiff to mail a copy of this order to 
respondent as soon as possible. The court will consider the 
Defendant's request for a stay on 

DATED: ~ 

JUDGE OF THE SUPERIOR COURT 

APPENDIX B 
REQUEST FOR ORDER APPOINTING 

ATTORNEY 
SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF 

MONTEREY 

MOTION TO APPOINT 

and Sailors' Civil Relief Act ' of 19401 

Plaintiff hereby move8 the court to appoint an attorney to 
represent the defendant in the above captioned action on the 
grounds that defendant is in the military service and is entitled to 
the protection of the Soldiers' and Sailors' Civil Relief Act of 
1940. 
DATED: ~ 

Deputy District Attorney 
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DECLARATION 
The undersigned Deputy District Attorney declares: On infor. 

mation and belief that the defendant is in the military senice and 
not represented by caunsei in the present action. 

That on (insert date) the defendant was served with a copy of 
the summons and complaint on file herein. 

That the time within which to answer the complaint has expired 
and defendant has not appeared nor filed a responsive pleading. 

That declarant is informed and believes that the defendant's 
present address is: 

(insert address) 

WHEREFORE, declarant prays that the court issue its order 
appointing an attorney to represent defendant in the above. 
entitled proceeding pursuant to the Soldiers' and Sailors' Civil 
Relief Act of 1940, as amended. 

I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is true and 
correct. 

Executed at , California, an ~. 

Deputy District Attorney 

POINTS AND AUTHORITIES 
60 USC app 520, Default judgments, affidevits, bonds, attor. 

neys for persons in service 

(1) In any action or proceeding commenced in any court, if 
there shall be a default of any appearance by the defendant, the 
plaintifff, before entering judgment s h d  file in the court an 
affidavit setting forth facts showing that the defendant is not in 
military service. If unable to file such affidavit plaintiff shall in 
lieu thereof file an affidavit setting forth either that the defendant 
is in the military service or that plaintiff is not able to determine 
whether or not defendant is in such service. If an affidavit is not 
filed showing that the defendant is not in the military senice, no 
judgment shall be entered without first securing an order of court 
directing such entry, and no such order shali be made if the 
defendant is in such service until after the court s h d  have 
appointed an attorney to represent defendant and protect his 
interest, and the court shall on application make such 
appointment. 
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APPENDIX C 
ORDER APPOINTING ATTORNEY 

SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF 
MONTEREY 

' ORDER APPOINTING 
, ATTORNEY 

The motion of plaintiff for appointment of an attorney for 
defendant pursuant to the Soldier' and Sailors' Civil Relief Act of 
1940, as amended, having duly come before the court and upon 
the declaration filed it is hereby ordered and decreed that (insert 
name of attorney) is appointed attorney to represent defendant in 
the aboveentitled cause and to take such steps to protect the 
interest of defendant as to him may seem advisable under the 
circumstances. 
DATED: ~ 

JUDGEOFTHESUPERIORCOURT 
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PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS IN 
HANDLING AR.MY 

NONSUPPORT CASES 
by Major Charles W. Heminmay' 

I. INTRODUCTION 
New military attorneys working in legal assistance frequently 

spend an inordinate amount of time learning how the military 
system works or how it can work for their clients in nonsupport 
cases. Nonsupport cases are those where the soldier is providing 
an inadequate m o u n t  of support, or, more frequently, no support 
at  all to those family members he or she is required to support by 
court order or Army Regulation 608.99.' 

Army Regulation 608-99 specifies Army policy for support of 
family members. What it does not spell out, however, is how the 
legal assistance attorney can use the regdation to obtain relief for 
a client. That is the aim of this article. These "practical 
considerations" are discussed in The Legal Assistance Officer's 
Deskbook and Formbook, a deskbook published by The Judge 
Advocate General's School.? but these considerations are of 
general interest to all military or civilian attorneys who may be 
required to counsel clients in nonsupport cases. 

11. LOCATING THE NONSUPPORTING 
SOLDIER 

A. WORLD WIDE LOCATOR SERVICE 
The nonsupparted spouse may not know where the soldier is 

currently assigned. Many will not know the soldier's social 
security number. If the nonsupported spouse has a U.S. Armed 
Forces Identification Card, ask to see it. Black 12 of the card will 
contain the soldier's SSN. This number will be useful in attempt- 
ing to locate the soldier because each of the armed services has a 

*Judge Advocate General's Corps,  U.S. Army. Inatructar, Legd AWibtMe. 
Branch, Administrative and Civil Law Division, The Judge A d v a a U  Gonerah 
Sehaal, Army. ChnrlottewiLk VA 

Dep't of Army. Reg No 608-99, Family Support. Child Custody. and Paternity 
14 Kav. iSS5I lhereinafter cited as AR 608.991. 
This deskhoak fmemte of t w o  ~olumes and may be ordered by registered Y(YII 

from the Defense Teehrusal Informauan Center IDTICI. See the b e n t  Materid 
of Interest Section YI any -em ~ S S Y B  of The A m y  Lawyer for ordering 
infannation and information on haw Lo became B DTlC YBOF. 
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worldwide locator service. But, even if you know the soldier's 
SSN, it is not easy to locate a soldier using these services. First, 
it takes from three to six months for a recently reassigned 
soldier's new unit of assignment to be available through the 
locator service. Second, the telephone Lnes at the services are 
busy constantly and it is rare that a caller will be able to get 
through on the first call. The locator services, however. are 
invaluable in locating soldiers in most cases. I t  just may take a 
while. The locator addresses and telephone numbers for the 
various services are listed below: 

1. Army. 

1512) 221-3315: or AUTOVON 699.4211, 4212, or 4213. 
To telephonically locate active duty soldiers, e d  (612) 221.2948: 

To write to obtain addresses of officers, address the request to 

HQDA 
Office of The Adjutant General 
Personnel Records Division 
Washington, D.C. 20310 

To write to obtain addresses of enlisted personnel, address the 
request to 

US Army Personnel Service Support Center 
Fort Benjamin Harrison, I N  46249 

2. Air Force. 

Addresses of Air Force personnel may be obtained from 

Air Farce Worldwide Locator Service 

3. Navy 

Addresses of Navy personnel may be obtained from 

HQ, Department of the Nary 
Chief. Bureau of Naval Personnel 
Washington, D.C. 20310 
12021 6944768 

4. Marine Corps 

Addresses of Marine Carps personnel may be obtained from 
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Headquarters, Marine Corps 
CODE MSRP . 2 2  
Washington. D.C. 20380 

5. Coast Guard 

from 
The addresses of all Coast Guard personnel may be obtained 

Commandant, U.S. Coast Guard 
A W N :  PE 
2100 Second Street. S.W. 
Washington. D.C. 20593 
(202J 426-8898 

B. OTHER LOCATIONMETHODS 
If the soldier cannot be located by using the worldwide locator 

service, try locating the soldier by contacting the old unit or by 
using the JUMPS.Army Caller List. In those circumstances where 
the soldier's new unit of assignment is not in the worldwide 
locator service. there are two ways to proceed. First, using the old 
unit address, contact the mail clerk at  the old unit, or the old 
unit's servicing Personnel Administration Center IPAC), and 
inquire if the soldier's change of address card remains on file. Or, 
through your local Finance and Accounting Office, request that  a 
finance representative use the JUMPS.Army Caller List8 to 
determine the soldier's current Disbursing Station Symbol Num- 
ber IDSSNJ. The DSSN is a unique set of four digits assigned to 
every Army finance office which has authority to disburse funds 
of the United States Treasury. DSSNs are assigned to particular 
geographical areas of the world and often will be helpful in 
locating a soldier. For example, if the soldier's DSSN is the one 
assigned to the Fort Sill Finance Office. the soldier is assigned to 
a unit located a t  Fort Sill or a unit serviced by the Fort Sill 
Finance Office. The DSSN will not, however, pinpoint the soldier's 
unit of assignment. 

When you ask the local finance office to determine the soldier's 
current DSSN, also ask them to obtain the address to which the 
soldier's paycheck is being sent by requesting B read-out of the 
soldier's pay account. If the soldier has not opted for a 
check-tobank pay option, his or her cheek ia probably being sent 
to his or her c-ent unit of assignment. If the soldier has a 
eheck.tc-bank pay option. however, the past locator far the 

'Tha list i i  dmevnaed in d e t d  at  infm Seetion 111. 
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installation identified as having the soldier's DSSN should be 
contacted. The post locator will be more current than the 
worldwide locator and should list the soldier's current unit of 
assignment. 

111. USING THE JUMPS-ARMY CALLER 
LIST TO ASSIST IN NONSUPPORT 

Time is often of the essence in nonsupport casea Using the 
JUMPS.Army Caller List can cut through timeconsuming delays 
and often resolve many nonsupport issues that would otherwise 
take weeks or months to resolve. Nothing is more frustrating for 
a legal assistance officer representing a nonsupported spouse. 
particularly when dealing with a nansupporting soldier assigned 
overseas, then to waste weeks waiting for a response to a 
nonsupport letter only to learn that the soldier asserts that he or 
she has no pay due or that the soldier asserts that an allotment 
check is being sent to the complaining spouse. 

The JUMPSArmy Caller List is B centralized list maintained at  
the U S  Army Finance and Accounting Center, Fort Benjamin 
Harrison, Indiana. by the Centralized Pay Operations Branch. 
Government employees. most typically those who work with a 
finance office which has a DSSN, may have their names placed on 
the access list and are authorized to call the Finance Center and 
obtain any information concerning any soldier's pay account. This 
includes information from the soldier's current and past Leave 
and Earnings Statement ILESI. 

A. ACCESS TO THE LIST 
Only certmn employees m the installation finance office will be 

placed on the list. These are employees whose job includes making 
inquiries on behalf of a soldier about hs or pay account, or 
inquines on behalf of other government officials such as inspector 
generals, CID agents, military police officers, and judge advocates 
with an official "need to know." There is no regulatory restriction, 
however. which states that only finance office employees may be 
placed an the list. The local finance office may have such a policy, 
but the staff judge advocate should seek to have s t  least one 
member of his or her office placed on the list. A logical person is 
a legal assistance officer. Because the policy on who may be 
placed on the liSt varies from installation to installation, legal 
assistance officers should always request to be placed on the list. 
If not placed on the list. it simply means that the legal assistance 
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officer must deal through a person whose name appears on the 
list to obtain the required information, If placed on the list, the 
legal assistance officer will be authorized to obtain a telephonic 
computer readout of the current or any past LES of any soidier. 

When a client makes a nonsupport complaint, a quick telephone 
call to the JUMPSArmy Caller List will: 

11) Identify the soldier's DSSN; 
(2) Verify that a support allotment has been initiated or 

terminated, and if terminated, when (necessary to h o w  
when establishing accrued arrearage& 

(31 Verify a soldier's financial condition. including 
1.4 That the soldier has no pay due and that is why 

the support allotment stopped 
lb! That the soldier's pay has stopped (including any 

allotment) because he or she is AWOL and 

lei That the soldier is channeling excessive pay into 
an allotment so that  the "net pay due" box of the LES 
reflects 8 minimai amount upon which mpport payments 
will be based. 

14) Catch the spouse or person who lodges a spurious 
support complaint. (Most state welfare agencies wi l l  
require a person who applies for welfare payments on 
behalf of minor children and who indicates that the other 
parent of the children is in the military to obtain a 
statement from the military that the soldier is not 
providing support. Unfortunately. some welfare appli. 
cants may already be receiving support from the soldier 
but may apply for welfare nonetheless and seek the 
required statement from a legal assistance officer.) 

B. UPDATING THE LIST 
The ~ C C ~ S B  list is required to be updated twice a year Ino later 

than 26 February and 31 August) by finance officers pursuant to 
AR 37.101-14 and 37.101-2.' The finance officer forwards the 

'Dep't ai Army, Reg. No 37-101.1, Field Orgmation and Operating Instruc- 
tions Under the Joint Urnform Military Pay Syiirem iJUMPS.Armyl IS1 Jan 
1979). 

'Dep'r af Amy,  Reg N o  37-101-2, Field O r g h a t i o n  and Operating Instruc- 
t i o n ~  Uamg the Joint Uniform llllilary Pay System-Army [JUMPS-Armyi 
Automatic Coring System iJACSI para. 1-6 120 Sept 19851 
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names and AUTOVON telephone numbers of all individuals 
authorized at  that installation to acces6 the list to the U.S. Army 
Finance and Accounting Center. Those requesting to access the 
list must provide their names, DSSN, and AUTOVON number. If 
the requestor's name appears on the list. any information an the 
soldier's pay account will be provided, including, a8 stated above, 
a complete readout of the soldier's current and past LES. 

C. PRIVACY ACT CONSIDERATIONS 
There is no inherent right for a representative of the staff judge 

advocate's office. including B legal assistance officer, to be placed 
on the access list. That decision rests with the discretion of the 
local finance officer. Finance officers may resist placing the legal 
assistance officer on the list for a variety of re88ons; the most 
frequently cited will be the Privacy Act.6 Legal assistance officers 
in their official capacity are authorized access to the finance 
records of soldiers. 

However, the information obtained may be disclosed only within 
the agency or to B state agency or court. Legal assistance officers 
should not disclose the information obtained from the JUMPS. 
Army Caller List GO the client. On the other hand, release of 
information to a state welfare agency that requests information 
about B soldier has been determined not to violate the Privacy 
Act.' AR 340.21e generally prohibits the release of personal 
information about a soldier, but provides that, under certain 
circumstances, compelling and overriding interests may be suffi- 
cient to outweigh privacy protection considerations. In one caae, a 
county department of social services sought the home address of 
a military retiree to locate the retiree for nonsupport of children. 
The Judge Advocate General opined that it wag appropriate to 
release information to the social service department that other- 
wise would not be releasable under the Privacy Act because the 
"compelling and overriding interests" of society in having individ. 
uals support their dependents and the interest of a minor child to 
be supported by the father overrode any Privacy Act consider. 
ations.' 
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IV. LODGING NONSUPPORT 
COMPLAINTS BY ELECTRIC MESSAGE 

A. EXIGENT CIRCUMSTANCES 
When the financial situation of the nonsupported spouse is 

critical, either because of nanresponse to prior letters or because 
pending eviction, etc . ,  one possibility is to lodge the nonmpport 
complaint by electric message (or TWX, as it is knownl. A TWX 
must be in the prescribed format and typed with a special 
typewriter element. 

Army Regulation 1O5.3lL0 provides that, consistent with mis. 
sian requirements, only messages requiring delivery within speed 
of service timeframes and which cannot be accommadated by 
other means are authorized to be Sent by TWX. Legal assistance 
officers, therefore, shouid fully justify the exigent or emergency 
nature of the nonsupport complainant's ease. Such messages will 
typically be sent "routine." as opposed to a higher classification 
such as "priority" or "immediate." The timeframe goal for a 
routine message is that  it be available for delivery to an 
addressee's Telecommunications Center (TCCI in six hours. This 
does not include time required for internal headquarters proces8. 
ing. The TWX can be sent "official" or "unofficial," but most 
probably will be sent "unofficial." 

The TWX is prepared on DD Form 113, Joint Message Form. 
Chapters 2 and 3 of AR 105.31 give detailed instructions far 
preparing the message form. Additionally, Army Regulation 
105.32,11 contains a complete list of addresses worldwide where 
messages may be sent. Guidance in preparing TWXs should be 
sought from the appropriate office at  the local installation. 

B. PRIVACY ACT CONSIDERATIONS 
AR 105-31, paragraph 1-5, provides that all electric messages 

will be treated with the utmost privacy. A soldier who is the 
subject of a nonsupport complaint by TWX may nonetheless 
complain that his or her privacy has been violated by the TWX. 
The discussion above about the u8e of the JUMPSArmy Caller 
List indicates, however, that  disclosure of personal information 
within the agency is permissible if it pertains to official business 
and, even if it does not. any privacy considerations of the soldier 

' D q t  of Army, Reg No 105.31, Recard Commvlucation~ (15 Apr 19861 
lDep't of Army. Reg Io 105-32. Avthorked Addresses for Electrically 

Transnutted Mesaages (Om 19861 
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against nondisclosure are outweighed by the societal consider. 
ations for a soldier to provide support for his or her dependents, 
thus justifying diSCl0SUre 

V. WHERE TO SEND THE NONSUPPORT 
LETTER 

One of the first issues to broach in a nonsupport case is with 
whom to lodge the complaint in military channeis. Should it be 
the soldier, the soldier's commander, or some other authority? 
Often the wishes of the client will dictate the answer. I t  is not 
uncommon for a nansupported spouse to request that the soldier's 
commander not he notified. The attorney should always inquire 
about the client's wishes. Many nonsupport clients do not want to 
''ruin the soldier's career." 

A. TO THE SOLDIER 
When the circumstances concerning nonsupport are not critical 

lor where the d e n t  has requested that the soldier be contacted 
first), the initial letter should be sent to the soldier. The attorney 
should be careful, however, in drafting the letter to the 

Although grade should make no difference, it is not uncommon 
far legal assistance officers to write first t o  the soldier instead of 
the commander when the soldier is a senior NCO or an officer. 

B. TO THE SOLDIER'S IMMEDIATE 
COMMANDER 

q p i c d l y ,  the financial situation of the client dictates that the 
first contact be with the commander. AR 608.99, chapter 2, 
msumes that. in mast cases, it will be the commander rather than 
the soldier with whom contact is made. The regulation requires 
commanders to respond promptly to nonsupport compiainants.13 
Unfortunately, some commanders are not aware of this require 
ment. I t  is good practice, therefore, to state verbatim the 
language regarding the commander's responsibilities in the letter 
to the commander. 

"See DAJA-AL 191616182 129 Dec. 19161. dirrrfed $n The Army Lawer. Mav 
1977 at  13 IA letter m uhxh the legal assiat&ce oftleer adviaed the mi& t h k  
he could be eaurt-martided tor fdmg t o  i ~ p p o r i  his dependents violated the Code 
of Professional Responnrbhty by ~hToamny1n c r m d  ~roiffufion.i  Ths o~ in ion  is 
repubfished in Chipter 10 of  the Legai Aasrstanie Ofhcer's Deskbook and 
Forrnbmk. ~ u p m  note 2 

IdAR 608-99. para 1.4e 
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Another good practice when dealing with the commander is to 
request the commander's assistance in having the soldier initiate 
a support allotment la Support.V allotment). However, because it 
typically takes from two to three months for a nonsupported 
spouse to receive the first check (because of the processing time 
for an allotment through finance channels), measures for interim 
support should be specified, such as sending the first two month's 
support by certified check or cashier's check. 

I t  is also good practice to specify a time limit within which the 
commander should respond to the nonsupport letter. 

C. NO RESPONSE FROM THE SOLDIER OR 
THE IMMEDIATE COMMAh?DER 

Generally, it is best to resolve nonsupport issues at  the lowest 
level practicable. Therefore, it is uncommon that the first contact 
on a nonsupport complaint be with a military officiai higher in the 
chain of command than the soidier's immediate commander. When 
there has been no timely response from the immediate cam 
mander, however, or when the response is inadequate. a letter to 
the immediate commander's commander, with a copy of the initial 
letter to the immediate commander enclosed, can be highly 
effective. 

D. THE US. ARMY C0h"ITY AND FAMILY 
SUPPORT CENTER 

The U.S. Army Community and Family Support Center serves. 
inter alia, as a central processing facility for complaints received 
at  DA concerning nonsupport complaints, paternity complaints, 
questions concerning overeeas marriages, and indebtedness com- 

In that receipt of B request for action from Department of the 
Army level typically generates greater activity at  the unit 
command level, lodging complaints with this organization can be 
highly effective. 

plaints." 
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VI. OTHER POSSIBILITIES FOR RELIEF 
A. ARMY EMERGENCY RELIEF 

When the soldier's dependents are in immediate need of 
financial assistance, they may be referred to the installation Army 
Emergency Relief IAERI to request either a grant or a loan. 
AER's primary purpose is to provide emergency financial assis- 
tance to Army personnel and their families and to needy spouses 
and orphans of deceased Army members. If the dependents 
receive an emergency grant, there will be no obligation an the 
soldier to repay it. AER loans, however, are deducted from the 
soldier's pay by allotment. In most cases where the dependents 
are given a grant, AER officials will seek to have the soldier 
convert it to a loan and repay it. The operation of AER is 
governed by Army Regulation 930.4.15 

Chapter 2 of AR 930.4 specifies AER policies far assistance. 
Paragraph 2.9m provides that assistance to legal dependents in 
nonsupport cases will be provided only  to meet their essential 
needs, 0.8,. food. rent. and utilities, and usually will be provided 
on a onetime basis. Legal assistance officers, therefore, should be 
prepared to fully justify the need for assistance when referring 
clients to AER for emergency assistance. 

Grants or loans up to $500 can be approved by the local AER 
officer. Grants from $500 to 1750 generally require approval by 
the deputy or installation commander, with higher level approval 
required for the maximum grant or loan of 81,000,'b 

B. RED CROSS 
The Red Crass Service Program for Army personnel is governed 

by Army Regulation 930.5," Paragraph 2. l f  of this regulation 
states that Red Cross funds may be used to provide financial 
assistance to dependents in the form of an outright grant or loan 
without interest on the basis of need. Loans or grants for basic 
maintenance may be made to the spouse and children of soldiers 
during the period pending first receipt of B family allotment. The 
regulation iwhich is out of date) refers to this allotment a8 the 
"Q" allotment, which has not been authorized since 1974. This 

l'Dep't af Army. Reg No 930-4, Army Emsrpnfy R&d i l  Apr 1985) 
"Sea AR 930.4, Appendix C far worldwide approval authorities 
"Dep t of Army, Reg No 930.5. American Aationd Red Cross Service Program 

and Army U~ilvsrion 119 Nov. 19891 Ireprintad wrbaelc incl. C1-31 ihsrsinaftesr eltad 
a8 AR 930.51 
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has been interpreted to mean "Suppart.V' allotment, however. 
The regulation also provides that funds may be expended during 
periods when allotment payments are due but have been delayed 
or in tenuptd '8  

C STATE SOCIAL SERVICES AGENCIES 
Another possible source of aid for military family members in 

eevere financial need is financial assistance through a state social 
services agency. Statutory changes in federal "welfare" law which 
took effect in 1982 have limited the prospects of financial 
assistance for family members of military personnel, but in 
certain cases a client may be eligible for benefits. Each state and 
territory has a program to provide assistance for minor children 
deprived of care, guidance, or financial support by one or both 
parents. "Care and guidance" and "support" are terms of art 
used by state agencies. A child lor children) may be found to be in 
need of "care and guidance" and qualify for certain state 
programs, which may or may not include financial assistance; or 
the minor(si may be receiving sufficient "care and guidance," but 
may need support: or there may be a need for both "care and 
guidance" assistance and financial assistance. 

Typically, it is the financial assistance which is imperative for 
applicants for state welfare benefits. whether they are civilians or 
military dependents. Each state program receives the majority of 
its funding from the federal government. To qualify to receive 
federal funds, states are required to submit their plans for 
approval to the Department of Health and Human Services 
IHHSJ. HHS specifies general parameters and minimum require 
ments for all state plans. Within these guidelines, states are free 
to establish eligibility requirements and minimum monetary levels 
of assistance for those who qualify. As a result, the programs 
vary widely from state to state and even in locals within B single 
state. 

Mart attorneys know the term "welfare," but may be unfamil- 
iar with the terms "ADC' and "AFDC." Military attorneys who 
wish to refer clients to state agencies for assistance must be 
familiar with the distinction between "ADC' and "AFDC." 
"ADC" means "aid for dependent children." "AFDC' means "aid 
for families with dependent children." The key ward is "families." 
States may choose whether they will have an "ADC" program or 
an "AFDC" program. The distinction is critical far military 

"AR 930-5. para 2- l f l l l i b i  
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personnel and their families. In a state with an AFDC program. 
both parents must be physically or constructively present in the 
household far the family to be eligible for welfare payments. In 
an ADC program. the presence, actual 01 constructive. of a 
nonsupporting parent would cause the family to be ineligible for 
welfare benefits Thus, in the case of a soldier absent from the 
home only because of duty lfor example, an an unaccompanied 
assignment to Korea) when the family is left behind in a state 
with an AFDC program, the family could qualify far welfare if 
need existed because the soldier is deemed to be constructively 
present. In the same situtetion in an ADC state, however, the 
family would not qualify, even if need existed, because the solder 
would be deemed to be constructively present in the home. 

The protection given to military farnihes in AFDC states prior 
to 1982 no longer exists. In 1912, the U.S. Supreme Court, in 
Corleson v R~millard,'e held that a state. in determining entitle. 
ment far AFDC benefits, could not deny welfare benefits to a 
child who would otherwise qualify for welfare simply because the 
nonsupporting parent's absence was due to military service. The 
Court held that under the Social Security Acr regulations existing 
at  that time, a child could qualify for AFDC payments if the 
parent was "continually absent" from the home and, if that 
absence was due to military service, the absence could be 
considered "continually absent." However, the law was changed 
in amendments to the Social Security Act relating to the AFDC 
and ADC programs contained within the Tax Equity and Fiscal 
Responsibility Act of 1982.20 Now, a parent whose absence is 
"occasioned solely by reason of the performance of active duty in 
a uniformed service of the United States is not considered absent 
from the home."ll In summary. prior to 1982, a nonsupported 
spouse with minor children married to a soldier could generally 
qualify for welfare in the soldier's absence. Now. it will be much 
more difficult to qualify. 

The 1982 amendments allow each state to determine when the 
soldier's absence is not solely due to active duty. Generally, the 
nonsupported spouse has the burden of establishing that there 
would be continued absence of the soldier from the home 
regardless of an absence caused by performance of active duty. 
Basically. this means that a legal assistance officer referring a 

'406 U S  598 119121 
"Pub. L. No 91.248. 96 Srat 317 119821 
' I d  lemphaiis added, Si0 Fed Reg 28,398, at 28.102 lJvne 21, 19831 for B 

dlscusslon of the f ind  regylaiion implementing this change 
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d e n t  to the local state social services in an ADC state should 
have the client establish that the separation occurred prior to the 
soldier's active duty, or that the marriage is so irretrievably 
broken that, even if military service was not a factor, the parties 
would be separated. 

Experience has shown that most social senices workers are 
sympathetic to the situation of nonsupported spouses of soldiers 
and in spite of the change in the law, wili attempt ta  help the 
applicant qualify. 

Many clients will be reluctant to apply for welfare. but if the 
d e n t  does indicate a desire to seek an appointment with the state 
social services office, this is what to advise the client to expect. 
Ali applicants are first seen by an intake officer, who determines 
initial eligibility. The applicant is then assigned a caseworker. The 
application processing time generally takes about thirty days. 
Social service offices are required to either approve or deny 
applications within forty-five days. If the applicant is denied 
benefits, there is a limited administrative appeal right in what is 
known a8 a "fair hearing." 

Additionally, in return for receiving AFDC or ADC payments, 
the nonsupported spouse is required to assign any right to receive 
child support to the state. The applicant is also required to 
provide the name and address of the nonsupporting parent and is 
referred to the child enforcement bureau or an equivalent agency. 
The first S60 of any money collected from the nonsupporting 
parent goes to the nonsupported spouse with minor children. The 
remainder, up to the amount of the monthly welfare payments 
received by the nonsupported spouse, goes to the state. When the 
monthly amount collected from the nonsupporting spouse exceeds 
the amount of monthly benefits to which the nansupported spouse 
is eligible, the money is paid to the nonsupparted spouse and his 
or her benefits are terminated. 

Whether or not the nansupported spouse qualifies for ADC or 
AFDC, he or she may qualify far food stamps. The military rule 
discussed above for "continued absence" does not apply in food 
stamp caies. Thus, an absent soldier's income would not be 
considered in determining B food stamp applicant's eligibility for 
this benefit. In  emergency situations, where the applicant has no 
food at  all, there are procedures for expedited approval of food 
stamps. The typical approval time for food stamp applications is 
approximately thirty days. 
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Under the federally-mandated ADC and AFDC programs, there 
are no provisions for emergency one-time financial grants, al. 
though an individual state may have such provisions under its 
own law. Where an emergency exists (mast state agencies define 
emergency as no food or heat or if the client is in receipt of an 
eviction notice or utility cuboff notice and if eviction or cuboff 
will occur before the application process can be completed), mmt  
state agenices rely on community resources. such as churches. etc. 

D. STATE AND LOCAL CHILD SUPPORT 
ENFORCEMENT OFFICES 

Under Title 1V.D of the Social Services Amendments of 1974 
and ita subsequent amendments,zz states are required to establish 
a mechanism to collect delinquent child support from nonsupport. 
ing parents. The methods which states use to implement this 
requirement vary from state to state, and sometimes vary within 
the same state from county to county. Most states will have a 
child support enforcement office at county level. In some locall. 
ties, it operates as an adjunct to the local court system. But it 
may also be an office which operates independently of the state 
social services offices; it may even be a division of the local 
prosecutor's office. As  an incentive to foster aggressive child 
support collection programs and to make these programs self. 
sufficient, states are entitled to keep a percentage of amounts of 
child support collected. In some states the program is practically 
moribound. while other states, such as Pennsylvania and Califor- 
nia, collect millions of dollars annually in delinquent child 
support. 

As indicated above, each applicant for state welfare payments is 
required to disclose the name and address of the nonsupporting 
parent and is required by law to cooperate with the state's efforts 
to obtain support. An applicant's noncooperation may result in 
disqualification for welfare benefits. 

Nonsupported spouses with minor children who are not on 
welfare are authorized to use the child support enforcement 
procedures. I t  may cost the client nothing to open a ease with the 
support enforcement office, but nan-AFDC or nomADC clients 
should expect to pay an initial minimal fee. The fee may not 
exceed $25 and may vary to reflect ability to pay. The state may, 
however. charge the custodial parent the fee, pay the fee itself 

"Pub L. No. 93-647, SlOla, 80 Stat. 238 119751 lcodified 81 42 US.C. $9 651-665 
,198211. 
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(without seeking federal reimbursement], or seek to recover the fee 
from the nonsupparting spouse. When support is received, the 
state is authorized to deduct a certain amount each month from 
amounts received as a processing fee before giving the amount 
collected to the nonsupported spouse. 

The support enforcement office first attempts to contact the 
nonsupparting parent by letter and have that person voluntarily 
begin providing support. The ease is handled by a support 
enforcement officer. who typically will not be an attorney. If no 
response is forthcoming, the support enforcement officer will 
prepare a case file for a support enforcement attorney. Some 
states have support enforcement attorneys in a centralized 
location, generally the state capital. These attorneys are assigned 
geographical area8 of the state and "ride circuits." In some states 
the attorneys are physically located in the areas they serve, while 
in other states the attorney will be a deputy prosecutor with the 
county. For nonsupparting parents located within the state, the 
state's particular child support laws land if there is a preexisting 
court order, any provisions of the order) are used to obtain 
support. For nonsupporting parents located outside the state, the 
state's child support laws, any provisions of a preexisting court 
order. and the state's version of the Uniform Reciprocal Enforce- 
ment of Support Act23 are used to enforce the support obligation. 

In areas where there is a local Legal Services Corporation office, 
it may be possible to refer a client to it. But there are stringent 
indigeney requirements, and cutbacks in funding and services in 
recent years have limited the possibility of such offices 8s a 
re8ource. Some offices assign domestic relations cases a low 
priority. Legal assistance officers should conduct liaison with local 
Legal Services Corporation offices, however, to determine the 
types of cases they will handle. 

VII. CONCLUSION 
This article has discussed some of the way9 legal assistance 

officers can help get necessary financial support far their clients. 
I t  often takes time, patience, and perserverance. I t  always 
requires knowledge of the Army's support requirements and 
procedures. as well as those of the federal and state governments. 
This is a critical a e a  of practice for legal assistance officers and 
an area where the resuits are tangible-a family able to afford the 
necessities of life. 

' 42 0.3 C I 654 ISupp. I1 1985). 
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PART 111: LEGAL ASSISTANCE 
OVERSEAS 

A PRACTICAL GUIDE TO GERMAN 
DIVORCE LAW 
by Mr. Peter Holzer' 

I. INTRODUCTION 
In the daily legal assistance practice, legal assistance attorneys 

in the US. and in Germany are frequently confronted with the 
following situations: 

1. A married couple, both American citizens. no longer 
get along with each other. He is a soldier assigned in 
Germany and is trying to divorce his wife, but wants to 
use the German court system. 

2. A U S  soldier, living in Germany, is trying to obtain 
a divorce from his German wife. They were married in the 
United States. 

3. A German woman, married to  a U.S. soldier. wants 
to file for divorce: both are living in Germany. They were 
married in Germany. 

4. A German wife is trying to  obtain a divorce from 
her U S  husband in a German family court her hus- 
band is simultaneously filing for divorce in B U.S. court 
(California, for examplel. 

There would be no legal problem in these cases if only German 
citizens were involved Ifor example, marriage and divorce of a 
German couple where one of the parties was living exclusively in 
Germany). In those cases, undoubtedly, German procedural and 
substantive laws would apply. 

11. BASES FOR GERMAN COURT 
JURISDICTION 

The question of the application of the rules of international law 
is usually raised when jurisdiction of the German courts is sought 

*German Altorney-Ad$aor, Ofiice 01 the Staff Judge Advocate Plst Support 
Command. Federai Republic of Germvly 
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and one of the parties involved is an alienlnon.nationallforeigner, 
or if one of the parties involved is domiciled in a country other 
than Germany or is residing in a foreign country. 

In those eases. the legal assistance attorney. or the potential 
judge, must ask the following three questions: 

1. Can a German family court get involved in a case 
under the purported exclusive jurisdiction of a foreign 
court, such as a state court in California? This is what 
the German legal system refers to as the "international 
competence" question. 

2. Which procedural laws does an internationally corn. 
petent German court apply? 

3. Which countrylstate substantive laws must be ap- 
plied? 

German private international law answers these questions. 
German family law is found in various sections of the Inrroduc- 
tory Law to the German Civil Code' and in the German Code of 
Civil Proeedure.2 

Additionally, an attorney who wants to give complete and 
detailed information to his foreign client must consider whether 
the client's home state will recognize a divorce decree issued by a 
German family court. That issue, however, is beyond the scope of 
this article. 

Very frequently, the international jurisdiction of courts of 
different countries is of a concurrent nature. ;.e., both courts, 

This is  known m German 89 the Burgrrliches Gosrtibuch IBQB) One of the 
more popular eommentariis used by German practitioners is named after Its 
faunder Oflo Pdandr. published annually by Beck. Sea 0. Pdandf. Burgsrhches 
Geselxbuch 142d ad. 18831. pub1ish.d m 7 Beeksche Kur~KommenLare lBeck 
Conuse Commentaneil For Americm legal 8881atance practltmners. a good 
Engbsh.languags translation of the German Civil Code LQ the German Chnl Code 
by Ian S. Forrester. Simon L. Gorm and Hani-Michael Ilgen Thri 1s a 1975 
German Civll Code iranslafion published by the Korrh.HoUand Publ ihng  
Company in Amsterdam and Oxford. England A regularly updated supplsment by 
Mi. Goren is avariable from Lhe Rofhman Company of Liftleton. Colorado. SSI 
~ m e r a 1 1 )  R. Lansky. Lsgal Research In The Fsdsml Repubbc a i  Germany A 
Concise Pmsintvfrvn ofBosre PubIicatmnJ. 18 Van. J. Trans. L 637 119831. 

'The German Code of Civd Procedure of 1877 or "720.' wag enacted shortly 
after the founding of the German Reich t o  estabhah B uniform law of procedure m 
Germany If has undaigme eeveral subJfaniid mendmmrs ,  one of the more 
noisble of which was in 1933 This amendment ended the so.cded "iporimg 
theory of i u ~ L i e ~ ' '  and established ludicid pmcedure as an institufmn of pubik 
welfare. See p m r d l y  P. Gotfwdd Simplihad Cauil Prncrdum zn U g r i  Grimany, 
31 Am. J Camp L 687 119831 
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German as well as American and other foreign courts, can declare 
themselves courts of competent jurisdiction. German international 
jurisdiction cannot be excluded by the fact that a court of a 
foreign country has assumed jurisdiction. Under generally ac. 
cepted principles of private international law. no country can 
negate the jurisdiction of another country by an act of its o w n  
legislation, According to sections 606 and 606b of the German 
Code of Civil Procedure, the following rules apply: 

1. International jurisdiction of a German family court 
may always be assumed and exercised in divorce cases, 
even if only one of the spouses has German citizenship. 
Thus, domicile, legal residence, or status of the party 
(plaintiff or defendant) does not matter. Nor does it 
matter whether the divorce decree will be recognized by a 
foreign country. The main pomt is the German national. 
ity of the spouse. Regardless of who files, if a German 
spouse is involved. the German court will assert interne 
tional jurisdiction. 

2. If neither of the spouses is of German nationality, 
German international jurisdiction can only be assumed or 
established, according to section 606bll) of the German 
Code of Civil Procedure, if either the husband or the wife 
has a domicile in Germany. and if the decision rendered 
by a German court will be recognized by the home state 
of the husband. 

The reason to make recognjtion a legal prerequisite in the latter 
case is to avoid "limping" legal situations, which could result in a 
divorce being recognized in Germany but not in the United 
states.  

I t  is doubtful, however, whether the provisions of section 
606blll of the German Code of Civil Procedure, which retias on the 
law of the home state of the husband as the decisive factor, 
complies with the equal rights for both sexes mandated by Article 
3 of the German Basic Law. This is not an issue in those 
situations where the judgment will be recognized by the home 
state of the wife. 

The recognition of German divorce decrees in foreign countries 
is determined by the law of that  country. Applicable international 
agreements must be observed. For example, there is  an agreement 
that divorce decrees will be recognized between Germany and 
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Turkey, Spain and Italy. There is no similar agreement between 
Germany and the United States.8 

Based on the foregoing discussion of international German 
jurisdiction, the four fact situations discussed in the Introduction 
can be resolved as follows: 

1. The American citizen couple: Section 606blll of the 
German Code of Civil Procedure applies, which means 
that a German court has international German jurisdic. 
tion if either the husband or the wife has a domicile in 
Germany, and if according to the law of the home state 
of the husband. the divorce decree will be recognized. 

2. The German wife married in the U.S. and residing in 
Germany: A German court has jurisdiction under section 
606 of the German Code of Civil Procedure because 
Germany will always assume jurisdiction over a German 
citizen. 

3. The German wife married in Germany and residing 
in Germany. The third ease is no different from the 
second one: it does not matter where the couple was 
married. 

4, The German wife with the U.S. husband who is 
filing in a U S  state court: Generally, the German court 
will assume jurisdiction because of the German national. 
ity of the wife. I t  may be possible, however, that the 
German court will set the proceedings aside until the US. 
court decides the case. 

111. INTERNATIONAL JURISDICTION 
OVER SUPPLEMENTAL PROCEEDINGS IN 

DIVORCE CASES 
In addition to the dissolution of marriage itself, German family 

courts also decide custody of a legitimate child, visitation rights 
of the noncustodial parent, legal obligation to pay child support, 
spousal support and alimony, statutory pensions and rights 
1ald.age pensions and equalization of property for divorced 
'The author 10 aware of no reported case from the Umed Stares where B 

German dirarce decree has not been reeognned See Aipuilla, Family Support .  
Child Custody. and Paternity BC text accampmying notes 58-64. printed m this 
LSSYB, for B diecussinn of the enfoieeabllify of German court orders under AR 
608-99 and the SAT0 SOF4 
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spousesl, and rights concerning the home and the household 
goads. 

These matters are not expressly addressed in either the German 
Civil Code or the German Code of Civil Procedure, but section 623 
of the Code of Civil Procedure connects the dissolution of the 
marriage with supplemental proceedings. This. in effect, means 
that no divorce will be granted in Germany without a decision 
concerning supplemental proceedings at  the same time. Because of 
the close connection between dissolution of marriage and supple 
mental proceedings, international jurisdiction of the German court 
for both proceedings is usually established. 

This principle can be overmled by the provisions of the Hague 
Treaties concerning the protection of minors. Even though the 
United States has not signed the treaties, German courts will, 
based upon Article 13, 5 I ,  apply the provisions of the treaties in 
matters involving minors who have their domicile in Germany. 
The practical consequence is that in eases of child custody and 
child visitation, the rules of the Hague Treaties concerning the 
protection of minors will establish jurisdiction of a German court, 
regardless of whether the child is of German nationality or is a 
citizen of a state which has not signed the Hague Treaties. The 
only jurisdictional prerequisite is that  the child is residing m 
Germany. 

IV. INTERNATIONAL GERMAN 
JURISDICTION REGARDING 
INTERLOCUTORYORDERS 

Interlocutory orders u s u d y  are summary proceedings necessary 
for the period of time between presentation of a divorce petition 
to the German family court and the dissolution of marriage by 
the German court. Far example. concerning spousal support or 
use of the family apartment. 

The general principle, stated in section 620 of the German Code 
of Civil Procedure, is that  if a German court can establish 
international jurisdxtion over a matrimonial cause, it has-at the 
same time and for the same reasons-international jurisdiction to 
issue interlocutory orders. An interlocutory order will be issued 
by a German court even if it has not been determined whether the 
courts of the homo state of the husband would recognize the 
decision. This is a consequence of all summary proceedings and 
shows the German courts' emphasis on issuing quick decisions in 
domestic matters. 
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V. INTERNATIONAL JURISDICTION 
OVER "ISOLATED FAMILY MATTERS" 
Usually. the same court dissolves the marriage and decides all 

related family matters. The term "isolated family matters" is 
used when a couple residing in Germany has already submitted a 
petition for dissolution of the marriage to a state court in the 
United States and requests a German family court to decide 
custody of a legitimate child. visitation rights, child support, 
alimony, or division of household goods. 

There is no general rule regarding the international jurisdiction 
of German courts over all family matters. The character of the 
"isolated family matters" is the deciding jurisdictional factor. 
When dealing with child custody and visitation rights of the 
noncustodial parent while the child is residing in Germany, the 
international jurisdiction of the German family court derives from 
the Hague Treaties concerning the protection of minors. When 
dealing with support (child and spousal support) and matrimonial 
property questions, the following principles apply: 

1. If, according to sections 12 et  seq. of the German 
Code of Civil Procedure, a German court is locally 
competent, it can at the same time exercise international 
jurisdiction. 

2. If only one of the spouses is residing in Germany, a 
German family court can always assert its competence in 
support and matrimonial property cases, regardless of the 
nationality of the parties. 

3. In cases where the defendant is living in Germany, 
the f d y  court of the t o m  where he has his domicile 
will be competent. If the plaintiff is living in Germany 
and the defendant has no domicile in Germany, the 
plaintiff can file the petition at  the family court where he 
has his domicile. 

When dealing with equalization of old.age pensions as an 
"isolated family matter," a German court can only mmrt 
jurisdiction if dissolution of the marriage was granted abroad and 
one spouse has German citizenship. When dealing with family 
apartment and household goods as an "isolated family matter." 
German international jurisdiction derives from the law concerning 
distribution of matrimonial household effects. 
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VI. PROCEDURAL ISSUES 

APPLIED? 
A. WHICH PROCEDlRAL LAW SHOLiLD BE 

The overriding principle is that a German court exercising 
international jurisdiction will apply the procedural law of the 
German Code of Civil Procedure. One of the oldest principies of 
private international law, its mast common justification is that a 
judge dealing with his or her o w n  procedural rules i s  able to issue 
faster and more accurate decisions than if he or she is required to 
apply the procedural code of a foreign country. 

B. PENDliVG DIVORCE PETITION ABROAD 
WHILE FILING FOR DIVORCE IN G E R W Y  
I t  happens quite frequently that a soldier has already filed for 

divorce in the United States and his wife, while staying in 
Germany. tries to file for divorce in a German court. The U.S. 
divorce action can be regarded as an impediment to an action in 
the German court. The German judge will suspend his pending 
action after he finds out that a U S  court also has international 
jurisdiction and that the forthcoming decision of the US. court 
will be recognized in Germany. 

There may be a legitimate reason. however, for the German 
court to proeed, even though a U S  decision may be farthcom- 
ing. If the initiation of the spouse's proceeding in the US., while 
residing in Germany, was made spitefully or m bad faith. or if the 
proceedings in the U S  court threaten delay, the German court 
will issue its own order. 

C. RECOGNITION OF FOREIGN DECREES liV 
GERMANY 

According to another principle of international law, a court's 
decree is considered an act of sovereignty of a state, with primary 
binding effect upon its own territory. The validity and effective- 
ness of such a decree usually ends at  the borders of the state 
which issued the decision. A judicial decision made in a foreign 
country, therefore, can be binding in another country only if 
acknowledged by that state. In Germany, this acknowledgment is 
usually called "recognition." 

According to German law, there is a distinction between 
recognition and execution of a foreign decision. Pursuant to 
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sections 122 and 723 of the German Code of Civil Procedure, 
there is a reciprocal effect between both a judgment will be 
executed only if recognition of the decree 1s not excluded under 
section 328 of the German Code of Civil Procedure. 

If, for example, a soldier has a U.S. court decree awarding him 
or her custody of a child, and asks the German courts to execute 
the U.S. court order. the German authorities will determine at  the 
same time the question of recognition of the U.S. judgment. 
Again, there are agreements between Germany and numerous 
other countries regarding recognition and execution of judgments; 
however. there is no such agreement between Germany and the 
United States. 

In the absence of mutual agreements, recognition of U.S. 
judgments are ruled by section 328 of the German Code of Civil 
Procedure. There is no problem with a German court recognizing 
a U.S. court order in the following situation. Both spouses are 
U.S. citizens and legal residents of California. While residing in 
Germany, they obtain a divorce from a California court. No 
recognition is required because recognition of a foreign judgment 
will be denied only if the foreign judgment was issued under 
serious violation of right ifor example, the right of one party to be 
heard). If, however, a U.S. court has granted a divorce to a U.S. 
citizen from his German wife. recognition by the Administration 
of Justice is required for the divorce to be binding in Germany. 
The local competence of a German court to recognize a foreign 
decree is ruled by the domicile of the German spouse. For 
example, if the German spouse is domiciled in Kaiserslautern, the 
request for recognition has to be filed with Administration of 
Justice in Mainz, which has jurisdiction over the geographical 
area which includes Kaiserslautern. 

As long 8s the foreign judgment has not yet been recoozed  by 
a formal act of the Administration of Justice, it has no legal 
effect in Germany, i . e . .  the marriage is still valid. Recognition by 
the Administration of Justice gives retroactive legal effect to the 
judgment, back to the time the judgment was issued in the U.S. 
Note, however, that a recognition of the dissolution of marnage 
by the Administration of Justice does not necessarily include the 
question of the supplemental proceedings: however. bath que* 
tion8 may be answered at  the ~ a m e  time. 
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VII. SUBSTANTIVE ISSUES 
A. WHICH SUBSTMTIVE LAW REGARDING 
THE DISSOLUTION OF MARRIAGE SHOULD 

BE APPLIED? 
This question is answered by German private international law. 

These conflict of law rules can be found in the Introductory Law 
of the German Civil Code. This is also a field where mutual 
agreements have preference; however, there is no such treaty 
between Germany and the U S  In the absence of a treaty, article 
17 of the Introductory Law of the German Civil Code applies. 
Because of its very complex nature, I w i l l  explain it using the 
following examples: 

Situation 1: Marriage between two US citizens (no German 
national involved): both spouses are legal residents of Virginia. If 
both spouses have the same foreign nationality, the substantive 
divorce and family law of their home State will be applied by the 
German family court. Under German law, the important factor in 
determining the applicable law is nationality. 

Situation 2: Marriage between two foreigners (far example, the 
husband is a U.S. eitizemsoldier and the wife is a Mexican 
citizen). If both spouses never had a common citizenship. the 
substantive law of the state where they are both residing together 
applies. Thus, if residing in Germany. German substantive law 
applies. 

Situation 3: Marriage between a U.S. citizen-soldier and a 
German spouse, and the German spouse is filing far divorce. In 
this ease, German law provides that if a German wife files for 
divorce, German substantive law will always be applied. Because 
a German husband must not be placed in a worse situation than a 
German wife, the Federal High Court of Justice has held that in 
all cases where a German spouse initiates a divorce, German 
substantive law will apply. 

Situation 4: GermanlAmerican marriage; the husband is a U.S. 
citizen filing far divorce in Germany, and 60 does his wife. The 
Federal High Court of Justice has held that if both spouses file 
for divorce simultaneously, the substantive law of each spouse's 
country will be applied, i . ~ . ,  if the U.S. citizen files far divorce 
based upon fault grounds Ifor example, adultery--a ground 
abolished in German law m 19771, the German judge will 
investigate the question of guilt and wiU incorporate the results of 
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his findings in the grounds of judgment. but not in the tenor or 
operative part of the judgment. 

8. GERMAN SUBSTANTIVE LA WIN 
SUPPLEMENTAL PROCEEDINGS 

In numerous judgments, the Federal High Court of Civil Justice 
has held that in supplemental proceedings the same substantive 
law applies as would apply for the dissolution of marriage. The 
determination, i e., whether German substantive law will or will 
not be applied, should always be made in conjunction with the 
various provisions of the Introductory Law of the German Civil 
Code. 

VIII. CONCLUSION 
When one of the parties in a potential divorce proceeding is 

domiciled in or residing in Germany, the careful legal assistance 
attorney should consider all applicable aspects of German and 
U S .  law when counselling the client. Even though this article is 
not exhaustive, it should provide American attorneys with suffi. 
cient backpound to alert them to several procedural and s u b s t m  
tive issues which may arise. The German attorneyadvisors who 
work for the U.S. Army oversea8 should be consulted for 
additional imdepth advice. 
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RIGHTS OF FAMILY MEMBERS WHO 
SEPARATE WHILE RESIDING IN THE 

FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY 
by Mr. Jerry E. Shiles* 

I. INTRODUCTION 
I t  is difficult enough to counsel a client seeking assistance on a 

marital separation or a divorce when both of the parties reside in 
the United States. I t  is even more troubling when one or both of 
the parties reside overseas. This grafts complex questions of the 
status of family members under international agreement or rights 
and entitlement to  benefits and services overseas onto an already 
emotionallycharged situation. The purpose of this article is to 
discuss the basic rights of family members who separate from the 
military sponsor while residing in Germany, and to explain 
strategies or approaches legal assistance officers may take to 
resolve these issues. This article will generally discuss: 

Eligibility of children residing with a custodial nanmili. 
tary family member to attend Department of Defense 
Schools; 

Rights to employment of the nonmilitary spouse after 
separating from a soldier in Germany; 
Return transportation rights for nonmilitary family mem. 
bers and their belongings to the United States; 

Entitlement to government housing and furniture upon 
separation in Germany; 

Entitlement to exchange and commissary privileges in 
Germany following marital separation; 
Authorization for medical care following martial separa- 
tion; and 
Tax considerations of living separately from the military 
sponsor. 

These issues are important not oniy for legal assistance 
attorneys in Germany, but also far stateside attorneys who may 
encounter questions in this area. 

‘Attorney Advisor, P l i t  Supparc Command. Kaiserslaurern. Germany 
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11. ATTEKDANCE AT DEPARTMENT OF 
DEFENSE DEPENDENT SCHOOLS 

Attendance at Department of Defense Dependent Schools 
(DODDSI is governed generally by USAREUR Regulation 352-5.1 
DOD Directive 1342.13.2 DOD Instruction 1342.10,~ and DSG 
1739.1.' 

If the parents of a schoobage child separate and the soldier's or 
DOD civilian employee's spouse obtains custody of the child, the 
child is still authorized to attend DODDS as long as the soldier or 
the DOD civilian employee agrees to act as the child's sponsor. 
Annex B of USAREUR Reg. 3524 only requires that soldiers be 
on active duty and stationed in the European overseas area. DOD 
civilians must not only be employed in the European theater, but 
also must have been hired from the Continental United States 
!CONUS) with full logistical support or, if hired in Europe, must 
provide proof that at  the time of appointment they maintained a 
bona fide residence in the United States. 

It the soldier or DOD civilian is transferred from U.S. Army 
Europe (USAREURI during the school year, the child will still be 
entitled to complete the school year on a tuitiamtree basis.s 

If the custodial spouse is employed in a nonappropriated fund 
WAF1 position and the noncustodial parent refuses to sponsor the 
child. the child may be authorized schooling on a space-required 
basis, but either the parent or the employing NAF activity will 
have to pay all tuition and associated costs. 

If a child does not qualify for spacerequired DODDS schooling 
under the above paragraphs, he or she may attend on a 
spaceavailable. tuitio-paying basis. If all else fails, it may be 
possible to obtain tuitiomfrre admission by having rn authorized 
soldier or DOD civilian act in loco parentis far the child.b An in 
loco parentis affidavit must be submitted to the school officials, 
at  which time the child will be enrolled without collection of 

U S. Army. Europe Reg So. 362-5. Dependents Edueatian I1 July 19841 
Iheremsfter cited as USAREL'R Re* 362-51 

'Dep'r of Deienie Directive No 1312-13 Ehgibihty Requremenls for Education 
af Mmor Dependents ~n Overspas Areas iJuly 8,  19821 lhereinaiter cited BQ DOD 
D v .  1342.131 

Dep't oi Defenri Inifruccmn KO 1312 10 (superceded b i  DOD Drr 1342 131 
'Dep'f of Defense Dependent Schools. Germany. Reg Pa 7739 1. Sponsor Pupil 

Raporting (Mar 19841 lhereinafter cfed 8s DSG 7739 11 
'USAREUR Reg 352-E, para l i b  
'DOD Dlr 1312 13 See d m  DODDS Gsrmany Policy Leller In Loco Parentis 

iDec. 19861. 
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tuition pending final command approval of the in loco parentis 
claim. If the claim is denied, however, tuition will be charged from 
the date of initial attendance and continued education will be 
provided on a space-available, tuition-paying basis only. Until 
May 1985. in loco parentis requests were routinely approved. This 
policy has been reconsidered, however, and such requests are now 
very carefully scrutinized before approval is granted. Sponsors 
should be counseled on the possibility of administrative or 
punitive action if applications are found to be fraudulent. 

The child is authorized to attend the local German schools as 
long as he or she is residing in Germany. This requires a 
knowledge of the German language and will normally result in the 
child being set back two or more grades because of the acceler- 
ated German curriculum. 

111. SPOUSAL RIGHTS TO EMPLOYMENT 
FOLLOWING MARITAL SEPARATION 

Spousal rights to employment following marital separation are 
covered by Army Regulation 690.300,' USAREUR Supplement 1 
to Army Regulation 690400,8 and USAREUR Regulation 690-35.8 

The employment statu3 of a spouse following marital separation 
from a soldier or a DOD civilian is determined by the spouse's 
position. If the spouse is employed as a dependenthire in an 
appropriated fund position, employment will normally terminate 
thirty to sixty days after the parties separate, whether 01. not a 
formal separation agreement has been exeeuted.10 The critical 
question is whether the spouse is "residing with" the sponsor. If 
not, the period begins to run. A oneyear waiver can be requested 
by the supervisor if no other qualiiied family member is available 
to fill the position, but this normally is not granted. 

If the spouse is employed in a NAF position for which he or she 
was given preferential hiring status as B dependent, the employ. 
ment will terminate thirty to sixty days after marital separa. 
tian." If the spouse is employed in a NAF po~ition which is 
available to anyone, including tourists and foreign nationals, he or 

.U. S. A m y .  Europe. Reg. Sa. 690-300. Emplaymenl !l Aug 19851 !hereinafter 

'L' S. Army Europe Supp 1 10 Dep't of Army, Reg No 690.300. Employment 

'U S Army. Europe, Reg No 690.35, C i d i a n  Personnel-Overaeae S~parationa 

lTJSAREUR Svpp I ,  AR 690-300, ch 301, para 6-5~1121. 
x USAREUR Svpp I, AR 690-300. eh. 301, PUB. 6.60121 

cited BQ AR 690.3001 

i16 Sep. 1982ilhereinafrer cited a3 USARECR Supp 1, AR 690-3001. 

I21 No". 1914ilhereinafter cited USAREUR Reg. 690.351. 
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she will be permitted to retain the position indefinitely.12 The 
matrid separation has no relevance in this situation. 

If the spouse is employed as a dependenthire in a government 
service lGSi position which qualifies far full logistical support, he 
or she may be able to remain in that position, but only if a find 
decree of divorce or iegal separation is issued by B court of 
competent jurisdiction prior to the expiration of the thirty to  
sixty day period.13 

A spouse may seek employment with a German business, 
but must first obtain a German work permit IArbeitserlaubnisI 
from the proper authorities. Once he or she applies for this 
permit, it will normally be necessary to reester with the 
Anslarnderpalmi or the Ausloenderamt (Alien Registration Of. 
ficei, and to apply for a residence permit IAu~enthaItserlaubis or 
Aufenthaltsbescheinigungl. 

If a spouse desires to remain in Germany after a final decree of 
divorce is granted and is not employed by the U.S. forces, he or 
she has one week (ninety days if living as a tourist in a hotel or 
pension1 in which to register with the Aushenderpolirei or 
Auslaendemmt. The s m e  time limitations apply if the spouse is 
separated from a sponsor who has already departed Germany and 
the spouse is subsequently terminated from U.S. employment. So 
long as the sponsor remains in Germany with the U S .  forces and 
a final decree of divorce OT iegal separation has not been granted, 
the spouse need not register with the German authorities. 

IV. RETURN TRANSPORTATION RIGHTS 
FOR FAMILY MEMBERS 

AND THEIR BELONGINGS 
This area is generally covered by Army Regularion 55.4616 and 

its USAREUR Supplement,16 Army Regulation 55.41,'6 and the 

"U S Army, Europe Supp 2 to Dep't of Army. Reg. S a .  690-300335.1. 
Employment-General Provamas. App C. para C.4d 13 M a y  19811 lherevlsfrer 
cited 89 USAREUR Supp 2, AR 690-300.336 1,. 

"AR 890-300. eh 301. para 4-4 
"Dlp'l of Army, Reg. Ua. 55-46. Trabel of Dependenis and Accompanied 

Mldtary and CivLan Parrannel To, From, 01 Between Oversea Areas 15 Oc. 
19751lherrnaffer cired 88 AR 65-46] 
"U. S. Army, Europe. Supp. 1 LO Dep't of Army, Reg Ua E 6 4  Travel of 

Depondenta and Accompanied MlLtary and CivLm Persomel To. From. or 
Betaesn Oveirea Areas 115 Fsb. 19831 lhereinafter eiled 81 USAREUR Supp 1 
AR 65.461 

'Dep't of Arm) Reg 60 56-41. Use of United States-Omed Forengn 
Cuneneies m Lhe Praeurernanc of Transportation and Related Costs 1 7  Feb 19741 
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Joint Travel Regulation.17 
If family members are command sponsored, they are entitled to 

be returned to the United States at  government expense. This 
may be pursuant to  a request for advance return of dependents or 
in conjunction with the sponsor's normal permanent change of 
station IPCS). If the sponsor was authorized to transport family 
members to USAREUR at government expense, but has since 
been reduced to grade E.3 or below, the government is still 
obligated to return the family to CONUS at no expense to the 
family members or the sponsor.1P 

If family members have been "abandoned" in the overseas area 
by the sponsor, the government will normally make an exception 
to Army policy and return them to the United States on a 
spaceavailable basis.'Q 

Major overseas commanders will approve space-available travel 
for family members acquired overseas during a soldier's tour if 
applicable command regulations were compiled with and, for 
foreign nationals, if requirements of the U.S. Immigration and 
Naturalization Service have been met. Such spaceavailable travel 
by Military Airlift Command (MAC) aircraft is authorized to the 
CONUS port of debarkation in conjunction with tho soldier's PCS 
even if the parties have since separated. 

The military sponsor, with the concurrence of family members, 
may request advance return of family members to a designated 
location in CONUS, Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico, or to a U S  
territory or possession. A civilian employee may also request 
advance return of family members, but only to CONUS, Alaska, 
or Hawaii. A spouse or family member over the age of eighteen 
cannot be forced to return to the U.S. When, because of marital 
difficulties, it is determined that the best interest of all concerned 
will be served by the advance return of the family members. 
return transportation will be authorized. If the sponsor declines to 
request such transportation, the spouse may do so If the sponsor 
refuses to request advance return orders, the commander can 
determine that advance return is warranted and initiate the 
necessary paperwork on the f d y  member's behalf.20 
<hereinafter cited BQ AR 5547i.  

'Jomt Travel Reg3 for the Uniformed Services. paras M7003, 7063 7102.7103, 
7106, and 6303 122 Dec 1930. 88 vnenddllheremafter cited as JTR! 

'AR 55.46, par-. 5-8 
"USAREUR Supp 1. AR 55.46, para 5-4/ 
"'AR 55-46, para. 5-7a121. Sa# a180 JTR 
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Transportation must be completed within one year of the 
effective date of any divorce or annulment, or within six months 
after the sponsor's PCS, whichever occurs first. If the soldier is 
separated from the military before return travel has been aeeom- 
plished by all family members, tho family's entitlement to return 
travel will remain in effect for a period of one year following the 
soldier's separation from the service.21 

If the soldier agrees that  the spouse may return to the U.S. but 
objects to the return of the children. the spouse may obtain a 
temporary custody order. temporary support order, and temp@ 
rary restraining order from the local German court without 
requiring the services of a German attorney. Most courts have a 
legal representative called a Rechtspfleger (government paralegall 
who will assist spouses in filing the necessary court documents, 
obviating the need for the services of a German attorney. Once 
the spouse has a legal custody order from the court. the military 
must permit the return of the family members to the U.S. with 
the spouse, despite the soldier's objection. 

Regarding the shipment of household goods (HHGI, several 
factors need to be considered. Assume the soldier involved is a 
Major, has two children. and is entitled to ship 12,000 pounds of 
HHG from USAREUR. If the parties are divorced, each spouse 
will receive a full 12,000-pound weight allowance.22 There will be 
no offset for the weight allowance given to the other party. 
Should the Major remarry and the new spouse become command 
sponsored, the Major and his former spouse will still each receive 
a full 12,000.pound weight allowanee.zs If the parties are merely 
separated and not divorced. however, the Major will receive a 
3,000-pound weight allowance. plus an additional 600 pounds hold 
baggage. I t  is important, therefore, that  the attorney and the 
client discuss all aspects of the relationship before entering into 
any agreement on the shipment of HHG. 

Finally, if the family members are no longer residing with the 
sponsor in government quarters, but will not be traveling 
immediately to CONUS an advance return orders, storage of 
HHG is authorized either in CONUS or over9ees.z4 Transport* 
tion of HHG from government quarters to economy quarters, 
however, is not authorized. The expense of transporting HHG to 
a temporary economy address becomes a matter of fiscal concern 

'AR 66.46, para. 6-4~11) .  
"JTR, para M8303141 
' JTR. p a 8  Ma303 
'IJTR, pma ME017 
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to the parties and should be addressed specifically in the 
separation agreement. 

V. ENTITLEMENT TO GOVERNMENT 
HOUSING AND FURNITURE UPON 

SEPARATION IN USAREUR 
Entitlement to government housing and furniture i8 governed 

by USAREUR Supplement 1 to AR Z10-60.26 Government q u w  
ters are an entitlement of the military or civilian sponsor. The 
spouse and other family members have no independent right to 
occupy government quarters. Therefore, the authorization to 
occupy family quarters will terminate thirty to sixty days after 
the sponsor and spouse cease to reside together (assuming there 
are no childreni.26 If there are children and they continue to reside 
with the sponsor in quarters, the entitlement will continue. If. 
however. the spouse and children continue to reside in quarters 
and the military sponsor moves to another location, the entitle. 
ment will terminate. 

If a spouse elects to vacate government quarters. but wants to 
remain in Germany, he or she may obtain a temporary support 
order from the German court to assist in meeting housing 
expenses. This will normally equal threesevenths of the military 
sponsor's pay or, if the spouse is employed, threesevenths of the 
difference between the spouse's income and that of the sponsor. 

Government furniture is also an entitlement of the military 
sponsor and not of the family member or spouse. If the sponsor 
agrees to be accountable for the furniture, the spouse will be 
permitted to use it in his or her economy quarters during the 
remainder of the sponsor's stay in USAREUR.*' The sponsor 
remains ultimately liable for any damage which might occur to 
the furniture while it is in the spouse's possession. 

"U. S. Army Europe, Supp. 1 t o  Dep't of Army. Reg ho. 210.60, F d y  
Hovsvlg Management I1 J d ,  19501 lhersmafler cited 88 CSAREUR Supp 1, AR 
9,n.;ni _._ __, 

"USAREUR supp 1. AR 210.50 pma. i0-28~121. see ~ ~ ~ ' t  of A~ F W ~ .  
Reg. No. 90-1, Eamrly Housing Mananpment. para 9-3f IdraftIl22 July 1986) 
lhereinsfter cited as AFR 90.11. 

"U. S Army. Europe. Reg No 210-6, Fvrnilvre and Housshoid Equipment 
Support for F d y  and Unaccompanied Parsomel Housng in USAREUR, PUB 
13bl31 110 Jan. 19831 !hereinafter cited as USAREUR Reg 210-61 
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VI. ENTITLEMENT TO EXCHANGE AND 
COMMISSARY PRIVILEGES 

FOLLOWING MARITAL SEPARATION 
Entitlement to exchange and commissary privileges is governed 

by USAREUR Regulations 27.3,28 600.702,29 608.81.30 and by 
Army Regulation 640.3.31 While the sponsor and the spouse are 
married, except as addressed below. the spouse is entitled to a 
dependent identification card and access GO commissary and Army 
and Air Force Exchange Service IAAFES) facilities. Once the 
parties are divorced, this entitlement terrmnates, unless the 
former spouse qualifies for privileges under the Uniformed Ser. 
vices Former Spouses' protection A ~ t . 3 ~  If there are minor 
children age ren or older, they are issued identification cards in 
their own right. If they are under ten years of age and living with 
a divorced parent who is not authorized military privrieges, the 
children will be issued identification cards of their own and 
authorized access to Military Treatment Facilities IMTFsl and 
AAFES facilities for the purpose of purchasing items for their 
own personal use.33 

If the sponsor and spouse lor children, if the parties are 
divorced) are living in Germany, the soldier's lawful dependents 
retain their eligibility to use military facilities, even though 
residing at  separate locations, including military treatment facili. 
ties IMTFsl. Once the Sponsor departs Germany pursuant to PCS 

S. Army, Europe Reg No 21-3. Mirconduet by Clrihani EUglble Io Receive 
n 19821 lheranaffer cited as USAREUR Reg 

S Army. Europe, Reg KO 600-102. Ration Polrcy 114 Fsb. 198El lhereinafter 

'TI S Army Europe Reg So, 608.21. Escabhhmenc of Members of Houiehald 

,Dsp't of Army. Reg. No 6403. Idenfriieatian Cards. Tags. and Badger 117 

"See Pub L So 97.252, 55 1004 1006, 96 Scat 130 737 119821 lcodified B t  10 
s C s 10721 A former ~pouae who ISS married to a soldier or retvee for twenty 

years, during which time the soldier OT retiree nerved twenty or mere years of 
serwce credltsbla roward refsemenl, qualifies for medical benefirs as long BQ the 
former spouse i s  unremarried and LJ not corered by m employer-sponsored health 
plan The farmer apoue  uho meets this twenty-twenty" t e d  wdl all0 Qualify for 
commsaary and exchange priuilegss Under a ~pecial ealegaw created by rhe 
Depvrment of Defense Authormallon Act of 1985 former spouses whore twenty 
YBUS of marrlage do nal overlap with the twenty years ai service qualify for 
k m c d  bmefm as long a8 the former spause 1s unremariied 1s nut covered by an 
employer sponsored hedrh plan. has a decree of divorce final before 1 4pnl 1986 
and thers as at  l e s s  B flffsen year overlap between years of service and years ai 

I7 July 19831 

Aug 19811 (hereinafter cited sb AR 640.31 

"AR 610-3. para. 3.4d 
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orders, however, the unaccompanied dependents retain hdl lagisti- 
cal support for only ninety days, at  which time their privileges are 
Limited to medical care, theater. recreational senices,s' and 
possibly. limited commissary and exchange privileges.86 Addition- 
Buy, if the family members have official or "no f e d  passports, 
they must turn them in and apply for fee passports through the 
American Consulate or Embassy.86 

As long 88 the family members continue to qualify as depen. 
dents, they can use all exchange and commissary facilities in the 
United States. 

If a family member commits misconduct, the Civilian Miscan- 
duct Action Authority ICMAA) may suspend any or Bu logistical 
support privileges, except access to MTFs, if the CMAA deems 
such action to be apprapriate.87 The family member can appeal 
the suspension to the community commander. The CMAA is the 
only person who can suspend such privileges and only in cases 01 
misconduct. The sponsor, for example, cannot arbitrarily have 
family members' privileges rescinded because the family members 
refuse to return to CONUS. Barring misconduct on their part, 
family members will retain their privileges as long as they qualify 
under applicable A m y  regulations 

VII. AUTHORIZATION FOR MEDICAL 
CARE FOLLOWING MARITAL 

SEPARATION 
Authorization for medical care iB governed by USAREUR 

Regulation 600.700 and by A m y  Regulations 40.12138 and 40.3.39 
If the 8 p o n m  is stationed in USAREUR, family members are 
authorized to use all USAREUR MTFs, including dental clinics. 
Once the sponsor PCSs, family members usually wil l  qualify only 
for emergency medical care in MTFs: other medical services must 

. .  
"U. S. Army, Europe. Supp. 1 to Dep't Of Army. Reg. No. 600.290. Passports 

and Visaa, para l.4e 119 Apr 19791 lherevlafbr eibd as LXAREUR Supp. I .  AR 
600-2801 
"USAREUR Reg. 27.3, para 14, 
'Dep't of Army, Reg. No 40-121, Uniformed S~r\ices Health Benehf8 Progam 

io5 sep. iwo)  iheremafter c l t d  8s AR 40.iaii  see svpm note 32 for a diseusslon 
of former spouse eligibllity for medical care 

"Drp't of A m y .  Res. No. 40-3, Msdical. Dental. and Veferrnuy Care I15 Feb. 
19651 lhereinafbr ubd 8s AR 40.31. 
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be obtained from German facilities, which requires prior approval 
from the Civilian Health and Medical Program of the Uniformed 
Services (CHAMPUS) if reimbursement will be sought. In ad&. 
tion, because most foreign facilities are not "participating" 
agencies, the family can expect to pay the difference between 
what CHAMPUS says the service is worth and what the facility 
elects to charge. The military assumes no responsibility far any 
charges which might be incurred. 

If family members elect to remain in Germany, they may 
qualify for the German Krankrnkasse (health insurance program). 
Usually they must be employed on the German economy. but it 
may be worthwhile to pursue this avenue further if such a 
situation presents itself. 

VIII .  TAX CONSIDERATIONS OF LIVING 
SEPARATELY FROM THE SPONSOR 

Internal Revenue Code sections 62. 11, 143, 151, 152. and 215'O 
determine the tax considerations involved when the spouse lives 
apart from the sponsor. So long 88 they are still married and 
agree to do so. the sponsor and spouse may file either joint or 
separate federal and state taa returns. If the parties elect to file 
separately, the sponsor will be permitted to deduct from his or 
her BOSS income any sum patd to the spouse which qualifies as 
alimony under I.R.C. I 71. provided the support is paid pursuant 
to a written separation agreement or court order. The spouse 
muat report this amount as income and pay any taxes due 
thereon. 

If there are children involved, the military sponsor will be 
permitted to claim the dependency exemption if 

(11 The parties were divorced or separated pursuant to a 
written separation agreement or decree which became 
final prior to 1985, 

12) The court decree or agreement grants to the sponsor 
the right to claim the dependency exemption for the 
children, 

131 The sponsor provides support of at  least $50 per 
month per child, and 

'"26 U S  C $5 62 71 113 161 162 and 216 119821 lhereinafrer cited as I R.C.1 
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14) This support constitutes over fifty percent of the 
child's support needs.4' 

If the spon8or meets the tests in ll!, IZ!, and 14) above, and 
provides a t  least $100 per month per child in child support, the 
sponsor presumptively will be entitled to claim the dependency 
exemption for the children, regardless of the provisions of the 
separation agreement or written decree. To overcome this pre- 
sumption, the Custodial parent must prove that he or she 
contributes more than this amount before he or she will be 
permitted to claim the tax exemption.42 

Be aware that there has been B material change in the 
dependency exemption rules for divorce decrees and separation 
agreements executed after 31 December 1984.43 Effective with the 
1985 tax year, the custodial parent will be permitted to claim the 
dependency exemption for all children in his or her care unless he 
or she provides a written statement to the noncustodial parent (to 
be attached to that person's ta r  return) stating that he or she 
lthe custodial parent) will not claim the exemptions for that tax 
year." Merely stating this in the separation agreement probably 
will not be sufficient. The Commissioner of the IRS has designed 
a form IIRS Form 8332) for this pvrpase and it would be a gocd 
idea to have it signed with the separation agreement (in appropri. 
ate cases). The waiver may be made for one year, for a specified 
number of years, or for all future years, in which case a copy of 
the signed permanent waiver must be attached to each tax return 
filed thereafter. 

Generally, the transferor will not incur income tax or estate tax 
liability for transfers of property pursuant to divorce. I t  should be 
noted, however, that the recipient spouse will receive the property 
with the transferor's basis or carryover basis.45 This means the 
spouse who receives the property may later became liable for any 
capital gain (and recapture of accelerated depreciation or invest- 
ment tax credit previously taken) if the property is subsequently 
transferred. The potential reduction in actual value of the 
property to the recipient because of liability for capital gains tax 
upon a future disposition of tho property should be considered 
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and discussed with your client when placing a value on the 
property. 

There is an important exception to this general rule: when the 
property is transferred to a nonresident alien spouse, the transfer 
is treated as a taxable transaction and the transferor will be liable 
far capital gains tax an any capital gain measured by the 
difference between the fair market value of the property a t  the 
time of the transfer and its basis.40 Be aware, also, of the possible 
loss of the right to  defer any capital gains from the sale of the 
family residence. Recent court decisions have taken positions 
adverse to the interests of some military personnel, especially 
where one party has retained the right to reside in the residence 
for a period of time prior to its sale.47 The other, nonpassessory 
party may lose the right to claim the residence as his or her 
personal residence. 

IX. CONCLUSION 
The challenges of legal assistance family practice in Germany 

are unique but not insurmountable. The foregoing discussion 
covers most of the areas in which clients will have questions. To 
aid clients in better understanding these issues, a series of 
Appendices, which may be used for office handouts, follow the 
article. 

APPENDIX A-FACT SHEET ON STATUS 
OF CHILDREN 

1. Where will my children attend school? 

Your children can attend either Department of Defense schools 
or German schools. If your child has been educated previously in 
American schools, he or she will probably be placed in B lower 
grade in the German school than he or she would have attended 
in a comparable American school because the German curriculum 
is more accelerated and demanding than that of American schools. 
This is not to say that one is better than the other; German 
schools merely teach certain subjects at  an earlier age. Normally, 
such intercultural education will benefit your child in the long 
N". 

"I.RC. $ 1011. 
" E g  , Young Y Commirsloner Xo 20389-80 iT C 19651 lmem I 
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2. Are there curfews in Germany for children7 

There is a curfew imposed by the Army in military housing 
areas. If your child is under eighteen. he or she must be in 
quarters by eleven p,m, If there are repeated violations of the 
curfew, administrative action can be taken, including advance 
return of your child to CONUS. 

3. What happens if my child gets into trouble with the German 
authorities? 

The German Juvenile Court and the Jugendamt (Youth Welfare 
Office) have responsibility for children. They emphasize the public 
service approach rather than pure punishment, usually requiring 
volunteer work. There are no "detention homes" for youths. If the 
offense is serious enough, the child will be tried as an adult and, if 
convicted, will be sentenced to confinement in the adult prison. 
This is discretionary between the ages of eighteen and twentyone. 

If your child must go to court, you can obtain the advice of a 
Rechtspfleger (government paralegall at the courthouse. This 
person is not an attorney, however, and cannot represent your 
child in court. You must obtain a private attorney and interpretor 
at  your o w n  expense for civil cases. In criminal cases, the 
government may pay these expenses under certain circumstances. 
If  your child is acquitted, the German Government will pay all 
expenses. 
4. Can children be arrested far driving while under age7 

Yes, and the penalties are harsh. In one case, a minor was 
caught driving while under age eighteen for the second time and 
was sentenced to seven months in the adult prison. 
5. Can my children be sent back t o  the United States? 

The community commander can direct advance return of 
dependents if he or she receives such a recommendation from the 
Dependent Advisory Board. This normally only occur8 if B child 
gets into serious or repeated trouble with the local authorities. 
The sponsor may also be charged with failure to control depen- 
dents if there is continual misconduct. 

6. Once their dependent status ends, cam my children stay and 
work in Gemany? 

The age of majority in Germany is twentythree. Once your son 
or daughter reaches that age, he or she must get a work permit, 
whether or not the sponsor remains in the country. The only 
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exception is if the child i s  employed in a logistically supported 
U. S. position. This can be an appropriated fund, nonappropriated 
fund. or contract position. The child will have to obtain a 
residence permit before the work permit will be issued. 

If the child remains in Germany after the sponsor departs (even 
if under age twenty-threel, he or she has only one week /or ninety 
days if living in a hotel or pension) in which to register with the 
Verbandsgemeinde /Regional Office) or Omuertreter  (Mayor or 
City Representative) and to apply to the Auskzenderpolirri /Alien 
Office) far a six-manth renewable residency permit. 

APPENDIX B-FACT SHEET ON 
VISAlRESIDENCY PERMITS 

If I am a soldier married t o  a nowGerman civilian, is it necessary 
for my spouse or children to obtain visa or residency permits? 

1. American family members automatreally qualify for a NATO 
SOFA stamp in their passports. This replaces the visa or 
residency permit and is valid while the sponsor is in Germany. 
unless the family relationship is terminated by divorce. 

2. If your family member i s  a third country national and was 
married to you at  the time of your assignment to Germany. the 
same entitlements exist, that is, your family member falls under 
the NATO SOFA Agreement and no further action is necessary. 

3. There is one area in which problems might arise. If you are 
single and your third country national spousetebe is coming to 
Germany for the purpose of marrying you, be aware that 
Germany requires citizens of certain third countries to obtain 
visitor visas in order to enter the country. If your fiancee obtains 
such a visa prior to the marriage, it will be necessary to contact 
the Auslaenderpolirei (Alien Police) and have the records amended 
to reflect the new NATO SOFA status. Otherwise. if the spouse is 
stopped by the palizei (police) and the visa has expired (even if he 
or she has a NATO stamped passport) it may be difficult to 
correct the situation. If he or she does not have the NATO. 
stamped passport dong at that time, you may find your spouse 
on the other side of the border looking in. 
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APPENDIXC-FREQUENTLYASKED 
QUESTIONS ABOUT SEPARATION AND 

DIVORCE IN GERMANY 

DIVORCE 
1. How do I get a divorce when I am in Germany? 

If both you and your husband are U. S. citizens, it will be 
possible to go into German court only if one af you is "ordinarily 
resident" in the Federal Republic of Germany. If you decide to 
proceed in the local court, you must have been legally separated 
for one year. This can be established by counting from the date of 
filing of the divorce or by submitting a written separation 
agreement indicating an earlier separation date. Quicker divorees 
can be obtained only where there has been gross misconduct, such 
as adultery or spouse abuse, by the other spouse. If one of the 
parties protests, you will have to wait three years before the 
divorce can be granted. The cost of a German divorce is 
determined by the court based on the value of the controversy, 
but it will usually run about DM 2500 to DM 3500 (approxi. 
metely S1,OOO.OO to $1400.00, computed at  2.5 DM per $1.00). 

Three states (California, Texas, and Washington) presently 
allow a divorce by affidavit under certain circumstances. If you 
are a resident of one of these states, you may be able to file far 
divorce in that state while in Germany without either of you 
having to appear in court. The divorce must be consensual, both 
parties must sign all necessary papers, there can be no children 
involved, and the marriage must have been of a short duration, 
normally not longer than s h  months to a year. 

If you are filing for divorce in any other state, you must 
personally appear in court during the final hearing and. if you are 
seeking alimony or child support from your spouse, the divorce 
must be filed in his or her place of domicile to be enforceable. 

The legal assistance office will refer you to an attorney in B 
state which you can file for divorce. Under the Soldiers' and 
Sailors' Civil Relief Act, some states will grant your soldier 
spouse a delay of up to six months or longer so he or she can 
obtain a local attorney. Others, however, will merely appoint an 
attorney on the S P O U S ~ ' ~  behalf so the divorce can go forward. 
Still others will issue temporary custody, restraining, and support 
orders to compel the spouse to get to court more quickly and to 
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provide you support until a final hearing can be scheduled. Be 
sure you consider all the options when you file any such action. 
2. Can I resume my maiden name? 

Any name change request should be incorporated into the 
petition for divorce. Some courts will not allow a wife to change 
her name if there is a minor child or children bearing the 
husband's name. Most. however, will not restrict you in this way. 
Remember it is cheaper to include the change of name in the 
divorce petition itself, rather than be forced to bring a separate 
action later. 
3. Will the German court* force my husband to comply with the 
provisions of an American divorce decree? 

Yes, if the German court8 have personal jurisdiction over all 
concerned. 

4. If 1 want to, can I stay and work in Germany after B divorce? 

You may stay and work, but you must comply with German 
law an alien registration. The same is true if your sponsor PCSs. 

5. What benefits will my children and I retain after a divorce? 

Your children will retain their military benefits until age 18 lor 
23 if they are enrolled full time in a school of higher learningl. 
You may be able to retain all or some of your benefits if you 
qualify under the Uniformed Services Former Spouses' Protection 
Act. The requirements are that you have been married twenty 
years during which your soldier or retiree spouse was serving 
creditably with the Armed Forces and you have not remarried. 
You may qualify for medical privileges only If there is at least a 
fifteen year overlap between the years of service and years of 
marriage and you are not covered by an employer sponsored 
health plan. If you do not qualify under the Act, your military 
benefits end when your divorce becomes effective. 

Once you receive a final divorce decree, if your ex.spouse fails 
to provide the required support, you can have his or her pay 
garnished by the U. S.  Army Finance and Accounting Center by 
obtaining a garnishment order from any court of competent 
iurisdiction. 
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SEPARATION 
1. If I want to separate from my husband, can I leave Germany 
without his. or the military's, consent? 

You can leave without your husbands consent by submitting a 
request to his commander far advanced return of dependents. If 
approved, the return will be at  Government expense. The cam 
mander can prepare the request, add his or her recommendation, 
and then forward it on to the approving authority, all without 
your husband's knowledge or consent. You may also depart at  
your awn expense a t  any time without anyone's consent. 
2. If we separate. can I remain in government quarters? 

If you are a dependent and your husband moves out  of the 
government facility in which you are living, you will be allowed to 
live in the housing only for an additional forty-five to sixty days. 
At the end of this time, you will have to move out of government 
housing. If  your husband will not provide you with sufficient 
money to find suitable alternate living quarters, you should not 
hesitate to either contact his commander or seek a temporary 
support order from the German court. Remember-you do not 
need an attorney to get a temporary support order-the 
Rechtspfleger lgovernment paralegal) will heip you complete the 
farm. 

3. Can 1 atay in Germany after separation? 

As long a8 you are not divorced, the German Government 
considers you to be an approved dependent and will permit you to 
remain in Germany without a visa. After B divorce is obtained, 
you will have a short period of time in which to apply for a 
residence permit, as explained previously. 

4. Can my husband send me baok to the States against my will? 
Your husband can always fallow the procedures outlined above 

for obtaining orders for advanced return travel, but you cannot be 
required to use those orders to depart Germany. Thia also applies 
to your children who are over age eighteen. 
5. What is a separation agreement? 

A separation agreement is a legal document which sets out the 
terms concerning custody, child aupport, alimony, and property 
division to which both parties have agreed. I t  is usually made by 
a married couple who are about to get a divorce or legal 
separation. I t  mast be voluntarily entered into by both parties 
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and must be signed by both your husband and you in the 
presence of witnesses and a notary public. To obtain one, call the 
legal assistance office and make an appointment. Be aware. 
though, that some office policies prohibit both parties from being 
seen in the same facility. Others grant priority to the sponsor, 
whether or not he has already been seen by an attorney in the 
office, or not. If this is the case, you will have to make an 
attempt to see an attorney at a location within driving distance. 
Both of you must speak with and be considered by attorneys 
before you actually enter into any formal. binding agreement 
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DISSOLUTION OF MARRIAGE IN JAPAN 

I. INTRODUCTION 
by Mr. Omar 1. Ojeda * 

Theze me several thousand members of the U.S. armed forces 
stationed in Japan. Of these, many get married and many get 
divorced. What does the legal assistance officer advise the Soldier 
who desires to obtain a divorce in Japan? The purpose of this 
article is to provide a basic guide for legal assistance officers an 
annulment and divorce law in Japan  I t  is, however, only a 
general overview and should not be cited as a complete, autharita- 
tive source on this area. Instead, complex questions in this area 
should be referred to a Japanese attorney. 

11. JURISDICTION AND COURTS 
A. APPLICABLE LAW 

Dissolution of marriage in Japan is based on Japan's civil law 
system, which was patterned primarily an the modern German 
legal system. In the case ai nodapanese  citizens, however, a 
divorce in Japan is governed by the law of the home country of 
the husband at  the time of the occurrence of the facts constitut- 
ing the grounds for dissolution, except that the court may not 
adjudicate a divorce unless those grounds also constitute grounds 
for divorce under Japanese law.' In  the case of annulment, 
Japanese law applies. 

B. RESIDENCE 
In  most divorce casee, bath parties must physically reside in 

Japan. especially if both parties are nonJapanese citizens. But 
there is no minimum period of residence required prior to filing.2 
The petition should be filed with the court where the respondent 
resides, but this is not mandatory. 

C. COURTS 
A divorce can be obtained in B district court or in a family 

court. An annulment may be obtained in e district court. The 

*Lead Aaistanee Attorney, Kadena Aa Faree Base, OUinawa. 
'Hdrei zensho ILsw Concerning the Application of Laws in Oen~rali, Law No. 10 

'Mmpd ICid  Cadel Law No 89 of 1096 and Law No. 9 of 1898. arts 21-24 
of 1898, L L T ~  16. 

lhsreinsfter cited as Mmpol 
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district courts, where contested divorce cases are heard, are called 
courts of general original jurisdiction. They handle all cases 
except those specifically coming under the exclusive jurisdiction 
of other kinds of courts. They also have appellate jurisdiction over 
cases decided in the lower courts. Cases are handled by e single 
judge or B three-judge panel, depending on the nature and 
importance of the case. In  practice, the majority of the cases are 
disposed of by a single judge, except for appeals. There are fifty 
district courts having jurisdiction over their respective judicial 
districts, which is the same area as a prefecture.3 The entire 
district court system has 800 judges and 440 assistant judges.' 

The family court specializes exclusively with family affairs and 
with juvenile delinquents. The court has jurisdiction over all 
family disputes and conflicts, as well as over all domestic affairs, 
including support, custody, and division of property. The proce. 
dure to resolve marital disputes in the family court is called 
conciliation, The parties must first go through the conciliation 
procedure where an attempt is made to resolve the dispute. The 
result could be reconciliation or a mutually agreed upon divorce. 
When no agreement is reached. either party may bring a 
contested action before the district court. The family court branch 
offices are established at  the same place where the district court8 
are located. There are about 200 family court judges and 150 
assistant judges.5 

111. ANNULMENT 

A. AB INITIO 
A marriage maybe void a b  initio 6 or may be voidable. 

A marriage is void a b  initio, or not valid from the onset, in the 

1. Lack of intention on the part of either of the parties or if 

2. Lack of compliance with Japanese law such as failure to 

following situations: 

there was a mistake as to identity. 

properly register the marriage in the Family Register. 

B. VOIDABLE 
'A oreiecture is B oohtieal subdivision aomewhat equivalent m the U n l l d  States 
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A marriage may be annulled for the following reasons: 
1. Age, in the case of male under eighteen years of ege or a 

female under the age of sixteen. But, if either continues to 
cohabitate with the other for three months after reaching the age 
of consent, this ground is not available. 

2. Bigamy. 

3. Remarriage of the female spouse before six months have 
elapsed after a divorce. 

4. Marriage between relatives. The parties must be related by 
blood, such as parents and children, or be collateral relatives by 
blood, such as brothers and sisters and cousins up to the third 
degree. This ground also applies to maniages between lineal 
relatives by affinity, such as parents.in.law and childrenhlaw. 

5. Fraud or duress. This is only available for a period of three 
months after the victimized party has discovered the fraud or is 
freed from the duress. 

C. PROCEDURE 
An application for annulment is made to a district court by the 

parties, the relatives, or by a public prosecutor. However, in cases 
of bigamy and remarriage of a female within six months after 
divorce, only the victi-ed spouse has standing to apply for an 
annulment.' 

If? DIVORCE 

A. CONSENSUAL DIVORCE 
A divorce may be consensual or judicial.B 

A consensual divorce may be obtained simply by filing docu. 
ments in the Japanese Family Register. Both parties must fully 
agree to divorce and both must sign the application. This type of 
divorce is available only to  those couples who have registered 
their marriage in the Japanese Famiiy Register.e 

'Hdrei rensho (Law and Procedure 01 Peraond Alfsirsi. Law No. IS of 1898: 

Minpdart 728. 
' I d .  arts. 139. 783. and 764. 

MFjni' aarhdhdiCde af Civil Proeedurei. Law Zo. 29 of 1890. 
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B. JUDICIAL DIVORCE 
As stated above, a judicial divorce can be obtained in a district 

court or in a family court. A divorce in a district court is usually 
a contested one. The parties must first have exhausted the family 
court conciliation procedures to obtain a divorce from a district 
court. The grounds for divorce in B district court are: 

1. That either spouse has committed an act of unchastity. 
2. Malicious desertion. 

3. That a spouse has not known for three years or more 
whether the other spouse is alive or dead. 

4. That either spouse is afflicted with severe mental disease and 
recovery therefrom is hopeless. 

5. For any other grave reason which makes it difficult far either 
spouse to continue the marriage. 

In the case of grounds 1 through 4, the court may dismiss the 
action if it determines that the marriage can be cantinudl0 A 
contested divorce is more expensive and could take as long as B 

year. Due to the conflict of applicable laws, cases involving 
nonJapanese citizens may take even longer." 

Family court divorce is called conciliation because the purpose 
is reconeiliatian.'Z The court may, however, grant a divorce if 
both parties are in full agreement. Forms and instructions far 
filing before the court are available at  the office of the family 
court. Birth certificates and marriage certificates must be trani- 
lated into Japanese. In addition, a summary of the divorce law of 
the husband's legal residence is required. After the petition IS 
filed, the court will summon bath parties to a hearing. This is M 
informal meeting in which the court tries to create a family 
atmosphere that may lead to a resolution of the marital problems. 
The presence of attorneys is discouraged, but most nonJapanese 
will retain an attorney who may also ~ e r v e  as an interpreter. The 
parties are not requlred to make any argument, but will be asked 
questions by the court. After the hearing, the judge will order the 
preparation of the divorce decree, or "protocol," if the parties 
cannot reconde and they agree to the divorce and its terms. I t  
could take 8s little as a week to issue the "protocol." The 

I d .  ut 770. 
"Srr supm seefla" I B 
"Hdrei zensha 1Law for the Adindiearm ai Domestic Yallersl. Law No. 162 of 

1917, ut 21 
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document will describe the parties and indicate their presence at  
the hearing. I t  will include the grounds for divorce, which in most 
cases is that  the marriage is irretrievably broken. Other matters 
agreed to by the parties such as support, custody, division of 
property, and even a provision for the wife to reassume her 
maiden name may be included. The "pratwol" is then sealed and 
signed by the court clerk. The original is kept in the court's 
archives and the parties are issued a true copy.13 United States 
citizens can have a "protocol" translated and certified by a 
United States Consul. 

C. ALIMONY, SUPPORT, CUSTODY, DIVISION 
OF PROPERTY 

District courts and family courts make awards in these areas. 
but the authority of the family court to impose such awards is 
questionable. Alimony is not recognized as such, but may be 
granted by the court as part of a division of property in the form 
of a lump m m  payment." Child support is an obligation of the 
parents under Japanese law. The courts may award child support 
after considering the needs of the child, the financial situation of 
the parties, and other pertinent circumstances." Child custody 
will be determined by taking into consideration what is best for 
the children.'e 

The parties' property rights d l  also be decided under Japanese 
law." Separate property is that which was obtained by either 
party prior to the marriage and that property which is acquired 
solely in the name of the husband or in tho name of the wife 
during the marriage. Joint property is that  property obtained 
during the marriage and it is uncertain whether it belongs to the 
husband or to the wife. The law implies that m y  division of 
martial property will be based on the principle of equitable 
distribution. 

D. RECOGNITION OF A JAPAh'ESE DIVORCE 
The position of the U.S. armed forces on recognizing B foreign 

divorce depends on the facts of a particular case. Generally, the 
position of both the Army and the Air Force is to recognize a 
foreign divorce which has been obtained in accordance with the 
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laws of the country where the divorce is granted, until a court of 
competent jurisdiction in the United States has ruled such a 
divorce to be invalid.18 Questions 8s to recognition in the United 
States should be referred to a civilian attorney or t o  a legal 
assistance office in the state where the recognition is sought. 

E. ATTORNEY AND FILING FEES 
Attorney's fees may vary in different prefectures. Suggested 

fees are established by the local bar assoemtion, but may also 
depend on the experience and prestige of the attorney. 

Fihng fees are required by the courts for mailing costs and for 
revenue stamps la form of taxi. These also differ by prefecture, 
depending on the type of court, location, and nature of the case. 

V. CONCLUSION 
Based on this brief overview of Japanese law, it is obvious that 

a legal assistance officer must first advise a client seeking a 
divorce or annulment in Japan whether it would be best to bring 
the action in Japan or whether the soldier should bring the action 
in the United States. Japanese law is very different from the laws 
of the United States. This article demonstrates the importance of 
class coordination with members of the local bar in foreign 
countries when advising clients on issues of foreign law. 

"Sor 6 Dig Op 336 119561 [Army), OpJAGAF Nos. 1966'11, 6 Feb. 1666, and 
1972162. 20 Apr. 1972 (Air Force1 See alia Dep't of Defense, Pay and AUowanc~ 
Entitlements Manual, para 302338 for a discussion of tho vahdity of foreign 
nation divorces 



TYING THE KNOT AT SEA 
by Lieutenant Colonel James B. Smith, USAR' 

If you ask anyone whether a ship's captain can perform a 
marriage ceremony, the chances are the response will be "of 
course." After all, who can forget the scene in the "African 
Queen" where Humphrey Bogart and Katherine Hepburn are 
married by the skipper of the German gunboat? Weddings by 
ships' captains are a movie cliche based upon one of those d e s  of 
law that we all just "know" is correct. But is it? Or is it just a 
bit of apochrypha that we all accept as gospel? Well, as with most 
"folk law," there is some truth in it. 

There is some divergence of opinion in this area,> and there 
appears to be only a few cases on the subject. The better and 
generally more accepted view, however, is that a determination of 
the validity of a marriage performed upon the high seas can be 
made by applying "the doctrine of the flag."? 

Under the "doctrine of the flag," the ships of a nation carry the 
nation's sovereignty onto the high seas and into the territorial 
waters of a foreign country.3 The problem is that there is no 
federal statute which prescribes the formalities for marriage 
ceremonies in general, much less for those performed aboard ships 
of United States registry. Therefore. when m American ship is 
embarked, it must carry with it some law in addition to federal 
statutory law. According to the New York Court of Appeals in 
the leading American case on the subject, the municipal law of 
the state where the vessel's owner is domiciled is controlling.' 

In Fisher, the parties were New Ymk residents. They were not 
married when they embarked in New York for Southampton, 
England, aboard the Leuiathon, a ship registered in New York. 
When forty miles out to sea, the ship's captain performed a 
marriage ceremony wherein the parties were the principals. 
Evidently the romance of the enrise wore off and Mrs. Fisher 
sued for a sewration. Mr. Fisher remanded by densina the 

'Judne Advoeate Generalla Corns. U,S Arm" %serve. LieutenanT Colonel 
Smith b an Indrndud Mobihatioh Augmentee k r  the Judge Advofate Guard 
and Reserve Affaire Department. Ths Judge Advoeste GenerePr Schwl. Army. 
ChBrlolresullle. VA. He is also a ~rlvate Dractitionar in Mefuehen Sew Jersey . .  

,See Annot., 61 A.L.R 1521 I19201 
'Bolmor v E d a d ,  90 N J. Eq. 299, 310, 106 A. 64s ICh. 19191. Annot, 61 A L R 

'Bdrner. 90 N J. Eq at 310. 
'Fieher v Faher. 166 X.E. 460 119291. repnntad an 61 A L R 1623 119291 

1626. 1531 119291 
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validity of the marriage. He asserted that he had been married 
and divorced before in New York. Under the terms of New York 
law at  that time. Mr. Fisher was forbidden to remarry during the 
lifetime of the first Mrs. Fisher because she had divorced him for 
adultery. The case does not say whether the cerespondent had 
been the second Mrs. Fisher, but it does say the first Mrs. Fisher 
was still very much alive. Mr. Fisher argued that, because the 
Leviathan was of New York registry, New York law followed the 
vessel and made his second marriage invalid. 

Not so said the New York Court of Appeals. The court held 
that, although Mr. Fisher was precluded from remarrying in New 
York, New York would recognize a remarriage performed in a 
sister state if the remarriage was valid in that state. The 
Leuiethan was awned by the United States Shipping Board, an 
agency of the United States Government. Although the vessel 
waa registered in Kew York, its owner was domialed in the 
District of Columbia. Therefore, the validity of the marriage at  
sea would have to be determined under District of Columbia law. 

The court assumed that the general common law rule regarding 
marriage prevailed in the District of Columbia. The common law 
rule is that marriage is a thing of right between competent 
parties and that all consensual marriages between such people are 
sanctioned by the law in the absence of a bar imposed by 
statute.' 

The common law rule relies upon the status of the parties as 
consenting competent adults, not upon the s t a t u  of the person 
officiating at  the marriage ceremony. Thus, at  common law, the 
captain of the vessel need not officiate. In New Jersey's only 
reported ease regarding a shipboard marriage, the person who 
officiated was the ship's surgeon, who was alleged d S 0  ro be a 
clergyman.6 

If state legislatures had not tampered with the common law, it 
would seem that high seas marriages performed on American 
vessels generally would be valid. Since the days of Fisher and 
Balmer. however. many states have abolished the common law 
rule of marriage. New Jersey, for instance, passed a statute in 
19397 which staces that for a marriage to be valid the ceremony 
must be performed before a person authorized under the statute. 
The list of authorized officials does not include shm' officers. In  

'1 F Blackslone. Cornmentarlea 427 
oB~lrner v Edsall 90 h J Eq 299. 309 ICh 19191 
U.J Stat. Ann 31.1-10 119391 
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1860, England had a statute which required all marriages to he 
solemnized by an ordained clergyman of the Church of England. 
Therefore, in DuMoulin U. Druitta, the court held invalid a 
marriage performed by the captain aboard an English ship bound 
from Cork to Sydney solely because the captain was not such an 
ordained clergyman. 

Yet, in Fisher v .  Fisher in 1929. the New York Court of Appeals 
indicated that, despite a lack of sanction in the municipal law 
following the vessel, a marriage can still he valid. The comt based 
i ts  reasoning upon a longstanding federal statute regulating 
ships' log hooks. The pertinent part of the statute states: 

Every vessel making voyages from a port in the United 
States to any foreign port, or, being of the burden of 
seventyfive tons or upward, from a port an the Atlantic 
to a port on the Pacific, or vice versa, shall have an 
official logbook; and every master of such vessel shall 
make, or cause to he made therein, entries of the 
following matters, that is to say: 
. . . .  

Eighth. Every marriage taking place an hoard. with the 
names and ages of the parties.3 

The New Yark court interpreted this as follows: 

"Every marriage taking place on hoard" is certainly 
inclusive of marriages other than those sanctioned b y  the 
municipal laws of the state of the ship's ownership. We 
take it that Congress had thus recognized that on hoard 
a ship at  sea, notwithstanding the absence of municipal 
laws so carried, there is nevertheless a law of marriage. 
That law can he none other than the law, common to all 
nations, which pronounces valid all consensual marriages 
between a man and woman who are, in the view of all 
civilized people. competent to marry. In this view. the 
marriage between the parties to this action, by force of a 
federal statute. which Congress was fully empowered to 
enact was a valid marriage.10 

The California Supreme Court, on the other hand, reached 
exactly the omosite conclusion in Norman U. Noman." In  that 

'13 Ir R C L .  212 118601 
'46 U.S.C. I 201 119261 lrecdiied at I 6  U S.C. 5 11301 1199211 
'Rshs i ,  61 A L R at 1521.28 Ireprint! Iemphasis added!. 
"121 Cd 820, 64 P. 143 lIS96l 
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case the argument was made that the federal statute an log book 
entries amounted to a congressional declaration that the common 
law of marriage prevails upon American vessels embarked upon 
the high seas. The court rejected the argument, stating: 

We can find no law of Congress . , . in which the 
[federal] government has undertaken or assumed to legis. 
late generally upon the subject of marriage on the sea. 
Nor, indeed, can we find in the grant of powers to the 
[federal] government by the several states, as expressed 
in the national Constitution, any provision by which 
Congress is empowered to declare what shall constitute a 
valid marriage between citizens of the several states upon 
the sea, either within or without the conventional 3-mile 
limit of the shore of any state.12 

In the author's opinion, the Norman ease rather than the Fisher 
ease is probably correct on this point. First, the Fisher decision 
depended primarily upon the application of the municipal common 
law followed in the District of Columbia. Second, if we accept the 
reasoning of the New York Court of Appeals that Congress hsd 
recognized a "law of marriage" in addition to state law, then we 
must accept the proposition that there is Some general federal 
common law. In Ene R. R. Co. v. Tompkins.13 the United States 
Supreme Court declared "There is no federal general common 
law." And in ET parte Burrus," the Court stated "The whole 
subject of the domestic relations of husband and wife, parent and 
child. belongs to the laws of the States and not to the laws of the 
United States." 

I t  would seem then that under the "doctrine of the fleg" the 
validity of a marriage performed at  sea will be determined by the 
law of the dormciliary nation of the vessel's owmer. If the 
marriage is valid in that nation, then it wiU be recognized. In 
nations such as the United States. however, where state law 
dictates the necessary formalities required for a valid marriage. a 
further inquiry must be made to determine the state of domicile 
of the ship's owner. That state law will determine whether a 
marriage performed at  sea on that ship is valid. 

I d .  at 621. 54 P. st 144 
"304 U S  64 118381 
"136 U S  586 116901 
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PART I V  ESTATE LAW 

UNIFORM GIFTS TO MINORS ACT 

I. INTRODUCTION 
by Major Dominick J. Deloiio* 

The Uniform Gifts to Minors Act IUGMAI' provides a simple 
and inexpensive procedure for transferring legal title of property 
to a minor while allowing a custodian to retain control of the 
property until the child reaches the age of majority. Today. every 
state and the District of Columbia has enacted a version of the 
UGMA or its successor, the Uniform Transfers to Minors Act 
(UTMAL* The legal assiatance officer who intends to provide 
estate planning and tax advice must become familiar with the 
provisions of the UGMA and the tax consequences of UGMA 

This article is intended to provide a basic overview of the 
UGMA. It must be remembered. however, that  like all Uniform 
Acts, the UGMA began as a proposal to the states from the 
National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws.3 
In enacting their versions of the UGMA, most states modified 
various provisions. As a result, while the basic purpose and 
procedures of the UGMA me common among the states, there are 

gifts. 

*Judge Aduoeste Generails Cam,, U.S. Army. Malor Delorio is currently assigned 
ta the Ad-rfrative Law Diriaon. Office of The Judge Advoeate Generd. U S  
Army, Waahmgon, D.C Thls anlcle was miginay submitted as B paper in 
satisfscmn of the requ~emenia of the 33d Graduate Course m The J u d p  
Advocate General's School. U S  Army, Chmlofteavdle, VA. 

'%A U L A 405 119561 IReviied as the Uiuf. Gifts to Mmori Act. 195% i lenaed 
Act, %A U L.A 311 119651 (Hereinafter cited as UGMAI. Revised and Restated BI 
the Urnform Transfers to Minors Act, 5A U.L.A 104 11966 Cumulative Annual 
P d e t  Part1 
'Seven state9 have enacted the 1856 Uniform Gdts to Mvlors Act: Fla.. La.. 

Mich, N C ,  Ohm R.1, and Utah. 
Forty states and the Dietrrct of Colum. have enacted the revised U G M A  Ala ,  

Alashs. Aru., Ark., Corn..  Dei D C. Ga,  H a w u ,  1U. Ind., laws, Km., Ky., Me., 
Md.. Mass,  Minn.. lrlirr, Mo, Monr. Neb., Ne". N . H ,  NJ., NM.. A.Y., ND. 
OUa., Or, P a ,  S.C.. S D.. Tenn.. Tei  , Vt., V a ,  Wash.. W. Va., Wis. and Wyo 

Three states have enacted the Urnform Ranifers t o  Minors Act. Cd , Coio , and 
Idaho. 
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some substantive differences. Although the general provisions of 
the UGMA will be addressed in this article, prudence dictates 
that the legal assistance attorney review the pertinent state 
statute prior to advising on B specific situation. This review will 
begin by looking at  the development of the UGMA. 

11. WHY A UGMA? 
The UGMA had its origin in the Act Concerning Gifts of 

Securities to Minors (Model Act1 sponsored by the New York 
State Stack Exchange and the Association of Stock Exchange 
Firms in 1954.' The impetw behind the Model Act was the need 
to provide a simple, inexpensive method of making gifts of 
securities to minors.& Prior to the Model Act. there were three 
principal ways to give gifts of securities to minors: an outright 
gift; gifts through a legal guardian; or gifts in trust.6 Each of 
these methods had serious practical or financial drawbacks. 

An outright gift of securities to a minor was not desirable 
because it often resulted in the minor being unable to sell or 
reinvest the securities during his or her minority. Bankers, 
brokers, and transfer agents were reluctant to transact business 
with minors because they could disaffirm transactions made 
during their minority.' Additionally. outright gifts prarided no 
protection from the spendthrift youth. 

Gifts of securities to a minor through a legal guardian, or by 
means of trust, resolved the difficulties associated with the 
outright gift, but had their o m  disadvantages. At inception they 
incurred the added legal expense associated with the drafting of 
the arrangements. Additionally the legal guardian was often 
required to be banded, was required to file periodic accountings 
with the court, and was restricted in investment and disburse 
ment apportunities.8 The trust arrangement, while more flexible, 

'Comm'ra' Prefatory NOM to  the Unit. Gifts to Minora Aet 1966 Remsed Act 
8A U.L.A 311. 318 119331: Report on Uniform G+s to Manor3 Act a f a  Subromm 
of the Comm an E~fate  and T u  Phnning of the ABA Secnon of Rsal Pmprrty, 
Pmbate, and TNsf Law, reprinted ~n Trusra & Estates Oct 1961 at 983 
ihennafter o ted  83 Camm'n Refatory Note! 

'For B Laeussion of the development of the Madel Act. see ganemlly Kewrnan. 
The Uniiorm Gifts to Minors Act zn New Yark and Ofher Judsdicnons-Tol 
Consqumeer. Porrrbk Abura, Md Rseommmdononi. 49 CarneU L.Q. 12 
11963441, Peirsol Gijtr to Minors' How Effectiudy Has fhr Uniform Act 
Funcamad?, 25 Inst. on Fed Tar'n IO99 119671 iherevlatter cited as PeYsoll. 

' I d .  at 1100: Commrs Prefatory *io*, mpm note 4, at 318. lahanes,  The 
U'n@m Gifts to Minors Act A Patent Ambigurry, 34 Vand L Rev 496. 509 
11981) IhereinafMr as Mahoney! 

'Pssaol. supre note 5.  st 1100: .Mahoney. supra note 7, at 510 

'Pair.ol. bup" note 6. at 1100. 
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was typically subject to management fees and financial reporting 
requirements.B The net result was to discourage, if not totally 
prevent, small gifts of securities to minars.10 

The UGMA, as it developed from the Model Act, first with the 
1956 Act," and then with the Revised Act of 1966.12 has been 
expanded far beyond its original intended scope.IS The states in 
enacting their versions of the UGMA have further modified and 
expanded its provisions. However, it still serves the basic need 
that prompted its development--a simple and inexpensive tool for 
making a gift to B minor that allows for flexibility and yet 
protects the gift from the young spendthrift. 

111. THE BASIC PROVISIONS 
The UGMA provides that "[aln adult person may during his 

lifetime make a gift of a security. a life insurance policy or 
annuity contract or money."" Many states have modified this 
section to allow for testamentary gifts.15 Several states have also 
expanded the nature of the property that may be given, including 
interests in reai estate.16 interests in partnerships,!? and tangible 
personal property.18 The gift must be given to a "minor."l* The 
UGMA U B ~ S  age twentyone far the minodadult dichotomy. The 
states in enacting this section have used ages from eighteen to 
twentyo"e.2D 

SP.ir.0i. supra note 6 ,  at 1100 
Comm'rr' Prefatory Note. supra note 4. at 318. 
Uniform Gifts Lo Mrnors Act, SA U L A  405 119561. 
8 U.L.A. 317 118831 
Among orher chanps .  many btate6 have expanded the nature of the property 

thar may be oven  and the manner m whch it may be pvtn  As this has resulted 
m much non-uniformly. the Kational Conference of Comm'rs on Uniform Siate 
Law proposed The Cnifom Transfers to Mmorr Act lCTMA1 in 1883. As of this 
waling only 3 e t a 8 8  have enacted the W M A .  see supra note 2 This article wlll 
wncentrafe on the UGMA, 88 it is the current law in m e  version or another rn 46 
prisdictians Additionally, BS Ihe UTMA expands rather than restricts the 
pmviaiann of the UOMA. Ihs princlpiei set forth in this arlicie 4 gensrally 
continue t o  be spphcable m rho= iurisdxtions that have enacted the UTMA. It ia 
anticipated that wrthm B very few years the UTYA wll l  be the standard rather 
than the exception Far a diseussim of the deveiopment of the UTMA and its 
text, ser EA U L A 104 11885 Cumulative Annual Pocket Part1 

"UGYA 9 2b1. 
'Ala., Cd , Calo., De l ,  Fla , Idaho. ill, Ind.. Iows Mass., M e ,  I Y.. N C , Oho. 

Okls.. Or. Pe. S.C., S . D ,  Ten". Ter. ,  Utah, Y a ,  and Vash  
'Cd, Colo.. Conn, Dei Idaho. IU., Md.. Ye".. N.Y.. O h a ,  OT, Pa., S C.. TPX., 

and Utah. 
T a l ,  Coio, Corn, Idaho. i U .  Md.  N . J ,  NY.. Ohio. P e .  and S.C. 
Tal ,  Coio , Conn, Del Idaho. IU. M d ,  Nev.. X J., N Y, Oha, Or, Pa., S C , 

'WOMA 5 2ial 
*Age 18: Alaska. Ark, C d ,  Del .  D.C, Fia.  Hawari. Kan,  Ky.  L a ,  Me.. Md.. 
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The UGMA provides specific guidance on how to make a gift.ll 
Failure to comply with those procedures may result in the gift not 
being afforded the protection of the UGMA.12 Typically. the 
property is placed in the name of the custodian and explicitly 
reflects his or her interest "as custodian for [name of minor] under 
the [name of enacting state] Uniform Gifts to Minors Aet."13 In 
this ares it is especially important to examine the relevant state 
statute far specific procedures to be followed. 

A gift made under the UGMA is "irrevocable and conveys to  
the minor indefeasibly vested legal title."24 The donor in making 
the gift under the UGMA incorporates all its provisionsZj and 
retains no rights, legal or equitable, to the conveyed property.26 
Although the minor has legal title to the property, control rests 
with the custodian.27 A single gift can be made to only one minor 
and there can be only one custodian per 

The custodian is selected by the donor and. except in the case 
of a gift of unregistered securities, the donor can select himself or 
herself as custodian.29 The custodian has broad powers to collect, 
hold, manage, invest, and reinvest the custodial property80 and is 
held to the standard of "a prudent man of discretion and 
intelligence who is seeking a reasonable income and the preserva. 
tion of his Records of all transactions with respect to 
the custodial property should be maintained and made reasonably 
available for inspection by the parent or legal representative of 
the minor or by the minor if he or she has attained the age of 
fourteen.32 

Mars.. Mieh, Minn. Mont.. K . M .  Nev.. N.C., N.D. ,  S.Y, Ohio. Pa., R.1.. SC. 
S.D.. Tenn.. Tex.. Yt.. Va., Wash.. W Vs, and Wia. 

Or.. snd Utah 

Age 19 Ala ,  Neb., and Wy. 
Age 21. Colo.. Conn Ge , Idaha, 111, Ind.. Iowa. Mas . .  Mo.. N.H , N J , Okln , 

aes age 18 for females and age 21 for males. 

pva. 80.124 119801 Application of Muller. 

Gordon Y Gordon, 70 A D  2d 86 119 N Y.S.2d 684, affu 51 N Y 2d 773, 436 

I n  IS Levy 97 Miic 2d 582, 412 S Y S Zd 286 119781 
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The custodial .property is subject to being expended "for the 
support, maintenance, education and benefit of the minor. at  the 
time or times, and to the extent that the custodian in his 
discretion deems suitable and proper."33 Additionally, a court 
upon petition of a parent or guardian of the minor, or upon 
petition of the minor if he or she has attained the age of fourteen, 
may order the custodian to expend custodial funds for the minor's 
support, maintenance, or educetion.34 Note that, subject to a 
court order, the custodian has complete discretion in deciding 
whether to expend or accumulate the funds. Any property not 
expended must be delivered to the minor when he or she attains 
age twenty.one.3~ Once again, in enacting this provision many 
states have chasm to lower the age et which the custodial 
property must be delivered to the minor to either eighteen or 
Nneteen.38 Same states vary the age at  which the gift must be 
distributed to the minor depending upon the nature of the gift, 
the means of the gift, and the wishes of the donor.37 

The custodian is entitled to reasonable reimbursement for 
expenses and, unless he or she is also the donor, may receive 
reasonable compensation for services rendered.38 A custodian is 
not required to give a band for the performance of his or her 
duties.38 A court, upon petition of a minor who has attained the 
age of fourteen, a donor, or an adult member of the minor's 
family, may require an accounting by the custodian.40 

IV. TAX IMPLICATIONS 
The proponents of the Model Act and the UGMA intended that 

the gifts would be complete when made for federal gift tax 
purposes and that the property would then be included in the 
donee's estate for federal eatate tax purposes." The income from 
the gifts was to be taxable to the minor. While the proponents 
were successhd in attaining their goal of providing an easy and 

a, A r k  D.C., Fia, Haw&. Km., K y .  La.. M e .  Mass.. Mi& Minn.. 
Mont.. N M .  Nev.. KC. S.D..Ohla. R . I .  S C .  S D . T e r , V t . W a , h . .  W . V a . .  md 
Wac. 

1 9  Ala and Wy. 
"Age wrie8 for type of property manner of gift, or BT option of donor in Cd.. 

V G M A  5 5.  
Id.  5 5ldl. 
I d .  8 8ial. 
Mahoney supm note 7 .  at 516. 

Cola., Del, Idaho. Md.. N.J., N.Y.,  and Va. 
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inexpensive method for transferring property to a minor, they 
were much less successful in obtaining their t a r  goals. 

This lack of success was due primarily to an inconsistency in 
the provisions of the UGMA.62 Section 3ia) of the UGMA 
provides that the gift is "irrevocable and conveys to the minor 
indefeasibly vested legal title." Seetian 41bi of the UGMA, 
however. allows the custodian to expend custodial funds for the 
"support, maintenance, education, and benefit of the mnor with 
or without regard to the duty of hmself or of any other person to 
support the minor." So. though the property belongs to the 
minor, the custodian is authorized to use it to pay for the minor's 
support. Therein lies the inconsistency. State law places upon the 
parent the obligation to support the minor. However, to the 
extent that the custodian expends custodial funds to support the 
child, the parental support obligation is reduced and the parent, 
not the minor, enjoys the benefit of the gift. Clearly it is not in 
the minor's interest to have custodial funds expended for his or 
her support when another already has the legal obligation to 
provide that support. Taken to the extreme, these provisions 
would enable a parent to make a UGMA gift of incomeproducing 
securities to hs or her child and thereby shift the income to the 
child. The parent, as self.appointed custodian, could then, pursu- 
ant to Section 41bl of the UGMA expend the income from those 
securities to support the child and thus reduce the parental 
support obligation. Unwilling to accept such a result, the Internal 
Revenue Service carefully scmtinizes UGMA gifts. 

A. GIFT AND ESTATE TAX IMPLICATION 
The IRS, relying on section 3iaI of the UGMA, has ruled that 

UGMA gifts we complete for federal gift t a r  purposes at  the 
time the gift is made and that they therefore qualify far the 
annual federal gift tax exclusion authorized by section 2503ib) of 
the Internal Revenue Code.43 This remains true even when the 
donor acts as the custodian. 

In determining the estate tax consequences of UGMA gifts, the 
IRS has ignored section 3(al of the UGMAs provision that the 
gifts are irrevocable and absolute, and has relied instead on 
section 4(bl of the UGMA's provision that allows the custodian to 
disburse funds for the minor's support, maintenance, and educs- 

41bl of the UGMA see Mahoney. mpm nora 7 
"For an excellent mdysa of the inconslslency between section 314 and sBCtlOn 

"Sa#, ( E ,  Rev Rul 86 1961 C B 449 Rer Rul 367 1959-2 C B. 212. 
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tion.44 Using B trust analogy, the IRS has viewed the custodian's 
authority as a power to amend, revoke. or terminate the custodial 
funds. Consequently, it has ruled that where the donor also acts 
as custodian of the UGMA gift, then pursuant to section 
2038(a)lI) of the IRC, the custodial funds will be included in the 
donor's estate for federal estate tax purposes should he or she die 
before the minor and before the minor reaches the age of 
majority.46 If the minor dies before reaching the age of majority 
or after the funds have been delivered. their value is included in 
the minor's gross estate. If the donor appoints someone else a8 a 
custodian the custodial property wiU be included in the minor's 
estate in all eases.48 

B. INCOME TAX IMPLICATIONS 
In determining the income tax liabilities for the income from 

UGMA gifts, the IRS has once again relied upon section 4(b) of 
the UGMA. Interpreting that section as allowing the custodian 
complete discretion in expending custodial funds to provide 
support of the minor, the IRS has ruled that to the extent income 
from custodial funds is used to satisfy the support obligations a8 
determined by state law, that income is taxed to the person with 
that support obligation." This would hold true regardless of the 
relationship of the donor or the custodian to the danee.48 For 
example, if the custodian is the donee's grandfather and he 
expended income from the custodial funds to provide necessities 
for the donee, the income so expended would be taxable to the 
minor's parent lassuming the parent has the support obligation 
under state law).49 To the extent that  the income from the 
custodial property is not expended to relieve a support obligation, 
the income is taxable to the minor. 

V. PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS 
The UGMA should play a significant role in the financial 

planning of many families. This section of the article will address 
"Rev. Rul. 368. 1957-2 C B  616, Rev. Rul 357, 1959.2 C B  212 
'Rev Rul. 366, 1957.2 C.B 618: Rev. Rul. 367. 1959-2 C B .  212 
T h a t  i i  unless each spouse sppainrr the other a c a r d m  for glfrs fa then 

ehddrsn. Ths arrangement I~SYBB the donors in the same economic position as if 
they had appointed themselves as eunfodian and eanaequmtly the glfts are mxed 
to the decedent parent's sstate See ErchangD Banh & h a t  Co. of Florida Y. 

United States, 694 F.2d 1261 [Fed. Cir 19821 
"Rev. R d .  484. 1956-2 C.B 23: Rev. Rul 357, 1959.2 C B  212 laxampler of how 

carehlly the IRS scmt-es these giftal. 
"Rev. Rul. 484. 1956-2 C.B. 23. 
'sP.iraol wpia note 5 .  nt 1111. 
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the most important advantage and the most serious disadvantage 
of using the UGMA. 

In addressing these considerations, the discussion will deal with 
what may be considered a typical situation that might confront 
the military legal assistance officer. For purposes of our discus- 
sion it will be necessary to create an "average" military family. 
This family consists of Staff Sergeant Smith, his wife, and tws 
minor children: a daughter and a son. As a result of gifts from 
grandparents and frugal planning, the Smiths have managed to 
accumulate 52,000 in savings for each of their children. The 
Smiths have earmarked this money far the children's education 
and intend to deposit the money into a financial institution or to 
invest it in some type of investment plan, They come to the legal 
assistance office to seek advice on how to proceed. 

A. TAX ADVANTAGE 
The sole advantage of using the UGMA to make a gift to a 

minor is the tax benefit. If taxes were of no consequence, a 
potential donor could slmply maintain control of the property and 
dole out funds to benefit the minor as the need or inclination 
arose. Upon the donor's death, the property could be left to the 
child by wiU This would result in ultimate flexibility and control 
for the donor. Tax considerations are important, however, and use 
of the UGMA can result in significant tax savings. 

As noted earlier a UGMA gift qualifies for the annual federal 
gift tax exclusian.s0 Additionally. if the donor does not appoint 
himself or herself as the custodian, the custodial property is not 
included in the donor's estate for federal estate tax p~rposes .~ '  
Keither of these considerations will bo of major significance for 
the typical client seen at  a military legal assistance office. The 
annual gift tax exclusion of $10,000.00 per year per donee 
(520,000.00 if a married couple is giving a joint giftP will more 
than cover any gift that is likely to be seen in the legal assistance 
context. The unified credit,s3 which by 1987 will allow for an 
individual to pass a total of 5600,000.00 in assets free of federal 
gift or estate tax, will take care of those situations where the 
annual gift tax exclusion is exceeded and, in conjunction with the 
marital dedu~tion,~'  should ensure that estates are passed free of 

'Osee " p "  note 13 
' s e e  ' " p a  note 45 
"I R C 5 25031bl 119821 
"1.RC 4 2010 119821 
'1 R C  5 20561a1 119821 
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federal estate t a x  The major tax consideration and the greatest 
benefit occurs with income taxes. 

A UGMA gift allows a family to split the total family income 
among its members and thus take full advantage of lower income 
tax rates and additional personal exemptions, while allowing the 
custodian to maintain control of the property. The Smiths in this 
scenario have $2,000.00 set aside for each of their children and 
they now want to "do something" with the money. An outright 
gift of the money to the children creates a problem because as 
minors they may be too young to open bank account8 in their 
o m  names and the parents lose control of the money. A second 
option that the Smiths have, and the one most frequently used by 
those unaware of the UGMA, is to open a bank account or 
investment plan in the parents' names in trust for the children.56 
This enables the parents to keep control of the assets, but has the 
major disadvantage that the interest from those accounts is 
taxable to the parents. Assuming these two accounts for the 
children each earned 8160.00 interest,su the inclusion of that 
interest in the parents' income results in an increased tax liability 
of 157.60.5' This is true despite that fact that  the money is the 
"ehildrens' " and is to be used only for their college education. 
This tax liability will be repeated and increased each and every 
year until the funds are either given outright to the children or 
expended. 

The Smiths can accomplish the same savings goal and avoid 
any tax Liability by using the UGMA to split the total family 
income among the children. All that  needs to be done differently 
is to open the accounts in one of the parent's name as custodian 
for the childrsn under the applicable state's UGMA.SB No expense 
is involved and the simple procedures are taken care of by the 
financial institution. The income for the accounts would then be 
taxable to each child.Je Moreover. so long as the child's unearned 
income did not exceed the $1,060.00 personal exemption,80 or the 
gross income did not exceed the total of the personal exemption 
and the zero income tax bracket,81 a federal income tax return for 

T.hh has been wdely referred to 81 a ' Totten Trust:' See I n  4 Totten. 179 

"Aasu-g &n 8% aonval mteresi rate, 
'Assuming the Smths me m m 189r meome tax bracbt  
"Remember that  there em be only one custodian and one donee for esch UGMA 

"Rev. Rul. 484, 1966-2 C B  28 
"I.R.C. 8 151 119821 
"1 R C 8 S31d1121 11982). 

N.Y. 112 11904). 

B C c O u I I t .  see dupm note 28. 
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the child need not be filed. Even if a child's income exceeds these 
limits, the tax liability would he lower than the parents.' As 
mentioned earlier, any income from these accounts that is used to 
satisfy the parental support obligation will be taxable to the 
parents. 

B. FINALITY DISAD VANTAGE 
Despite the favorable income tax treatment. there is one 

significant disadvantage to UGMA gifts. The disadvantage stems 
from the provision in section 31al of the UGMA that the gifts are 
irrevocable. I t  is important that  the potential donor come to grips 
with chis finality issue before making a gift, because once given it 
cannot he taken baek.62 This is sometimes difficult for the parent 
to understand and accept, particularly when the funds are in the 
local hank in a UGMA account in their name. The natural feeling 
is that because they gave the money to the child in the first 
place. they should be able to withdraw the money to benefit the 
family should the situation change. The potential donor must 
realize that once the money or property is given, it no longer 
helongs to them in any way. 

This finality aspect of the gift has short and long term 
ramifications. On the short term. assume that the Smiths have 
changed duty stations and now want to purchase a home. The 
only way they can raise the money necessary for the dawnpay. 
ment for the house is to use the money from the children's 
accounts. They cannot do it. That money is no longer part of the 
Smith's family pool of money: it now belongs indefeasibly to the 
children. 

Assume that instead of buying a house, the Smiths discover 
that their daughter needs $4,000.00 worth of braces for her teeth. 
Can Staff Sergeant Smith withdraw the money from the two 
accounts to brighten up his daughter's smile? Cieariy he cannot 
withdraw funds from his son's ecmunt to pay for his daughter's 
medical expenses as such would violate section 4lh) of the UGMA. 
As for withdrawing money from the daughter's account to pay 
her medical expenses, the answer, while not as clear, is still no. 
Section 4lb) of the UGMA allows the custodian to expend far the 
minor's benefit so much of che custodial funds as deemed 
advisable for the support, maintenance, education, and benefit of 
the minor "with or without regard to the duty of himself or of 

#'Gordon , Gordon 7 0  A D  2d 86 419 S.Y S.2d 684, o f fd .  61 N Y Zd 773,  436 
S Y S.2d 621, 417 S.E 2d. 1009 119791. 
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any other person to support the minor or his ability to do so.’’ 
The plain language of the statute seems to give the custodian the 
authority to use the money in the account. That language 
conflicts. however, with section 31a) which provides that the minor 
has indeeasible title to the custodial property. To the extent 
state law requires the Smiths to provide the medical care for their 
daughter, it is not in the daughter’s interest to use her own 
money to pay the expenses. Therein lies the conflict: Staff 
Sergeant Smith, as the parent, has a legal obligation to provide 
the medical care; Staff Sergeant Smith, as custodian. appears to 
have the right to use his daughter’s money to relieve himself of 
that legal obligation of support. 

Courts have looked at  the issue of whether a parentmstodian 
could use custodial funds to relieve his or her parental support 
~ b l i g a t i o n . ~ ~  In Erdmann u. Erdmann,e‘ the father was ordered, 
pursuant to a divorce decree, to pay child support and provide 
medical care and educational expenses for his children. The father 
was further ordered to initiate a UGMA account with himself as 
custodian to hold certain stocks for each of his children. Subse- 
quently the father withdrew money from each of the custodial 
accounts to pay for medical care and college tuition. In a suit for 
the return of the custodial funds the Supreme Court of Wisconsin 
wrote: 

[We see an obvious benefit to the appellant, as custodian, 
using the funds to make support payments that he would 
otherwise have had to make 8s parent out of his own 
funds. We do not see the benefit to the children deriving 
from the use of their property to make the payments 
that, if their fund was not used. their father would be 
required to make out of his income or assets.gj 

The court held that a father of sufficient means must support 
his child without regard to whether the child has independent 
means and required the father to return the custodial funds. I t  
should be noted in analyzing the facts that  the court treated this 
as more than j w t  a UGMA problem. Because the lower court had 
ordered the UGMA accounts established, the appellate court 
viewed this as analogous to a guardianship. Whether the court 

‘ N e w m m  Y. X‘evimann 123 Cal App. 3d 618, 176 Cd. Rptr. 723 119811: In re 
Marrrsgs of Walfert, 42 Colo. App 433, 698 P.Zd 524 119781: Hoak v Hoak. 364 
I .W.2d  185 l l a rs  1986i: E r d m m  V. Erdmmn 67 WM 2d 116 226 N W 2d 439 
119751 

“a7 W ~ S .  2d 116, 226 N.W.2d 439 11916l 
“Id a t  124. 226 N.W.2d at 443 
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would apply the same standards to a pure UGMA issue is an 
open question. 

The next court to look at this issue was the Colorado Court of 
Appeals in In Re Modage  of Wolfert.60 Once again this was a 
divorce case in which the father was ordered to pay support 
payments. But, unlike Erdmnnn, in this case the father had 
already established UGMA accounts for his children with himself 
as custodian. The divorce court ordered that the children's funds 
were not to be used by either party for any purpose "until there 
is a showing that such utilization would be beyond normal 
requirements of what a parent must do to support his or her 
children."br The father unsuccessfully appealed the court order 
arguing that section 41b) of the UGMA allowed him, as custodian, 
to use the custodial funds to support the minors. In ruling 
against the father, the Colorado Court of Appeals stressed the 
parent's duty to support his minor children and concluded that 
section 41b) "does nothing to relieve B parent of the separate duty 
to support the children, nor does it authorize the custodian to 
disburse the funds as a means of fulfilling the parent's obligation 
of support.''~S Note that while the court used broad language, 
once again there was a court order protecting the custodial funds. 

The next case on this issue came from California and once again 
involved a divorce situation. In Newman v .  Newman68 the 
California Court of Appeals held that a father could not use 
income from his children's UGMA accounts, of which he was the 
custodian, to satisfy his personal obligation to provide court. 
ordered child support because such property must be held for the 
benefit of the children. 

A more recent ca3e addressing the use of custodial funds to 
relieve parental support obligations, Hook V .  Hook,'O while also 
arising during a divorce dispute. differed from the prior cases in 
that the father. who wanted the funds used to support the 
ehidren, was not the custodian of the UGMA account. The 
parents, while married. had given $363,000 worth of stock to their 
children under the UGMA. The mother was named custodian. In 
a subsequent divorce action, the father requested, over the 
mother's objection, that the court order that  the estimated 
536.000 a year income from the custodial funds be used for the 

"42 Cola App 433. 598 P 2d 624 118791 
"Id at 435, 598 P 2d at 525 
$'Id sf 435, 438 598 P Zd at 526. 
"123 Cal App Sd 818 176 Cd Rptr 723 119811 
"364 N W.Zd l l a w a  19811. 
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day-to-day support of the children. The trial court agreed and 
odered the custodial funds to be placed in trust for the support 
and maintenance of the minor children. 

On appeal the Iowa Supreme Court reversed, ruling that the 
trial court exceeded its authority in ordering the custodial funds 
placed in tNSt. The court then reviewed the father's request as if 
it had been made pursuant to section 414 of the UGMA. which 
allows a parent or guardian to petition the court to order the 
custodian to expend custodial property as necessary for the 
minor's support. Finding that parents have 8 common law duty to 
contribute to the support of their children and that "[olrdinarily. a 
parent who has sufficient means will not be entitled to eompensa. 
tion for the child's support from the child's estate,"" the court 
refused to order the motheras todim to expend the custodial 
funds for the children's support. The court recognired that the 
children's resources should be considered under Iowa support law, 
but that "when parents have significant assets and income to 
support their children. gifts to minors should not be used to 
provide dayto-day support in the absence of contrary intent by 
the donor or other factors indicating that use for support is 
p r ~ p e r . " ' ~  The parent's obligation to  support their children is 
"not mitigated by gifts to the children prior to the divorce."78 
The court, ruling in favor of the children, noted, but did not 
address, the question of whether due process required that the 
children receive notice and legal representation prior to court. 
ordered expenditure of custodial funds. 

These courts addressed the conflict between section 3lal and 
section 4lbl of the UGMA and in each case came d o m  in favor of 
the minor. In a situation where the marriage has been or is in the 
process of being dissolved, the courts do not hesitate to step in 
and protect the minor's interests. Also, there is nothing to 
suggest that should the issue of a parentcustodian using custo- 
dial funds to meet his or her support obligation arise in the 
context of am ongoing marriage. when he or she has the means to 
meet the obligations without use of those funds, that the courts 
would not rule on behalf of the child's interest. 

In  our case, assuming that he has other assets available, Staff 
Sergeant Smith could not use his daughter's custodial funds for 
her braces. Should he not have the means to otherwise meet this 

' I d  st 188 
" I d .  
" Id .  
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expense. use of the custodial funds would presumably be permissi. 
ble. 

The long term ramifications of the finality of a UGMA gift 
arise as the child nears the age at which any remaining funds 
must be delivered to him or her.'4 As discussed earlier. this age 
varies among the states. Assume that Staff Sergeant Smiths son 
is now seventeen.years.old and that his UGMA account has 
grown to $6,000.00. The boy calmly tells his father that he does 
not want to go to college and that when he turns eighteen he is 
going to take the college money lthe custodial fundsl, buy a van, 
and travel across the country. Understandably. Staff Sergeant 
Smith is not happy and seeks guidance from the legal assistance 
office. 

Section 4ld) of the UGMA clearly states that  when the child 
reaches the statutory age, the unexpended funds must be given to 
him or her. Staff Sergeant Smith cannot refuse his son the funds, 
cannot transfer the funds to his daughter's account because she 
wants to go to college, and, for the reasons discussed above, 
cannot try to expend the funds for his son's support prior to him 
reaching the age when the funds must be delivered to him. The 
funds will be accessible to the boy to spend as he wishes when he 
reaches the statutory age at  which the funds must be delivered to 
him. 

Suppose Staff Sergeant Smith foresees this problem when he 
opens the UGMA account and selects a state that does not 
require that the funds be delivered until the chld attains age 
twenty.one.ni This time, when his son reaches age eighteen he 
decides he wancs to go to college. Now Staff Sergeant Smith has 
another problem. Arguably. to che extent that the state law 
requires the parent to pay far his child's college education.'@ the 
customal funds cannot be used for the college expenses for the 
reasons discussed earlier. The boy may now receive a college 
education and. when he turns twenty-one also receives the 
$6,000.00 in custodial funds which have not been expended. 

'See supra notes 36. 37 
.,To present a UGMA dfr under a pmticular state aracuie thrri must be some 

eonneclian wmh the stare Either che donor the dame 01 the cusrodim must he a 
domehary of the ~ L a l e  or the custodial properly musL be located in the amto. 

.'The extent to which stales consider a college education B necererty 1s ~n open 
quesfmn Clearly, m the ease of a dlriolvtion af che marriage. a court could compel 
m e  p'ent t o  pay college c m f i  See, sg, Erdmann Y Erdmann. 6 7  W L ~  2d 116. 
228 R.W.2d 439 11916). At leaat m e  courc has aiud that  yl 3peclal or unusual 
circumsrancea a college educafmn could he wthm the purvlen of neceasries Sae 
Dicker V. Dicker. 54 hhrc 2d 1089 283 Y Y S 2d 941 119611 
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The parent, in selecting the state in which to open the UGMA 
account, must take into consideration the age at  which he or she 
wants the funds to go to the child. In doing 90, the parent must 
realize that if he or she chooses B state that  withholds delivery of 
the custodial property until the child is twenty-one, there may be 
8ome restrictions an the use of those funds far a college 
education. On the other hand, if the state statute provides for 
delivery of the custodial funds when the child is eighteen, the 
parent must be prepared to accept the child's decision on how to 
expend those funds. 

VI. CONCLUSION 
The UGMA is a very important financial planning tool which, 

when used properly, can result in significant income tax savings. 
The legal assistance officer must remember two things when 
advising clients. Fist, the UGMA is anything but "uniform" 
among the states and that prior to giving specific legal advice a 
review of the state statute is essential. Second, the potential 
donor-custodian must be made aware of the finality of UGMA 
gifts so that they will only be made when the family's financial 
sitauation i s  such that the funds will not be needed later for 
normal support requirements. 
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NON-PROBATE AND PROBATE 
ADMINISTRATION OF SMALL ESTATES 

INVOLVING DEATHS OF MILITARY 
PERSONNEL: THOUGHTS OF A PROBATE 

JUDGE 

I. INTRODUCTION 
by Captain Richard M. Morton* 

The just and orderly transfer of title to property owned by a 
decedent at the time of his or her death need not always involve 
complex and expensive probate proceedings. In many cases, the 
combined impact of joint tenancy and community property 
principles leaves only a modest amount of property In the 
decadent's probate estate. The surviving spouse, the children, or 
the decedent's parents are usually in immediate need of these 
remaining probate estate assets and, In most cases, their respee. 
tive entitlements under the applicable laws of intestacy or by the 
term8 of an existing will will be clearly defined and 
uncontroverted. 

Most state legislatures recognize that these small estates need 
not be administered under the cumbersome and often lengthy 
probate procedures necessary to properly regulate large complex 
estates. The likelihood of fraud or impropriety is remote in small 
estates and misconduct can be corrected when discovered. The 
need to settle small estates quickly and inexpensively by transfer. 
ring title to the person or persons most financially disadvantaged 
by the death, greatly outweighs any need to protect heirs and 
devisees from such minimal risks of impropriety. 

The December 12, 1985 tragedy in Gander, Newfoundland, 
created a pressing need for the delivery of legal assistance 
services to the families of the 248 soldiers who died In the air 
crash. But it also highlighted the need of any family affected by 
the sudden death of a soldier to have available, as needed, the 
advice and services of an experienced and understanding probate 
attorney. In a small estate, this assistance can be accomplished 
often without an appearance in court and without, a t  least 

'Judge AdwcPte GeneraVa Corps. Maine A m y  National Guard. Captm Morton 
is assigned m an Assistant Staff dudgs Advants  In c i h a  practice he is the 
Robste Judge in Farmington, Maul*. Ths  artlele i d  bared on Captain Morton's 
remarha to the Spacial Survivor Asastsnee Legal Advisor Course on 19 FebrvKy 
1986 at The Judge Advoeate GeneraVs Schwl, U S  Army, C h a r l o l t e d i ~ .  VA. 
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initially, having to commence a probate proceeding. That experi. 
enced and understanding probate attorney may very well be an 
active duty or Reserve Component judge advocate. 

Attorneys with little or no probate experience can assist with 
small estates because most small estate statutes are witten far 
the layperson. After completing an initial legal analysis of the 
estate, the legal assistance officer will be accomplishing the same 
tasks which statutory drafters envisioned far lay heirs or devi. 

The following discussion will explain the various statutory 
formulas which have been developed to permit either the nom 
probate or the probate administration of small estates. Where 
community property concepts appear to impact an the estates of 
deceased soldiers. those effects will be highlighted. Finally, the 
probate issues presented by potential wrongful death or personal 
injury actions will be identified. 

I t  would be unwise and probably improper for an article of this 
sort to attempt to comment definitively on the probate laws of 
any particular state. The purpose of this analysis is to familiarize 
active duty and Reserve Component sttorneys with the varied 
approaches to small estates practice. Each attorney using this 
article must research the applicable statutes in his or her 
jurisdiction very carefully. If the attorney is not regularly 
involved with probate matters, he or she should contact the 
probate court having prsidietion over the subject estate to 
become familiar with current forms and practice. Additionally, at 
least one active probate attorney should be identified in each 
state who can be used 8s a resource for guidance and general 
practice information, For the sake of brevity, this article reviews 
the probate statutes of eleven states IMaine, Massachusetts, New 
York, South Carolina, Kentucky, Indiana, Michigan. Texas, Arb 
zona, California, and Washington1 to illustrate the different small 
estate procedures. These eleven states represent a regional cross- 
section of this subject area, as well as B good mix of common law, 
model probate law, and community property law jurisdictions. 
Actual practice will vary in every State and even statee using the 
same general small estates formula will have specific statutory 
conditions unique to that jursidiction. 

sees. 
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11. EMPTY OUT THE PROBATE ESTATE- 
IDENTIFY AND ORGANIZE ASSETS 

Even before the savings account passbooks, deeds, and stock 
certificates are available, the probate attorney should attempt to 
list all the decedent's assets, including the estimated value of 
each item or group of items and the title category that a 
particular asset falls into &e.,  sole ownership, joint tenancy, 
payable on death, community property. e tc . ) .  This initial inventory 
will usually reveal immediately whether or not probate is required. 

As will he discussed in detail below. each state places a 
maximum limit an the value 01 probate assets that can be 
collected and distributed under small estate procedures. Addition. 
ally. in some jurisdictions, title to all solelyowed real estate, 
stack certificates, automobiles, and hank accounts can he trans. 
ferred only by a duly appointed executor or personal representa- 
tive. Of the eleven jurisdictions reviewed, only Arizona permits 
the use of small estate procedures to establish a successor's title 
to a decedent's solelyawned real estate.' 

Small estate procedures will be available only when statutory 
conditions are met and when more formal probate procedures are 
not otherwise necessary to deal with a particular asset. In many 
cases. however, the probate attorney will find that the initial 
inventory reveals an estate qualifying for small estate procedures. 
Married couples, in particular. who own their real estate and bank 
accounts jointly or under community property laws likely will 
qualify for small estate procedures when the first of them dies. 

If the asset list reveals that real estate. stack certificates and/or 
bank accounts are owned jointly. sole title will remain in the 
surviving Joint tenant and no portion of the jointlyomed asset 
will pass through the probate estate.2 Additionally, jointlyheld 
assets usually will not he subject to liability for the debts of the 
decedent or the expenses of estate administration.3 Accordingly, 
in many instances the probate attorney will discover that once the 
jointiyheld assets of a decedent are removed from the inventory, 
the remaining probate estate is quite small. The same result may 

' A m  Rev Stat Ann. 5 14-3911 !El !West 1985 SuppI S k  months after death. 
a suceeas~i  enuled to dmtnbucion of red  estate of B vdue equal LO o t  lesi f h m  
$16,000 may sstabtish E l r l ~  by filing affrdanl uirh the Probate Court 
'Cd. ( h o b  1 Code 4 632 [Wear 1986 Supp.). 
'Washmgton Community Properly Deakbook 39-35 !The kashvlpon Stats Bar 

Assaciation 19771 
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occur in jurisdictions which have adapted eome form of commw 
nity property law. 

In community property jurisdictions, even when joint tenancy is 
not used. onehalf of the married couple's community property is 
owned outright by each spouse. Although the onehalf awned 
outright by a surviving spouse may be subject to the community 
property debts of the decedent, it remains the property of the 
surviving spouse and is not part of the probate estate. In 
California, the remaining onehalf of the community which is the 
decedent's estate goes directly to the surviving spouse, without 
any probate administration.4 In Washington, however, even 
though the surviving spouse is entitled to receive title to the 
decedent's remaining one-half of the community property, it 
appears that probate proceedings may be required to complete the 
transfer of that  onehalf interest to the surviving s p ~ u s e . ~  Recall, 
also, that in Arizona summary proceedings by affidavit are 
authorized for real estate transactions if no administration has 
been commenced within six months from the date of death.8 

The practice of probate law has become the practice of code law 
in many states due to the adoption of all or parts of the Uniform 
Probate Code. Consequently. all code sections must be carefully 
reviewed to both characterize a particular asset and to determine 
the most effective way of distributing it to its proper recipient. 
Once the code is mastered, it actually becomes an easier and more 
reliable tool in probate matters than was the common law. 

In addition to the above described treatment of jointlyheld real 
estate, many jurisdictions have special statute8 dealing with 
multipleparty bank accounts and automobiles. A survey of each 
state's law concerning these two categories is beyond the scope of 
this article. In Maine. to give one example, the motor vehicle 
statute authorizes the transfer of title to an autombile to a 
surviving spouse without probate, and multiple party bank 
accounts become the absolute property of the surviving account 
holder without probate procedures and without regard to the 
percentage of contribution by the deceased account holder.' 

Particularly in jurisdictions where joint tenancy is used often. 
the initial asset list may reveai that there will be no probate 
estate at all, even if a valid will exists. In such cases it may be 
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advisable to file or register any existing will to eliminate any 
suggestions of impropriety. This will also publically confirm the 
status of the su~cessor spouse, child, or parent who would be the 
sole devisee under the will and who wants to use the small estate 
procedures rather than the will to obtain distribution of that 
entitlement. A "9uecessor" is a person "entitled to property of a 
decedent under" the applicable state code or under the decedent's 
will.8 Accordingly, some evidence of a successor's status may be 
all that is necessuy to obtain distribution by affidavit and 
without probate: the filed will can provide that evidence. 

In  summary, joint ownership and, to some extent, community 
property concepts have substantially increased the likelihwd that 
even small estate procedures will be unnecessary for some estates. 
even when the decedent had substantial real and personal 
property intereste. Even if the probate attorney concludes that 
the small estate procedure is unnecessary, the issue of inheritance 
or estate taxes must still be resolved. 

Many state taxing authorities have not allowed joint tenancy 
titie law to prevent them from using death as a basis for raising 
state revenues. Any jurisdiction which has enacted some t y p  of 
death, inheritance. or estate t a r  will almost certainly ta r  some 
portion of the value of the nssets held jointly at  death, and upon 
death, held solely by the survivor. Once the asset list has been 
compiled, it is a relatively simple task for the probate attorney to 
review the applicable tax provisions and to confirm his or her 
impressions with the appropriate taxing authorities. Often the 
clear title to real estate. owned jointly or otherwise, will depend 
upon the probate attorney's having satisfied the tax reporting 
requirements and having obtained the appropriate receipt of tax 
lien discharge. 

111. SMALL ESTATE PRACTICE 
After netting aside all assets which are already in the hands of 

survivors by operation of joint tenancy or community property 
laws. the probate attorney is left with the actual probate estate. 
This estate consists of property which cannot pass to legitimate 
successors in interest except by authority of applicable probate 
statutes and procedures. By now, however, the probate estxate 
may be relative small and may include only tangible personal 
property, cash, and a solely-amed bank account. 
'Me Rev Stat. Ann ut 18-A. 5 1-2011421 IWest 1986 Supp.1 Ithis is the 

Uniform Probate Code defhtmnl 
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The words "relatively s m d "  should not mislead those dealing 
with the estate, however. "Small" does not necessarily mean 
$5,000 or $10,000, In New York, it is possible to administer a 
personal property estate of up to $36,150, including special family 
allowances and exemptions, under small estate procedures.8 In 
Texas, that f i p r e  is $50,000, not including the homestead 
exemption and family allowances,'o and in California that figure is 
$60,000.11 These maximum small estate limits also do not include 
the value of any jointlyheld property or community property 
owned outright by the surviving spouse. Not all states have 
adapted uniformly high limits. however. Same have enacted 
modest limits, such as Maine's limit of $10,000, which will be 
referred to in the next section. Others have limited small estates 
practice just to the aggregate of the exemptions and allowances 
provided the immediate family. as is apparently the case in 
Indiana.12 

Because the family members who should benefit from these 
remaining assets usually can be easily identified, most states have 
adapted summary procedures for the administration and proeess- 
ing of the ameta in these small estates. The jurisdictions use 
varied levels of supervision. ranging from unsupervised collection 
by affidavit to collection and distribution personally by the 
probate judge. 

IV. ADMINISTERING AND CLOSING 
ESTATES BY AFFIDAVIT 

Of the states reviewed, Maine, New York, Indiana, Texas, 
Arizona, Washington, and Califorma allow for the collection and 
distribution of estate assets by affidavit. A typical statute is 
Maine's which provides: 

18.A M.R.S.A. 0 3-1'201-Collection of personal prop- 
erty of affidadt 

(8) Thirty days after the death of a decedent, any 
person indebted to the decedent or having possession of 
tangible personal property or an instrument evidencing a 
debt, obligation, stock or chose in action belonging to the 
decedent shall make payment of the indebtedness or 
deliver the tangible personal property or an instrument 
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evidencing 8 debt, obligation, stock or chose in action to 
a person claiming to be the successor of the decedent 
upon being presented an affidavit made by or an behalf of 
the successor stating that: 

(11 The value of the entire estate, wherever located, less 
liens and encumbrances, does not exceed $10,000; 

121 Thirty days have elapsed since the death of the 
decedent; 

131 No application or petition for the appointment of a 
personal representative is pending or has been granted in 
any jurisdiction; and 

14) The claiming succesmr is entitled to payment or 
delivery of the property. 

lbl A transfer agent of any security shall change the 
registered ownership an the books of a corporation from 
the decedent to the successor or successors upon the 
presentation of an affidavit as provided in subsection la/. 

18.A M.R.S.A. 5 3.1202. Effect of affidavit 

The person paying, delivering. transferring, or issuing 
personal property or the evidence thereof pursuant to 
affidavit is discharged and released to the same extent as 
if he dealt with a personal representative of the decedent. 
He is not required to see to the application of the 
personal property or evidence thereof or to inquire into 
the truth of any statement in the affidavit. If any person 
to whom an affidavit is delivered refuses to pay, deliver, 
transfer, or issue any personal property or evidence 
thereof, it may be recovered or its payment. delivery, 
transfer, or issuance compelled upon proof of their right 
in a proceeding brought far the purpose by or on behalf 
of the persons entitled thereto. Any person to whom 
payment. delivery, transfer or issuance is made is answer- 
able and accountable therefor to any personal representa. 
tive of the estate or to m y  other person having a 
superior right. 

The common requirements in the different state statutes are 
that  no petition for probate has been filed, that  a certain number 
of days have elapsed since death, that the total value of probate 
assets does not exceed a specified amount, and, finally, that the 
party claiming the right to collect the property would be entitled 
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to receive it under applicable intestacy laws or by the terms of an 
existing, but unprobated, w i l l  Waiting periods vary from state to 
state and different states include different types of property 
which can be administered by affidavit and without court 
involvement.13 

In the small estates affidavit procedure, any third party who 
delivers property to the affiant is protected from claims of 
misdirecting the property. Any potential heir, devisee, or creditor 
who is aggrieved by the actions of the affiant is free. within 
applicable time periods set out in the statute, to initiate regular 
estate probate proceedings, to inquire into and control the actions 
of the affiant, and to gain control of all estate assets. 

V. ADMINISTERING AND CLOSING 
ESTATES WITH MINIMAL COURT 

SUPERVISION 
A second, slightly more restrictive small estates procedure can 

be found in Massachusetts. Kentucky, and Michigan. In these 
states. the probate court becomes involved in the process of 
eatate administration either as a place where a record of collection 
and distribution of asaet8 is kept or, more directly, as the 
approval authority for distribution. In Massachusetts, a probate 
form is obtained a t  the court which permits distribution of 
personal property of a value of $5,000 or less (including the family 
cad to the surviving spouse, children, or parents. The form, 
apparently, is filed eventually with the court and serves as a first 
and final accounting." Kentucky and Michigan limit small estate 
administration to amounts not exceeding the total amount of 
family allowances and exemptions ($7,500 plus a $1,000 bank 
account in Kent~cky. '~  and 85,000 in MichiganL'6 and the court 
must approve the distribution to the spouse. child. or parent. 

Although these states do not permit administration by affide- 
"it, they do allow collection and distribution without the farmali- 
ties of publication, lengthy periods for notice to creditors, and 
appointment of administrators or personal representatives. Limit. 
ing qualifying distributions to those amounts identified 88 family 
allowances and exemptions preserves the usual protections for 
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claimants having an interest in estate assets which exceed these 
amounts. Accordingly, these states have not really adopted the 
belief that  summary administration of small estates provides a 
benefit to families which outweighs the minimal risk of miscon. 
duct toward creditors or other claimants. 

VI. ADMINISTRATION OF SMALL 
ESTATES WITH SUBSTANTIAL COURT 

SUPERVISION 
South Carolina is m example of a state in which all small estate 

procedures still involve the court. Up to $7,600 of personal 
property in e8tates where there is no will can be distributed to 
statutorily identified family members lspouse, children. parents) 
without probate administration. The probate judge, however, 
apparently has sole distribution authority and accepts a fiduciary 
responsiblity for the assets.17 

VII. WRONGFUL DEATH OR PERSONAL 

ESTATES 
INJURY ACTIONS-EFFECT ON SMALL 

Legal assistance attorneys are confronted with thorny issues in 
this area when a soldier dies 88 a result of the tortious conduct of 
a non.military third party. This is best exemplified by the Gander 
air crash. Are the families of the young, single soldiers killed in 
the Gander crash precluded from using small estate procedures to 
expeditiously settle the estates of their loved ones? Or, m w t  
probate wait until the amount af any monetary judgment be 
determined? General practice among the states surveyed and 
reliance on the underlying purposes of small estate proceedings 
appears to dictate that these families need not wait to settle these 
estates: tort recoveries on behalf of the deceased soldier appear 
not to pass through the estate. However, each state law must be 
examined separately as to the issues presented by possible 
wrongful death or personal injury claims. Each state will specify 
the proper plaintiff and the individuals entitled to the proceeds 
realized in m y  suit. In California, the heirs or the personal 
representative may bring an action in the name of the decedent 
for damages suffered prior to death. Any damages recovered by 
the personal representative for the decedent's pain, suffering, or 
disfigurement will not, however, become a l m s  of the decedent's 

3 C Code Ann 5 21-15-1860 I L w  Co-op 1985 Cum Supp.1 
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estate. but, will be paid instead directly to the statutorily 
designated recipients outside of the probate process.18 

The general rule appears to be that whenever the personal 
representative acts as plaintiff in a wongful death action, the 
estate will recover only its costs of administration and attorney's 
fees and the balance of the proceeds will pass through to the 
immediate family members specified by statute; the award d 
not be subject to decedent's debts or obligations.18 

The probate attorney, when presented with a possible wrongful 
death action, may still elect to m e  small estate procedures. Even 
if a personal representative may be necessary to commence the 
action, the claim may not represent a potential estate asset. 
Summary proceedings can be used, therefore, to distribute the 
available assets and the appointment proceedings c m  be initiated 
when that step is appropriate in the wrongful death action. 

VIII. CONCLUSION 
Legal assistance attorneys should not hesitate to provide 

appropriate assistance to eligible families in settling small estates 
of deceased soldiers. The Gander air crash was a tragedy. I ts  
impact on the lives of the families left behind will be iangksting. 
I t  is and wil  be up to the military legal community to assist in 
minimizing or ameioriating this impact. The response to date has 
been laudatory. But the mission continues. Our prompt and 
competent assistance in alleviating the potentially traumatic and 
time-consumng effects of extended probate administration d be 
the real assistance we render to our clients in this time of need. 

"Cd. [Cw Proc] Code 50 371.573 (Wesf 1988 Supp.1 
'*See >le Rev Stat. Ann tit. 16-A. 1 2-604, Ky. Rev. Stat ut. XXXVI. 

5 411 130, 1985 Tex Sess. Law Sew 05 11.000-11 021 Wernoni 
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SUMMARY COURTS AND THE 
DISPOSITION OF DECEASED SOLDIERS' 

EFFECTS 
by Captain L. D. Jentzer' 

I. INTRODUCTION 
On December 12, 1985, an Arrow Air charter flight carrying 

248 soldiers crashed near Gander, Newfoundland. There were no 
survivors. This tragedy sparked an interest in the Army's 
casualty procedures. One obscure area which has received a fair 
bit of attention is the summary court-martial procedure for the 
disposition of the personal effects of deceased soldiers. 

The law governing such summary court procedures is codified 
at  10 U.S.C. 0 4712,' and is implemented by Army Regulation 
638-1.* In brief, the statute mandates that when a soldier dies at 
a place or command under the jurisdiction of the Army, and the 
soldier's spouse or legal representative is not present, the 
command will appoint a summary court to perform certain 
specified tasks. These tasks include collecting the soldier's effects 
located in camp or quarters. collecting local debts owed to the 
soldier, paying the sa l le r ' s  undisputed local creditors, and 
sending the soldier's effects and remaining money to a prescribed 
list of beneficiaries. 

As anyone who has ever been appointed a summary court 
knows, often it is no easy task to perform these duties. The 
statute is inapplicable to many of the situations a summary court 
will encounter and is unclear as to others: AR 638.1 provides very 
little additional guidance for performing these difficult duties. 
Moreover, there is virtually no caae law or Department of the 
Army pamphlets interpreting the statute. Consequently. when the 
summary court encounters a problem area or unclear situation. 
there are no published references to consult. 

*Judge Advocate General's Corps, U S  Army A member ai the 34th Judge 
Advocate Officer Graduate Course. The Judge Advocak General's Sehml. U.S 
Army. CharlotteaviUe. \'A. Thia article was ongv ldy  subnutted m ialiifaction of 
the Wn'nfmg far Pvbbcaimn Elective of the 34th Graduate Course 

'10 U.SC. P 4712 119821 The statute IS 881 forth VI hdl yl rhe A p p n d u  
fallowing rhe article 

'Dep't of Army. Reg. No 635-1 Deceased Personnel- D16pos1fion of Personnel 
Effscts and Yls~lng Persons ISept 19721 lheremafrer cited ma AR 638.11 
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The primary purpose of this article is to explain AR 638-1 and 
to provide guidance on some common problem areas not ad. 
dressed in the regu1ation.s The secondary purpose of the article is 
to propose changes which are needed to clarify the statute and 
make it more relevant to the needs of today's Army. 
Subparagraphs le) through (gl of the statute are explained in 
detail in the regulation and should not pose m y  major problems 
for the summary court. 

11. DUTIES AND AUTHORITY OF THE 
SUMMARY COURT-MARTIAL 

A. MGENERAL 
The duties and authority of a summary court to dispose of the 

effects of deceased soldiers are set forth in 10 U.S.C. $ 4112 
(1982). The statute is not concerned with distribution or adminis. 
tration of estates and it does not confer authority upon the 
summary court to convey title.4 The summary court is not a legal 
representative of the decedent.6 The summary court is merely 
authorized to deliver certain property to the person designated in 
the statute to receive that praperty.6 Legal title to the property 
must be determined by the civil courts in the state of the 
decedent's domicile.' Moreover, once the summary court transmits 
the effects, there is no legal basis for the Army to recover them 
even if they were erroneously sent to the wrong recipient.8 The 
summary court also does not constitute an eligible applicant for 
correction of military records on behalf of the decedent's estate.9 

'WMe there IS vlrfually no C B S ~  law inrerprelvlg the statute. th-e are several 
opmions of The Judge Advacate Gensrd wheh provide useful guidance Thia 
srticle r e k  hesvlly on Lhee opinions It must be porn& out that these opmions 
are advisory only and are not binding on m y  e o u t  which may later consider the 
>&sued concerned Llkewke, ihs propositions sei forth m this article m u ~ f  be 
considered advisory only. 

S e a  DAJA-AL 1070l2052 26 July 1970, DAJA-AL 107S2710.  26 May 1978, 
SPJGA 1013r3153, 3 Mar 1013 

'See DAJA-AL 1079 1036. 6 Msr 1079 See &c Dig. Ops JAG 1012-1010 
5 170121 (JAG 220 871 25 dune 10211 isvmmary court cmnol endorse a negotiable 
instrument BO 88 t o  effect Its legal transfer1 Ci AR 638.1 p ~ a  2.7b151 !the 
summary COYI~  IS authormd bo endom for couect~oo asgotlable mtrvmenls made 
payable t o  the deceased saidmr m retbiaminf of B debt owed by B iaed debtori 

'see DAJA-AL 1081!3i70. 24 J U ~ B  1081. DAJA-AL 10721~860, io  A P ~  1072, 
JAGA 107013536. IO Feb 1970 

'See also AR 638.1, para 2.6bI211bi lreqvlring that the mmmsry Court notify the 
dss8gnated recipient Chat dihver). of &he effects does not vast title. but that the 
effecls me to bo refnned for diioosinan vl accordance with the civil law of the 
decedent's dormcllel 

*Sse JAGA 1871 4360, 2 June 1071 
B e e  DAJA.AL 1979 1036, S Mar 1079 
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In short, the summary court's function is to collect the 
deceased soldier's personal effects and expeditiously send them to 
the proper person 88 designated in the statute.lO 

B. LOCATION OF SOLDIER'S DEATH 
The statute provides, in relevant part, that upon the death of a 

person subject to the eourt.martial jurisdiction of the Army or Air 
Force "at a phce 01 command under the jun'sdietion of the 
Amy,"  a summary court may be appointed to dispose of the 
deceased soldier's effects.l' Clearly the language provides for the 
appointment of a summary court only where the soldier died on 
post. Nevertheless, it is a fairly common practice to appoint 
summary courts even when the soldier died off post. There is no 
statutory authority for such appointments, but neither is there 
any record of anyone ever challenging the practice. 

There is no discernible reamn for differentiating between 
soldiers who die on post and those who do not. I t  is the location 
of the soldier's personal effects that should control -not where 
the soldier died. No matter where the death mewed, the needs of 
the next of kin are the same: they need assistance in collecting 
the soldier's ]mal effects and debts. Moreover, the situs of the 
soldier's death has no impact on the summary court's duties. 
Regardless of where the soldier died, the summary court will be 
concerned only with collecting the soldier's heal effects and debts. 
So. there is no logical reason to predicate the appointment of a 
summary court on the location of a soldier's death, Nor does it 
appear that  Congress intended such a limitation. 

10 U.S.C. 0 4712 was derived from Article of War 112 which 
provided lor the disposition of the effects of "any person subject 
to military law."12 Where the soldier died was irrelevant. The 
explanatory note to the current statute explains that "[iln 
subsection (a), the words 'the courtmartial jurisdiction of the 
Army or the Air Force at a phee  or command under the 
jurisdiction of the Army' are substituted for the words 'military 
law,' to reflect the creation of a separate Air F~rce ."~S  No other 
reason for the change is provided. In my opinion, there was no 
intention to preclude the appointment of a summary cowt where 
a soldier dies off post. 

'10 U.S.C 5 47121d1 119821. 
"Id 5 47121a1 Iemphms added). 
"Act of June 4. 1920. eh. 227, aubsh 11. t 1 (Art 1121, 4 1  Stat 809 119201 1as 

mended by Act of M8.y 5 ,  1950. eh 109 5 61el 84 Stat. 145 1195011. 
'64 Stst. 146 119501. 
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Obviously, the statute should be revised to clarify this issue. 
But it may be a long time until Congress considers this problem. 
Until that time, this provision of the statute should be liberally 
interpreted to authorize the appointment of a summary court in 
any ease in which a soldier died while an active duty. 

C. COLLECTING THE EFFECTS 
The statute provides that if there is no legal representative or 

surviving spouse present in the area, the summary court "will 
collect the effects of the deceased that are then in camp or 
quarters."" Although neither "effects" nor "in camp or quarters" 
is defined in the statute, the summary court must fully under- 
stand both terms to properly perform the prescribed duties. The 
meanings seem fairly apparent. but some clarifications are neces- 
SBTY. 

1. What Are Effects? 

Effects are defined in AR 638.1 as household goods, clothing, 
items found on the deceased, personal property, motor vehicles, 
and mobile hames.'S Not included in the regulatory definition, but 
nonetheless held to be "effects," are cash. stacks, bonds, and 
negotiable instruments.18 This would include debts collected by 
the summary court officer in these farms which become "effects." 
Caution must be exercised, however. when dealing with funds on 
deposit in savings and checking accounts because these are not 
considered effects." 

2. I n  camp or Quarters. 

While the items that comprise the deceased's effects are faxly 
well enumerated in the regulation, the meaning of "in camp or 
quartem" is not addressed. The opinions considering the isaue are 
not very clear either. 

Derived from the British Articles of War, the term "in camp or 
quarters" was included in the earliest article8 of war our country 
enacted governing the disposition of the effects of deceased 

10 U.S.C. 5 4712lbl 119821 
AR 638-1, pare. 1-4a 
Sie JAGA 1957 7521. 2 1  Sipt 1957 AR 638-1, para 2 - l b  raelflg recognnei 

thal cash. s l o i s .  bonds. and negotiable msrrvments are effects by proi,idmg that 
they are t o  be tranimifted to the designated recipient along wiCh the decedents 
other personal effects. 

"See DAJA.AL 19723860. 19 Apr 1972: JAGA 19536910, 2 Sept 1953 a1 
digasfed ~n 3 Dig Ops 547 119591 Funds on deponl. however. may be dehfr which 
are collectible See infm noca 21 
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military persons.'n In his treatise on military law and precedents, 
Colonel Winthrop cites an early British opinion from 1819 
interpreting the t a m s  as referring "only to movables or money 
actually found in quarters, 'and not to effects, debts, or money in 
the hands of third persons.' "IQ A more recent opinion determined 
that "in camp or quarters" limited the summary court's authority 
to collect the deceased's effects to those effects found in areas 
under the Army's jurisdictian.20 

Even though the above definitions are iem than satisfactory, 
later eases fail to further define the term. They skirt the issue and 
simply state that a summary court officer is not authorized or 
required to secure the custody of effects not found "in camp or 
quarters."2' 

The question therefore remains: what constitutes "in camp or 
quarters"? While this question cannot be answered conclusively, 
the opinions at  least provide some examples of what is not in 
camp or quarters. Funds on deposit in a bank ue not in camp or 
quarters.22 Neither are items located off post for which a claim 
check is found on post.23 Moreover, once the effects are sent off 
post to a recipient as designated in the statute. the Army has no 
authority to recover them even if they should have been sent to 
someone else who had a superior claim to the items.%' 

What about effects located in government leased housing, or in 
off.post housing overseas? Can these be considered in camp or 
quarters? There are no clear answers. 

3. Gouernment Contract Housing, 

I s  government contract housing considered "in camp or quar. 
ters"? This is a gray area which may well be faced by a summary 
court.martial. While there are no cases or opinions which provide 
direct guidance, there is a helpful criminal law opinion. In United 

'Sea W. Winthrop, Mihtary Law and Reeedents 761 i2d. ed. l920! Ihereinsfter 

"See id 
*'SSP JAOA 193412927, 2 Apr. 1954 1"Dspartment af the Army authority to 

secure and dehver to the next of kin the effects of B deeesred member ertenda 
o d y  to Such effects 88 are found m areas vnder the jvrisdiclion of the Army."!. 

'See, L B ,  DAJA-AL 1972113860, 19 Apr 1972 l o p m g  that hmda on deposit in B 
bank located on B USAREUR post are not effsets located in camp DI qu-rs. but 
may be collectible 88 a laesl debrl: JAOA 186717521. 21 %pr 1957 iopyung that B 
eaumgs bond l a s t e d  m a local bank 1s not cokribls as an effect h a t e d  in camp 
or q"arters1. 

"See DAJA.AL 197213860, 19 Apr 1972. 
'*See JAOA 195717521, 24 &pt. 1937. 
"'See JAGA 1971l4360, 2 June 1971. 

e iM as Winlhropi 
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States v .  O ~ e r n , ~ ~  The Judge Advocate General opined that a 
recruiting station located in a building leased to the General 
Services Administration was a military installation for the pur. 
pose of military jurisdiction because. by virtue of its lease, the 
government had a sufficient proprietary interest in the premises. 

The same rationale is applicable to government-leased or 
contracted quarters. The Army's proprietary interest in the 
premise should afford sufficient jurisdiction to render the area "in 
camp or quarters" for the purposes of 10 U.S.C. 5 4712. 

4. OffPost Housing. 

Another gray area the summary court may encounter is 
determining whether or not he or she has any authority to secure 
the personal effects in the deceased soldier's off.post housing. The 
easiest way to solve this problem is to obtain a power of attorney 
from the decedent's next of kin or legal representative authorizing 
the summary court to enter the off-post housing and secure the 
effects. 

For overseas off.past housing there may be a quicker solution 
than waiting the two or three weeks it might take to receive the 
power of attorney in the mail. "In camp or quarters" has been 
defined by at  least one opinion as an area under Army jurisdic- 
tion.16 The Court of Military Appeals has held that, subject to 
certain requirements immaterial to this discussion. military am 
thorities can authorize searches of the off-post quarters of soldiers 
stationed overseas 2' I t  can be argued that if there is jurisdiction 
to search a soldier's off-post quarters. there is also jurisdiction to 
secure a deceased soldier's effects located in off-post quarters. I t  
is obviously the better practice to obtain the power of attorney. 
But, if necessary to avoid delay, the overseas summary court can 
argue that he or she has the authority to act without a power of 
attorney. 

I t  is obvious that clearer guidance as to the precise meaning of 
"in camp or quarters" is needed. The term is antiquated and 
iILdefined. If and when the gtatute is revised, this problem should 
be addressed.26 But until such revision is enacted the midance 

"SM SPCY 1980 4864. a digested I" The Army Lawyer Apr 1904. at 34 
"See supra note 21 and accompanymg text. 
'Sa gensmlly Umted States Y Bunkley 12 hl J. 240 1C.hl.A 19821 (discussing 

the authority of camandera overseas t o  autharue searches of aff-past h o m n g  in 
USAREUR See also Md R E n d  dlSic l l4 iB1 (permits swrcher of property 
located u1 a foreign co~nc iy  to be authorued. but requrea compliance wirh 
appheable ~ r e a t y  or agreemenrl 

"See infra Section Ill far ruggeited reiisioni to the statute 
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provided above should prove helpful. 

D. DEBTS DUE THE DECEASED 
"The summary court.martid may collect debts due the d e w  

dent's estate by local debtors . . . . "28 

For the most part, AR 638-1 provides sufficient guidance to  
carry out this function. Oddly enough, however, the regulation's 
language generally tells the summary court how to complete this 
function instead of explaining just what duties this function 
entails.30 Reading between the lines, the regulation provides that 
the summary court will determine if there are any local debts 
owed to the decedenP may collect those debts he or she is able 
to eallectP2 and will advise the designated recipient of all known 
unsettled debts owed to the decedent.33 More explicitly, the 
regulation provides that the summary court may endorse far 
collection negotiable instruments made payable to the decedent in 
settlement of a debt due by a local debter.8' 

The statute uses the phrase "may colleet ."~~ Accordingly, the 
summary court has authority to collect a local debt but is not 
compelled to do ~ 0 . ~ 6  In implementing the statute, the regulation 
mandates only that the summary court will file a report showing 
what means he or she used to assist the designated recipient in 
collecting the debts.37 Therefore, collecting a debt is a matter of 
the summary court's individual judgment based on the particular 
facts of the case. 
1. Debt Must Be Local. 

A debt need not be located "in camp or quarters" for it to be 
collectible.3e I t  need only be "local," which means located in the 
vicinity of the camp or quarters (as distinguished from the 
locality of the decedent's homel.3n While the term is not further 

9 0  U.S.C g 47121~1 119821. 
"AR 638.1. para. 2-5  provrdes char the summary c o w l  may aesm the recipient 

of Lhe effects in setting debts due or owsd by the decedent. The meam of 
asaistanee me than mplied m per*. 2.66, which provides that the summary emir 
wdl mahe a report showing what he or she &d 10 awomphsh t h s  task 

"AR 636.1. p a n  2-6bl l l lbl .  
"Id at  pma 2-8bl211el 
"Id at OBYB 2.6bl l l i l l  
*,Id at ;ma 2-7bi51 
"10 U.S.C. 5 47111cl 119821. 
'*S#r DAJA-AL 1972,3860, 19 Apr 1972. Dig. Opr JAG 1612.1940 5 170121 110 

"AR 638.1, p a n  2-6b.  

"'AR 638.1, para 2.16151: See L. Tillotson, The Arnchs 01 War Annotated 361 

Jan. 19191. 

DAJA-AL 19723860. 19 Apr 1972. 
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defined, common senae dictates that "local" will vary from 
caseto-case depending upon the distance from the installation or 
nearby towns and communities. Twentyfive to thirty miles, 
however, would probably define the outer limits of what is "local" 
in moat cases. 

At any rate, the summary court officer must understand that 
the authority to collect debts is broader than the authority to 
collect effects, which is limited to those in camp or quarters. 
2. Bonk Accounts. 

While a local bank account is not collectible as an "effect," it 
has long been construed as a debt owed to the decedent which 
may be collected by the summary Remember, the 
summary court has the authority to collect the debt, but is not 
required to do 80.41 While there is nothing to preclude the 
decedent's administrator or executor from collecting the amount 
on deposit,'> in most cases it is more convenient for the next of 
kin if the summary court performs this function. The typical 
soldier leaves only a small estate, if the summary court doses out 
the account, it may save the neat of kin from having to initiate 
formal legal proceedings to do 8 0 . ' ~  In cases of joint accounts or 
where ownership is disputed, however, the summary court would 
be better advised to let the properly appointed legal represent& 
tive close out the account. 

The method of collecting the amount on deposit should not be 
difficult. The summary court need only show the bank copies of 
the appointing orders and DD Form 1300. Report of Casualty. 

3. Determinrng the Ezistence of Local Debts. 

There are no opinions on how the summary court should go 
about determining the existence of local debts. Some debts will 
come to light when the summary court goes through the deceased 
soldier's effects and papers. Others will be disclosed by friends, 
neat of kin. or the decedent's legal representative. The summary 
court should run a notice in the local daily or weekly bulletin 

i5Lh ed. 19491 

[JAG 21O311 10 Jan 1'3211 
'*see DAJA-AL 1972 3860. 19 1972,  ~ > g  OPS JAG 1912.1940 sec 470121 

"Srr DAJA-AL 1972 3860 19 Apr 1972 
,#Sen Dig Ops JAG 1912-1910 B 470121 [JAG 220.871, 12 Mar.  19191 
"Small estate probate procedures vary from state t o  state Whether DI not 

costly legal pmeeedmgs would be necessary must be determined on B ease-bycare 
basri Ser Marran, ,Nan-Pmbatr and PmboLe Adminislmtion of Srnoll Estates 
Inuoliing Deaths of Mliiq Prrmnnil.  Thoughts of A Pmbofr Judgr.  elro 
pubhahed m this isme of the .Mhfary Law Review 
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requesting those owing money to the decedent to contact him or 
her. If the notice is run at  least three consecutive times, the 
regulatory requirements should be met.4' Because the summary 
court ia not the executor or administrator of the estate,'5 he or 
she need not comply with state or local procedures regarding 
notification of debtors or creditors. 

4. Endorsing Nggotiablr Instruments. 

The summary court has limited authority to endorse for 
collection a negotiable instmment made payable to the deceased 
In settlement of a local debt.66 The proceeds realized must be 
forwarded to the designated recipient in accordance with the 
procedures set forth in the regulation.47 Remember that the 
summary court has no authority to convey title or property or 

Therefore, the summary court cannot endorse a negotia. 
ble instmment so as to effect its legal transfer.'@ 

E. PA YMENT OF LOCAL CREDZTORS 
"The summary courtmartial may . . . pay undisputed local 

creditors of the deceased to the extent permitted by the money of 
the deceased in the court's possession . , , ,"Lo 

As with the collection of debts due the deceased, this authority 
is permissive, not mandatary. The creditor must be local and 
undisputed. The term "undisputed" is not defined in either the 
statute or the regulation, but the meaning is clear. If there is any 
question as to the validity of the debt. the summary court should 
defer action on it, notify the person designated to receive the 
soldier's effects.sl and let that person handle the matter. The 
summary court should keep careful records of all transactions and 
should always obtain written receipta,e* 

I .  Where Liabilities Exceed Auadable Funds. 

Neither the statute nor the regulation provide any guidance as 
to how the summary court i s  to apportion available funds or order 
drums where the decedent's local liabilities exceed his or her local 
assets. The only opinion I have discovered on this topic states, 

"AB. 638-1, para. 2-6blZIldl 
('See DAdA.AL 79'1936, 6 Mar 1979 
"AR 638-1. para. 2-7b151 
'Id at para 2.7 
" h e  Dig Ope. JAG 1912-1940 I 470121 lJAO 220811, 25 June 19211 
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"[Qluestions of apportionment of available funds or priorities of 
payments to local creditors should be resolved by the summary 
court upon a consideration of the facts and circumstances of each 
case.''IS This states the obvious and is of little use to the 
summary court. The easiest way to deal with the problem is to 
pay the unsecured, undisputed local creditors on a first.corne.first. 
paid basis until the funds run out. Any creditors not fully paid 
should then be referred to the decedent's next of kin. 

2 Funds To Be Used. 

The statute provides that debts may be paid to the extent 
permitted by the money of the deceased in the summary court's 
p o s s e s ~ i o n . ~ ~  The summary court may use money found among 
the decedent's effects for this He or she also may use 
funds received from debtors of the deceased.'@ He may not, 
however, endorse for collection negotiable instruments payable to 
the decedent to pay creditors because this would transfer title.i7 
The summary court may sell property and apply the proceeds to 
pay creditors only if he or she is expressly authorized to do so as 
the agent of the person entitled to receive the property.ls I t  would 
be better, however. for the summary court to let this be done by 
the decedent's legal representative. 

The summary court's function is to assist the recipient of the 
effects in settling local debts due or owed by the decedent,bS not 
to settle the estate. The more entangled the decedents finances 
are, the more likely it is that the estate will have to be probated 
Probate is a matter of state law: the summary court should not 
became involved in the probate except, perhaps. to render limited 
assistance to the duly appointed executor or administrator in 
minor matter3 such as helping to contact local creditors. 

"See JAGA 1954 9834 21 Dee 1954. as dbgesfad an 4 Dig Ops 402 119551 
"10 U S  C 5 4112ic1 119821. 
"See Dig Ops JAG 1912-1910 9 4701101 1JAG 220 671.  2 4  Aug 19271 
',Sa# JAGA 19E4>9S34, 21  Dec 1954 e3 digested i n  4 Dig Ops 402 119651 lby .... ~... 
l'See SPJGA 1945 12420, 12 Aug 1945 
" C o m p a ~  Dig Ops JAG 1912-1940 5 470110! (JAG 220 871. 24 Aug 19271 isale 

of automohde w l h  only conrmf of deceased soldier a n e i ~  of kin to pay off local 
debts is  an act  of admrnirfrstion heyand the scape of the svmmvy court's 
sutharrtyl with Dig Opn JAG 1912-1940 B 4701101 (JAG 210 ST1 11 Oet 19321 
lads of autornoblls by summar) court upon the # x p w s s  diraetian and aulhonfy of 
the person entitled LO the automobile ID pay off a lien thereon does not eonstlmte 
m adminiatradon of the earace and LS Dermmible! 

"AR 638-1. para 2.6. 
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3, Property Subject t o  Lien 
In  the case of property subject to a lien, the summary court 

should notify the lien holder and give him or her an opportunity 
to claim the property.60 If the lien holder does not assert a claim, 
the summary court may turn the property over to the designated 
recipient.61 If the lien holder makes a claim, the summary court is 
not authorized to sell the item and pay off the lien unless 
expressly directed to do so by the designated recipient.EZ A 
special power of attorney should he used for this purpose. 
However, this is also a function that would more properly be 
performed by the decedent’s legal representative. 

The summary court may return to a vendor any property which 
the decedent held under a conditional bill of sale, provided there is 
no cash available to pay the vendor’s claim and the vendor 
withdraws the claim and asserts title under the terms of the 
conditional bill of sale.83 

F. PERSONS ENTITLED TO EFFECTS 
A s  soon as practicable efter collecting the decedent’s eifects 

and money, the summary court shall send them at government 
expense, in order of priority, to decedent’s Il! surviving spouse or 
legal representatives; 12) son; 131 daughter; 14) father. if he has not 
abandoned the support of his family; 15) mother; 161 brother; (71 
sister. 181 next of kin; 19) beneficiary named in the decedent’s 
wiU.e4 The regulation mandates that the summary court d l  
accomplish this task and forward a report within thirty days for 
deaths occurring at  poets in the continental United States and 
within fortyfive days for death occurring over seas.^^ 

Neither the 6tatute nor AR 638-1 purports to vest title to the 
personal effects in the recipient; they merely transfer custody of 
the property to the designated person, leaving any question of 
title to be determined by agreement among the interested parties 
or, if nece*sary, the civil courts in the state of decedent’s 
domieile.ab AR 638.1 orders the summary court to advise the 
recipient that delivery of the effects does not vest title and that 

“See D k  Ois. JAG 1912-1940 5 4101101 (JAG 220 871, 24 AUK. 19271. 
‘ S r r  id- “See Dig. Opr. JAG 1912-1940 § 4101101 IJAG 210871, 11 Oct 19321 
“See Dig. Opa. JAG 1912.1940 0 470181 IJAG 220.811, 6 Ocl. 19311. 
“10 U.SC i 4712ldl 119821. 
“AAR 638-1, p u a .  2-66141 lthls paragraph also prrmfs ~ x f e n s m n ~  if mce~saryl.  
“See DAJA.AL 1981 3170 24 June 1981: DAJA-AL 197213880, 19 Apr. 1972, 

JAGA 1910 3538. 10 Feb 1970. 
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the effects are to be retained for disposition in accordance with 
the civil law of the decedent's domicile.6' 

Despite the statute's seeming specificity on the order of priority 
of recipients, and the mandatory disclaimer that the delivery does 
not vest title, problems frequently arise in determining to whom 
the effects should be delivered. For instance. there may be 
questions of eligibility of potential recipients or conflicting claims 
may be asserted. Because the claimant to whom the property is 
not sent will be forced to assert a claim to the property in a state 
court, many claimants will press the issue at  the summary court 
level hoping to avoid costly litigation. I t  is necessary, therefore. 
for the summary court to fully understand exactly who the 
eligible recipients are. 

1. Suruiving spouse.  

The law of the decedent's domicile is used to determine who 
qualifies as a surviving including questions as to the 
continued existence of a marital relationship while the parties are 
pending a divorce, or while they are legally or otherwise sepa- 
rated.88 Likewise, questions a8 to the validity of a common law 
marriage would also be determined by the law of the decedent's 
domicile. The summary court should consult a legal assistance 
officer for help in determining questions of state law 

If there is a doubt as to the legal status of the surviving spouse 
and if a legal representative has been appointed, the summary 
court should deliver the effects to the legal representative.70 This 
will obviate the need for the summary court to decide the issue of 
the surviving spouse's status. Also. if the surviving spouse has 
been charged with murdering the soldier, delivery should be made 
to the legal representative." One opinion held that if there was no 
legal representative appointed. the summary court could withhold 
delivery until the termination of the murder trial or the appoint. 

AR 638-1. per8 2-6b1211bl. 
Srr DAJA-AL 197414380, 15 July 1974. 
See SPJGA 1944 4499. 16 May 1944. e8 digested an 3 Bull JAG 192. 
Sen SPJGA 1943 4147. 27 Mar. 1943. YI digesfrd ~n 2 BuU. JAG 1 4 4  
See Dig, Opii. JAG 1912.1940 $ 470161 IJAG 210 871 22 Sept. 19231 
SM SPJGA 19433153 3 Mar 1943. 
See p m s r d l y  Dig Ops JAG 1912-1940 B 170151 IJAG 22081. 8 June 19241 

[delivery of effects to mater rather than father whsrs rhare were no higher priority 
reerp~enta was emneous. but the United Stares was not legally liable, the matter 
was m e  for adjustment herween the parues cllvrmng the properly). See also 
SPJGA 194313153 3 Mar. 1943 [The Article IS no& B ~ m t u f e  af distribution I t  
merely piovidss B mefhd of Lspasmg of rhe effeefr by mhlary authmmes. and 
when complied rush. the War Deparrment IS relleved from further repponsibhty 1 
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ment of a proper legal representative.'* This procedure, however, 
seems untenable. I t  could be months or even years before the 
matter is settled. The law of the state where the decedent was 
domiciled should be consulted. If it imposes no disqualification on 
the spouse because of the pending charge, delivery may be made 
to that spouse. If that  spouse is disqualified under state law and 
no legal representative has been appointed, delivery may be made 
to the next person on the priority list. The concerned parties 
could settle their claims to title among themselves.'3 

2. Legal Representatiue. 

Legal representative means a duly appointed executor or 
administrator of the decedent's estate," or "an individual author. 
ieed by power of attorney to act in behalf of the person eligible to  
receive the decedent's effects."76 

Confusion is bound to arise over whether the legal representa. 
tive or the surviving spouse has priority because the statute uses 
the alternative expression "[slurviving spouse or legal representa. 
tive.'''B I t  has been opined that, while not required, the better 
practice is to give the legal representative preference over the 
surviving spouse." Certainly, this would be the easier course to 
follow if there is any doubt as to the surviving spouse's legal 
status. But where there is no such question, it is up to the 
summary court to decide whether to deliver the effects to the 
surviving spouse'$ or to the legal representative. 

To qualify as a legal representative, an individual must present 
duly certified copies of letters testamentary, letters of administra. 
tian, or other evidence of final qualification issued by a proper 
court of competent jurisdiction.78 The summary court need not 
inquire into the jurisdiction of the appointing court: the letters 
are prima facie evidence of the holder's qualification.80 

When there are two administrators, both appointments being 
prima facie valid, the summary court may deliver che effects to 
either one, but it is recommended that they be delivered to the 

-'See DAJA.AL 81~8170, 24 June 1981. Dig Ops JAG 1912.1940 5 470131 lJAG 
210.871. 22 sept. 19231, n g  nPs 1 ~ 1 2 . 1 ~ 4 0  P 4 7 0 ~  IJAO 220 8 24 m e  19181 

AR 638.1. para. 1.4d. 

See SPJGA 194314147 27 Mar 1943, as digested 2" 2 Bull JAG 144: Dig Ops 

Xes Dig Ops. JAG 1912-1940 5 470181 [JAG 210871, 22 Sept. 19231 
"See Dig Ops JAG 1912-1940 $ 470141 (JAG 220 872, 8 May 19221 

U.S.C 5 171Zldl l l i  119821 

JAG 1912 1940 5 470161 IJAC 210 871 22 Sept 19231. 

W ~ S  ~ l g  nPs J A G  1912.1~40 P 470161 (JAG 210 8 7 1 . 2 2  sept. m 3 i  
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first one appointed.8' The summary court should advise both 
administrators that  the delivery merely transfers possession of 
such effects, not title, and is not a recognition or determination 
by the Department of the Army as to the ownership of the 
property.- 

3. Children. 

After the surviving spouse and legal representative. the next 
priority goes first to sons. then to daughters.63 Even if the 
daughter is older, the son takes first. The sexist overtones of this 
order are obvious and have been critized.8' If the soldier is 
survived by more than one son, the effects should be sent to the 
oldest oma5 The same would apply if there me no sans and there 
is more than one daughter; the oldest daughter will take. 

Often the deceased soldier is survived by a minor child who is 
living with the soldier's ex-spouse. If there is no legal representa. 
tive appointed, that  child has priority and the effects should be 
delivered to the child-even if it means the epspouse will gain 
effective control of the property.88 As there is often friction. or 
even antagonism, between the erspouss and the soldier's family, 
this situation can become a bitter dispute with the summary 
court caught in the middle. The summary court should not 
become personally involved. He or she should strictly follow the 
order of priority set forth in the statute and notify the unhappy 
family members that delivery does not vest title in the recipient. 
In  the event a legal representative is subsequently appointed, any 

LxSea JAGA 194619821, 1 4  N o v  1946. as digatfed bn 5 Bull. J A G  342 119471 
"See id 
"10 U.SC B 47121d1121, 131 119821: See Dig Ops. JAG 1912-1940 5 47OlC1 iJAG 

210 S. 12 Aug. 19181 
"S. 3006. 97th Cong.. 1st Sess 119611 A bdl to amend the iaw1 to elimnate 

gpndmbassd bscrimvlation was mltadueed m 1981 but apparently never mads it 
out of commilue. This bdl induded providions to amend 10 U.S.C 5 47121dl 
119821 t o  elvninate the gender preference far reupient children The hdl would 
simply base priority on q e  A s d a r  pmpoeed bdi has been dialled by the A a  
Force lsgsialive hvson but has not been svbmtted t o  dare Several The Judge 
Advocate General opinions have bscussed the ~ Y D  and ail have advocated 
elmnstlng the gender preference Onrd the statute is revised however the 
impiementmg regulation emnot change the order of priority Sea gsnsmlly 
DAJA AL 1981 2916. 18 May 1981 !no objection t o  pmv1slonl of S 3008. 97th 
Cang., 1st  Sass 119811 ebminating gender-based diserirmnstion!. DAJA.AL 
1976'3717 25 Feb 1976 Iconcmmg the rendon on Dep't of A m y ,  Reg. No. 
600.10, Army Casualty System 116 Oct 19841 !heremafter cited as AR 600~101, to 
eliminate s i d a r  gander based & ~ c n m a f m n ,  DAJA-AL 197516271. 17 Dec. 1975 
iconce-g the ellmination of priority of male over lemale in Dep't af Army Reg 
No 638.40, Care and Disposition af Remains 17 Sep 196411 

"See Dig Ope. JAG 19i2-1940 5 170151 IJAG 2108, 1 2  Aug 19181. 
"See DAJA.AL 1981'3170. 24 June 1981 
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further distributions should be made to that representative.$' The 
summary court has no obligation, however, to recover the items 
sent to the child prior to the appointment.88 

4. Parents. 

Next in priority after the children are the deceased soldier's 
parents.82 The father is given preference over the mother unless 
he abandoned the support of the family a t  B time when the 
decedent was not yet emancipated.90 Unless there is evidence in 
the soldier's records indicating the father deserted or abandoned 
the family, the burden is on the mother to establish such 
abandonment and her right to priority.91 The procedures the 
summary court is to follow in these circumstances are detailed in 
the appendix to AR 638.1. 

The order of priority between fathers and mothers has sparked 
considerable debate.e2 Of particular concern is the perceived 
unfairness of the support test. This issue should not concern the 
summary court. Whether the test is fair or not, once the summary 
court determines that the father did not abandon support, the 
course is clear: the father must be given priority, 

The summary court should be alert to evidence in the records 
which may indicate the parents are divorced If the summary 
court discovers such evidence, he or she should not deliver or ship 
the effects until after determining which parent is entitledQ3 Once 
the effects are delivered. however, the summary court has no 
authority to recover them even if subsequent evidence comes to 
light which shows that he or she incorrectly decided the issue of 
priority.94 Legal title will have to be settled between the parties in 
the c i d  courts of the decedent's domicile. 

5, Foster Parents. 

Under the statute, individuals who stand in loco parentis to the 
deceased are not considered parents even though both natural 

"See id 
-See D i g  Opi J A G  1912-1340 0 470161 !JAG 220.871. S June 18241 
"10 U6.C 0 47121d1l41. 131 !I9821 
'10 U.SC. I 4712!d!141 !lWZ!: A R  838-1. appendix: 188 DAJA-AL 1971/4360. 2 

"AR 638-1, sppndix 
"See JAGA 197114380, 2 d u e  1971. 
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parents may have abandoned the deeedent.86 They may, however, 
qualify as next of kin under AR 638.1.e8 Questions a3 to their 
rights to legal title of the decedent's effects will have to be 
determined in civil m w t .  
6. Siblings. 

age and then to the sisters in order of age.87 
7. Next of Kin. 

The decedent's effects may be sent to the next of kin when the 
decedent is not survived by a spouse, children. parents, or 
siblings, and no legal representative has been appointed.98 In 
order of priority, the next of kin are grandfathers in order of age: 
grandmothers in order of age, other blood relatives of legal age; 
and persons standing in loco parentis to the deceased.89 

8. Beneficiary Named in Will. 

Beneficiaries named in the will are last on the list oi potential 
recipients,1oo A recent senate bill proposed amending the statute 
to give persons designated in the decedent's will the highest 

The Army apposed this amendment on the grounds 
that the proposed new order of priorities would be difficult to 
administer, especially in combat, and would raise issues the Army 
would rather not address, such as validity of a purported will. 
authentication, etc.102 The bill never made it out of committee. 

9. Beneficiaries Named in Life Insurance Policies. 

If a life insurance policy naming a specific beneficiary is found 
among the decedent's effects, it should be forwarded dxectly to 
the named beneficiary'03 If the named beneficiary cannot be 
located, the policy may he given to the person highest on the list 
provided in the ~ta.tute~O~ who can be found. 

Priority among siblings goes first to the brothers in order of 

' d r e  DAI4-AL 197912952. 28 July 1979 JAGA 1953'6910 2 Sep 1963 a 

-AR 636.1. para 1-4e141 
1 10 U S C  5 4712ld!iS1, 171 119821, m e  Dig Opi JAG 1912.1940 5 470151 (JAG 

"10 U S  C B 17121d1181 119821 
* ~ A R  638.1. pwa 1-4s. 

10 U S  C 5 47121d1191 119821. 
>O'S. 3008, 91th Cong, 1 s t  Sass ll9Sll 
"'Sea DAJA.AL 8112915, 18 May 1981 1no legal objectron to elimating 

gender-based distinerians. but opposed gwmg persons dsslgnsled m the decedent's 
wdi the highest precedence!. 

"'See Dig Ops JAG 1912-1910 $ 470161 (JAG 210 871. 22 Sep 19231. 
'O.10 U S.C. I 4112 119821. 

digested sn 3 Dig. OPP. 547 119641. 

210.8, 12 Aug 191s). 
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10. Eligible Recipient Not  Knou?n or Cannot Be Contacted. 

If the summary court cannot locate any persons in any of the 
designated categories, he or she may sell by public sale all effects 
except sabers, insignia, decorations, medals, watches, trinkets. 
manuscripts, and other keeps&es.lo~ AR 638.1. para. 2-10 p m  
vides detailed guidance as to the procedures to follow. 

G. SHIPPliVG THE EFFECTS 
After collecting the effects, the summary court will ship them 

to the designated recipient pursuant to AR 638.1, para. 2.9. 

Although the summary court is authorized to collect the 
deceased soldier's effects that  were found "in camp or q u e  
ters,"'ob shipment of all the deceased's baggage and household 
effects is authorized under title 3 1  of the United States 
There is an obvious tension between the provisions of 10 U.S.C. 
5 471Zib) and 37 U.S.C. 5 406lfl. On the one hand, the only 
authority for the Army to dispose of the property of a deceased 
soldier is 10 U.S.C. 5 4712 which limits the summary court to 
collecting the effects located in camp or quarters and shipping 
chem to the persons designated in the statute.108 On the other 
hand, the installation commander is tasked under the Army 
regulation which implements 31 U.S.C. 5 40610 with shipping the 
deceased soldier's property located off post co the next of kin, 
legal heir, or an administracor.loQ 

The result of this inherent conflict is bound to be confusion 
where there are effects located off post. There is no clear 
procedure for the command to follow to inventory these items so 
they can be shipped. The best way to deal with this situation is to 
advise the legal representative or next of kin of the problem and 
have that person come to the off.post quarters to inventory the 
items and arrange for shipment. If this 1s impractical due to che 
distances involved, the legal representative or next of kin may 

l''Id 6 47lZle1 
"'Id 6 47121bl 
80'Id. 8 40610 (. Under replations prescribed by the seerelmy concerned 

transportation far dependents, baggage. and househald effects of B member i8 
auihorved if he dies w N e  entilied fo baslc pay under Chapter 3 of this title"1. 

'-See JAGA 1971/3669, 10 Feb. 1871. See infm note 116. 
'aDep'f of Army, Reg No 56-71. Transportalion of Personal Proprry and 

Related Servaes, ch 10 i l  June 19861 The redlation BL p w  1.1~111 provides that 
property of deeesaed sol&ers wil l  be &rpoaed of under AR 638.1. It may be 
infaned that ''next of lun. legal heir or an sdmstraror" ie shorthand for and 
e q u t e s  to the hat of reeipienrr set farrh in 10 US.C 5 47121dl and in AR 638.1, 
para 1.6. 
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provide a power of attorney to  the deceased soldier's commander 
or the summary court to accomplish the task. Coordination 
between the unit commander and the summary court is obviously 
needed to ensure that at  least one of them advises the legal 
representative or next of kin of the alternatives available. I t  
would be easiest, perhaps, if the summary court included this 
advice, along with a completed special power of attorney, in his or 
her initial letter to the designated recipient.1Lo The power of 
attorney can be prepared by the servicing legal m8istance officer 

H. SALE OF EFFECTS 
AR 638.1 permits the summary court to sell certain effects if 

the sale is in the interest of both the person designated to receive 
the effects and the government, and provided that the summary 
court has notified the recipient of the proposed sale and has 
obtained from that person a power of attorney to sell the effects 
by public sale.'" Also, motor vehicles and other bulky items may 
be sold if it is in the government's interest, an emergency exists. 
and. if practicable, a reasonable effort has been made to determine 
the desires of the person eligible to receive custody of the 

The procedures to follow are clearly set forth in AR 
638-1, paragraph 2.10. The servicing legal assistance office can 
draw up the power of attorney, and, to save time, it may be 
enclosed with the initial letter to the designated recipient. 

I .  DESTRUCTION OF ITEMS OF NO 
SENTIMENTAL OR SALABLE VALUE 

The summary court is authorized LO destroy d effects of no 
sentimental or salable v a l ~ e . ' ~ 3  He or she is also authorized to  
destroy all items which may cause "embarrassment or added 
sorrow" if forwarded."' 

The summary court obviously needs t o  use discretion and 
common sense in deciding which items should be fowarded and 
which should be destroyed. Destruction or loss of the deceased's 
personal items, or conversely, the forwarding of gruesome or 
obnoxious items, may cause severe emotional distress to the 
designated recipient. 

"AR 638-1 fig. 2-3. 
'>AR 638.1, psra 2-8a111 

I ' Id ai para 2.80121 
'Id at para. 2-loa141 
' Id at para 2.2 
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In Kohn v .  United Stotes,”s a case involving the death of a 
soldier at  Fort Campbell, the soldier’s family sued the government 
in New York under the Federal Tort Claims Act,116 alleging that  
the Army’s failure to provide an honor guard at  burial, the 
summary court’s disposal of certain of their son’s personal effects. 
the loss of other effects in shipment, and the subsequent mailing 
of recruitment literature and autopsy pictures to the family home, 
in aggregate, rose to the level of the tort of intentional infliction 
of emotional distress. The judge in this case found against the 
plaintiffs. holding that they had not proven that any of the acts 
rose to the level of the New York tort of intentional infliction of 
emotional distress. But, it is conceivable that in another case the 
result might be different. While it is unlikely that the destruction 
of certain of the decedent’s effects by itself would rise to the level 
of this tort. such destruction might. as in this case, be a factor in 
determining if the plaintiff has a valid cause of action. 

J.  OTHER DUTIES 
This article has discussed the major discretionary duties that a 

summary court performs. There are other duties that the sum. 
mary court performs that have not been discussed. For the most 
part these are purely mechanical duties that  are thoroughly 
explained in AR 638.1. The summary court should refer to the 
regulation if he or she has any questions about these duties. If 
the answer cannot be located or the guidance is unclear, the 
summary court should cansuit the U.S. Army Memorial Affairs 
Agency or the local legal assistance officer. 

111. PROPOSED REVISIONS TO 10 U.S.C. 
4712 

I t  should be apparent now that 10 U.S.C. 5 4712 is somewhat 
antiquated in some sections and somewhat unclear in others. In 
particular, subsections Iallll and ibl should be revised to refine 
ambiguous language and to provide clearer guidance to summary 
courts. Subsection Id) should be amended to eliminate m y  gender 
preference for recipient children and to clarify the parental 
recipient when the parents are divorced or separated 

Note that all revisions proposed below for 10 U.S.C. 5 4712 
would be equally applicable to 10 U.S.C. I 9712 which is the 
analogous Air Force statute. Note also that the revisions pro. 

“591 F Supp 568 IE D N Y 19841, affd, 780 F 2d 253 IZd Cir 19861 
“28 US.C 58 1346 2671-2680 11SS21 
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posed for subsection Id1 would also be applicable to 10 U.S.C. 
5 47131a112l and 10 U.S.C. 4 97131al121 which govern the disposi. 
tion of effects of deceased persons by the United States Soldiers' 
and Airmen's Home. 

A. SUBSECTION (a) 
1. Current Prouision. 

"(a1 Upon the death of- 

ill B person subject to the court-martial jurisdiction of the 
Army or Air Force at a place OT command under the jun'sdiction 
of tho Army ."] '  

2. Proposed Rrv~s ian .  

of the Army." 

3. Ezplanotmn. 

The present wording of the statute is confusing and would seem 
to exclude from its coverage situations when a soldier dies off 
post. The revision would clarify the statute to encompass such 
situations. and would bring the statute in line with 37 U.S.C. 
5 406(fl which authorizes shipment of a deceased soldier's effects 
without regard to where he or she died.118 

Delete the wards "at a place or command under the jurisdiction 

B. SUBSECTION (b) 
1. Carrent Prouision. 

"(bl If there is no legal representative or surviving spouse 
present, the commanding officer shall direct a summary court. 
martial to collect the effects of the deceased that are then in 
camp or q"orters.""g 

'10 U S C .  5 47121allll 119821 lemphssia added]. 
"See JAGA 1971 3559 10 Feb 1971. which owned 

for the Department of the Army io determine rhe le& disposition df 
the pmpsrry 

' ' l o  u s c  5 4711Zibl 119821 iemphasls added) 
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2. Pioposed Reuision. 
Delete the words "in camp or quarters" and substitute there- 

fore the words "located on the militmy installation, or in 
gavernment4eased quarters, or in nomgovernment owned housing 
within the immediate vicinity of deceased's duty station." This 
substitute language should be used wherever "in camp or 
quarters" appears in the statute. 
3. Esplonation. 

This revision will expand the authority of the summivy court to 
collect the effects of a deceased soldier who was living off post. 
Today, many soldiers reside off post. Their families have just as 
much need for the services the summary court provides as do the 
families of soldiers residing on post. Because the off-post quarters 
must be located in the immediate vicinity of the installation. this 
duty will not impose a disproportionately heavy burden on the 
command. 

The revision d s o  will bring the statute more in line with 31 
U.S.C. 8 406Ifl and facilitate inventorying property located off 
post so it can be shipped more expeditiously. 

Simple disputes as to ownership of certain effects located off 
post or claim? for rent due would be handled under the authority 
of subparagraph (cj. Anything more complex would be turned over 
to the decedent's legal representative far resolution. 

C. SUBSECTION (d) 
1. Current Prouision. 

"Id) A? soon as practicable after the collection of the effects 
and money of the deceased, the summary court-martial shall send 
them at the expense of the United States to the living person 
highest on the fallowing list who can be found by the court: 

(11 Surviving spouse or legal representative. 

I21 Son. 

(31 Daughter. 

(41 Father, if he has not abandoned the support of his family. 

151 Moth,:. 

(61 Brother. 

(7) Sister. 
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181 Next of !an. 

191 Beneficiary named in the will of the deeeased.'"zo 

2 Proposed Reursian. 

the following categories: 

concerned secretary shall prescribe. 

Delete the present categories 111-!91 and substitute therefore 

ill Beneficiary designated in writing in such manner as the 

121 Legal representative. 

13) Surviving spouse. 

14) Children, in order of age 

151 Parents in order of age if they are neither divorced nor 
separated at  the death of the deceased. A parent who has 
abandoned the support of his family shall be ineligible to receive 
the effects and money of the deceased. 

161 Custodial parent when parents are divorced or separated and 
the deceased was a minor at  the time of his or her death. In 
shared or joint custody arrangements, the "custodial parent'' is 
that person having physical custody of the deceased the majority 
of the time. 

(71 Noncustodial parent where parents are divorced or separated 
and the deceased was a mnor at tho time of his or her death. 

(8) Oldest parent when parents are divorced or separated and 
the decedent had reached the age of majority at the time of his or 
her death. 

19) Youngest parent when parents are divorced or separated and 
the decedent had reached the age of majority at the time of his or 
her death. 

I l O l  Siblings in order of age. 
(11) Next of kin. 

!12) Beneficiary named in the will of the 

3. Explanation. 

,'Id 5 l i l 2 i d i  
"The pmposdr for determmmg &he priarlry between pmenta were onginally 

drafted by MI. J Stvcky of the Ax Force Congresronal Llnson Ofbce. 
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The proposed revision will simplify the summary courts duties 
and remove the offensive gender.based preferences currently 
found in the statute. In particular, the soldier will now designate 
tho person he or she wishes to receive the effects, The designation 
could be made on a modified DD Form 93. 

This change will provide the summary court with a readily 
identifiable recipient in most cases. I t  will also eliminate the 
problems that can occur when the deceased was pending a divorce 
at  the time of his or her death. Upon the filing of the divorce 
petition, the soldier could update the DD Form 93 to delete the 
spouse. As with the current law. the mere delivery of the property 
to the designated recipient would not vest title. 

In the event that the soldier has failed to designate a 
beneficiary or such beneficiary cannot be located or has prede. 
ceased the soldier, the next in hne to receive the effects would be 
the decedent's legal representative. By giving the legal representa- 
tive priority over the spouse, the confusion caused by using the 
alternative expression "surviving spouse or legal representative" 
is avoided. The legal representative and the surviving spouse will 
often be the same person. The legal representative is given 
priority over the surviving spouse in the event they are not the 
one and the same because, ultimately, it wil l  be the legal 
representative who is responsible for the estate. 

Also, the priority of male over female for both children and 
siblings has been deleted to avoid any unwarranted gender 
preference. The priority of the parents has been revised to put 
them on a more equal footing. The current statute utilizes a 
support test to determine the priority between the parents. The 
support test provides that as long as the father did not abandon 
hi6 obligation to financially support the family during the 
soldier's minority he will have priority over the mother. This 
priority has been deemed unfair because, when parents are 
divorced, it is typically the custodial parent who has more 
influence on the child. In situations where there was a divorce and 
the mother received custody, the father would nonetheless have 
priority even if he never visited the family and only provided 
minimal support. 

This proposed revision uses a custodial test rather than a 
support test. A custodial test is used in AR 638.40, para. 4.4 to 
determine which parent will bo entitled to direct disposition of the 
soldier's remains. With this revision, it will no longer be possible 
for one parent to receive the remains and the other to receive the 
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effects. The parent who had custody of the soldier when he or she 
was a minor, and who presumably has had more contacts with the 
soldier. will receive both, 

IV. CONCLUSION 
This article has explored a rather murky area: the powers and 

functions of summary courts with regard to the disposition of the 
effects of deceased soldiers. I t  has discussed some common 
problem areas and proposed some solutions to these problems. 
However, real progress in resolving these problems cannot be 
made until 10 U.S.C. 5 4712 is revised and brought up to date. 
Until such time a8 it is, this area wiii continue to be a quagmire 
far all parties concerned. 

APPENDIX 
10 U.S.C. 0 4712. Disposition of effects of deceased persons by 
summary courtmartial. 

ial Upon the death of- 
(11 a person subject to military law at  B piace or 

command under the jurisdiction of the Army; or 
I21 an inmate of the United States Soldiers' and 

Airmen's Home who dies in an Army hospital outside the 
District of Columbia when sent from the Home to that 
hospital for treatment; 

the commanding officer of the place or command shall permit the 
legal representative or the surviving spouse of the deceased, if 
present, to take possession of the effects of the deceased that are 
then in camp or quarters. 

(bl If there is no legal representative or surviving spouse 
present, the commanding officer shall direct a summary court. 
martial to collect the effects of the deceased that are then in camp 
or quarters. 

Id The summary court.martid may collect debts due the 
decedent's estate by local debtors, pay undisputed local creditors 
of the deceased to the extent permitted by money of the deceased 
in the court's possession. and shdi  take receipts far those 
payments. to be filed with the court's final report to the 
Department of the Army. 

Id) As soon as practicable after the collection of the effects and 
money of the deceased, the summary courtmartial shall send 
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them at the expense of the United States to the living person 
highest on the following list who c m  be found by the court: 

Ill Surviving spouse or legal representative. 

(21 Son. 

13) Daughter. 

14) Father, if he has not abandoned the support of his family. 

151 Mother. 

16) Brother. 
171 Sister. 

18) Next of kin. 

19) Beneficiary named in the will of the deceased. 

(e) If the summary court-martial cannot dispose of the effects 
under subsection id) because there are no persans in those 
categories or because the court finds that the addresses of the 
persons are not known or readily ascertainable. the court may 
convert the effects of the deceased. except sabres. insignia, 
decorations, medals, watches, trinkets, manuscripts, and other 
articles valuable chiefly as keepsakes, into cash. by public or 
private sale, but not until 30 days after the date of death of the 
deceased. 

If1 As soon as practicable after the effects have been converted 
into cash under subsection le), the summary court-martial shall 
deposit all cash in the court's possession and belonging to the 
estate with the officer designated in regulations, and shall send a 
receipt therefor, together with any will or other papers of value, 
an inventory of the effects, and articles not permitted to be sold, 
to the executive part of the Department of the Army for 
transmission to the United States Soldiers' and Airmen's Home. 

lg) The summary court.martial shall make a full report of the 
transsetions under this section, with respect to the deceased, to 
the Department of the Army for transmission to the General 
Accounting Office for action authorized in the settlement of 
accounts of deceased members of the Army. 





PART V: PROACTIVE LAW 

PREVENTIVE MEDICINE AND 
PREVENTIVE LAW FORT STEWART'S 

"CORPORATE FITNESS" PROGRAM FOR 
SENIOR OFFICERS 
by Major Thomas L. Bryant' 

and 
Major Charlea W. Hemingway" 

I. INTRODUCTION 
It has long been recognized that a soldier concerned about legal 

problems or plagued by medical difficulties is not effective in 
combat. Even more serious, a leader with such worries could 
cause an entire unit to be unprepared for combat. 

In response, an innovative program was initiated by the 
Commanding General of the 24th Infantry Division (Mech) and 
Fort Stewart in 1986, under which judge advocates, personnel 
officers. and medical personnel have joined forces to ensure that 
senior officers at Fort Stewart, Hunter Army Airfield. and the 
24th Infantry Division IMechanizedl are and remain medically and 
legally fit. Known as the "Victory Life" Corporate Fitness 
Program, it combined an initiative begun in 1984 by the Office of 
the Staff Judge Advocate a t  Fort Stewart called the "Senior 
Leaders' Legal Preparedness far Victory" Program with a sepa- 
rate fitness program which emphasized preventive medicine. 

Officers who are promotable majors and above and their 
spouses are eligible to participate in the program. The medical 
portion of the program involves comprehensive initial screening 
and fallow.up monitoring. The legal portion of the program offers 
each participant the opportunity to meet individually and eonfi. 
dentially with a senior lawyer to discuss personal legal issues. The 
lawyer will provide advice and prepare all necessary legal docu. 
menta. If e. legal issue arises outside the scope of the Army Legal 
Assistance Program, the participant is referred to a civilian 
*Judge Advocate General's Corps. U.S. Army. Chief. Cruninal Law, 24th lnfmtry 

Division IMeeh-sdl & Fort Stewart. Fort Stewan. Georda. 
**Judge A d v a a l l  Generrls Corps, U.S. Army. Instruefor, Legal Asastanee 

Branch. Administrative and Civil Law Diwsion, Ths Judge Advaate General's 
Schwl, US. Army Chariottesville. Yrgmnia. 
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attorney. An important aspect of the program is that this senior 
lawyer will continue to be the family lawyer for the officer and his 
or her family during the officer’s tour of duty at  Fort Stewart. 

11. MEDICAL “CORPORATE FITNESS” 
ASPECTS 

The division surgeon is che group physician for the program 
and is the medical point of contact for all participants. Partici- 
pants are given an initial medical screening which may include a 
complete physical examination, treadmill testing, an assessment 
of the individual’s weight, physical readiness test scores, and a 
disease nsk assessment. 

An underlying tenet a i  the medical portion is promotion of a 
healthy life style. This includes stressing five major areas with 
participants: 

1. Specific Disease Risk Assessment. Partielpants are 
screened using a risk factor analysis for certain specified 
diseases. including coronary artery disease. cancer, high 
blood pressure, the related illnesses of kidney disease and 
stroke, glaucoma, hearing loss. and diabetes. The risk 
factors include personal medical history. family medical 
history, medical laboratory tests, and screening tests 
such as prays. Participants who evidence B high risk 
factor for any of the illnesses are offered a more iwdepth 
diagnostic evaluation, frequent monitoring. andlor an 
individuehzed risk reduction program. 

2. Nutrition. Participants are provided information and 
are encouraged to follow low fat, low cholesterol, low 
sodium, and high fiber diets. and are also encouraged to 
follow the diet at  official functions and at group events. 

3. Toxin Exposure Reduction. This area involves infor- 
mation and guidance an reducing the damaging effects of 
consuming toxic substances such as caffeine, nicotine, 
and alcohol. Both group-oriented and individual programs 
are used. 

4. Stress Management. Stress risk profiling is used to 
identify program participants who are particularly uulner- 
able to streseindueed illness and a confidential individual- 
ized plan is developed for each to reduce the negative 
impact of stress. 
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5. Aerobics. Recognizing that most senior leaders main. 
tain at  least a moderate level of aerobic fitness, this 
aspect is designed to expose these leaders to activities 
beyond the "daily dozen" or unit runs that will promote 
good health even after retirement. Emphasis is also on 
injury prevention and on involving the spouse and other 
family members in organized physical activities. 

A portfolio is provided to each participant. This notebook 
contains the individual participant's health risk analysis, labora- 
tory data in chart form, keys to any monitoring cyde, and articles 
foeusing on topics of general interest to these senior leaders. 

111. Senior Leaders' Legal Preparedness 
Aspects 

The deputy staff judge advocate serves as legal counsel for the 
program. After potential participants are identified, they are sent 
letters advising them of the program and encouraging them to 
came to the legal assistance office with their spouse to discuss 
wills, powers of attorney, insurance, the Survivor Benefit Plan. 
and general family protection principles. 

The Senior Leaders' Legal Preparedness portion of the program 
involves three major areae: 

1. Wills. The participant's need for a will, or need for a 
will update, is reviewed individually and in confidence. 

2. Powers of Attorney. The power of attorney is 
reviewed to ensure that it provides the protection re. 
quired for the officer and his or her family during the 
officer's absence and is tailored to the officer's needs. 

3. Individual Preparation for Deployment. This review 
includes such items a8 arrangement of bank accounts to 
assure a ready supply of cash for survivors in the event 
of death, collection of legal documents and their retention 
at  an accessible location, review of insurance policies for 
war-risk clauses, review of current legal domicile and legal 
issues presented by domicile. family protection in the 
event of death, and information on various services 
available to military members. 

Any other legal issues raised by the participant, or identified by 
the senior judge advocate. will be discussed, including contracts, 
real estate, consumer affairs, and related matters. Participants are 
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advised that all discussion with the senior judge advocate are 
privileged communications and cannot be disclosed without the 
participant's consent. Any general interest articles of a legal 
nature will be included in the participant's portfolio notebook. 
Arrangements are made far follow-up appointments after the 
initial legal screening session. These followups are based on 
subsequent birthdays, on the occasion of the senior officer turning 
forty, on an ameeded basis, or on other circumstances or events. 

IV. OTHER ASPECTS OF THE PROGRAM 
The program participants meet monthly, usually at  B dinner 

featuring a guest speaker. Each monthly meeting has B theme and 
information on that theme is given to the participants for 
inclusion m their portfolio. The -eat speakers are recognized 
experts in their field, members of the military or civilian 
community, or members of the "Victory Life" Program itself. 
These meetings may result in the development of subgroups 
involving topics of common interests, such as stop smoking 
gr0"PS. 

All potential participants receive an information letter from the 
commanding general which describes the program. A sample 
letter is at Appendix A. A synopsis of the program, which is 
reprinted at Appendix B, is enclosed with the letter. 

Also, senior officers who are interested in the legal portion of 
the program are provided with a preprinted Disposition Form on 
which they can request a priority consultation, Emergency 
Deployment Readiness Exercise IEDREI related legal documents, 
or consultation on other legal matters. 

The Fort Stewart Legal Assistance Office has developed an 
extensive Annual Legal Checkup Form to assist participants in 
remaining current on their legal affairs. This form is reprinted at 
Appendix C. Although DD Form 1543 (Annual Legal Checkup) is 
also available, the form developed at  Fort Stewart is an easyto. 
use alternative which can be indexed and tabbed by the senior 
officer for easy reference. 

V. CONCLUSION 
The Fort Stewart Victory Life "Corporate Fitness" Program 

can be adapted for use by other installations or divisions. If 
leaders are educated concerning their legal and medical needs, and 
if their problems are addressed, they receive more than just peace 
of mind. They will also be able to better perform t h e r  crucial 
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military duties. and almost as important, they will serve as 
examples and effective advocates far "corporate fitness" for all 
soldiers. 

APPENDIX A 
KOTIFICATION LETTER FROM COMMANDING GENERAL 

Dear IName of Officer and Spousel: 

Recently. I directed that a program be developed to assess and 
monitor the medical and legal fitness of senior commanders and 
staff officers within this command. This program is now available 
to bath of you. 

The Army has a tremendous investment in both of you, and is 
genuinely concerned about your medical health, legal welfare, and 
overall fitness. I feel confident that  you will recognize tho value of 
this program and give it your full support. Participation ia 
voluntary for spouses, but I sincerely encourage you to take 
advantage of this opportunity. 

A synopsis of the program is enclosed. All medical test resuits 
will be strictly confidential and provided to you for determination 
of your needs. Additionally, all legal counseling will be governed 
by the confidential relationship that exists between a lawyer and 
a client. 

) w U  be contacting you swn with more details. I 
hope you both will find this program beneficial. 

( 

Sincerely. 

Major General. USA 
Commanding 

Enclosure 

APPENDIX B 

FACT SHEET PROVIDED TO PROGRAM 
PARTICIPANTS 

SENIOR LEADERS' LEGAL 
PREPAREDNESS FOR VICTORY 

I. ELIGIBLE PARTICIPANTS: Promotable majors and above, 
and their spouses. 
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11. SERVICES OFFERED Personalized legal assistance in the 
areas of wills, survivors benefits, contracts, real estate, powers of 
attorney, and eonaumer affairs. as well as many other legally. 
related matters. 
111. GOALS: 

A. To improve overall division legal fitness by ensuring that its 
leaders, and eventually all its soldiers. are able to concentrate on 
their military duties without concern that their legal needs have 
not been met. 

B. To give each officer and spouse in this program the 
opportunity to consult with their family lawyer. 

C. To ensure that every individual in this program has a valid 
will. 

D. To emure that necessary arrangements have been made in 
the event of deployment; such as the preparation of powers of 
B ttarney. 
IV. PROCEDURES Each participant 1s offered the opportunity 
to meet individually and confidentially with a senior lawyer to 
discuss any legal issues which may be of concern to the 
participant. The lawyer will provide advice. and prepare all 
necessary legal documents. This lawyer will continue to be the 
f m l y  lawyer far the officer and his or her family during the 
officer's tour of duty at Fort Stewart. If a legal isme arises, 
however, which 1s outside the scope of the Army Legal Assistance 
Program, necessary referrals to a civilian attorney will be made 

APPENDIX C 
ANNUAL LEGAL CHECKUP 

FOR: 
GRADE: 

SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER. 

PERMANENT LEGAL ADDRESS 
DATE PREPARED: DATE REVIEWED: 

DATE REVIEWED: DATE REVIEWED 

DATE REVIEWED: DATE REVIEWED 

DATE REVIEWED: DATE REVIEWED: 
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TAB 
A 
B 

C 
D 

E 

F 

G 

H 

I 

J 

K 
L 

M 

N 

0 

P 

Q 

CORPORATE FITNESS 

Description 
Family Birth Certificates 

Marriage Certificates 
Divorce Decree 

Family Death Certificates 
Certificate of U.S. Citizenship Child born 
0 C 0 NUS I 
Last Will and Testament, Husband iH) and 
Wife iW) 

Statement of Social Security Account Earn. 
ings, H & W 

Social Security Cards, Address, and Bene 
fits 

R 

Individual Retirement Accounts, H & W 

Veterans' Administration, Address & Bene 
fits 
Powers of Attorney, H & W 

Income Tax Returns, H & W iFederal, 
state,  Local) 

Real Estate and Personal Property Tax 
Records 
Deeds, Title Insurance, and Home Insur- 
ance Policy 

Automobile Insurance Policies and Vehicle 
Registration Certificates 
Property Insurance Policy on Household 
Furnishings 
Credit Card Records iaccount numbers, 
emergency telphane numbers, and creditor 
addresses) 
Securities Records (account numbers, tele- 
phone and address information, proof of 
ownership, maturing dates, liquidation p r o  
cedures. and location of securities) 
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TAB 
S 
- 

T 

U 

V 

W 

X 
Y 

2 

AA 

AB 

Description 
Bank Records (account numbers, telephone 
and address information, statements of ac. 
count, and location of cancelled checks1 

Other Assets: 
Life Insurance Policies (summaries of covep 
age and location of policies) 

Survivor Benefit Plan ISBP in general; 
retirement option) 
Benefits for Death in Line of Duty 

Military Retirement Income 

Record of Emergency Data IDA Form 411 

Financial Disclosure Statements IDD Form 
1156 or S F  2781 

Statement of Personal History IDA Farm 
3681 

Change of Address Notification Roster 

ANNUAL LEGAL CHECKUP 
Section I-Personal Data 

Part A-Member 

NAME: GRADE: SSN: 
MILITARY ADDRESS: TELEPHONE: 
PRESENT LOCAL ADDRESS. TELEPHONE: 

DATE OF BIRTH: 

U.S. CITIZEN? YevNo NATURALIZED? YeslNo 
NATURALIZATION 
CITIZENSHIP 

NUMBER 

PLACE OF BIRTH: 
BIRTH CERTIFICATE 

CERTIFICATE OF 
CITIZENSHIP 

N U M B E R  
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WERE YOU ADOPTED? YeslNo DATE: LOCATION: 
ADOPTION PAPER? YeslNo 

DATE AND PLACE OF CURRENT MARRAIGE: 

MARRIAGE CERTIFICATE? YeslNo ANTENUPTIAL 

PREVIOUSLY MARRIED? YeslNo 

NAME OF PREVIOUS SPOUSElsl: 
DATE: 
PLACE: 

METHOD PREVIOUS MARRIAGE TERMINATED: 

AGREEMENT? YeslNo 

DATE: 
DIVORCE DECREElsl? YeslNo 
DEATH CERTIFICATElsl? YeslNo 

Part B-Spouse 

NAME: SSN: 

PRESENT ADDRESS: TELEPHONE: 

PERMANENT LEGAL RESIDENCE: 

DATE OF BIRTH PLACE OF BIRTH 
BIRTH CERTIFICATE? YesiNo 

Part C-Children 

NAME: 
DATE OF BIRTH: 
PLACE OF BIRTH: 
ADOPTION/NATURALIZATION/CITIZENSHIP DATA: 

NAME: 
DATE OF BIRTH: 
PLACE OF BIRTH: 
ADOPTIONlNATURALIZATION/CITIZENSHIP DATA 

Part D-Other Family Members 
NAME: 
DATE OF BIRTH: 
PLACE OF BIRTH: 
ADOPTIONlNATURALIZATIONlCITIZENSHIP DATA: 
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NAME: 
DATE OF BIRTH: 
PLACE OF BIRTH: 
ADOPTIONlNATURALIZATIONiCITIZENSHIP DATA: 

Section 2-Estate and Probate Matters 

WILL? YeslNo EXECUTORiRIX'S NAME: 
DATE: ADDRESS: 
WHERE MADE: 
Have there been any significant changes in family personal or 
financial conditions since the execution of your will? YeslNo 

Cheek if any of the fallowing have occurred to you or any family 
member or beneficiary: Marriage? YeslNo Divorce? 
YeslNo Birth? YeslNo Adoption? YesiNo Death? 
YeslNo Major Illness? YeslNo 
If Yes. explain: 

Have there been any changes in: 
Liabilities? YeslNo Home ownership? YesiNo 
Availability of witnesses? YeslNo 
Legal Capacity of family members? YeslNo 
If Yes, explain: 

Have you made any substantial gifts in recent years? YeslNo If 
Yes, explain: 

Does your spouse have a Will? YesrNo 
Is it a part of an overall estate plan? YeslNo 
Do you or your spouse (or children) have any rights or expecta- 
tions with regard to  estates of others? YesINo 
If Yes, explain 

If Yes. explain: 

Assets? YesiNo 

Section 3-Powers of Attorney 

TYPE? (General or Limited) 
DATE EXECUTED: EXPIRATION DATE: 
If limited. for what purpose? 
NAME and ADDRESS of Grantee: 

TYPE? IGeneral or Limited) 
DATE EXECUTED: EXPIRATION DATE: 
If limited. for what purpose? 
NAME and ADDRESS of Grantee: 
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Seetion 4-Tares 

INCOME TAXES PAID: Federal? YeslNo 
State? YesiNa 
Where filed: Where filed 

Have you retained copies for past four years? YesrNo 

REAL ESTATE TAXES PAID: YedNo 
Where filed? 

PERSONAL PROPERTY TAXES PAID: YeslNo 
Where filed? 

FICA TAXES ON HOUSEHOLD EMPLOYEES PAID: 
YeslNo FULL TIME? 

Section 5-Financial Position 

(Provide info for each piece of property owned) 

DESCRIPTION OF REAL ESTATE OWNED: 
NAME(s) IN WHICH HELD: 
HOW HELD: (Joint tenancy, tenancy by entirety, etc.) 
PERCENTAGE OF PURCHASE PRICE PAID BY CO.OWNER: 
DATE ACQUIRED: 
PURCHASE PRICE: 
PRESENT VALUE: 
DEED RECORDED? Yes/No 
SURVEY OF PROPERTY? YeslNo 
TITLE INSURANCE? YeslNo 
ABSTRACT? Yes/No 
TITLE OPINION? YeslNo 
ENCUMBRANCES (Mortgage, Lien, Deed of Trust, etc.1 
NAME OF MORTGAGEE: 
BALANCE DUE: 
MONTHLY PAYMENTS: 
DESCRIPTION OF ALL LEASES: (Landlord 01 tenant, period 

TYPE OF INSURANCE: (Fire, Theft, Comprehensive) 
LIMITS: 
NAME OF INSURANCE COMPANY: 

of time rental, etc.1 

ADDRESS OF INSURANCE COMPANY 
POLICY NUMBER 
EXPIRATION DATE: 
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Section 6-Automobile 

Provide info for each auto o w e d  

MAKE: MODEL: YEAR: 
SERIAL NUMBER: 
TITLE (State number, date): 
JOINT OWNER? YesiNo 
If Yes, percentage of purchase price paid by co.owner. 

FINANCED BY: 
BALANCE DUE: 
MONTHLY PAYMENTS: 
NAME OF FINANCE COMPANY: 

ADDRESS: 

INSURANCE COVERAGE: 
Bodily Injury? YesiNo LIMITS: EXPIRATION DATE: COST 
Property Damage? 
YeslNo LIMITS: EXPIRATION DATE: COST 

Public Liability? Yes/No LIMITS EXPIRATION DATE: COST 
OTHER: IExplainl 

Part C-Other Property 

Provide info for each piece of property o m e d  

LIST PROPERTY OF GREAT VALUE: 
VALUE: 
AMOUNT OF LIEN: 
MONTHLY PAYMENTS 
LIEN HELD B Y  
INSURANCE INFORMATION: 
POLICY NUMBER LIMITS EXPIRATION DATE: COST 

NAME OF COMPANY: 
ADDRESS 

Part D-Credit Cards 

Provide info for each card owned 
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Part E-Stocks, Bonds, Mutual Funds, Other Securities 

Provide info for each item owned 

NAME OF COMPANY: 
ADDRESS: ~~ ~ 

NAMElsl OF CO.OWNERS 
PURCHASE PRICE P A I D  
TYPE SECURITY: 
DATE PURCHASED: 
ORIGINAL VALUE: 
PRESENT VALUE: 
NAME OF BROKER: 

ADDRESS 

Part F-Bmk Accounts and Savings Deposits 

NAME OF BANK: 
ADDRESS: 

NAME14 OF JOINT.OWNER: 
TYPE OF ACCOUNT 
ACCOUNT NUMBER: 
PRESENT BALANCE. 
ANNUAL INCOME: 

Part G-Miscellaneous Assets 

Provide info for each item owned 

DESCRIPTION OF ASSETS: 
CO.OWNER: 
PERCENTAGE OF PURCHASE PRICE PAID: 
VALUE: 
ANNUAL INCOME 

Part H-Liabilities Other than Current Debts 

Provide info for each debt 

PERSON TO WHOM OWED: 
D E B T  
LEGAL DOCUMENT EVIDENCING LIABILITY 
BALANCE: 
ANNUAL PAYMENTS 
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Section &Family Protection 

Part A-Insurance (Life. Annuity and Accident, Education) 

Provide info for each policy 

TYPE OF INSURANCE: 
NAXE OF COMPANY 

ADDRESS 
NAME OF BENEFICIARY 

RELATIONSHIP 
POLICY NUMBER: 
EXPIRATION DATE: 
LIMITS 

Do any of your life insurance policies have war risk clauses? 

Pert B-Survivor Benefit Plan 

YesINo 

ELECTION MADE? YesINo 
If no, explain: 

DATE OF ELECTION 
YEARS OF SERVICE ON DATE OF ELECTION. 
OPTIONS 

Part C-Military Survivor's Benefits 

List amounts of benefits family would receive if you should die 
today. Six months gratuity payment I ~. Dependents 
indemity compensation 8 ~ monthly, reduced to 
$- on ~. Social Security benefits 
8 monthly, reduced to $ 
on ~. 

Part D-Retirement Benefits 
DATE RROlPiS. 
TYPE PAYMENT: 
ANNUAL INCOME TO SELF: 
ANNUAL INCOME TO SURVIVORS: 
DEPENDENT ELIGIBLE: 

Part E-Record of Emergency Data 

RECORD OF EMERGENCY? YesINo 
DATE RECORD LAST REVIEWED: 
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NAME OF BENEFICIARY NAMED ON RECORD TO RE. 
CEIVE SETTLEMENT OF PAY AND ALLOWANCES, 
INCLUDING SERVICEMAN'S DEPOSITS: 

Section 7-Location of Valuable Documents 
SAFETY DEPOSIT BOX? YeslNa 
BOX NUMBER 
NAME OF BANK 

ADDRESS 

NAME OF JOINT.OWNER: 

NUMBER OF KEYlsl: 

List below documents contained in the Safety Deposit Box: 

Social Security Card? YeslNo 
Birth Certificate? YeslNo 
Certificate of Citizenship? YeslNo 
Marriage Certificate? YeslNo 
Divorce Decree? YeslNo 
Real Estate Documents? YeslNo 
Automobile Papers? YeslNo 
Other Personal Property Papers? YeslNa 
Will? YeslNo 
Power of Attorney? YeslNo 
Tax Records? YesllZa 
Insurance Policies? YeslNo 
Stocks? YeslNo 
Bands? YeslNo 
Bank Deposit Book? YeslNo 
Savings Deposit Book? Yes/% 

ADDRESS: 

LOCATION: 
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COMPUTER-ASSISTED WILLS PROGRAM 
By Captain James J.  Gildea' 

I. INTRODUCTION 
One of the vital missions of a legal assistance office is to 

contribute to the combat readiness of its assigned units.' There 
are a number of ways in which this important mission is 
accomplished. Legal assistance offices, for example, are required 
to establish preventive law programs to decrease the volume of 
personal legal problems facing military personnel.2 Preventive law 
programs reduce greatly the countless personnel hours spent in 
remedial counseling and enhanee the morale, efficiency. and 
prestige of the individual soldier.8 The most direct way in which 
the legal assistance office contributes to combat readiness, 
however. is the support it is required by regulation to provide 
troops during readiness exercises and actual emergency deploy. 
ment.' This article describes the system developed at  Fort 
Leonard Wood, Missouri, to comply with the regulatory directive 
that legal assistance offices draft simple legal instruments for 
completion and execution by the soldier at  the deployment site.' 

*Judge Advocate Gensrails C o w  U S  Army Chef.  Legal Amstance,  Office of 
the Staff Judge Advocaie. U.S. Army Engineer Truning Csnrer & Fort Lwnard 
Wwd. Foit Leonard Wwd,  Missouri. 

DBp'f of Army, Reg. No. 27.3, Legal Assistance, para. 1-5 I1 Mar. 19641 
Iheremafter uted as AR 27.31. 

'AR 27.3. para. 2.7. 
'Dep't of Army, Reg. No. 600-14, PrevenLlw Law Program,  par^ I 130 Sepl. 

19661. 
'A? 27.3. para 2 . 7 ~ .  provides that legal assistance offices wdl become sctiveiy 

invalved in p r w ~ ~ i n g  sal&ers for over ilea^ mavernents. Ths senwee includes 
edvcating and advising aaidiers concerning the legal documents they may need 
Such B B T V ~  also includes drafrmg simple i n s t m e n i s  that  can be completed and 
executed during deployment prmeaaing. The iupporc which a legal assistance 
office renders to deploying troops i s  not limited to the support provided st the 
deployment $ita Such (iuppoi~ should alaa indude an omgoing periodic isgal 
review program designed to rmnirm~e the time naeded to proce~s persomti during 
Emergency Deployment Readmess Exetcaes IEDREsl. Preparation for Overseas 
Rotations IPORsl. and Preparalion for Oversea9 Movements IPOMsl Sas Legal 
Assistance Officer's Deskbook and Formbwk at B-1 (TJAGSA 19661. 

'The dirBetiw to prepare simple legal instruments is not merely Lmited LO an 
actual deployment. AR 27-3 provides that legal assistance offices may draft sirnpie 
daevmenls during B readmesa B X B ~ C L ~ B  d time and eondmans pemut AR 27-3. 
para. c l l l .  While pmvidmg aimpie legal instruments to lrwps during readiness 
emieisei ie  not directive m nature the legal a ~ ~ ~ e f a n e e  office 8'. Fort Leonard 
W w d  experienced a umque problem in this regard. A umt at  Fort Leonard Wood 
is p u t  of the Army's Rapid Depioymenl Force To smulate an actual deployment, 
commanders often schedule then EDREe m coniunction wirh a trdung 8xercue in 
which that umf actually deploys t o  another part of the conrmental Umted States. 
An the nsk of severe mpry and death mereasel when the soldiers participate in 
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11. THE MISSION 
In recognition of the increasing number of Emergency Deploy- 

ment Readiness Exercises IEDREsI conducted at  Fort Leonard 
W a d ,  the legal assistance office in 1985 began examining ways 
to improve the quality of legal services provided to deploying 
units. Our mission was to draft and execute wills and powers of 
attorney for deploying troops "on.site" during their preparation 
for oversea8 movement (POM).6 To meet this directive, the legal 
assistance office was required to develop an interview and 
execution system which would permit attorneys to process wills m 
less than four minutes. 

Two methods of processing wills were examined to meet this 
mission. The first method examined was the use of "fill-in-the. 
blank"-type wills designed to be completed during a POM line 
and executed on site.' The "fill-in-the-blank'-t)?le wills developed 
at  Fort Leonard Wood were designed to handle four categories of 
ddiers :  soldiers who are married and have no children; soldiers 
who are married and have children; soldiers who me not married 
and who have no children; and soldiers who are not married and 
who have children. After some testmg, the "fill.m.tho-blank"-type 
wills were rejected far two main reasons. First, the legal validity 
of such wills was highly questionable.8 Second, the wills were very 
rueh t r ~ l n m i  exerciser. the lend asamtance offnee dd  not hsve the IYXY~Y LO 
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cumbersome and time consuming to complete.8 
The second method examined by the legal assistance office was 

using a computer to generate simple wills. This second method 
proved to be very successful and resulted in the eventual 
development of the ComputwAssisted Wills Program.LD 

111. COMPUTER-ASSISTED WILLS 
PROGRAM 

The Computer.Assisted Wills Program is a system of rapid aill 
execution designed specifically to produce high quality. simple 
wills during an actual deployment or readiness exercise. The heart 
of the system is the Fort Leonard Wood "WILLS" program." 
Personal computers are integrated into the legal assistance 
stations of the POM line to run WILLS. Instead of using the 
traditional single station approach, the legal assistance operation 
is divided into two stations to facihtate rapid will interviews and 
execution.12 

IV. COMPUTER SOFTWARE-WILLS 
WILLS can produce four basic wills, using the same categories 

of soldiers as the "fill.in-theblank' wills: 

1. Soldiers who me married and who have children: 
2. Soldiers who are married and who have no children;'3 

'It W R B  found. for instance, that soldiers could not flll out the will forma by 
themselves An attorney was. therefore. required to conduct the interview and fill 
m the blanks Typewriters were also used co f1U m the blanks but t h s  p ioces~  w w  
very time e o n s v m g  and, under the p r e ~ ~ u r s  of p rducmg high voiumes of wdk  ~n 
a very short time period. prom 10 ~ m r  Even wlfh the "fa-m.theblank'-type 
wllls. the formalities of erecurion cannot be cut short. 

'The  program only deals with the production of s~mple wills "Fill-in-the b l d "  
power of stlorney farms are sldl used to produce powers of attorneys for those 
saidier deslring them. At this wnring. a lack of computer hardware and power of 
~ L f ~ r n e y  software has precluded this office from ermrimenrinn with comwter- 
gensrated powers of strimey. 

""WILLS" was developed by 1LT Hugh M. Bergiund. HHC. 5rh Engineer 
Bs t tAon iC1, Fort Leonard Wood and the author. The program was wntten using 
the IBM Advanced "BASIC' p r o g r m m g  iangvap  The prosam IS compatible 
with any computer which uies the "MSDOS'  aperating ayatem 

"The god  ai POM prmessing IS to keep the line movlng 88 quckly as pmmbie 
Under the two station approach. the soldier I wdl IS prepared and saaembied whde 
he or she is p m e s n n g  through other stations. When the aoldxr reaches the 
sxond stanon. his or her will is waiting for review and i igna~u~e.  

"Ths will option ha8 the foUawm features 
1. The soldier's principal bpneficiary vlli be Lhe suvivmg spouse 
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3. Soldiers who are not married and who have no 
children;" and 

4. Soldiers who are not married and who have children.'[ 

Although the documents created by WILLS are described as 
basic, they do contain a number of very nice features for the 
soldier. Each will option, for example, contains a "debt" clause 
which contains instructions to the personal repreaentative regard- 
ing the apportionment and exoneration of debts against the 
estate.'B Each will option also contslm a survival clause17 and an 
"Armed Forces" clause that directs the personal representative to 
contact a legal assistance office at the nearest military installa. 

2 In the event the roldier'r spouse predeceases him or her. Lhe 
soldier can name two pwple a8 contingent benefiriariea The property 
ulll paas t o  rhe eonfingenr benrfiwarier m equal shares 
3. The soldier's persond representative rill be the aurvivrng 8pouse 
4 The soldier can " m e  m e  other peraon as an alternate personal 
reprerentarive. 

"This rill opiion has the following feaiures 
1. The solher can n m e  two people as the prmcipal henelleiarias 
2. The raldier can n m ~  two people 86 the cantvlgent beneficiaries. 
3 AU beneficiaries rake eqvslly 
4. The soldier can " m e  B principal and alternate percond represent, 
tlve. 

1 In the w e n r  the soldier dies. his or her property passes IO the 
chddren in equal shares 
2 The naldier can name iomt prmcipal and alternate guardians for the 
mnoi chddren. 
3. The soldier can n m e  principal and alternate personal represents. 

"This wdl oprion conriuna the foUawing fesrurea: 

OYB(i. 
'The "debt clause ' BL I t  uould appear m B completed wdl folloui 

SECO'VD I dveef that  all 01 my personal debts be pud  from my 
estate p m r  t o  distribution 11 the Personal Representative 30 desires. 
olhewise such debts wlll be apportioned t o  each deviaee and legatee 
accordmg to hls or her share Unless epeerfrcdy prodded othsrwme, 
debts secured by any property shall not be required t o  be exonerated 
but shall PSIS wdh the propsrty 

The "rurvwal clause'' as n would appear m a completed wiU follows: 
SURVIVAL CLAUSE 

FOLLQTH Wherexr m rhir mv LAST WILL A I D  TESTAMEST if 

difficult m Impassible Lo detsrmmr which af us died first 
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tian to ascertain if the deceased's dependents are entitled to any 
benefits because of the decedent's military affiliation.18 

Because of the time constraints inherent in POM lines, however. 
the soldier is given very few options in disposing of his or her 
property. In the "married with children" option, for example, all 
of the soldier's property wiU pass entirely to the surviving spouse 
in the event of the soldier's death. In the event the spouse 
predeceases the soldier, the property will then pass to the children 
in equal shares.'* Although the property disposition provisions 
are very limited, the program has adequately accommodated over 
ninety percent of the soldiers who have been processed in POM 
Lines using WILLS.20 

The newest feature to WILLS is the addition of the individual 
states' self-proving c1auses.z' Upon entering the soldier's state of 
residence, the computer generates a will with a self-proving clause 
that comports with that state's particular descent and distribu. 
tion laws.32 

'The "Armed Forms" clause as it would appear in a completed wdl follows 
SIXTH. I have served m the Armed Forces of th? Urvted States 
Therefore I l r e e t  my Psrsonal Repreaenrstive to c ~ n i u l l  the legal 
assistance officer a t  the neareat rmlitary mstallatmn ro amitam if 
there ar8 my benefits ta K l c h  my dependents me enhiled by VITLYD 
of my military affPalion at the ~ i m e  of my death Regardless of my 
d t a r y  status at  the time of m) desfh. I dvecf my Pemnal 
Representative ID consult with the nearest Veterans Admis t ra l ion  
and Saeiai Secvrity office to ascerliyn d there 818 my benefits t o  
which my dependents may he entilied 

'The "marned with children option" also contains the folloring fearure8. 
I The program can accommodate a soldier who has up To seven 
chlldren 
2 The program allows rhe soldier to n m e  j o m  pnmpai and 
alternate guardmni for the _nor chlldren, should the spouie pmde- 
maso the soldier. 
3. The soldier's spou~e will he the principai peraonal represenlalive: 
the soldier can rime an alternate personal representative should the 
spouse predecease him or her 

s The program has h e n  teated at  Fort Leonard Wood on flve &ffexsni ~ C C B B ~ S  
s m ~ e  its inception in June 1985 Dunng the five ex~rcmes, the leg4 ~ ~ i i s r a n ~ e  
office processed 968 soldiers and produced 210 wills. Of the 966 soldiers processed 
u~mg WILLS. only twelve soldier8 were turned away hecsuae they desued 
somethmg other than that offered with UILLS. 

"The firit three virsims of WILLS cantmsd B general self.provmg ~lavse The 
gensrd self.prauing affidavit W ~ B  shorter than that of moa states and facilitated 
6peedmr executm because ~f WBQ rha same for each noldws d Ta pmveni 
possible cowc challenge. however. the individual m t e  self-provmg deusee WSZB 
added Lo the program. 

'%'ILLS produces will documents wiueh are v h d  m fortynine states. Because 
of the special requirements m Louisiana and Pusrta ace, however. WILL9 will 
not generate documents for midieis domiciled in either of those two places. 
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The actual operation of the computer program is very simple. 
WILLS is contained entirely on one floppy disc.23 Once loaded, 
the computer asks the operator a series of questions.2' In 
response to these questions, the computer generates a will catered 
to that particular soldier's family situation with a self-proving 
clause valid for his or her state.26 The data an the notary public 
who notarizes the will's self.proving clause is entered only once, at  
the beginning of the POM line processing. The computer stores 
this information and prints it out on each will as it is generated. 

V. POM LINE STATIONS 
To minimize waiting time, the legal assistance station at the 

POM line is split into two substations. Figure 1 at Appendix B 
contains a diagram of the legal assistance substations and their 
relationship to other support statians.2a The first substation of 
the legal assistance station is the interview substation. The 
interview substation, located after the adjutant general m the 
POM line, is staffed by a paralegal, an attorney. and a computer 
operator. 

The paralegal occupies the first position in the interview 
substation. He or she screens soldiers as they enter the station 
and fills in powers of attorney as per the supervising attorney's 

"The current \ emon of WILLS c a n t m s  the "DOS' program. thereby allowing 
the operator to "boot.up" the system with one dirk miy. 

'"The program IS very ' Y B D ~  friendly. The quesuons BTB m smple, easy to 
understand langvage Unlike c e i t m  ward pmeessing pm&~ams.  the operator doel 
not merge pie-loaded clauasi fa mahe a will document He or  she merely mwori 
the questions presented an the &splay. The program automaneally b e g y  
generating the wili upon answermg the laat quesfmn. In Lhe 'married no child 
option, Lhe operator wdl he asked B ma~lmum af rima questma 

"Two IBM personal computers ma used by the campufer operator at  rhe 
intervim subsration. When B will IS prmtmg. i t  "locks u p '  the computer. thus 
preuenling the operalot from enfenng the next soldrsr's data The computer 
operator enrers data into the recand IBM corn put^^ whde the ofher 1s prinling, 
thereby reducing printing time ripfreanLly I t  takes 3 rmnufe~ and 16 seconds t o  
prrnt the longest will using m IBM Personal Computer Graphics P m t e r  
IDotMatriri. The graphics prmter 1s "sed because of >fa  speed m gmershng 
documents. 

"The intervier 8ubstadon 13 located in the fifth posltmn of the POM hns By 
being m the iifth p08~uon. the now of saldmri IS dowed they prmess through 
the four earher stations Slowing the flow by spreadmg the soldiers OYL pceveenfr 
large crowds af ialdiera born galhering at &he mtirview station Even though the 
soidiera me spread Out, crowds can gather as the stiorney h e w n  conduetrng 
lnterilews The amrnes. at the inferv~ew substallon. must constantly monitor the 
sratian. Often. soldiers w u t m  m the l ine  alreadv have B wdi or do nor dame one 
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instructions for those soldiers desiring them.%' Soldiers not 
needing or desiring a will or a power of attorney are passed on to 
the next station. Soldiers desiring wills are referred to the 
attorney, who occupies the second position in the interview 
substation.28 

The attorney interviews soldiers desiring wills by using will 
interview eards.29 The questions on the card are listed in the same 
order they appear on the computer screen.sQ Once the interview 
card is completed, the soldier moves on to the next station. The 
completed interview card and power of attorney, if one was 
executed, are then passed to the computer operator, who staffs 
the final position at the interview substation.81 

The computer operator inputs the data contained on the 
interview cards and assembles the will after it is generated by the 

The computer operator then attaches the power of 
attorney, if made, to the completely assembled will and the entire 

review t i e  executed wdl after It 1s executed 
"The eardr are  eoior.eoded one color foc each of the four will options. 
'oInitially, the computer operator dnectly imputed chs vlformation m e n  by the 

salmer This manner of crearing the wills proved quite unsuecesshi Hadng the 
computer operator conduct the wd u f e i v i e ~  was B very slow and aften error-fdsd 
procedure. By sphfting up the inpurimg and mtermswmg hmcrmna, each p o m n  
CM perform a t  B mvch higher speed The attorney. m w t o m e d  to interviewng 
peopie. can move the soldiers much more ipeddy Lhrough the ststion. As a 
trained attorney. he or she can, for example. erplavl more quickly the functrons ai 
a guardian or execur~r should the soldier have m y  gueatms. The e ~ m p u t ~ r  
operator. whom only focus is inputting data. can work at B YBW rapid pace 
Splitting up the hmefions dm proved to be less t l rug  on saeh mdwidual Fatigue 
IS someihmg that the svperviaing ariorney must carehilly momtor. It i~ 
recommended that the personnel serving ths POI5 h e  iwireh positions frequently 
io devmte  the streis and strain mherenf in pmessmg large vdumes of pmpie m 
a short time period. 

"Figures 2 and 3 of Append- B eonram the w d  mtawiew forms for the 
"married wilh children' and "not marridno children' wdi aptions The wly 
interview normally Isits 60 t o  90 seconds I t  is the mpeivising attorney's job Lo 
keep the interviews as short and as quick as possble. This ofren e n t d s  p w g  
brief explanations of the prmwpal characters m the d such 81 B benefmar/ 01 
exemtori  t o  help the soldier m making his or h u  dourion. 

"Twa-slded coniinu~us feed paper is used by Ihe computer operator 111 

generatmg the w l s  One copy i s  rermned on file at the legal B S I ~ J ~ ~ C B  office while 
the m i p a l  i8 signed by Lhe testator at  the execution substation. 

. 
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packet is forwarded to the execution station for client review and 
execution. 

The system is successful because the soldier's will is inputted 
and printed while he or she is processing at  other stations. Upon 
reaching the execution substation, located at  Position 8 of the 
POM line, the soldier's will is waiting for review and signature. 

The second legal assistance substation is the execution substa. 
tion. Ideally this substation is staffed by an attorney, a paralegal 
who is a qualified notary public, and three witnesses provided by 
the supported ~ n i t . ~ 3  I t  is essential that the s m e  three witnesses 
serve throughout a POM, so that  confusion and errors at 
execution are kept to a minimum.J' 

At the execution substation, the soldier first reviews the will.36 
The soldier is then asked a series of questions relating to the 
wlU.36 After the soldier is satisfied with the terms of the will. the 
paralegahotary officiates the self.proving clause.27 The will is 
then passed to the witnesses who, with the notary public, 

"Dunng 4 of the 5 EDREs s t  which the program WBQ tested. B second attorney 
aupemsed the execution substation. The second attorney greatly speeded up the 
execution of the w 4 s .  He also reheved the iupervisrng attorney at the mterview 
substation I t  i s  hlghly recommended that B second actormy be p m e n i  

"After execuling several wills. the witnssie~ betome very adept st p e r f o m g  
chair hincnon. Dvring EDREr, they have also performed B mtal preliminary 
review hinetion and have. on oeeaiion, called back a tecisior who forgot to s ~ g n  
every page of the w d l  

''The execution mbsratron is located in the eighth position of the POM h e  
directly after the medical activity's shot atation. Soldrers. therefore. cm reliex 
their wills whiie they are bemg observed by rhe medical perwmd far negative 
reaefioni to the ehots In this way, B wlll em be signed and executed without 
delaying the soldier's POM processing 

"The foilawmg questions are asked. 
1. Are you Isoldrer's name17 
2 Is this your Last U'iU m d  Testament? 
3. Are you w e i  18 years of age or older? 
4 Is anyone forcing you to make this wdi? 

6 l a  anyone forerng you ro dlspose of your property ~n m y  crrraln 
way? 

8. Do yon pvhLah this as your Lasr Wdl and Testamrni rsuohng m y  
prevmus ufls that you have previously made? 

I t  is important thsf B aeripf of some aorc LJ used This ensures that the same 
questions are asked every tesraloi. 

"The queslions rn nole 36 covld he asked Lo more than m e  solLer 81 a Lime. 
proiidsd M m d m d u d  mapans% is obtavled from each m d  prowded that the 
witnesses hear each indrvidual response snd could testify Lo B complete execution 
p m e s s  for each mdmdual tertataritnr 
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complete the execution process.s8 
Before departing the execution phase, the soldier signs a cover 

letter and addresses an envelope with the address of the person to 
whom he or she wants the documents sent.88 The documents. 
signed and executed, are placed in the envelope and mailed by 
legal assistance personnel upon completion of the POM process. 
ing.40 

THE PROGRAM TODAY 
One cannot lose sight of the limited purpose for which this 

program was developed. Simply put, it is a system designed to 
give the soldier a temporary will when time does not permit an 
office style intendew. Even using the propam effectively, a legal 
assistance office cannot hope to produce and execute more than 

=It  has been recammended that B televiision with a hve .mute  videotspe on 
w d s  be m t  up to play to aaidisra while they are waiting to begin inprocesaing. The 
t a p  would contain vlformation on the different wdl ~ y p s  available at the iegal 
asaistance starion and the execution prmeas. including the effect of L sdf-pro\ing 
ciawe. The videatape would aim get the saidier t h h i n g  about the people he 
wmid like ta mame 88 beneficiaries, the guardians of the children. and ths parsmal 
reprerentativer. The vidsofape would also s p e d  up the client review process E 
the soldier would h o w  the basic diapoaition proviaions contained in tho will 

'Two ewm letter. am oresentlv used The letter eontoned at fievre 5 of 
Appsndh B is vaed during EDREs:It identifies the daeumenls for the;oldier If 
he or she is actually deployrng 89 part of the trainiog ererum. hs or her loved 
one8 h a w  the d m m e n t e  should somethmg happen t o  the s o l d m  d u m g  
deployment. The letter 8treesee. however, that  the dauments are tempxary m 
nature and the soldier is d h e k d  to r e c a t  t o  the l e d  8 s s i 6 ~ a n f ~  office at hs OT 
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fifteen to twenty wills per hour." This program, therefore. is in no 
way a substitute for a vigorous preventive law program. Periodic 
legal reviews must stili be conducted to ensure minimal process. 
ing during a POM. Even at  twenty wills per hour, it would take 
over ten hours of constant work to produce wills for two hundred 
soldiers. This program. then, is designed for the soldier who needs 
a will because he or she is new to the Army or the unit, or has 
experienced a significant change in his or her personal iife.42 

Committed to the policy of sending troops into battle with their 
personal affairs in order, the Computer-Assisted Wills Program is 
a viable way of ensuring that the Army's goal with respect to a 
soldier's legal affairs is met.43 

APPENDIX A 
"FILL-IN-THE-BLANK"-TYPE WILL 

LAST WILL AEjD TESTAMENT 

OF 

I, __ ,  a legal resident of ~, Social Security 
Account Number ~, now in the active military service of 
the United States and temporarily residing andlor stationed at  
FORT LEONARD WOOD, MISSOURI, being of sound and 
disposing mind and memory. and not acting under duress, 
coercion or undue influence of any person whomsoever and 
intending to dispose of my entire estate. do make, publish and 
deciare this instrument as my LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT, 
hereby revoking all wills, testaments and codicils previously made 
by me. 

'Dunng B test  m October lss5. the legal asbis~ance olfiee processed 132 
saldiers m two hours 32 wills and 14 oowers of attorney were exscuted Only four 

fouow."p Flil appomtrnenrs 
"A cap? of WILLS and an i n s i m ~ f m  mmual may be obluned by m d n g  a 

Sh-meh floppy dak t o  the Office of the Staff Judge Advocate. ATTK ATZT- 
JALA IMs Cor-Laveol. Fort Leonard Wood. Missouri 65473.5000 An example of B 
completed wlll is srtached ai Appendix C 
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GENERAL 
FIRST. I declare that I am not now married. I have no children 

n o G i E g .  

SECOND. I direct that all of my legal debts be paid from my 
estate prior to distribution if the Executor or Executrix so 
desires, otherwise such debts will be apportioned to each devisee 
and legatee according to his or her share. Unless specifically 
provided otherwise, debts secured by any property shall not be 
required to be exonerated, but shall pass with the property. 

PROPERTY DISTRIBUTION 

THIRD. I eve, devise and bequeath all of my estate and 
property: real, personal or mixed: wherever situated and of 
whatsoever nature of which I may be seized or possessed or of 
which I may be entitled or have a power of disposition to at the 
time of my death, in fee simple absolutely and forever, to 
~. In the event that my said beneficiary shall not survive 
me, I give, devise and bequeath all of my estate and property, 
absolutely and forever, to  ~, 

SURVIVAL CLAUSE 
FOURTH. Wherever in this my LAST WILL AND TESTA. 

MENT it is provided that any person shall benefit hereunder if 
such person shall survive me, such person shall be deemed not to 
have survived me if he or she shall die within thirty (3OI days 
after my death or in a c o r n o n  disaster with me, or under such 
circumstances that i t  is difficult or impassible to determine which 
of us died first. 

FIFTH. I hereby appoint -of -as Per. 
s o X F i p r e s e n t s t i v e  of this my LAST WILL AND TESTA. 
MENT, and I direct that (she) (he) be permitted to serve without 
bond or surety thereon and without the intervention of any court 
or courts, except as required by law; I hereby authorize and 
empower my said Personal Representative in (her) (hi4 absolute 
discretion to sell. exchange, convey, transfer. assign, mortgage, 
pledge, lease or rent the whale or any part of my real or personal 
estate. to invest, reinvest or retain investments of my said estate 
and to perform all acts and to execute all documents which my 
said Personal Representative may deem necessary, convenient or 
proper in regard to my property: in the event that my designated 
Personal Representative shall predecease me or shall for any 
reason refuse to or bs unable to serve or to continue serving as 
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such hereof, then I hereby appoint -of -to 
sewe without band or surety and with the same powers and 
authority. 

SIXTH. I have served in the Armed Forces of the United 
S t a h e r e f o r e ,  I direct my Personal Representative to consult 
the legal assistance officer at  the nearest military installation to 
ascertain if there are any benefits to which my dependsnts are 
entitled by virtue of my military affiliation at  the time of my 
death. Regardless of my military status at  the time of my death, 
I direct my executor or executrix to consult with the nearest 
Veterans Admistration and Social Security Administration office 
to ascertain if there are any benefits to which my dependents may 
be entitled. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have at  Fort Leonard Wood, 
Missouri, this -day of ~, 19- set my hand and seal to 
this my LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT, consisting of two 
typewritten pages, this included, the preceding pages hereof 
bearing my signature. 

-1SEALI 
The foregoing instrument, consisting of two typewritten pages. 

this included, was at Fort Leonard Woad, Missouri, this -day 
of -19L signed, sealed, published and declared by the 
abovenamed Testat to be LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT in 
the presence of all of us at one time and at the same time, we at 
request and in presence and in the presence of each other, 
hereunto subscribe our names 88 attesting witnesses, and we do 
verily believe that the said Testat is of sound and disposing m n d  
and memory at  the date hereof. 

WITNESSES 

NAME ADDRESS SSN 

SELF.PROVING AFFIDAVIT 

Before me, the undersigned authority. on this day personally 
appeared ___,  ~, ~, and __,  
known to me to be the testator and the witnesses, respectively. 
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whose names are subscribed to the annexed or foregoing instru. 
ment in their respective capacities, and, all of said persons being 
by me first duly 8wom said ~, testator, declared to  me and 
to the said witnesses in my presence that said instrument is his 
last will and testament and that he had willingly made and 
executed it as his free and voluntary act and deed for the 
purposes therein expressed and the said witnesses, each an his 
oath stated to me in the presence and hearing of the said testator, 
that  the said testator had declared to them that said instmment 
is his last will and testament and that he executed 6ame a8 such 
and wanted each of them to sign it as a witness; and upon their 
oaths each witness stated further that  they did sign the same as 
witnesses in the presence of the said testator and at  his request 
and that said testator, was at  the time 18 years of age or over 
and was of sound mind: and that each of said witnesses was then 
at  least 18 years of age. 

TESTATOR 

WITNESS ADDRESS SSN 
WITNESS ADDRESS SSN 
WITNESS ADDRESS SSN 

STATE OF 

COUNTY OF -1 
Subscribed and acknowledged before me by the said ~, 

testator and subscribed and sworn before me by the said ~, 
__, and ~, witnesses, this -day of -, 19-. 

(SEAL) 

I ss. 

NOTARY PUBLIC IN AND 
FOR THE STATE OF- 

MY COMMISSION EXPIRES: 
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MARRIEDiWITH CHILDREN 

1. NAME 1. 
IF,M,L,l 

2. GENDER 2. 

3. RESIDENCY 3. 

4. SSAN # 4. 

5. 4 5.  4 

6. SPOUSE'S NAME 6. 

7. x OF CHILDREN I .  

8. CHILDREN'S #I 
NAMES W2 

x4 
x 5  

9. PRIN GUARD 9. 

10. ALT GUARD 10. 

11. ALT PER REP 11. 

FIGURE 2 
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NOT MARRIEDiNO CHILDREN 
1. NAME 1. 

2. GENDER 2. 

3. RESIDENCY 3. 

4. SSAN I 4.  

5 .  1 5 .  1 

7. PRIN BENEF NAME ni 

NAME n2 

8. I C O N T  8. 
BENEF 

9. CONT BENEF NAME X I  

NAME X2 

10. PRIN PER 10. 
REP 

11. ALT PER 11. 
R E P  

FIGURE 3 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY 
HEADQUARTERS 

US ARMY TRAINING CENTER ENGINEER AND FORT 
LEONARD WOOD 

FORT LEONARD WOOD, MISSOURI 65473~5000 

ATZT-JALA 

SUBJECT Instructions for Important Documents Prepared Dur. 

Dear -: 

This envelope contains important legal documents that  were 
prepared for you at  a recent Emergency Readiness Deployment 
Exercise IEDREI. I recommend that you keep these documents in 
a safe place with your other important papers. If you had a will 
prepared, you should notify your named Personal Representative 
of its location so that he or she can effectively represent your 
estate in the event of your death. 

You are reminded that these documents are simple legal 
instruments designed to serve you while you are away from your 
loved ones. At your earliest possible convenience, you should 
contact a Legal Assistance Office to have the documents reviewed 
and redrafted as required. 

ing EDRE 

Sincerely, 
Legal Assistance Office 
Building 1706 
Fort Leonard Wood, M O  
65473.5000 
(3141 3684171 

FIGURE 5 
Dear -: 

This envelope contains important legal documents that I want 
you to take care of for me. Please do not worry about me because 
of these papers. I should have had them prepared before now. but 
j w t  never got around to it. Today I had the chance to talk to B 

lawyer and get them made up for free, so I did. 
I will write as soon a8 I can and send you an address where you 

can write me. 
FIGURE 6 
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APPENDIX C 

COMPUTER-ASSISTED WILL 
LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT 

OF 
JOHN PATRICK SMITHSON 

I ,  J O H N  P A T R I C K  S M I T H S O N ,  a legal resident 
of CALIFORNIA, Social Security Account Number, 
123-446678, now in the active military service of the United 
States and temporarily residing andlor stationed at FORT 
LEONARD WOOD, MISSOURI, being of sound disposing mind 
and memory and not acting under duress, coercion or undue 
influence of any person whomsoever and intending to dispose of 
my entire estate, do make, publish and declare this instrument as 
my LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT, hereby revoking all wills, 
testaments and codicils previously made by me. 

GENERAL 
FIRST. I declare that I am now married to MARY J O  

SMITHSON. I have no children now living. 

SECOND. I direct that all of my personal debts be paid from 
my estate prior to distribution if the Personal Representative so 
desires, otherwise such debts will be apportioned to each devisee 
and legatee according to his or her share. Unless specifically 
provided otheraise, debts secured by any property shall not be 
required to be exonerated, but shall pass with the property. 

PROPERTY DISTRIBUTION 

THIRD. I give, devise and bequeath all of my estate and 
property-red, personal or mixed, wherever situated and of 
whatsoever nature of which I may be seized or possessed or of 
which I may be entitled or have a power of disposition to at the 
time of my death. in fee simple absolute, absolutely and forever, 
to my spouse. In the event that my spouse should predecease me 
or die within thirty I301 days of my death, I give, devise and 
bequeath all my estate and property, absolutely and forever, to 
FRED C. SMITHSON. 

SURVIVAL CLAUSE 
FOURTH. Wherever in this my LAST WILL AND TESTA. 

MENT it is provided that any person shall benefit hereunder if 
such person shall survive me such person shall be deemed not to 
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have survived me if he or she shall die within thirty 1301 days 
after my death or in common disaster with me, or under such 
circumstances that it is difficult or impossible to determine which 
of us died first. 

JOHN PATRICK SMITHSON 

Page One of Two Pages 

PERSONAL REPRESENTATIVE (EXECUTOR) 

FIFTH. I hereby appoint my spouse a8 Personal Representa. 
tive of this my LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT, and direct that 
he or she be permitted to serve without bond or surety thereon 
and without the intervention of any court or courts, except a8 
required by law: I hereby authorize and empower my said 
Personal Representative in his or her absolute discretion to sell, 
exchange, convey, transfer, assign mortgage, pledge, lease or rent 
the whole or any part of my real or personal estate, to invest, 
reinvest or retain investments of my said estate and to perform 
all acts and to execute all documents which my said Personal 
Representative deem necessary, convenient or proper in regard to 
my property: in the event that my designated representative shall 
predecease me or shall for any reason refuse to or be unable to 
serve or to continue serving hereof, then I appoint HENRY J. 
SMITHSON to serve without bond or surety and with the same 
powers and authority. 

SIXTH. I have served in the Armed Forces of the United 
States. Therefore, I direct my Personal Representative to consult 
the legal assistance officer at the nearest military installation to 
ascertain if there are any benefits to which my dependents are 
entitled by virtue of my military affiliation at the time of my 
death. Regardless of my military status at the time of my death, 
I direct my Personal Representative to consult with the nearest 
Veterans Administration and Social Security office to ascertain if 
there are any benefits to which my dependents may be entitled. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have at Fort Leonard Wood, 
Missouri. this 31 day of OCTOBER, 1985, set my hand and seal 
to this my LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT, consisting of two 
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typewdttan pages, this included, the preceding pages hereof 
b s h g  my signature. 

(SEAL) 
JOHN PATRICK SMITHSON 

The foregoing instrument, consisting of Two typewritten pages, 
this included, was at Fort Leonard W d ,  Missouri, this 31st day 
of OCTOBER, 1985, signed, sealed, published and declared by 
JOHN PATRICK SMITHSON, the a b o v m m e d  Testator to be 
his or her LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT in the preeence of all 
of us at one time and at the same time. we at his or her request 
and in the presence of each other hereunto subscribe OUT names a8 
attesting witnesses. and we do verily believe that the said 
Testator is of sound and disposing mind and memory at the date 
hereof. 

WITNESSES 
NAME ADDRESS SSN 

FORT LEONARD ~ 

WOOD, MO. 
FORT LEONARD ~ 

WOOD, MO. 
FORT LEONARD ~ 

WOOD, MO. 

Page Two of Two Pages 

CALIFORNIA SELF-PROVING CLAUSE 
On the date written below. JOHN PATRICK SMITHSON 

declared to us, the undersigned, that this instrument, consisting 
of two 12) pages including the page signed by us 88 witnesses. was 
his Will and requested us to act as  witnesses to it. The Testator 
thereupon signed this Will in o w  presence all of us being present 
a t  the same time. We now, at his request. in his presence and in 
the presence of each other, subscribe OUI names as witnesses. 

We declare under penalty or perjury that the foregoing is true 
and correct, and that this declaration wa8 executed on 31 
OCTOBER, 1985 at Ft .  Leonard Wood. Missouri. 
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FORT LEONARD ~ 

FORT LEONARD ~ 

FORT LEONARD ~ 

WITNESS WOOD, MO. SSN 

WITNESS WOOD. MO. SSN 

WITNESS WOOD, MO. SSN 

STATE OF MISSOURI ) 

COUNTY OF PULASKI 

Subscribed and acknowledged before me by the said JOHN 
PATRICK SMITHSON Testator and subscribed and sworn before 

1 ss. 

me by the said ~, ~, and ~, 
witnesses. this 31st day of OCTOBER, 1986. 

ISEALI PHEBE J O  COOK 
NOTARY PUBLIC IN AND 
F O R  T H E  S T A T E  O F  
MISSOURI 

MY COMMISSION EXPIRES: 
31 JANUARY, 1986 
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DEVELOPING A LEGAL ASSISTANCE SOP 
by Major Mark E. Sullivan, USAR" 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Developing an office SOP (Standing Operating Procedure) 

should be one of the first and most important responsibilities of 
the chief of legal assistance in each SJA office. A well-prepared 
SOP will ensure uniform treatment of clients in the legal 
assistance office.' Also. newlyassigned legal assistance officers 
will be able to ieam from the SOP the policies and procedures of 
the office and become acquainted with their duties and responsi. 
bilities. The legal assistance SOP will help provide more stability 
and continuity in the legal assistance office, especially when there 
is a change in the chief of the division or, as more frequently 
occurs, in the personnel assigned to that division. 

A welldrafted SOP is also an excellent means of briefing an 
incoming staff judge advocate or deputy SJA concerning the 
operation of the legal assistance program in that office. Finally, 
now that Congress has granted B statutory basis for the Army 
Legal Assistance Program,2 a legal assistance SOP is one of the 
best ways of guaranteeing effective, thorough, and competent 
legal assistance in compliance with the statute. In summary, 
many potential legal assistance management problems can be 
avoided if the office has an adequate SOP. 

11. THE NEED FOR AN SOP 
I t  is truly an awesome task to be assigned as a legal assistance 

officer given the complexity and variety of our clients' problems. 
For example, on the first day in the office, the new legal 

'Judge Advaata Generea COT, U.S. Army Rarewe. Mgor Sullivan b s 
member of the American Bar Aaaociation's Standing Committee on Legal 
Assistance for Military Pe~sonnel He ib m private practice YI Raleigh. North 
Caroha, wrth the f u m  of Sullivan and Pearaon, P.A. He works primarily rn the 
field of family law and is the Director of the North C a m h a  State Bar's S p e d  
Committee om Mitary Personnel. Major Sullivan is m e n t l y  assigned as an 
Indmdual MobUmtioo Augment- ta the Legd Adstance Office, OfLce 01 the 
Staff Judge Aduoeata, XVlIl  Airborne Corps and Fort Brsgg, Fort Brsgg, North 
Carolina. He has published numeiou(1 articles an legal msi~tance topopla in rmlitary 
and civilian iavmals 

For a model SOP see The lard Assistance Officer's Deskbmk and Farmbook. 
ch. I {TJAGSA 19851 lavdabl;to ceglstered neere from the Defense Technical 
Information Centar. lniomatldn 00 ordering from DTlC is printed in each issue of 
Tha Army Lawver in the Current Mabnal of Infere~t aeerianl 
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assistance officer might very well meet clients who ask the 
following questions: 

A. "My wife has sued me in Massachusetts for custody 
of our children. I have the kids here in North Carolina at  
Fort Quagmire and don't want to return to Massechu. 
setts to fight the case there. Is there anything I can do? 
Can I keep the kids here? Do I need to get a civilian 
attorney?, 

B. "My car was just wrecked and my husband was 
injured in the accident. How can I get my car fixed? Will 
I have to pay anything? My husband wa8 treated at  a 
civilian hospital and I need to know what to do about the 
medical bills. Can I have you handle this instead of B 

civilian attorney?" 

C. "I just gat this deed from a lawyer in Texas 
concerning mineral rights in same property that my 
grandmother left to her heirs. He says in his letter that 
this must be signed by me as well as my husband so that  
we can straighten out my grandmother's estate. Do I 
have to sign this? What am I giving up if I do sign it? 
Since my mother and father are deed, am I entitled to 
any share of my grandmother's estate?" 

D. "I am divorced and I don't want my ex.husband to 
have any share of my estate upon my death. Since our 
children are under eighteen, can I get you to prepare B 
trust for them, with my sister as the trustee, instead of a 
simple will?" 

E. "My landlord just evicted me because I complained 
to the City Health Department about the rats and 
cockroaches in our basement. Can he do this? Can I stop 
this eviction without the use of a private attorney7 Can 
you help me? Am I going to be hurt because I was two 
months late in the rent when he served the eviction 
papers on me? He has lodred my tools and lammower in 
the garage out behind our house and I need to get them 
out. What can I do to get them back?" 

F. "I just bought this diamond ring from Sam's 
Friendly Jewelers downtown. Sam told me that the value 
of the ring was well over 12000.00. After a lot of 
haggling, I paid him S1800.00 for the ring. Last week I 
got two appraisals for insurance purposes. They show 
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values of $600.00 and $900.00 respectively. Can I get my 
money back? Can I SUB him for unfair and deceptive 
trade practices? Do I have to return the ring, or can I get 
him to refund a portion of my money and keep the ring?" 

G. "My wife just died and I need help in settling her 
estate. Do I have to go through probate? Do I need a 
civilian lawyer? What happens to the house we owned in 
joint names as husband and wife? Can I get the title to 
her car signed over to me so I can sell it? Since she left a 
lot of insurance money to our children. do I need a 
guardian to manage that money for them?" 

Some of these questions, of course. can be answered only by a 
veteran legal assistance officer after thorough research into the 
matter or by contacting a cooperating private attorney who can 
provide competent and professional advice to assist the legal 
assistance officer in these areas. A newlyassigned legal assistance 
officer may find himself or herself overwhelmed by these ques- 
tions, as would a good many civilian practitioners with equal or 
greater experience. He or she may go to the chief of legal 
assistance, who has a great deal more experience lone hopes) in 
handling these matters, for an "instant answer," but that would 
result in the chief becoming little more than e resource clearing 
house or a source of second opinions. Little time, if any, would be 
left for the chief to perform his or her o w  duties. 

111. THE SOP 
A wellwritten legal assistance SOP can solve this problem. The 

SOP. for example, should direct the officer to the appropriate 
sources of information (e.8.. books and treatises on local or 
interstate matters). list the resources that may he available for 
referral or telephone advice l i .e ,  the American Bar Association's 
"Operation Stand-By," now in operation in nine jurisdictions), and 
detail other procedures to be followed in such a situation. A legal 
assietance SOP is also the best place to record the lawyer referral 
program used in the office. 

I t  is essential that referral of cases to civilian attorneys be done 
on a neutral and independent basis, without any showing of 
favoritism for a particular lawyer. Many states already have in 
place a lawyer referral service which can be of great benefit to the 
LAO. In making a referral, the legal assistance officer must 
ensure that the client is referred to a competent civilian attorney 
who is ailling and able to help with the problem and who is 
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available to consult with the client far a reasonable fee at  the 
appropriate time. 

The legal aasiatance SOP should also be a tool for maintaining 
liaison with the iaeal bar or bar association. Local lawyers are 
familiar with the dally problems faced by legal assistance officers. 
More often than not, they are ready, willing. and able to provide 
guidance, telephone assistance, advice, and representation when 
contacted by the legal assistance officer. The SOP should outline 
sufficiently the relationship of the office with the local bar and 
provide guidelines for contacting local attorneys concerning mat. 
ters of state law. I t  should also provide guidance for the legal 
assistance attorney for attending meetings of the local bar and 
establishing rapport and a goad working relationship with local 
attorneys. 

Several other areas should be detailed in the legal assistance 
SOP. An outline of a model SOP is printed at  the Appendix. For 
example, the section on the Taxpayer Assistance Program should 
detail the responsibility for counseling individuals on tax prob- 
lems, for handling inquiries on the completion of tax forms, for 
obtaining state and federal tax publications and forms, and for 
instructing unit Taxpayer Assistance Program counselors. 

The section on preventive law should give sufficient information 
on how to prepare and publish pamphlets, hand.outs. and articles 
at  the legal assistance office. I t  should also address8 conducting 
consumer protection and preventive law classes for units and 
other organizations. 

In administrative areas, the SOP should provide specific 
guidance on counseling soldiers concerning report8 of survey, 
line-of.duty determinations, adverse efficiency reports. and other 
administrative matters. 

One section of the SOP should be devoted to standards for the 
office library. I t  is vitally important that legal assistance officers 
receive and review copies of local or regional materials to update 
them in matters of state law. The SOP should also establish 
minimum standards to be followed in maintaining and upgrading 
the office library, induding necessary periodicals, books, treatises, 
and other documents.3 A system should be established whereby 

'See Dsp't of Army. Rag No 27.5, Army Law Library Serrics I1 Aug. 19801 
lbeing reviled dvang 18861 for information on obtaining pubhcarions and materials 
from the Army Law Library Service. 
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each officer is given an opportunity to review and forward 
incoming copies of books, hand-outs. magazines. and periodicals. 

Another section of the SOP should deal with the procedure for 
preparing and dispatching correspondence in the office. Incoming 
correspondence. unless directed to a particular officer, should be 
reviewed first by the chief of legal assistance and forwarded, if 
necessary, to a particular lawyer in the office for redew and reply. 
Initial answers to correspondence sent by the newlyassigned legal 
assistance officer should be reviewed. with the client's permission 
when necessary, for several weeks by the chief of legal assistance. 
A reading file, which complies with paragraph 2.8 of AR 21.3, 
should be circulated. Procedures should be established far setting 
up priorities far outgoing correspondence, based on the urgency of 
the correspondence as well as the availability of staff personnel 
far t p i n g  and other duties. 

Specific instructions should be given in the SOP regarding 
counseling of clients with adverse interests, such as a husband 
and wife in a divorce ease. This is especially critical at  installa. 
tions with a single legal assistance office. 

The SOP should discuss the employment of reserviists. A 
Reserve liaison officer should be appointed within the legal 
assistanee office to maintain contact with reservists who visit the 
office on a regular basis or who may be assigned there during 
their annual training. Because of their limited contact with 
clients, reservists should be given a thorough orientation before 
undertaking legal assistance responsibilites using instructions set 
forth in the SOP. 

On many occasions, it may be necessary to refer a client to a 
nomlawyer resource (i.% the local small claims court. the Armed 
Forces Disciplinary Control Board, or the county public health 
department). The SOP should describe these remwees, including 
when to refer clients and haw to monitor the responsiveness of 
the agency or individual in handing the complaint of the client. 

Finally, all TJAG policy letters dealing with the Army Legal 
Assistance Program and information required during UCMJ art. 6 
visits should be appended to the SOP. These letters offer 
important guidance, indeed they establish mandatory operating 
procedures, and should be readily available to everyone assigned 
to B legal assistance office, including reservists. 
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IV. HOW TO PREPARE THE SOP 
The first step in preparing a legal assistance SOP is to SUNBY 

the personnel in the office lofficer, enlisted, and civilian) concern- 
ing present practices and problems. The SOP cannot be drafted 
and completed in a vacuum. I t  must be done with attention to the 
present capabilities of personnel, their input into problems and 
solutions. and their suggestions, ideas, comments and criticisms. 
Also. you must incorporate regulatory requirements and require- 
ments from The Judge Advocate General into the SOP. Addition. 
ally, consider any special circumstances in the command. For 
example, are there units assigned to the installation that are part 
of the Rapid Deployment Force? If so. you may need a special 
section on predeployment counseling. The chief of legal assistance 
should be able to draft a Legal Assistance SOP that is simple as 
well as thorough. An outline for a model Legal Assistance SOP is 
provided below. An example of such an SOP is available for 
modification and use from the Chief of Legal Assistance, OSJA. 
XVIII Airborne Carps and Fort Bragg, Ft.  Bragg, NC 28307. 
With the completed SOP in hand, the chief of legal assistance can 
be assured that the firat important steps have been taken in 
providing thorough, competent and effective legal assistance for 
service members, retirees and their families. 

After the "brainstorming" is completed, the SOP may be 
drafted. Sample formats are printed in chapter 1 of the Legal 
Assistance Officer's Formbmk and Deskbook' and in the Appen. 
dix to this article. There may also be other SOPS in the SJA 
office that could be used as a model. Remember, though, that the 
SOP should be as detailed and complete as possible to ensure that 
it is a workable tool. Finally, the SOP must be reviewed and 
updated regularly for it to continue to be a workable tool. 

V. CONCLUSION 
This article i s  only a broad overview of what a legal assistance 

SOP should contain and how to prepme it. There in no "right" or 
"wrong" SOP. If an SOP clearly details the responsibilities and 
operating procedures of a particular office, and if those who use it 
find it helpful, then it ia B "good" SOP. The moat important point 
of the article is that every legal assistance office must have a 
complete and accurate SOP. 
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APPENDIX 
OUTLINE OF MODEL LEGAL ASSISTANCE SOP 

1. General 

a. Purpose of SOP 

b. Scope and jurisdiction (duties under AR 27-3, supplemented 
by those below) 

i. Commands and personnel covered 
ii General instructions on scope of Legal Assistance Pro- 

gram ILAPI 
iii. Special instructions (i.e., administrative discharge boards, 

Taxpayer Assistance Program, mobilization exercises 
IPOM and EDREI, conduct of Preventive Law Program 
under AR 600.14, particular command programs) 

2. Responsibilities 

a. Chief of Legal Assistance 

i. Supervision of subordinates and overall LAP 

ii. Monitoring incoming correspondence and assigning same 

iii. Briefing incoming personnel 

iv. Keeping SJA and DSJA informed on office statistics. 
current trends and problems and recent developments of 
importance 

V. Alerting SJA and DSJA regarding eases and matters of 
unusual importance and sensitivity, consistent with ethi. 
cal requirements of confidentiality 

vi. Maintaining and upgrading library 

vu. Monitoring continuing legal education opportunities for 

for replies 

office personnel 
b. Legal Assistance Officers 

c. NCOIC and stsff in office 

3. Office Policies and Procedures 

a. Procedure for seeing clients in office Le. wakins  VS. 

appointments) and handling emergencies or telephone inquiries 
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b. Use of handouts and pamphlets a t  front desk tor routine 

c. Liaison with Reservists 

d. Referral procedures and associating private counsel 

e. Specific provisions concerning confidentiality of counseling 
f .  Instructions on completion of legal assistance interview card 

g. Safeguarding documents, exhibits or objects of the client 
h. Use of derks and nan-lawyer personnel 

i. Instructions on correspondence 

j. Referral procedures 

k. Preventive law policies. including handouts, newspaper art$ 
cles and classes 

1. Continuing legal education policies 

inquiries 

IDA Form 2465) 

m. Incoming briefings for newlyassigned personnel 
n. Standards of conduct and conflict of interest 
0.  Preparation of specific documents 1i.e.. wills, powers of 

attorney, separation agreements, OER rebuttals, adoptions 
and name changes1 

p. Representation of spouses by different offices 

q. Actions with a ''suspen8e date" 

r. Command inquiries 

4. Standards for Office Library 
a. Local or regional Reporter 

b. Standard books and treatises Le.. probate, real estate. family 
law, consumer protection, immigration and naturalization1 

c. Local and state periodicals 
d. The A m y  Lawyer and Military Law Reuiow 

e .  All States Guides 
f .  A B A  Legal Assistance Newsletter 

5. Conclusion 
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CONTINUING POWERS OF ATTORNEY: 
A MILITARY USE 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Military service demands that soldiers be ready to deploy for 

duty anywhere in the world with minimal notice. Therefore, it is 
important that soldiers ensure that their dependents andiar 
financial commitments will receive appropriate care dwing their 
absence. A power of attorney is an inexpensive and expedient 
means by which the soldier can authorize another to attend to his 
or her personal and financial affairs. This article will examine one 
type of power of attorney, the "continuing" power of attorney, 
the two subcategories of this type, and how they may benefit 
soldiers in safeguarding their dependents and their property. 

by Captain Kent R. Meyer' 

11. POWERS OF ATTORNEY 
A. INGENERAL 

A power of attorney is an instrument in writing' by which one 
person, as principal. appoints another to act BB his or her agent, 
giving the agent (attorney-in-fact) the authority to perform acts 
an behalf of the principal.2 The ability to grant a power of 
attorney is limited by each particular state's law of agency, 
whether it be codified or part of that jurisdiction's common law. 
The only restrictions imposed on the use of powers of attorney 
are those statutory,g public poliey.4 and contractual5 Limitations 
recognized by the particular state which restrict the assignment 

.Judge Advocate Generas Corps. US.  A m y  Currently meigned to the Office 
of the Staff Judge Advacate. 3d Infantry Diiisian. APO New York 09036. This 
article wee submtted in ratiafactian of the writmx for Dubiication rsauxemant of 
the 33d Judge Advocate Officer Graduate Cour8e 

'Although most poware of attorney are atstutolily req-d ta be in m t m g  
befom they valid. absent such statutory hmtatmna same courts recogdze that 
a vaLd principal-agent reiationship can be created without B alntten m t m m t  
and w U  uphold oral pavers of altom8y. Sss B r o w  V. Poulos. 411 K.E.2d 712 
IInd. App. iS801. 

'3 Am Jur. ZdAgency 6 25 119621. 
'An example of B SLBLYIYI/ h t a l i o n  is where the state EIBIY~BI prohibit the 

granting ai a power of attorney aulho-g marriage by pmxy. 
'An example of a pubhc policy restriction is the prohibition against the 

assignment of the right to vote in a pubLC sieCtion to another p"san 
'An exmpie of B contractual limitation is the application of the d e  of contrael 

law that M obligation owed under a p m m a l  SBMEBB contract may not be 
delegated to another without the emsent of the other contracting p w y .  
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and delegation of the power from the principal to the designated 
agent. 

To create a power of attorney, the principal must have that 
degree of mental capacity necessary to enter into a valid 
contract.6 At c o r n o n  law, a power a i  attorney could be tenni- 
nated at  the will of either the principal or the agent, when the 
purpose of the power had been accomplished. at  the expiration of 
a specified time, or upon the death or incapacity of the principal.' 
A t  c o r n o n  law, a power of attorney could continue after the 
death or incapacity of the principal only when the power of 
attorney was coupled with an interest.8 

B. ENFORCEABILITY AND TERMLVATION 
I t  is important to remember that the power of attorney creates 

an agency relationship only between the principal and the agent: 
it does not necessarily obligate any third party. Therefore, even 
though an agent is acting pursuant to the authority of a power of 
attorney, a third party is not required to recognize that authority 
or engage in a transection based on that authority. I t  is apparent 
then that "[alny power of attorn8y is useful only to the extent the 
agent is able to persuade third persons to permit him to transact 
business on behalf of the principal."e To facilitate acceptance in 
the civilian community. the power of attorney should be drafted 
in a manner that, at  a minimum, conforms to the state require- 
ments for a power a i  attorneylo and that provides information 
sufficient to convince B third party a i  its validity so that third 
parties will be willing to accept the offer of authority." If  the 
agent cannot persuade third parties to accept the grant of agency, 
then the purpose for which the power of attorney was drafted will 
not be served. 

'3 Am Jur. 2d Agency $ 24 119621 
'3 Am. JW. 2d Agency $5 34-40 119621. Restatement ISmondl af Agency $P 120 

'3 Am du. 2d Agency $ BO 119821. 
'Huff, The Pousr of Attorney-Dumbie and Nmdumble: Boon or Tmp C 

and 122 119571. 

Mi- 11th A m  Inst Est Plan 300. 306 (19771 

'7Rsstatsment iLcondi of Agency < 120 115671. 
"Id 5 122. 
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At  common law, the principal's death12 or incapacity's would 
cause a power of attorney to automatically terminate at a time 
when it was probably needed mast. In cases of incapacity, this 
meant that there would be no one to manage the principal's 
affairs until he or she recovered or until a conservator could be 
appointed. A growing number of states have amended statutorily 
the common law rule that a power of attorney terminates upon 
disability of the principal. 

C. LIKELIHOOD OF DISABILITY 
Many attorneys and clients underestimate the high statistical 

probability that a client may become disabled. When insurance 
statistics are considered, the relatively young age of soldiers, 
compared with society as a whole, makes it a practical necessity 
to plan for disability. 

Insurance statistics indicate that a twentytwo year old 
person is seven and onehalf times more likely to suffer a 
disability of ninety days or more than he is to die. Such a 
disability is four and onequarter times more likely to 
occur than death for a sixtytwo year old. At  age twenty, 
789 parsons out of 1,000 can expect to suffer a disability 
of ninety days or more during their lives. At age forty, 
636 persons out of 1,000 can expect to suffer such a 
disability, and a t  age sixty. 221 persons out of 1,000 can 
expect to suffer a disability lasting ninety days or longer. 

If the disability for a twentytwo year old person has 
continued far one year there is a fiftytwa percent chance 
that it will continue for an additional two years and a 
thirtytwo percent chance that it will continue for an 
additional five years. If the person is fifty-seven and the 
disability had continued for a year, there is a thirtyseven 
percent chance i t  will continue for two additional years 
and a fiftyfive percent chance that i t  will continue for an 
additional five years." 

"Moms & Pop,  Estata Pionnins, Disobitity and the Dumbk Power of Aimmey, 
SO S.C.L. Rsv. 511. 613 11879) leiting Sehlsainger. Dmfting the Estate Pion to 
CouerDiaabiiity, U. Miami 7th Ann. Inat. Est. Plan 773.201.1 11913)l. 
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111. CONTINUING POWER OF ATTORNEY 
A. DURABLE POWER OF ATTORNEY 

The continuing power of attorney is a statutory development'5 
which allows a power of attorney to remain in effect during the 
incapacity or disability of the principal. Although this concept 
had been recognized by several jurisdictions prior to the 19709, 
the major impetus for the widespread enactment of statutes 
authorizing contiming powers of attorney was sections 5.501 and 
5.502 of the Uniform Probate Code.'b Section 5-50117 permits a 
person possessing legal capacity to execute a power of attorney 
which becomes, or remains, effective if disability or incapacity 
occurs after the creation of the power. Under the current law of 
all fifty states (District of Columbia excluded], a power of 
attorney will terminate at the death of the principal, but will not 
automatically terminate if the principal becomes disabled.18 

"Thi 1s a deveiommnt only m iuriadicwoni with common iaw traditions. In 
jurisdictions bsied in eivd law- 18 e.,.Louisiansl a power of B L ~ O ~ ~ E Y  i s   no^ revoked 
by incapsciry or dmabihty unlesa the principal i s  placed under the control of B 
guardian In  Louis~ma B power of attorney fradmondy II durable. 

"1171.4 1119R91 . . ~ ~ ~ . ~ .  
This section reads. 

Whenever B prinupd designates mother his attorneywfact or agent 
by a power of attorney in writmg and che wnfmg eontavls the words 
This power oi  attorney shall naf be affeered by dlsabhty of the 
p~incipal. or This power oi  attorney shall become eiieetwi upon the 
dirabhry of the principal. or similar words shawmg the rntent oi the 
prmeipal that the authority conierred s h d  be exereieabie notwith- 
standing his d m b i t y ,  the authority of the at~omeyin-faet or agent 
LI exercisable by h m  88 provided m the power on behalf of the 
p m a p a l  notwithitandmg later disabhty 01 mcapscity of the principal 
at law or later uncertainty a8 to whather rhe principal 18 dead or Ave.  
AU acrs done by the attorney in fact or agent pwsumt  fa the power 
durmg any penod a i  dmabi ty  or ~neompefence or uneertavlty as to 
whether ths prmcipd 10 dead or dive have the a m e  effect and m u e  
TO the benefit of and bmd the pzmelpd 01 hls hens. densea and 
personal representative as if the principal were alive. competent and 
not disabled. If B eon~ervalor thereafter la sppomted for the prinupd 
the attorney ~n facr or agent. durmg the ~ ~ n l m u a n e e  af the 
appovltmenl r h d  B C C D Y ~ ~  t o  the c o n ~ e r v ~ m ~  rsfher than the 
pmcipal. The con8ewafm has the  me power the prmcipal would 
ha\e had if he were not disabled or incompetent ta revoke. suspend, 
OT termmate all or any part af the power of arforne? or agency 

This secnon WBQ amended m the 1978 version of the Uniiorm Robate Code. 
Howsrer. many states have nat changed thelr durable power ~ t a ~ u f e s  ID reflect 
that revision. 

"Although many state8 Statute8 miy me the term " d m b l t g , '  it appears fhaI 
ineapaciry i8 inciudsd in ihal  term This potential problem WBQ elarlfied VI the 
1978 riVi+m of the Uniform Probate Code 18 UL.A 1 1198311 and the crearmn of 
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Section 5.501 of the Uniform Probate Code provides for two 
types of continuing powers of attorney. The first type is the 
"durable" power of attorney which exists, in same farm, in every 
state.lg The durable power of attorney is not affected by the 
disability or incapacity of the principal. I t  is an elective power 
that, in order to be durable, must conform to the specific 
requirements of the statute for the particular jurisdiction. Most 
states require only that a durable power be in writing and contain 
the wards, "This power of attorney shall not be affected by the 
subsequent disability or incapacity of the principal."20 or language 
to that effect. Several states require other special language or 
action for an effective durable power of attorney. Therefore, it is 
important to be aware of the particular statutory requirements of 
the state.*' 

In addition to complying with the minimal requirements far 
creating a durable power of attorney, the drafter should be aware 
that if the power will be used to pass an interest in real property, 
additional statutory requisites must be met in a number of 
states.22 Makine a valid conve~ance bv means of a Dower of 

Code. 
"For an example, s e  the Connecticut stamta C a m  Den. Stat. 6 45.690 119761. 
'Alaska, Florida, Georgia, Idaho. Illinois. Indima, Iowa. Ksntu&y, Loumiana. 

Misiouri. Nevada. New Hampahue. New Merico, R h d e  Island, South Carolina. 
Tennessee. Utah. Washington. md Wiscanain 
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attorney could require that the power of attorney be recorded in 
the Same office where any other doeument evidencing the convey 
anee would have been recorded. Such a recorded power may 
remain in effect until a proper revocation is recorded or until the 
power is terminated by a marginal release an the power itself.Qe 

B. "SPRZNGZNG" PO WER OF ATTORNEY 
I t  is important to realize that in the durable continuing power 

of attorney, the principal is granting B power that can be 
immediately exercised without the principal first being declared 
disabled or incapacitated. The disabling factors only prevent the 
power of attorney from being automatically terminated as it 
would have been at  common law. Because many people are 
reluctant to grant B presently exercisable power of attorney to 
another while stili capable of managing their affairs, most 
jurisdictions24 allow the creation of a power of attomey that 
becomes effective only upon the oecurrance of a future disability. 

This second type of continuing power of attorney is the 
" ~ p r i n g i n g " ~ ~  power which is effective only when the principal 
becomes disabled or incapacitated. I t  is an alternative available to 
those individuals who want to ensure that their affairs will be 
managed upon their incapacity but who do not want their 
attorneyin-fact to as8ume management of their affairs while they 
remain capable. 

To create a "springing" power, most states require only that 
the power of attorney be in writing and that it include the 
language, "This power of attorney shall become effective upon the 
disability or incapacity of the principal." or similar words that 
indicate the same intent.De Because the "sprinping'' power would 
not be effective until there is a determination of incapacity,?' it 
may be more difficult to create than the durable power because 
the "springing" power of attorney also should include the 
condition or occurranee that will make the power effective and 
define the method to be used to determine if that  condition has in 
fact occurred. For example, where the power of attorney would 

19791. 
>'Sea Urvform Durable Power of Attorney Act 8 1. 8A U L  A 217 119831 
' A  ' tnggemg" condition IS fhar event or condition which C B Y S ~ S  the power ta 

become effective. 
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"spring" into being based on the medical disability of the 
principal, a certificate executed by a physician attesting to the 
disability may be required. Having that information in the power 
of attorney tells the agent when the authority begins and clearly 
establishes the agent's authority and the validity of the power of 
attorney to third parties. 

Using the "springing" power also may be more difficult than 
using the durable power because when it is presented by the 
agent to a third party, that person may require documentary 
evidence that the condition has occurred. I t  is not 
recommended that the "springing" power require a judicial 
finding of incapacity to trigger its effectiveness. Although the 
relative certainty of a judicial determination of incapacity may 
make the power of attorney more acceptable to third persons, 
requiring such a determination would defeat its purpose. In 
addition to information about the "triggering" wndition and the 
manner in which i t  will be determined. the "springing" power of 
attorney should also provide a means of notifying the agent that 
the condition transferring authority to him or her has occurred 
and that the fiduciary duty to the principal has commenced. 

C. PURPOSE OF THE WIFORMACTS 
The goal of the Uniform Probate Code and the Uniform Durable 

Power of Attorney Act's was to promote uniform durable powers 
of attorney legislation throughout the United States. Although 
uniformity has not resulted, a majority of states have adopted the 
model language of one or both act8 verbatim. A review of state 
continuing power statutes reveals several common trends. Suffi- 
cient differences d S 0  are apparent, however, so that an attorney 
drafting a continuing power of attorney must check the laws of 
the particular state. To illustrate the various differences that 
exist it will be helpful to review three states. 
1. Tesas. 

The Texas Probate Codeso provides that a durable power of 
attorney can be created by using the specific wording in the 
statute or similar wording that indicates the principal's intent to 

-Some commentators emtend +,hat it r n w  be ooasibk For the omeiod to me B 
"self.eertification" procedvre by which &a p b c p d  decides b h m '  the p w e r  
bteomea effective. See Dlofnng the Dumb* Pavsr of Attorney. A System 
Am-oh Francis J. C o h ,  J , John J. Lombard, Jr , Albert L MOBBS, and HmIw 
J.-$irJer. page 61 11BS41. 

'SA U.LA. 275 119881. 
T e r .  Prab. Code Ann. 5 38.4 IVeman 18801 
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create a durable power. No provisions exist for a "springing" 
power. I t  is unclear whether that type of power of attorney would 
be recognized by Texas courts. The power created must be in 
writing and the authority, once created, of the attorneyin-fact will 
terminate when a guardian has been appointed and qualified by 
the court. Because Texas has not adopted provisions allowing the 
agent to act for the principal until actual notice of the principal's 
death, the common-law rules concerning automatic termination at  
death apply. Although not stated in the Probate Code. if the 
principal wishes to authorize the conveyance of real property, it 
must be specifically authorized in the power of attorney.s1 

2. South Carolina. 

The South Carolina durable power of attorney statute,a2 like 
that of Texas, only provides for the creation of a durable power of 
attorney. The "springing" power is not mentioned and does not 
appear to be permitted. Until 1984, the South Carolina statute 
appeared to require that the specific language provided in the 
statute be used to create B valid power of attorney because the 
"or similar words" language present m the Texas statute was not 
present. A 1984 amendment to the South Carolina statute now 
allows use of language different from that stated in the statute as 
long as it indicates an intent to create a durable power. 

Although specific language is no longer required, other formal 
steps must be accomplished to create a valid durable power of 
attorney. The act requires that the power of attorney "be 
executed and attested with the same formality and with the s a n e  
requirements as to witnesses as a will In addition, the instrument 
shall be probated and recorded in the same manner as a deed."se 
Although the 1984 revision of the statute indicates that the 
power must be recorded in the county where the principal resides, 
to eliminate any problems. it may be wise not only to file in the 
principal's county of residence but also in the agent's county of 
residence and any county where the principal owns real property. 
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3. Kansas. 

The Kansas durable power of attorney statute,J4 unlike those of 
Texas and South Carolina, permits the creation of a "springing" 
power of attorney in addition to the durable power. The only 
requirements far creation of a continuing power under Kansas law 
is that  it be in writing and that it use the language provided in 
the statute or similar language showing the same intent. No 
formal execution is required however, the power "may be 
acknowledged or proved in the same manner as conveyances of 
land."36 The Kansas statute also recognizes that a power of 
attorney may contain provisions nominating B guardian far the 
principal's estate and/or person. If a guardian is appointed, the 
power of attorney is not automatically terminated,36 but is merely 
terminable or subject to amendment at  the guardian's discretion. 
The common law rule that powers of attorney terminate immed- 
ately upon the principal's death is not strictly applied. Instead 
the Kansas statute adopted the position promoted by section 
5-602 of the Uniform Probate Code that a power of attorney is 
not revoked until the agent, acting in good faith, has actual 
knowledge of the principal's death.3' 

D. CONFLICT OF LA WS 
The lack of uniformity in state law matters more to those in the 

armed services than to those in the civilian population. Due to 
frequent reassignments, it is not unusual for a soldier to be 
domiciled in State A, presently assigned in State B ,  and own real 
property in State C or D that  was purchased during previous 
assignments. The likelihood of such multi.state connections makes 
it important to know which state's law should be applied when 
drafting a continuing power of attorney. 

Conflict of laws issues will result primarily when a continuing 
power of attorney drafted under the laws of one state [State AI is 
not recognized under the laws of another (State Bi or. more 
commonly, when the requirements of State B for creating a 
"Km. Stat. Ann. BS 5s-610 to 617 118831 
O'Km. Slat Ann. 6 58.601 119831. 
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continuing power are more formal than those of State A where it 
was drafted. I t  can be argued that a power of attorney drafted 
pursuant to the laws of State A should be recognized in State B 
unless the transaction concerns real property located in State B 
or violates the public policy of State E .  "In the field of conflict of 
laws, the rule that the forum of judicial acts is governed by the 
law of the place of execution is one of the oldest and best 
established legal precepts in private international law."ea If real 
property is affected by the agent's exercise of a power of 
attorney, it is necessary that the power of attorney be drafted to 
comply with the law of the situs of the real property.38 

When drafting a continuing power of attorney it is important to 
discover not only what degree of control the principal wishes to 
give the agent, but also what type of property is involved and 
where that property is located. The attorney would be wise to 
tailor the power of attorney, to the maximum extent possible. to 
comply with the legal requirements of each state in which its use 
is contemp1atd4Q 

E. DRAFTING CONSIDERATIONS 
Often the most difficult decision faced by the solher is not 

whether to create a power of attorney but to whom should the 
authority be given. The attorneyin-fact (agent1 selected should be 
completely trustworthy and should possess the experience neces. 
sary to effectively accomplish the objectives of the power. The 
agent usually selected by a soldier will be the spouse. If the 
soldier feels. however, that the spouse is not capable of perform. 
ing some of the duties necessuy. it may be advisable to divide 
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the responsibility among several people.41 If multiple agents are 
selected. it is important that the limitations of their individual 
responsibilities he clearly defined in the power of attorney. If the 
duties require joint determinations. the power of attorney must 
state how a decision will be determined, i . e . ,  whether it must be 
by unanimous action or by majority decision. 

The evolution of the continuing power illustrates the necessity 
of providing for successive agents because the power of attorney 
may survive the agent selected If this appears probable, it may 
he prudent to appoint alternate successive agents and clearly 
define the canmtion or event that  would warrant a change of 
agents. This prohiem may be avoided by selecting a corporate 
instead of an individual agent.42 If a corporate agent is to be 
appointed. the applicable state statutes should he reviewed to 
ensure that no restrictions concerning the activities conducted by 
corporate agents would render the power of attorney i n ~ a l i d . ~ 3  

F. DURATION AND TERMINATION OF THE 
POWER OF ATTORNEY 

AS noted earlier, the primary difference between a power of 
attorney at  common law and a continuing power of attorney is 
that  a continuing power does not terminate upon tho disability or 
incapacity of the principal, or, in the case of a "springing" power 
of attorney, come6 into being only upon the occurrence of a 
specified event. Because the principal's potential liability for the 
actions of the agent are more extensive with a continuing power. 
it is even more important that  the attorney ensure that the 
soldier.principal understands how the power may he terminated 
and the extent of his or her potential liability. Unless the power 
contains a specific date or other condition providing far termina- 
tion, it remains in effect until one of the parties acts to terminate 
the power or the agent dies and no successive agent has been 
appointed. As long as the principal has the requisite mental 
capacity, he or she may revoke a continuing power of attorney at, 
any time." But, as at common law, the principal bears the burden 
of proving that revocation occurred. 

One example would be LO malie the spouse respaneibie for Lhe persand care of 
che principal, the principal'a srockbroker responsible for certain mveitmenta. and 
the business pmlnsr responsible for business deusionr 

"An example xauid be the appovltment of an incornorated tmbt company to act  
BQ attorneymiact lagenti concerning the pmeipal's financial investmenid 

in see, e g .  Kan. Star Ann 5 59-1701 119831, bur see Kan Stat. Ann. 4 594001 
119831 

"3 Am Jur.  Zd Agency 8 60 119621. 
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Revocation may be oral or written. The principal may remain 
bound after terminating the agency relationship. however, if a 
third person innocently deals with an agent who does not disclose 
that his or her authority has been revoked.'j This problem 1s not 
unique to continuing powers of attorney, but it may be aggra. 
vated in states that preclude revocation of a recorded continuing 
power until the revocation 1s filed in the same office where the 
power was reeorded.'8 Also. most states provide that a cantinumg 
power will not terminate until the agent receives actual knowledge 
of the principal's death a8 long as the acts of the agent using that 
authority were done in good faith." 

6'. SCOPE OF AUTHORITY 
The lawyer also should discuss with the soldier.prineipal how 

much authority to e v e  the agent. This is important and should be 
carefully considered. The durable and the "springing" continuing 
powers of attorney, like the power of attorney at  common law, 
either may be general, providing the agent with a broad grant of 
authority to act for the principal. or limited, restricting the scope 
or nature of the agent's authority The durable nature of a 
continuing power carries with it an inherent danger of abuse; for 
the soldier's protection 11 would be advisable to limit the agent's 
authority to specific acts or duties. Not only will such specificity 
protect the principal by making the power of attorney more 
definite, it may also make it more readily acceptable to third 
parties. Many third parties will not accept a power of attorney if 
it does not specifically authorize the transaction the agent is 
attempting to engage in on behalf of the p r i n ~ i p a l . ~ ~  

As stated earlier, common law did not require third parties to 
accept a power of attorney and deal with the agent. This 
reluctance to accept powers of attorney prompted B number of 
states to include protections in their statute8 for third parties 
who deal in goad faith with an agent acting under the supposed 
authority of a continuing power of attorney.4e As a result of this 
statutory protection for third parties, several commentators have 

?%r ~ e n r i d l y  rd $8 37, 43. 1 4  Far a diacvasian of what wlll be considered 
sufficient notice betwssn B prmcipd end h a  agenl. g e e  ResL~Lement ISecondl of 
Agency $ 11 119671. 

"Ken Rev Stat Ann 0 382 370 119701 
"Only Georgla. Texas. and H a w d  reqvve that the power wiminale at the time 

of death IGsorgia has sn armed forces ercepfionl, rather than when che agent 
receives notice ai death. 

"See gensrall) Whirman & Terry Hoii da Inruiance Campaniea R s g a d  the 
Dumbk P ~ w w ~ , i A f f o r n ~ y ~ ,  118 Tr. & E s t  June 1979, at  60 

"SSP @ E ,  20 Pa Cons Stat i E6031allEl 119821 
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asserted that a third party is now legally obligated to accept and 
act on a power of attorney as long as it is valid.60 There has been 
no litigation on this issue, but, even if the commentators are 
correct, drafters should continue to attempt to create a power of 
attorney that aill be acceptable to third parties without having to 
resort to judicial enforcement because the tmical agent in a 
continuing power will rarely be in the position, either financially 
or emotionally, to force the issue by suing the third party to 
compel acceptance of the power of attorney. 

H. USES FOR CONT12wI1G POWERS OF 
ATTORNEY 

Historically, the primary use of a power of attorney was to  
allow an agent to exercise control over the property and affairs of 
a principal who was capable of controlling the agent's acts, 
Because a durable or a "springing" power of attorney endures the 
principal's incapacity, both are useful tools far managing the 
principal's assets without having to resort to potentially expen- 
sive judicial mechanisms such as conservatorship, guardianship, 
or a revocable trust.s1 In many states a continuing power may 
continue to be effective after a conservatorship is judicially 
created,S% and in several states the principal, using a continuing 
power, may nominate a conservator if protective proceedings are 
required.53 By using a durable or a "springing" power, soldiers in 
the low to middle income levels can obtain the same protection 
that people with greater incomes can obtain who use the more 
expensive trust devices. 

'"Sea 8snerdiy Thigpen & Thigpen, The Continuing Poser 01 Attorney-An 
EsssnMl Inrlmmenf 6 Camp L. Rev 305 119831. Lombard, Assst M o n a ~ e m s n l  
Under a Dunible Power of Attorney-The Ideal Solunm to  Guardionships 01 
Conieiuoforrhipr 9 Bob.  Pates 189 119831 

'For B more complete d m u s s m  of the uses of emtvlving powers of atrorney. 
::e gmrraily Hsmann, Dumb& Pouera of Affornsy, 122 Tr. & Est.. Feb 1983. at  

'"The states are divided on this ~ B S W  The mmonty requxes that B concinuhg 
power of attorney terminate when a guardianship or conservalorshp LQ created. 
The majority d a w s  the eanlmvlng power to remain in effect, howsuer. the 
atUlmey.in.facf 1s then accountable to the perron (fiduciary1 charged mth 
managing the prmcipal's property The fiduciary then has the s m e  power t o  
revake or m e n d  the L O W D ~  of the attornay that the mincioal wadd have but far . .  
ha IncapaUtS or &..6iit?. 

"States dowing  mmnatmn of a slardian are Alabama. Idaho. ILLuloii. Kansas. 
Oho and Wmconsh. 
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I. MILITARY APPLICA TION OF THE 
CONTINUING PO WER OF A TTORNE Y 

A continuing power of attorney can and should be used by 
soldiers in the same manner and for the same purposes 8s in 
civilian society. Because of the unique nature of military service, 
however, it may be advantageous to create "springing" powers 
that are effective upon events other than disability or incapacity. 
With the inherently mobile nature of military service, it is 
possible that a soldier may be required to deploy to a distant and 
remote location with little prior notice.54 As a result, the soldier 
may have financial or family obligations that could be neglected if 
no arrangements for their care were made prior to movement. It 
is not uncommon for a soldier in the field to urgently require a 
power of attorney to send to his or her spouse to allow the spouse 
to cash the monthly paycheck or make withdrawals from a bank 
account solely in the soldier's name.65 

A "springing" power of attorney that would become effective 
upon deployment could be prepared and placed in the soldier's 
deployment packet to be effective if deployment occurs. The 
"springing" power, in jurisdictions permitting them. would be 
more advantageous than the durable power because the agency 
relationship would be created only when the actual need arises. 

As with a "springing" power that becomes effective upon 
incapacity or disability, the power used for deployment should 
specify the conditions that would make the agent's authority 
effective and should indicate the official or office responsible for 
certifying that the condition or event has occurred. This could be 
accomplished by having the unit adjutant or rear detachment 
commander execute a "certificate of deployment," or other 
sembofficial document, attesting that the soldier has deployed in 
the manner prescribed by the power of attorney and attach it to  
the power of attorney. 

Although there is  no statutory basis specifically permitting the 
use of a "springing" power of attorney in this manner, a valid 
argument for such use can be asserted. The fundamental change 
in common law caused by the adoption of the Uniform Probate 
Code and Uniform Durable Powers of Attorney Act (or deriva- 

' ,E the rmlitw action y1 Grenada y1 Oelober 1983 
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tives of them) was not that  a power of attorney could spring into 
existence at  the occurrence of a specified event. Rathsr, the 
significance of those statutes was that they allowed powers of 
attorney to remain effective even if the principal's mental or 
physical condition would have caused the power to terminate at  
common law. 

A contract between parties can be conditioned on the occur- 
rence of an uncertain future event.66 The same principle could be 
applied to permit the creation of an agency relationship in the 
form of a "springing" power of attorney. As long as the 
contingency used to initiate the power of attorney daes not 
violate state law or public policy, and is defined with sufficient 
specificity to allow the agent to know when the authority arises, 
no legal prohibition should exist. In a continuing power of 
attorney, 8s with a regular power of attorney, the difficulty is not 
creating a legal power but creating one that is persuasive enough 
to cause a third person to accept the agent's authority to act for 
the principal. 

IV. CONCLUSION 
Durable and "springing" continuing powers of attorney can 

provide soldiers with limited estateguardianship protection andlar 
allow soldiers to care for their families during absences due to 
deployment. Their use can promote the interests of the command 
in promoting smoother deployments by reducing the number of 
soldiers that need to see a lawyer before deployment. Because of 
this flexibMty the judge advocate should work to maximize the 
use of continuing powers. The potential for the w e  of continuing 
and springing powers. in most instances, is limited only by that of 
the imagination of the judge advocate. 

p n w d l y  S WlLaton, Williston on Contracts (P 663, 666A 119611 
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PART VI: PHYSICAL DISABILITY 

THE ARMY PHYSICAL DISABILITY 
SYSTEM 

I. INTRODUCTION 
by Captain Eva M. NOVA* 

"My Legal Assistance Officer said the PEB obviously 
doesn't know what they're doing, they can't even 
add: 40+20 isn't 50!" 
"The Legal Assistance Officer said the PEB probably 
lowered me to 10% because of the recent emphasis on 
trimming costa.'' 

I am the judge advocate appointed to represent soldiers who 
have requested a formal hearing before the Washington Physical 
Evaluation Board. Comments like those above, and my o m  lack 
of knowledge while a legal assistance officsr when presented with 
a soldier's partially amputated finger and the question, "What do 
I get for this?," prompted this article. I t  i8 not intended a8 a 
complete treatise on the Army physical disability system. but 
rather as a quick information source for legal assistance officers 
and defense counsel in the field.' 

11. DISABILITY PROCEDURE 
A. MOSIMEDCAL RETENTION BOARD 

Army Regulation 600.602 established the Physical Performance 
Evaluation System on 1 July 1984. which provides far an 
MOSlmedical retention board iMMRBl to screen all soldiers with 
a permanent "3" profile on their "PULHES"8 on DA Farm 3349. 

*Judge Advocate Genera8 Corps, U S .  Army Legal Counsel. U.S. A m y  
P h v a i d  Disability Anencv U'aahindon D.C . _ .  - 

For B mare compete trescment of the Army brability system, see Pardue. 
Mllitary Dirabi ty  m B Nutshell, 109 Mil L Rev. 149 119861. 

'Dep't of Army. Reg No. 60060. Phyaical Performance Evalvsfmn System 131 
Oet 19851 iheremafkr c lad  88 AR 600-601 

'The Army physical proflle sene8 LQ known 88 PULHES The ieLwrs symbohe 
areas affected by B dmabhiy P iphysical . condifmns effecting overall healthl. U 
iuppei bdyi :  L iiowei body]. H ihzaringl. E ieyeai, S ipsyciuatriel. Each area i6 
assigned L number from m e  ivnrestricrodl to four immf rescncedi and 1s ussd 
with the diamnoaes and letter-coded physical hrmtalions on DA Form 3349. 
Physreal Praflle Board Proceedings (1 June 19801 to describe B so id ids  arate of 
health and duty restncfma. The optmated number of soldmrr with a '3" or " 4 '  
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Soldiers who received a "4"  prior to 1 July 1984 are also required 
to appear before an MMRB. Soldiers with approved service 
retirements, Department of Army IDA1 or locally imposed bars to 
reenlistment, or pending administrative separation need not be 
referred to an MMRB. The MMRB c a n  recommend retention of 
the soldier in the primary military occupational Specialty (MOSI, a 
probationary observation period and return to the MMRB, 
reclassification into another MOS, or referral to the Army's 
physical disability system. This recommendation is based on a 
determination of whether the soldier is "fit," i . e . ,  if he or she "can 
perform satisfactorily in . . . [the] PMOS . . in a worldwide field 
environment."' The soldier's rights to witnesses and presentation 
of evidence before the board are outlined in paragraph 3.3dl61 of 
AR 60040. Legal counsel is not authorized. If the MMRB 
recommends reclassification and the requested MOS is not 
available, or if the MMRB recommends referral to the disability 
system, the soldier's ease is processed as explained below. 

B. MEDICAL EVALUATION BOARD 
Soldiers whose ability to perform their duties is questionable 

because of a medical impairment are referred to a medical 
evaluation board IMEBD) for medical evaluation. The soldier is 
counseled concerning MEBD procedures and results by the 
medical treatment facility physical evaluation board liaison of- 
ficer, a nonlawyer who is usually located in the patient adminis. 
tration division. Counseling follows the outline provided in AR 
636-40, Appendix C . j  

The MEBD is convened under AR 40-3. chapter 7.@ I t  1s 
composed of at  least two physicians, three in mental cases. One of 
the physicians is often the soldier's treating physician, and, one 
must be a dentist in dental cases or a psychiatrist in mental 
cases. The board meets informally, and a soldier whose condition 
permits should be given the opportunity to appear in person to 
present his or her views. While there is no prohibition against 
representation by counsel or presentation of evidence or wit. 
nesses, these are not enumerated rights of the soldier and thus 
and corresponding physical l i m t ~ t m n ~  ~n Lhe face of the Department of Army's 
goal t o  hare as flt a flghfmg force 8s porrhle preelpirated the Physical 

'AR 500-60. pma. 2 l a  
'Dep't of Army Reg ba. 635-40, Perronnei Separations-Physical Evaluation 

for Rerentran. Retirement, OT Separation, Appendix C lC3, 1 3  Dec 19851 
iheremfter cited 8s AR 636-401 

'Depr of Arm) Reg No 40.3, Vedical Servaes-Medical Dental and Vetera- 
nsry Care 115 Feb 1986) 

Perfarmancs Evalvaflon system 
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would likely be left to the discretion of the MEBD convening 
authority. The MEBD will refer the soldier to the physical 
evaluation board IPEBI if a soldier has a condition listed in the 
retention standards in AR 40.501,' or has been referred to an 
MEBD by an MMRB. After approval by the approving authority, 
the MEBD proceedings are forwarded to the soldier, who has 
three working days, with reasonable delays upon request. to 
submit a written appeal. After reconsideration and final approval. 
the MEBD proceedings are forwarded to the physical evaluation 
board. 

C. PHYSICAL EVALUATION BOARD 
The Army has four physical evaluation boards established by 

AR 636.40, which are charged with deciding whether soldiers are 
fit or unfit and what percentage disability rating. if any, their 
conditions merit. The general procedures within the U.S. Army 
Physical Disability Agency IUSAPDA) will be discussed first, and 
the various possible findings of the PEB will then be discussed in 
turn. 
1. General Procedures. 

The PEB, consisting of at  least two field grade line officers (the 
president and the personnel management officer) and a field grade 
physician or a DA physician, first makes its findings and 
recommendations in an informal hearing. Those findings and 
recommendations me provided to the soldier, who may agree, 
disagree, submit a wit ten  appeal. or demand a formal hearing 
with or without personal appearance and with a judge advocate 
appointed as counsel or with his or her o m  counsel hired at  no 
expense to the government. The soldier is again counseled by a 
trained physical evaluation board liaison officer, a nonlawyer. 
concerning the basis for the findings and the percentage of 
recommended disability, the right to appeal, to request a hearing, 
representation by legal counsel, and the financial implications, 
including tax status, of temporary or permanent retirement, 
severance pay, Survivor Benefit Plan, civil service employment. 
and Veterans Administration and Social Security benefits, in 
accordance with AR 635.40, Appendix C. 

The soldier's first option, if he or she disagrees with the 
informal findings, is to submit a written appeal. The PEB will 
reconsider the ease and send the soldier the results for concur- 

'Dep't af Army, Reg. No. 10-601, Meheal Sewxes-Srandards of M&cd 
Fitness, eh 3 I5 Dec 19601 IC34 1 Dec 19631. 
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rence. nonconcurrence, or a request for a formal hearing. Unless a 
hearing is requested. the ease will be forwarded to the USAPDAs 
Disability Review Counsel (DRCJ. 

The soldier's second option is to request B formal hearing with 
or without personal appearance and with appointed counsel or 
counsel of choice. If appointed military counsel i s  requested, the 
soldier is represented by the counsel appointed to the local PEB 
This position is staffed by rotation by judge advocates of the 
local SJA offices at  the Fort Gordon, Fort Sam Houston, and 
Presidio of San Francisco PEBs. Counsel at  the Walter Reed 
Army Medical Center PEB is generally assigned to HQ. 
USAPDA for a tour of duty. The soldier may be represented by 
other military counsel, if available and released by his or her 
supervising staff judge advocate, or by civilian counsel at  his or 
her own expense; in either case, the regularly appointed counsel 
acts as associate counsel. The soldier's rights to testify, to 
present and cross-examine witnesses, and to submit evidence are 
detailed in AR 635.40, paragraph 4.20, and are similar to rights at  
other Army administrative board hearings. 

After the hearing and consideration of the rebuttal to the 
findings, if the soldier submitted one, the case is forwarded to the 
DRC. The DRC is generally composed of the president and 
personnel management officer lboth field grade line officersl. a 
field grade judge advocate, and a DA physician. The council 
reviews all PEB eases for fairness and uniformity, and may also 
recommend revision of the PEB's findings and recommendations. 

If there is no recommended revision, or if the soldier concurs 
with the revision or fails to submit a rebuttal, the case is finally 
decided by the CG. USAPDA, and forwarded to MILPERCEN for 
appropriate dmposition. If the soldier does not concur with the 
revision of the PEB findmg and recommendation and submits a 
rebuttal. the ease is forwarded to the Army Physical Disability 
Appeal Board,e a component of the Army Council of Review 
Boards IACRB), far final review. Finally, the soldier has two 
post-separation avenues of appeal: first, to the Army Disability 
Rating Review Board,e another component of the ACRB estab. 
lished to review disability percentage ratings on request of a 
soldier retired because of physical disabihty: and. second, to the 
Army Board for Correction of Military Recardslo which may 
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review all cases. AR 635.40. chapter 8 details the minor variations 
on processing and disability pay for the Reserve Components, and 
AR 635.40 ,  paragraph 442al51. explains the additional review by 
the Office of the Secretary of Defense far general and medical 
corps officers. 
2. Possible Findings. 

Fit 07 unfit. A "fit" soldier is one who is physically able "to 
perform the duties of his [or her] office, grade, rank or rating , . . 
Armywide under field conditions."" Thus a soldier performing 
garrison duties satisfactorily but who has a profile preventing 
field duty, or any other restriction preventing assignment to 
isolated areas, wouid not be deployable worldwide under field 
conditions and, therefore, may be "unfit" for retention an active 
duty. 

Fzt b y  presumption AR 600.60, paragraph 2% and AR 600.60, 
paragraph 4-5 explain that a soldier being processed far nondis. 
ability separation or retirement, and whose career has not been 
interrupted by a physical disability, is presumed physically fit at  
the time of separation and is not entitled to Army disability 
compensation. As will be discussed below, these soldiers may be 
entitled to Veterans Administration (VAI disability benefits upon 
the expiration of their term of service without reenlistment or 
upon retirement, but Army disability benefits are intended only 
for soldiers whose careers are interrupted by serviceincurred or 
serviceaggravated disabilities. This presumption is the source of 
bitter disappointment and frustration for soldiers who have 
endured progressive back, knee. or other ailments, and who feel 
that a t  retirement the Army, which caused the disabilities, not 
the VA. should recognize their service with its more lucrative 
disability payments.'2 Many of these soldiers unquestionably are 

Records 11 Apr 19771 
"AR 635.40, Gloss- and the almost identical description of fitness rn id p m  

2-1 The same "ofhce grade. ran*. or m m g  under worldwide f d d  eondnmr" 
Ianmam 801)ears 85 the Army oollcv in AR 600-60. OQZB. 2-18 

'"ns -an &ampie. a msrried &&ant Colansi r i h  twenty-faur y e m  of actwe 
duly service m 1986, one c u d ,  and disabilities rated at 4 0 9  rouid receive the 
followmg: if he or she requested rstmment or faced mandatary aeparalm because 
of B selective reTent~m board. the refrrement pay would be S21S3 04 160% of the 
base pay ab of 1 October 19851 The afflcsr would generally be presumed flf and 
would f u n  to the YA for Ita tax-free hsabilits benefits. The \'A. from ita mfei 
effective 1 December 1985, would p r w ~ d e  B t&.fr... offset of $328, for B taxable 
mcomi of $1856, A s s v m g  the officer 18 in a 20% fax bIacket, the monthly 
meome wouid be 51812. If he or she VBQ r i rmd because of a ierrice-connected 
diiabihty interrvprvlg the career. 4 0 9  of rhe baaie psy would not be LaxRbie, for a 
taxable mcame of 1128 or a monthly meome, ~ s s u m g  the s m e  tax brachet. of 
$2031. For a full explanation of tha fax conaequeneea of disabihly ~ncome, m e  AR 
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not fit for retention in the Army. But, even through their 
longstanding and slowly progressing impairments and exemplary 
duty performance did not prevent successful military careers, they 
receive VA. not Army. disability compensation if they received B 

nandisability separation or retirement from the Army. Although 
the presumption WBS challenged in Dauidson V .  United Statrs.'3 it 
has not yet been overturned and it is properly followed by the 
USAPDA. Soldiers contemplating retirement because their impair. 
ments are preventing full performance of their duties should be 
advised to have doctors and commanders begin disability process. 
ing before they submit applications for voluntary retirement. 

Ezisted prior to S P ~ Y ~ C P  A PEB may find that a soldier is unfit 
due to a condition that "existed prior to service" IEPTSI. The 
governing principles me in AR 635-40, paragraph 2.3. and allow 
the PEB to use "accepted medical principles," based on such 
factors as biopsy reports, case histories, X.rays, or incubation 
periods, to determine that a condition is EPTS." A condition 
need not have been symptomatic prior to entry on active duty 
(Basic Active Service Date, not Pay Entry Basic Date). The PEB 
then determnes whether the condition has been permanently 
worsened over and above natural progression by serliee on active 
duty. If YO, the degree of disability in excess of that existing at  
the time of entry on active duty will be determined. If not, the 
condition is not ratable and separation without disability benefits 
is indicated and recommended. Finally, if the condition has 
became "unfitting" through natural progression, continued pro. 
gression after three years will be considered as evidence in 
mpport of service aggravation. (This rule is under review.) Thus a 
soldier with six years active duty who has back pain at the site of 
a congenital deleet would be determined to suffer from serlice 
aggravation of an EPTS condition. His disability rating would 
reflect the service aggravation less an appropriate EPTS factor. 

3 Percentage of Disability 

After finding that the soldier is unfit for retention on active 
duty because of a ratable "unfitting" condition, the Army uses 
the Veterans Administration Schedule for Rating Disabilities 
(VASRDI'S to determine the appropriate percentages for all the 
636.40, Appendix C. 
'-650  ad 286 ict CI 19801 
"See also Dep'r of Army Reg Ka 600.33 Personn*-General-L~ne of Duty 

"38 C.F'.R Chapter 1. Part 4 119841, as madifmd by AR 635-40, para 4-181 and 
Appendix B 

~ ~ \ ' ~ ~ t i ~ ~ t ~ o ~ a .  p a .  2-8 115 J U W  issei. 
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soldier's disabilities. The VASRD lists medical conditions, subdi. 
vides each by severity, and assigns a percentage to each 
subdivision. Thus, soldiers dissatisfied with the percentage deter. 
mined by the PEB at its informal hearing should gather evidence 
to present to the formal PEB hearing to show why their 
symptoms and conditions correspond to the subsections of the 
VASRD that are assigned a higher percentage. Doctors' state- 
ments estimating the value of B disability or the expectation of 
civilian employment, family members' statements of outstanding 
debts, or commanders' or neighbors' character references are often 
less likely to help the PEB accurately rate the soldier using the 
VASRD than full descriptions of the soldier's physical capabili. 
ties. and, especially, additional medical information. 
Once a percentage is assigned to each disability, each is taken 

in descending order as a percentage of the remaining able soldier, 
starting with 100% able. The resulting number is then rounded to 
the nearest number divisible by ten. This is the percentage of 
disability. Thus. three disabilities of 30, 20, and 10 would be 
calculated as follows: 30% ilst  disabilityj + (20% i2nd disabMtyj 
of Twenty percent of 10% is 14%. This totals 44% 130% + 14%). Thus we have a soldier who is 56% able. The lhird 
disability of 10% is applied against the 56% able soldier, i . a . ,  10% 
of 56% = 5.6%. The 5.6% i s  added to the 44%, resulting in a 
disability rating of 49.6%. The 49.6% is rounded to the closest 
number divisible by 10; in this case 50. Therefore, 30% + 2090 + 
10% = 60%. Simple. 

The method for computing severance pay for soldiers with less 
than 30% disability and less than twenty years active duty, and 
retirement pay for those with a 30% or greater disability or over 
twenty years active duty. and the resulting tax consequences. is 
described in AR 635.40, Appendix C. That information is repro. 
dueed at  the Appendix fallowing this article. 

4. Temporary Disability Retired List. 
A soldier whose disability is rated at  at  least 30% may be 

placed on the Temporary Disability Retired List ITDRLi when the 
physical disability is not stable and if he or she may recover and 
be fit for duty, or if the degree of severity may change within the 
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next five years so as to change his or her disability rating. The 
TDRL is administered under AR 635-40, chapter 7. The key is 
stability for rating purposes: the intent of temporary retirement is 
to allow the extent of the serviceincurred or serviceaggravated 
injury to be established over a period of time. The residual 
impairment, or the impairment of function appearing over the 
years, will be the subject of updated VA ratings. The soldier is 
reevaluated at  least every eighteen months: however, nothing 
precludes an earlier reevaluation. The reevaluation MEBD is 
processed the same way as an active duty MEBDIPEB. 

Depending on the circumstances, the PEB generally will make 
one of several recommendations: fit far duty: separation with 
severance pay if the soldier's disability is ratable at  less than 30% 
and he or she has under twenty years octiuo duty; permanent 
retirement if the soldier's disability has became permanent and is 
ratable at  at  least 30% or if he or she has at  least twenty years of 
service: or retention an the TDRL if the disability is still unstable 
and is ratable at  at least 30%. The rights to rebuttal and a 
rehearing apply unless the PEB has recommended retention on 
the TDRL, in which case there is no right to request a hearing. 
The TDRL period may last no longer than five years, but a 
soldier will be removed from the list ae soon as his or her 
condition permits. TDRL pay is calculated the same as permanent 
retirement pay, except that no soldier will receive less than 50% 
of hasic pay, even if his or her disability is less than that." 

5. Continuation an Active Duty. 

A disabled soldier may have an "unfitting" condition that reaUy 
is not preventing him or her from performing useful duty and 
may desire to remain on active duty. The soldier's and the 
Army's needs may be best served by the soldier's continued 
service; the Continuation on Active Duty ICOADI program was 
created to fulfill this need. The objective of the COAD program IS 
to conserve personnel by effectively using needed skills or 
experience. A disabled soldier may submit a COAD request under 
the provisions of AR 635.40, chapter 6, despite a PEB finding 
that the soldier is not fit for retention on active duty. provided he 
or she is able to perform useful duty in his or her MOS and can 
malncm him or herself in a d t a r y  environment. After USAPDA 
makes a final decision in the case, the request is considered by 
one of the several personnel centers, depending on the soldier's 

'See ofso .%R 635-40. Appendix C. para C-9 
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grade and MOS. If the request is approved, the soldier stays on 
active duty. 

At separation or retirement, the soldier's disability is reviewed. 
While he or she may be found fit, normally, if the disabilities have 
remained the same or increased in severity, the PEB wi l l  find the 
soldier unfit because of a physical disability. 

If the COAD request is disapproved, the case is forwarded to 
MILPERCEN for issuance of retirement or separation orders. If 
the soldier has not yet had one, he or she may demand a formal 
PEB hearing per AR 635.40, paragraph 4.20012). Thus, a Soldier 
with seventeen years active duty service and minor but unfitting 
disabilities and who desires to remain on active duty is best 
advised to waive a formal hearing and await the acceptance of the 
COAD request. If it is denied, then argue his or her fitness at  a 
formal PEB hearing. 

The soldier may also submit letters from supervisors or 
commanders supporting his or her COAD request and explaining 
the benefits retention would bring to the Army. This strategy not 
only will preserve the one formal hearing. to the soldier's 
advantage, it will also benefit him or her in the long term. 
Depending an the degree of disability at  the time of separation or 
retirement, a soldier continued on the COAD program is likely to 
be retired or separated with Army disability benefits. A soldier 
previously found fit by a PEB, however, is more likely to be 
found fit again. this time by presumption. The physical evaluation 
board liaison officer is charged with counseling the soldier about 
the COAD program and helping him or her prepare the applica. 
tion. 

111. LINE OF DUTY 
Line of duty determinations and their appeals are governed by 

AR 600.33. AR 600.33, paragraph 1.3, and AR 635.40, paragraph 
4-18, state that  a soldier whose "unfitting" condition is found to 
be not in line of duty will not receive Army disability benefits. A 
soldier in this situation is entitled by statute to a formal PEB 
hearing'e and may demand one if he or she is already being 
processed for the not in line of duty physical disability and has 
not yet had a hearing.'Q The hearing is not, however, an avenue 
for a line of duty appeal. The PEB need not consider the line of 
duty arguments, except to forward any new information relevant 

"10 U S  C 6 1214 119821 
'*AR 636-40. pma 4-20a 
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to the line of duty finding to the appropriate authority. Because 
the hearing would only consider physical disability matters, the 
principal results of requesting and holding B hearing would bo to 
deiay processing the case, possibly affording more time for 
in-service line of duty appeals and additional paychecks. The 
hearing would not and could not affect the line of duty decision. 

IV. SOLDIERS PENDING ADVERSE 
ACTIONS 

If a soldier is charged with an offense or is under investigation 
for an offense which could result in dismissal or a punitive 
discharge, he or she may not be referred for disability processing 
unless the investigation ends without charges. the convening 
authority dismisses the charge. or the convening authority refers 
the charge to a court-martial not empowered to adjudge such a 
sentence.so A soldier under sentence of unsuspended dismissal or 
punitive discharge may not be processed for a disability.2' If. 
however, the sentence is suspended. the soldier's case may be 
referred for disability processing. 

An enlisted soldier may not be referred for physical disabiuty 
processing when action has begun that may result in his or her 
administrative separation under other than honorable 
The ease must be forwarded to the general courtmartid conven. 
ing authority, who may waive the limitation and allow the soldier 
to be processed for the disability if he or she finds that: 

1. The disability is the cause, or substantial contributing 
cause, of the misconduct that might result in B discharge 
under other than honorable conditions 

2. Other circumstances warrant disability processing in. 
stead of other administrative disposition.23 

A soldier being considered for separation because of unsuitability 
under AR 635.2OOz4 may be referred for disability processing upon 
the approved recommendation of an MEBD.2s 

A commissioned or warrant officer will not be referred for 
disability wxessinx instead of elimination action that could 
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result in dismissal or separation under other than honorable 
conditions.26 Officers in this category who are believed also to be 
unfit because of physical disability will be processed for both 
administrative and disability separations at the 8ame time.=' The 
Secretary of the Army will decide the proper outcome of the case. 

V. VA DISABILITY 
A soldier, like the PFC who presented his partially amputated 

finger to me, may have a serviceincurred disability that does not 
cause him or her to be unfit for retention on active duty, He or 
she may progress to a voluntary or mandatory ETS or retirement 
without having been referred to the Army disability system or 
referral to the system may have resulted in a finding of fit by 
presumption. These soldiers should be advised to contact the VA 
before their separation to obtain applications for VA disability 
benefits. Also. they should reproduce copies of their entire medical 
records so that they can submit all necessary documentation for a 
VA disabilty claim immediately upon discharge. Normally, the 
processing of claims to the VA is accomplished concurrently with 
separation processing at the transfer point. 

The VA will rate the claim using the principles explained above. 
The VA rating reflects the degree of disability of a veteran 
returning to the civilian 8ector and reflects the extent of disability 
for civilian employment. This emphasis on employability allows 
more flexibility in assessing a total rating, so the VA rating may 
differ from the Army rating. The VA is also charged with 
reevaluating the veteran periodically to determine whether B 

change in the extent of disability warrants a change in rating and 
benefits. 

VI. CONCLUSION 
The above overview of the Army physical disability system 

should enable legal assistance officers and Trial Defense Service 
counsel to give general advice about the Army physical disability 
system as it affects the various groups of soldiers they are likely 
to s e n e  as clients. Besides the regulations listed, tho DODlDA 
pamphlet on disability separation28 is also an excellent source of 
summarized information, bath as an office reference tool and as a 
hand.out to clients undergoing MEBDiPEB processing. Soldiers 

'AR 63540, para. 4.4 
' I d .  
=Dep't of Defense. Pamphlet No l0,Dep't of Army, Pamphlet No 36-606. 

Disabhty Separation 110 Apr. 1986). 
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with questions may also be referred to local medical treatment 
facility physical evaluation board officers or the local VA or 
Disabled American Veterans (DAVI offices for further informa. 
tian, as appropriate. While the physical disability system is a 
highly specidzed area that legal sssistance officers and defense 
counsel rarely have the time to master, it is hoped that this 
article has served as general background education to provide 
general advice and referral services to our soldiers. 

APPENDIX 
AR 635-40. Appendix C 113 Dec. 1985 UPDATE) 

C.10. Pay and grade 

a. Grode. Retired pay is computed on highest grade "satisfaeta. 
rily" held or current grade. DA makes the final grade decision. 

b Severance pay. In computing pay for those with less than 20 
years' active service and a disability percentage of less than 30 
percent !separation with severance), figure 2 months' basic pay for 
every year of active duty with a maximum of 12 years' service 
Consider 6 months or more as a whole year for computing years 
of service as a multiplier. A member with less than 6 months' 
service cannot receive severance pay. The member may apply to 
to the VA for disability compensation. 

c. Retired pay  A member is eligible for disability retired pay if 
he has a rating of less than 30 percent and has 20 or more years 
of active service for retirement 119 years and 6 months of active 
service 1s not 20 years for retirementi or a disability rating of 30 
percent or more. The percentage multiplier is either the percent of 
disability or 2 112 percent of the total years of service linerease 6 
months or more to the next higher whole year for this purpose). 
Use the highest percentage, but not more than 15 percent, as a 
multiplier of basic pay to arrive at  the retired pay entitlement. 

111 Esompie I. A member with 23 years and 1 months of 
service is entitled to (24  x 2.5 percent) 60 percent of his basic pay 
as retired pay. If he is rated as 90 percent disabled, he is entitled 
to 75 percent as a multiplier. All of the retired pay may be 
tmfree  !see d below). 

(2) Example 2. A member with 19 years and 6 months of 
service and 30 percent or more disability is retired because of 
disability His retired pay entitlement 120 x 2 .5  percenr) is 50 
percent of his basic pay. If his disability rating is less than 50 
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percent, only that portion (basic pay times the disability rating1 of 
his retired pay may be tax.free bee d below). 

131 Example 3. A member with 12 or less years of service and 
30 percent or more disability is retired because of disability. His 
retired pay entitlement is his disability rating times his basic pay 
limited to 75 percent of basic p8y. All of the retired pay may be 
tax.free (see d below). 

d T u  esemption. A member separated or retired because of 
physical disability may be entitled to certain income tax benefits. 
The Internal Revenue Service will make final decisions an Federal 
entitlements. 

(11 Severance pay is not taxable under Federal income tax laws 
when- 

(a) Payable to member who, on 24 September 1975, was serving 
in the US Armed Farces or was under a binding written 
commitment to become such a member or 

ibl Any time entitlement occurs because of separation that 
results from combat.reiated injuries. 

However, severance pay may be taxable in some States. 

(2) If a member. on or before 24 September 1975, was entitled 
to receive disability retired pay, the portion of his retired pay that 
is based on his percentage of disability is not included in gross 
income for Federal income tax purposes, but may be truable in 
some States. 

(3) The portion of a person's retired pay that is based on his 
percentage of disability is not included in gross income for 
Federal income tax purposes, but may be taxable in some States 
if- 

(a1 He was a member of a uniformed service on 24 September 
1975, or was under a binding, written commitment on that date to 
become such a member. 

lbi He was later retired because of physical disability. 

(41 A person may not be covered in either 121 or 13) above; he 
may have become a member of a uniformed service after 24 
September 1975, and he may be retired because of physical 
disabilities. If so. the portion of his retired pay that is based on 
his percentage of disabMty is not included in gross income far 
Federal income tax purposes if- 
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(a) The portion of his retired pay attributed to disability is 
received by reason of combat.related injury. 

(bl On the application to the VA, he would be entitled to 
receive disability compensation from the VA. 
Note 1. For this subparagraph, the term "combat-related injury" 
means personal injury or sickness that is incurred as a direct 
result of armed conflict, while engaged in extra hazardous service. 
or under conditions simulating war: or personal injury or sickness 
that is caused by an instrumentality of war. The burden is on the 
individual to satisfy Internal Revenue Service requirements. 
Note 2: Gross income excludable under 121, 131. and 14) above is 
not less than the maximum amount that a person, on application 
to the VA, would receive as disability compensation from the VA. 

(51 A person who is retired because of physical disabhty may 
claim disability income lformerly sick.payI exclusion from his 
gross income not to exceed $100 weekly provided- 
(a) He did not attain age 65 before the close of the tax year. 

Ibi He retired because of physical disability and, when retired, 
was permanently and totally disabled. 

16) A person generally may exclude up to 55,200 a year of his 
disability payments if he qualifies for the disability income 
exclusion. The amount of the exclusion is limited and must he 
reduced daUar.for.dollar for his adjusted gross income that is 
more than 816,000. (When adjusted gross income equals or 
exceeds 820,000. an entitlement to disability income exclusion is 
no longer allowable. Adjusted gross income must equal 825,400 if 
married and spouse qualifies for disability income exclusion before 
an entitlement to disability income exclusion is no longer avail- 
able). 

Note: In this subparagraph. "permanent and total disability" 
means that the person is unable to engage in any substantial 
gainful activity because of any medically decided physical or 
mental impairment that can be expected to last, for a continuous 
period of not lesa than 12 months. Proof of permanent and total 
disability must be furnished in such form and manner, and at  
such times as the Internal Revenue Service may require. 

e Survivor Benefit Plan /SBPi Retired members are automati. 
cally covered under the Survivor Benefit Plan unless they elect 
not to take part. 
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f: D u i  compensation Retired Regular Army officers may come 
within the limitations of "dual compensation" if they come back 
to work for the Federal Government unless- 

(11 They have a disability declared a direct result of armed 
conilict. 

(21 They have a disability caused by an instrumentality of war 
during a period of war. 

g. Ciuil seruice employment. Special advantages accrue to 
persons who BIB veterans, disabled veterans, and preference 
eligibles in qualifying for civil service employment, nom 
competitive appointment, and retention rights. The Office of 
Personnel Management administers these special advantages and 
rights. 
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PART VII: PROPERTY LAW 

PRIMER ON ANALYZING OIL AND GAS 
LEASES FROM THE LANDOWNER'S 

VIEWPOINT 

I. INTRODUCTION 
by Major Joseph W. Hely, Jr.* 

The extent of oil and gas production throughout the United 
States can be surprising to the lawyer who is not accustomed to 
representing oil and gas producers or landowners. The only states 
without oil and gas production during 1984 were ifrom East to 
Westl: Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Rhode 
Island. Connecticut, New Jersey, North Carolina. South Carolina, 
Georgia, Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa. Idaho. Washington, and 
Hawaii.' Even so, it is most common for lawyers not educated in 
or practicing in the major oil and gas producing states to have no 
formal or informal exposure to the law of oil and gas leases. 

What follows is an entry-level discussion of the law and Some of 
the practicalities involved in ieasing land for exploration for oil 
and gas intended to be used by legai assistance officers to advise 
landowner-clients concerning proposed oil and gas leases. The 
terms "operator" and "producer" are used interchangeably to 
indicate the lessee under the lease in question. 

For didactic purposes. and not as a template to follow, B sample 
oil and gas lease form, fi l ledh as it might be presented to a 
landowner by an oil and gas operator, follows the text as 
Appendix A. This sample lease has been chosen because it is 
particulariy pernicious in that many of its provisions strongly 
favor the operator. Sample clauses benefitting the landowner, for 
inclusion in a lease in appropriate cases, are listed in Appendix B. 
This article is not intended as a nutshell reference on all oil and 
gas law. but only as a primer an analyzing proposed oil and gas 
leases. 

*Judge Advocate General's Carp$. U.S. Army Reaerre Assigned 81 m 
Individual Mobitmation Augmentee to the Poac Judge Advocate. The J v d p  
Advoeale General's School. U S  Arm" Charlattesvde. YA. Malor Helv 1s a sole . .  
praetmoner m Ssn Antonio, Term 

Youi Sfale, 158j-2986. Pi f ro l~um Independent Publishers Inc lSept 19851 
l P ~ c r ~ l e ~ m  Independent. Vol. 6 5 .  No 5 .  Thr Oil and Gas Pmducing Industry ~n 
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Facts concerning the market conditions in the local area where 
your client's land is located are vital in determining the relative 
strength of your client's position in requesting amendments to a 
proferred lease. You and your client should make use of the 
applicable state regulatory agency records and publications, the 
county or parish deed records, and any informai information 
networks available to determine such facts as bonus, royalty, and 
primary term lengths being agreed to in the mea; oil and ga8 
production data; and the particular potential lessee's reputation, 
financial status, and track record. 

The author has assumed that you and your client have made 
the threshhold decision that the land should be leased if a 
beneficial lease can be obtained. 

11. THE SAMPLE OIL AND GAS LEASE 
This article assumes that you have been presented with B lease 

form for review. commences with B discussion of the first printed 
words on the sample lease. and continues from there to the end of 
the completed form, tracking the structure of the sample form at 
Appendix A. Identifier numbers have been added to the lease 
farm to facilitate reference to specific provisions. Unless otherwise 
stated, any law referred to is generalized United States ail and 
gas law or Texas law. 

(1) Farm number end publisher. Almost every preprinted ail and 
gas lease form purports to be a "Producers 88."2 The origin of 
this term is obscure, but the term is meaningless. The author 
keeps a supply of fifteen different "Producers 88" forms for use in 
various situations, and there are many more versions available. 
The point is that your client may assume that the language is 
"standard' because it is on a preprinted form. Remember that the 
stationary stores sell the great majority of these forms to oil and 
gas producers, not to landowners. and the contents have been 
adapted to suit the needs of the producer. not the landowner. 
(2) Instrument title. There are volumes of eases construing the 
meaning of "minerals" in an oil, gas and mineral leama If you 
intend the l e a x  to be for ail and gas only. which is usually the 
ease, adapt the form accordingly, starting with deleting the words 
"and minerals" in the title of the form, and continuing through- 

'1 H U'liami & C hlevera Od and Osr Law 8 202 1 119591 [heremafter uted 
a6 wlltiama & veyersi 

'For a r ~ v i e w  of the ISIYBQ muolved. sss Lsfg .  Oi l  Gas, and Minerair, 39 Sw 
L.J 361. 362 119851. Lnip. Oil, Ora and Minomls, 38 S r  L J. 195-190 119811; and 
Ls ty ,  Oil 0.8.  and M i n e r i s ,  81 Sw L J  133.185 119831 
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out the form. A good example is the suggested clause (8) in 
Appendix B. 

Although the instrument granting lessee the rights to explore 
far and produce oil and gas from your client's property is termed 
a "lease," it is in reality grant of a defeasible or determinable fee.' 
I t  would be erroneous to attribute lessor and lessee in an oii and 
gas lease with the relationships inherent in the normal surface 
lease landlordltenant scenario.6 

(3) ''This Agreement." Please note that in the usual format only 
the landowner signs the lease and the consideration on behalf of 
the lessee may consist of payment of bonus or an agreement to 
develop the mineral estate.6 

14) Date. The date entered here, not the date of execution, 
acknowledgment. or delivery, determines the primary term. pay. 
ment of delay rentals, and payment of shut-in royalties.' A lease 
may be a "top lease," becoming effective upon expiration of an 
existing lease.6 If so, the top lease should clearly reference the 
existing lease. 

(5) Lessor. In order for the lease to effectively lease the mineral 
estate, it must be executed by the owner of the executive rights 
to the mineral estate. These rights usually accompany ownership 
of the mineral estate, although they can be alienated separately, 
either with or without accompanying mineral interests.8 If your 
client warrants title to the minerals being leased, care should be 
taksn to ensure that he or she in fact owns these executive rights 
through a title search. The lessee will have a drillsite title opinion 
made before beginning operations on the land, so if there is any 
question as to your client's right to lease the minerals, this should 
be cleared.up prior to execution. 
16) Lessee. This may be an oil company name or may be the name 
of a "landman,"'o who will assign the lease to an operator. This is 

cited as Brawnl. 
.R. Heminway. Law of Oil and Gas 263 119831 lheremafter cited as 

Hemin#wayl 

Gss Leases 119821 lhereinaftsr cited 8s Nickuml. 
*Nickam, Nemionng an Oil and Gas Lease 9-11, Stale Bar of Texas, 011 and 

'McDonald, Oil and Gar Leases 1, State Bat of Texas, 011 and Cas Law for the 
Ownerai Practitioner 119801. 

'"Man? ate members of che American ABSOCLB~IOII of Petroleum Landmen, some 
me Certified Petroleum Landmen. They can be independent landmen, t i v l g  leases 
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a significant point because a company that intends to drill the 
land itself may be willing to part with more bonus and royalty 
than a landman whose profit depends on the difference between 
the lease terms negotiated by your client and the terms a 
company is willing to pay him or her. either in cash or in 
ovemding royalty. Of course. an oil company can and often does 
take leases for the purpose of selling them. This is where your 
background check on the operator is important. References such 
as Byram's Oil Directoy and Production Survey of Texas 119851 
and other such directives for other states, or the applicable state 
regulatory agency records, will tell you whether the proposed 
lessee actually produces oil and gas by drilling wells. 

17) Cash bonus. As in a cash surface estate deed, only nominal 
consideration is usually reflected on the lease." Your client should 
visit with other landowners in the vicinity to determine what the 
going rate is for cash bonus and royalty. There is no general rule: 
market pressures will dictate where on a range from strictly 
nominal consideration to $300 to $600 per acre will be negotiable. 
Many times a producer is willing to tradeoff cash bonus for a 
covenant to commence operations in a short period of time, and 
often the fractional amount of production paid the landowner as 
royalty can be negotiated up or down with respect to the amount 
of cash bonus to be paid when the lease is executed. 

(8) Recital of receipt of bonus. Frequently. a landman will try to 
pay a bonus with a thirty-day lor longer) draft. This allows him 
time to either find a purchaser for the lease he has just obtained 
or to have a title search made an the )and. Because in most 
jurisdictions inadequate consideration will support a lease,12 and 
because your lease will state that only ten dollars or other 
nominal consideration was paid and received. it is advisable to 
negotiate payment by check or cash-equivalent. This also will 
prevent the heartache which occurs when the landowner spends 
the anticipated bonus money before the draft is paid. I t  is a 
frequent practice, although a universally despised one, that a 
landman who cannot find a buyer for the lease may "cold-draft" 
the landowner and refuse to pay the draft. In that case. 
prematurely spending the bonus can be catastrophic, and recovery 
for breach of contract may be difficult for various reasons. 

m their own names and furnlng them for a profit LO YBTLOUS pmdueers or they can 
work on a s a l q  or eomrmssion bssia far a specific producer See Xiekum, supra 
note 8. at 8 

'See 3 A  Summers. a u p m  noes 4 ~r 6 666 
'9 Bmrn. ~ u p m  note 6 B L  3-3 
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(9) Rights conveyed by the lease. The sample form lease, in its 
unaltered state, grants broad rights to the lessee. If your 
landowner's property has valuable surface activities presently or 
will have them in the near future, you should specifically limit the 
1eSSee'S rights to use the surface.18 Appendix B contains sample 
clauses. 

You can limit the mineral rights conveyed by depth," by 
surface arm," and by usage.16 Thus, you can reserve the deep 
rights, keep exploration off of your home place, or require that no 
drilling occur in some areas, that pipelines. roads and locations 
require advance approval of landowner, and generally limit 
activity to fit the situation. 

Keep in mind that the mineral estate is the dominant estate," 
and that, unless otherwise agreed. reasonable use of the surface 
automatically accompanies conveyance of the right to explore for 
and produce oil and gas. 
(101 Adjacent lands. This language granting lessee use of your 
client's land far all the listed uses in connection with production 
from adjacent land allows the producer to build and operate 
refineries, gas processing plants, pipelines, and other major 
installations that would rely an production from more than your 
client's lease can provide. Unless your client has no other possible 
use for the land. you should delete language granting this broad 
authority. If the producer needs to locate a plant on the lease, 
negotiate separately for a surface lease for that specific purpose. 

(11) Legal description. The property must be identifiable from the 
description listed, with the same certainty as any other convey. 
ance.la Since most ail and gas leases deal with rural land which 
has not been subdivided, and which cannot be identified by 
reference to lot and block numbers on a registered plat, you 
should identify the leased lands by metes and bounds if available; 
if they are not, then identify them by reference to the deed by 
which 1e6sor acquired the mineral interest being leased. A plat 
prepared by a surveyor is the best possible solution to this 
problem of description, and it additionally provides a graphic 
depiction of the lease property to facilitate discussions between 
landowner and orodueer. 
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There is usually a large block of space left in a lease form for 
the legal description: this makes an opportune place for inserting 
the limitations as to depth, area, or wage discussed in paragraph 
1101 above. If metes and bounds are available but are too lengthy 
to fit in the space provided, attach the sheet with the metes and 
bounds as Exhibit A to the lease and reference it in this space. If 
you have additional clauses to add to the lease, this is a 
convenient space on which to reference the Addendum. 

If your client owns executive rights for less than the entire 
mineral estate, it is advisable to insert the fractional minerals 
being leased by your client in this space also. Contact the other 
owners to ensure that only 100% of the minerals are claimed. if 
there is a discrepancy of this nature and a well or wells is 
completed, the purchaser of the crude oil or gas has no choice but 
to suspend payment of all royalties until the conflict is settled. 
These conflicts are easier to settle before there is royalty money 
on the table. 

112) "Mother Hubbard" clause.'a The first two sentences can act 
to bring into the lease lands which the landowner did not intend 
to include; they should be struck out. If there is any question as 
to the identity of the lands to be leased, invite the producer to 
have a survey made, but do not allow the producer to decide 
which of iandouner's lands should be included. 

The next sentence compounds this problem. for no matter how 
much land not described above gets included under the Mother 
Hubbard clause, the bonus. delay rental. and shut.in royalty are 
paid solely on the number of acres inserted here. This Sentence is 
not objectionable if the Mother Hubbard clause (two sentencesi is 
deleted. 

(13) Term (the Habendum elsusei. Two or three year primary 
terms are now much more common than ten year terms. The 
primary term in the period of time during which the lease is kept 
in force without production, often by payment of annual delay 
rentals as discussed above. Sometimes a very short term of six 
months or so can be negotiated in exchange for some of the cash 
bonus. Any producer who agrees to a short primary term is 
probably intending to drill a well. Because achieving production is 
the true goal of both landowner and producer. this may be the 
most desirable course to take if there is B good possibility that oil 
and gas will be produced. If the chances of production being 

"1 Brown. supm note 6 .  at $ 4 02. 
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achieved are slim, the landowner profits most from repeatedly 
leasing the land and pocketing multiple cash bonuses. 

There are many examples of thousand-acre leases being maln- 
tained in full force and effect by one fortyacre oil well. To 
prevent this, you should negotiate a "Pugh" ciause'a which 
terminates the lease upon expiration of the primary term except 
for acreage already driUed or being drilled, unless a continuous 
operations program is complied with. This is fair to both parties 
in that the landowner gets the land explored and gets royalties 
from any producing wells drilled, and the producer gets to keep 
the acreage he paid bonus for and which he proved-up as 
producing acreage by drilling at least one well, 80 long as he 
continues exploration and development. Clause (bl in Appendix €3 
is a workable Fugh clause. 

(14) Royalty. The traditional royalty was oneeighth of all oil and 
gas produced. This has slowiy inflated, 80 a more common royalty 
is threesixteenth of all oil and gas produced.%' Many wells 
produce both oil and natural gas. and many wells that produce 
natural gas produce gas rich in valuable liquids, known as 
condensates. This is the reason far the multiple statements of 
royalty in this section of the lease. 

If you have limited the lease to oil and gas only, you should 
delete any reference to royalty to be paid on any minerals other 
than the ones you have defined as "oil and gas." Condensates and 
sulfur produced along with crude oil or natural gas are usually 
included in an "oil and gas only" lease, simply because it is 
frequently technically impossible to efficiently produce crude oil 
and natural gas without producing condensates or sulfur 88 a 
byproduct. 

Many landowners are successful in obtaining a minimum 
royalty provision (such as clause (0 of Appendix B) in their leases. 
This will heip reduce the frequency with which a lease is held by 
marginal production. 

(151 S h u t h  royalty. The term "shubin" is capable of many 
interpretations. but it typically means that the lessee has a right 
to continue the lease beyond its original term because of 
nonproduction. The concept of allowing a lease to be held in the 
absence of production arose aut of gas production, where it is 
common to be waiting for considerable periods of time for 

"2 Brown. supra note 6,  at 8 17.14181. 
' S i r  Appendu E, e l a u ~ ~  lgl. 
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construction af a pipeline through which GO market the gas. To 
avoid your lease being held past the primary term by a 
nanfunecioning ail well, use clause Ih) in Appendix B. You might 
also increase the dollar amount of s h u t h  royalty above the 
customary amount, the delay rental amount. 

(16) Assignment by lessee. If the lease is iarge, it may be 
assigned in wellsite-sized parcels to various producers. Even if it 
is not large, lease trading is a major occupation and the person 
you lease to may very well not be the person responsible far the 
duties of lessee under your lease. You m g h t  try to insert a 
provision requiring your client's approval of any assignments, and 
settle for requiring written notice of assignment in whole or part, 
including name, address, and phone number of the assignee, 
before any assignment is effective.22 This way your client will 
h o w  who to contact regarding the lease, and will know whether 
the "oibfield trash" roaming around the property are entitled to 
entry or not. 
I l l )  Pooling. Try to forbid pooling of your lease. It is a frequent 
cause of discord among previously friendly neighbors. If you are 
unsuccessful in ruling all pooling out, insist on clauses such as ijl, 
Ik), and Ill in Appendix B. Clause ijl will ensure that your client's 
property will constitute at  least half of the pooled unit. This is 
important because it is discouraging to get a royalty check for a 
well that is theoretically producing from your land for less than 
half of the royalty due. Clause lk) prevents a pooled unit from 
holding the lease open after the expiration of the primary term far 
any of the land not included in the unit. Clause Ill will limit the 
underground horizons held after expiration of the primary term 
by a pooled unit to the actual producing formations. 

Some jurisdictions have "forced pooling" statutesz3 which 
negate the effectiveness of your carefully worded clauses limiting 
pooling. I t  is still worthwhile to insert these types of clauses as 
typical forced pooling statutes require che operator to obtain an 
administrative hearing to approve the pooled unit, which may 
make the Intended pooling more costly and less desirable. 

There may be times when pooling would be to your client's 
benefit. If you have successfully limited the producer'a right to  
assign land to a pool at  his sole option, you can still voluntarily 
agree to a pool at  a later date, perhaps for additional cash or 
ocher consideration. 

' L e  id clause Ill 
> 6 U'illiami & hleyers. ~ u p r n  note 2, st 8 905 
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118) Delay rentals. These are normally significantly less than the 
original cash bonus, but must be paid timely.24 Notice how the 
sample lease gives the lessee thirty additional days in which to 
perfect payment if only partial payment is timely made. This is 
an example of the type of bias in favor of the lessee that  is 
prevalent in preprinted form leases. Another problem posed by 
this paragraph is its use of the term "operations" as that term is 
defined in the lease. More on this in paragraph 119) below. 

Delay rentals are payable to the grantor signing the lease, and 
the lease should reflect the actual amount to be paid the listed 
lessor, not the gross amount to be shared if there are multiple 
landowners. 

(19) Operations. The last sentence of paragraph 6 of the sample 
lease contains a definition of "operations" which is unacceptable 
to a landowner. Because there is no other definition of the term 
"operations" in the form, this definition is applicable throughout 
the lease wherever the term "operations" appears. The main 
objection to this definition is that  it allows production "whether 
or not in paying quantities" to hold a lease open past expiration 
of the primary A teaspoon a month should not hold a 
lease. 

An example of a more acceptable definition of "operations" is 
contained in clause (ml of Appendix B. A useful definition would 
allow bona fide efforts to achieve production to maintain a lease, 
but would terminate the lease if only token or unproductive 
operations are being conducted. 

Sometimes the landowner can commit the producer to a 
"drilling program," which requires that B well be drilled after 
expiration of a certain period of time following completion or 
plugging of the previous w d .  Clause In) of Append& B is an 
example of this type of provision. AS you can see, this is very 
desirable because it requires continuous drilling iresulting in 
increased royalties) to continue the lease a6 to the undrilled 
acreages of the lease. 
(201 Surface damages. In most jurisdictions. reasonable or now 
negligent use of the surface estate in production af oil and gas is 
generally noncompensable to the landowner, because the mineral 
estate leased to the Draducor is dominant to the surface estate.la 

"Heminmay, supw note 7, Bf B 6 31AI 
"The usual standard la production "m paying quantities " Srn 3 Wdhams & 

"3A Summers. supm note 4, at 8 662 
Meyers, s q m  note 2. st I 604 5 .  
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Without a provision for payment of damages in the lease. the 
lessee may not have any duty to pay for surface damages. I t  
should be recognized, though, that roads, gates, cattle guards, 
and other improvements made to the property by the producer for 
his or her use also benefit the landowner to some extent. The 
productive value of the surface estate should be an integral pslt  
of any damageassessing formula because for example, an acre of 
South Texas brush country cannot equate with an acre of 
commercial investment property. 

Clause lo) of Appendix B is a generally accepted format for 
assessing the monetary damages owed the landowner as the result 
of oil and gas operations. The landowner needs to be compensated 
for actual damages sustained. but producers are often sensitive to 
this issue and may decide not to lease the property of a 
"problem" landowner if a reasonable method of compensation 
cannot be agreed upon. 
(211 Notice of Assignment. Kotice how this sample form protects 
the producer from conflicting claims to royalties by requiring 
proof of assignment of the landowner's interest. The need for a 
reciprocal provision m the landowner's favor was discussed above. 

(221 Notice of breach. This provision lets the producer violate any 
covenant in the lease without breaching the lease so long as he 
cleans up his act within sixty days of receipt of notice of the 
violation from landowner. This is the ideal structure for a 
producer who. through lack of funds or interest. cannot or does 
not fulfill requirements under the lease. but wishes to maintain 
the lease in hopes of selling it to another producer. Although it 
would be harsh an B producer to forfeit a lease for falling to put 
one lock an one gate, it is equally harsh on the landowner to 
forego money damages actually incurred or new bonus and 
royalties because the lease is maintained despite continued 
violation of its provisions. Thirty days would normally be 
sufficient time for a reasonably diligent operator to correct a 
deficiency. 

This clause attempts to  substitute money damages in place of 
forfeiture of the lease in cases of breach of convenant in a 
subsistmg lease and also in place of termination of the lease under 
conditions placed on the grant of the mineral estate made by the 
lease. Importantly, this type of ameliorating clause would not be 
successful in keeping a lease from expiring at the end of the 
primary term if there is no production or operations a t  the end of 
the primary term. 
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This ciause, in its sample format, appears to make notice a 
prerequisite to an ejection action should the producer claim 
extension of the term of the leaso when there is actual failure of 
production and/or operations at  the expiration of the primary 
term. This entire paragraph should be modified significantly to 
make it a fair provision from the landowner's ~ e w p o i n t .  At the 
very least, the notice period should be reduced to thirty days 
from sixty days and sentences two and three should be deleted. 

(231 Warranty of title and proportionate reduction. Frequently, 
owners of rural land have had na title opinion or title insurance 
on their property. Additionally, most title opinions and policies 
connected with mortgages far purchase money or improvements 
specifically exclude mineral estate oanership from their coverage. 
As a result, your d e n t  may have no actual knowledge of mineral 
title defects in the interest he or she now owns. 

As stated above, the producer will obtain a mineral title opinion 
which will uncover any defects in the mineral title either prior to 
paying the bonus draft or before commencing operations on the 
property. The producer usually will require the landowner's 
cooperation in curing the defects. If you are able to grant the 
l0ase without warranty, or with only a limited warranty, the 
defects will cause no repercussions on your client. 

Proportionate reduction27 of the monies paid the landowner 
should defects in title appear is fair because, in the absence of 
known multiple mineral owners. it is normally the parties' intent 
that  the bonus and royalties negotiated and stated on the lease 
are to he paid in exchange far leasing the entire mineral estate. I t  
is important to disclose any known mineral interests not owned 
by your client, as discussed in paragraph I51 above. 80 that  the 
producer does not attempt to proportionately reduce royalty or 
bonus already reduced to reflect less than total ownership of the 
minerals. 

(241 Force Majeure. The language in the sample lease form is 
overbroad and allows the producer discretion in determining 
whether an intervening obstruction is force majeure or not. In 
addition, a one year extension after removal of the obstruction is 
granted at  the end of the primary term. A clause like clause Ipl in 
Appendix B is much more reasonable to the landowner, but still 
allows for valid intervening causes of delay. 

"1 Brown, 'Ypra note 8, at 8 14 04 
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(251 Execution. All omers of the leased property may sign the 
same document. or each owner may sign a separate document. 
The terms can differ. although differing terms do cause adminis. 
trative problems for the producer. 

Because the lease probably will be recorded in the applicable 
public records, the signatures should be acknowledged. A mema. 
randum of lease can be executed at  the same time as the lease 
and recorded m place of the lease. either to save recording fees if 
the document is lengthy. or to keep the specific terms of the lease 
from becoming available to competing producers or landowners. 

111. A LANDOWNER'S LEASE 
Appendix C to this article is a lease form developed by an 

institutional mineral owner. A quick review will reveal that it 
differs from the sample lease in Appendix A in mast areas. This 
form was developed from the lessor's point of view just as the 
Producer's 88 forms were developed from the lessee's point of 
view. 

If market conditions allow, replace the Producer's 88 form 
presented by the producer wlth a version of this lease, suitably 
adapted to the specific needs of your d e n t  and your client's 
property. One caveat on this form is that this particular 
institutional lessor does not own the surface estates to the 
acreage it leases, and, accordmgly, is not as concerned with 
protection of the surface and payment of surface damages as your 
client might be. If you use this form, be sure to include clauses 
providing sufficient protection far the surface, such as clause (ql 
in Appendix B 

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
Most oil and gas lease offers are open to negotiation. If your 

client arms you with the pertinent facts about recent neighboring 
lease terms. production in the area, and the background informa. 
tian on the producer, you should be able to use this article to help 
negotiate a fair and profitable lease for your client. If you have 
access to specialized law library materials, you should also review 
the law of the jurisdiction containing the leased property to insure 
compliance with its pecuharities. A short bibliography of standard 
reference materials on oil and gas leases is located in Appendix D 
of this article. 
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APPENDIX A 
* I l l  Producers 88 17-69) 

With 640 Acres Pooling Provision 

(21 OIL, GAS AND MINERAL LEASE 
(31THIS AGREEMENT made this (4) 
day of -19-, between 

I51 A. J. Landowner and B. K. Landowner 

lessor Whether one or morel. whose address is: Box 55A, Route 1, 
Eureka Spings, Arkansas, and 16) Great Southwest Expbmtion 
and Drilling, Inc . .  lessee, WITNESSETH: 

1. Lessor, in Consideration of (71 Ten and no hundredths Dol. e, 18) receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, and of the 
covenants and agreements of lessee hereinafter contained, does 
hereby grant, lease and let unto lessee the land covered hereby for 
the purposes and with the exclusive right (9) of exploring, drilling, 
mining and operating for, producing and owning oil, gas. sulphur 
and all other minerals (whether or not similar to those mentioned), 
together with the right to make surveys on said land, lay pipe 
lines, establish and utilize facilities for surface or substance 
disposal of salt water, construct roads and bridges, dig canals, 
build tanks, power stations, telephone lines, employee houses and 
other stmctures on said land, necessary or useful in lessee's 
operations in exploring, drilling for, producing, treating, storing 
and transporting minerals produced from the land covered hereby 
or 110) any other land adjacent thereto. The land covered hereby, 
herein called "said land," is located in the County of B s ,  State 
of Texas, and is described a8 follows: 

(11) 160.0 acres of land, more or less, being all of the 
Justo Gonzales Survey No. 1600, Abstract 42, Bexar 
County, Texas, and being the same land conveyed to 
Grantors by Fred R. Smudlapp in Deed dated April 21, 
1954, recorded in Volume 5 5 ,  Page 17, Deed Records of 
Bexar County. Texas. 

(12) This lease also covers and includes, in addition to that above 
described, all land. if any, contiguous or adjacent to or adjoining 

*The boldface numbers m parentheses Cmespmd t o  the numbered paragraphs 
in the LeiL. 
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the land above described and !a! o w e d  or claimed by iessor by 
limitation. prescription, possession, reversion or unrecorded instm. 
ment or 1b) as to which lessor has a preference right of 
acquisition. Lessor agrees to execute any supplemental instrument 
requested by lessee for a more complete or accurate description of 
said land. For the purpose of determining the amount of any 
bonus, delay rental or other payment hereunder, said land shall be 
deemed to contain 160.0 acres, whether actually containing more 
or less. and the above recital of acreage in any tract shall be 
deemed to be the true acreage thereof. Lessor.accepts the bonus 
and agrees to accept the delay rental a8 lump sum considerations 
for this lease and all rights and options hereunder. 

113) 2. Unless sooner terminated or longer kept in force under 
other provisions hereof. this lease shall remain in force for a term 
of ten (101 years from the date hereof, hereinafter called "primary 
term," and as long thereafter as operations, as hereinafter 
defined, are conducted upon said land with no cessation for more 
than ninety 190) consecutive days. 
114) 3. As royalty. lessee canvenants and agrees: (a! To deliver to 
the credit of lessor, in the pipe line to which lessee may connect 
its wells, the equal oneeighth part of all oil produced and saved 
by lessee from said land, or from time to time, at the option of 
lessee. to pay lessor the average posted market price of such 
ane.eighth part of such oil at  the wells as of the day it is run to 
the pipe line for storage tanks, lessor's interest in either case, to 
bear oneeighth of the cost of treating oil to render it marketable 
pipe line oil; (b) To pay lessor on gas and casinghead gas 
produced from said land (1) when sold by lessee, oneeighth of the 
amount realized by lessee, computed at  the mouth of the well. or 
(2) when used by lessee of said land or in the manufacture of 
gasoline or other products. the market value, at  the mouth of the 
well, of oneeighth of such gas and casinghead gas; !e) To pay 
lessor on all other minerals mined and marketed or utilized by 
lessee from said land, anetenth either in kind or value at  the well 
or mine at  lessee's election, except that on sulphur mined and 
marketed the royalty shall he one dollar 111.00 per long ton. (151 
If, at  the expiration of the primary term or at any time or times 
thereafter. there is any well on said land or on lands with which 
said land or any portion thereof has been pooled, capable of 
producing oil or gas, and all such wells are shubin. this lease 
s h d ,  nevertheless. continue in force as though operations were 
being conducted on said land for so long 88 said wells are s h u t h ,  
and thereafter this lease may be continued in force as if no shubin 
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had occurred. Lessee convenants and agtees to use reasonable 
diligence to produce, utilize. or market the minerals capabie of 
being produced from said wells, but in the exercise of such 
diligence, lessee shall not be obligated to install or furnish 
facilities other than well facilities and ordinary lease facilities of 
flow lines, separator, and lease tank, and shall not be required to 
settle labor trouble or to market gas upon terms unacceptable to 
lessee. If ,  at  any time or times after the expiration of the primary 
term. all such wells are 8hut.b for a period of ninety consecutive 
days, and during such time there are no operations on said land, 
then at or before the expiration of said ninety day period, lessee 
shall pay or tender, by check or draft of lessee, a8 royalty, a sum 
equal to the m o u n t  of annual rental provided for in this lease. 
Lessee shall make like payments or tenders at or before the end of 
each anniversary of the expiration of said ninety day period if 
upon such anniversary this lease is being continued in force solely 
by reason of the provisions of this paragraph. Each such payment 
or tender shall be made to the parties who at  the time of payment 
would be entitled to receive the royalties which would be paid 
under this lease if the wells were producing. and may be deposited 
in a depository bank provided for below. Nothing herein shall 
impair lessee's right to release as provided in paragraph 5 hereof. 
(16) In  event of assignment of this lease in whole or in part, 
liability for payment hereunder shall rest exclusively on the then 
owner or owners of this lease, severally as to acreage o m e d  by 
each. 
(171 4. Lessee is hereby granted the right, s t  its option, to pool or 
unitize any land covered by this lease with any other land covered 
by this lease, and/or with any other land. lease, or leases, as to 
any or all minerals or horizons, so as to establish units containing 
not more than 80 surface acres plus 10% acreage tolerance, 
provided, however, units may be established as to any one or 
more horizons, or existing units may be enlarged as to any one or 
more horizons, so as to contain not more than 640 surface acres 
plus 10% acreage tolerance. if limited to one or more of the 
fallowing: i l l  gas. other than casinghead gas, (2) liquid hydroear. 
bons (candonsatel which are not liquids in the subsurface reser- 
voir, (3) minerals produced from wells classified as gas wells by 
the conservation agency having jurisdiction. If larger units than 
any of those herein permitted, either at the time established or 
after enlargement. are required under any governmental rule or 
order, for the drilling or operation of B weU at a regular location, 
or for obtaining maximum allowable from any well to be drilled. 
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drilling, or already drilled, any such unit may be established or 
enlarged to conform to the size required by wch governmental 
order or rule. Lessee shall exercise said option as to each desired 
unit by executing an instrument identifying such unit and filing it 
for record in the public office in which this lease is recorded. Each 
of said options may be exercised by lessee at  any time and from 
time to time while this lease is in force. and whether before or 
after production has been established either on said land. or on 
the portion of said land included in the unit, or on other land 
unitized therewith. A unit established hereunder shall be valid 
and effective for all purposes of this lease even though there may 
be mineral, royalty. or leasehold interests in lands within the unit 
which are not effectively pooled or unitized. Any operations 
conducted on any part of such unitized land shall be considered, 
for all purposes, except the payment of royalty. operations 
conducted upon said land under this lease. There shall be 
allocated to the land covered by this lease within each such unit 
lor to each separate tract within the unit if this lease coven 
separate tracts within the unit1 that portion of the total produe- 
tion of unitized minerals from the unit, after deducting any used 
in lease or unit operations, which the number of surface acres in 
such land (or in each such sepmate tract) covered by this lease 
within the unit bears to the total number of surface acres in the 
unit, and the production so allocated shall be considered for all 
purposes, including payment or delivery of royalty and any other 
payments out of production, to be the entire production of 
unitized minerals from the land to which allocated in the same 
manner as though produced therefrom under the terms of this 
lease. The owner of the reversionary estate of any term royalty or 
mineral estate agrees that the accrual of rOyahie3 pursuant to 
this paragraph or of shut.in royalties from a well an the unit shall 
satisfy any limitation of term requiring production of ail or gas. 
The formation of any unit hereunder which includes land not 
covered by this lease shall not have the effect of exchanging or 
transierring any interest under this lease (including, without 
limitation, any delay rental and s h u t h  royalty which may become 
payable under this lea84 between parties awning interests in land 
covered by this lease and parties owning interests in land not 
covered by this lease. Neither shall it impair the right of lessee to 
release as provided in paragraph 5 hermi, except that lessee may 
not so release as to lands within a unit while there are operations 
thereon for unitized minerals unless all pooled leases are released 
as to lands within the unit. At any time while this lease is in 
force lessee may dissolve any unit established hereunder by filing 
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for record in the public office where this lease is recorded a 
declaration to that effect, if at  that time no operations are being 
conducted thereon for unitized minerals. Subject to the provisions 
of this paragraph 4. a unit once established hereunder shall 
remain in force so long as any lease subject thereto shall remain 
in force. If this lease now or hereafter covers separate tracts, no 
pooling or unitization of royalty interests as between any such 
separate tracts is intended or shall be implied or result merely 
from the inclusion of such separate tracts within this lease but 
lessee shall nevertheless have the right to pool or unitize as 
provided in this paragraph 4 with consequent allocation of 
production as herein provided. As used in this paragraph 4, the 
words "separate tract" mean any tract with royalty ownership 
differing, now or hereafter, either as to parties or amounts, from 
that as to any other part of the leased premises. 

(18) 6. If operations are not conducted on said land on or before 
the first anniversary date hereof, this lease shall terminate as to 
both parties. unless lessee an or before said date shall, subject to 
the further provisions hereof, pay or tender to lessor or to lessor's 
credit in the =Bank at , or its sue 
cessors, which shall continue as the depositary. regardless of 
changes in ownership of delay rental, royalties, or other moneys, 
the sum of $-, which shall operate as delay rental and cover 
the privilege of deferring operation6 for one year from said date. 
In like manner and upon like payments or tenders, operations 
may be further deferred for like periods of one year each during 
the primary term. If at  any time that lessee pays or tenders delay 
rental, royalties. or other moneys. two or more parties are, or 
claim to be, entitled to receive same, lessee may, in lieu of any 
other method of payment herein provided, pay or tender such 
rental, royalties, or other moneys, in the manner herein specified, 
either jointly to such parties or separately to each in accordance 
with their respective ownerships thereof, as lessee may elect, Any 
payment hereunder may be made by check or draft of lessee 
deposited in the mail or delivered to lessor or to B depository 
bank on or before the last date for payment. Said delay rental 
shall be apportionable as to said land on an acreage basis, and a 
failure to make proper payment or tender of delay rentd as t,o 
any portion of said land or as to any interest therein shall not 
affect this iease as to any portion of said land or as to any 
interest therein a6 to whch proper payment or tender is made. 
Any payment or tender which is made in an attempt to make 
proper payment, but which is erroneous in whole or in part as to 
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parties, amounts, or depository shall nevertheless be sufficient to 
prevent termination of this lease and to extend the time within 
which operations may be conducted in the a m e  manner as 
though a proper payment had been made; provided, however, 
lessee shall correct such error within thirty 1301 days after lessee 
has received written notice thereof from lessor. Lessee may at any 
time and from time to time execute and deliver to lessor or file for 
record a release or releases of this lease as to any part or all of 
said land or of any mineral or horizon thereunder, and thereby be 
relieved of all obligations as to the released acreage or interest. If 
this lease is so released as to all minerals and horizons under a 
portion of said land, the delay rental and other payments 
computed in accordance therewith shall thereupon be reduced in 
the proportion that the acreage released bears to the acreage 
which was covered by this issue immediately prior to such release. 

(191 6. If at any time or times during the primary term operations 
are conducted an said land and if all operations are discontinued, 
this lease shall thereafter terminate on its anniversary date next 
following the ninetieth day after such discontinuance unless on or 
before such anniversary date lessee either (11 conducts operations 
or (21 commences or resumes the payment or tender of delay 
rental: provided. however, if such anniversary date is at  the end 
of the primary term, or if there is no further anniversary date of 
the primary term, this lease shall terminate at  the end of such 
term or an the ninetieth day after discontinuance of all opera. 
tions, whichever is the later date, unless on such later date either 
(1) lessee is conducting operations or 121 the shut.in well prow 
i o n s  of paragraph 3 or the provisions of paragraph 11 are 
applicable. Whenever used in this lease the word "operations" 
shall mean operations for and any of the following: drilling, 
testing. completing, reworking. recompleting, deepening, plugging 
back or repairing of a well in search for or in an endeavor to 
obtain production of oil, gas, sulphur or other minerals. excavat. 
ing B mine. production of oil, gas, sulphur or other mineral. 
whether or not in paying quantities. 

(201 7. Lessee shall have the use. free from royalty, of water. other 
than from lessor's water wells, and of oil and gas produced from 
said land in all operations hereunder. Lessee shall have the right 
at  any time to remove all machinery and fixtures placed on said 
land. including the right to draw and remove easing. No well shall 
be drilled nearer than 200 feet to the house or barn now on said 
land without the consent af the lessor. Lessee shall pay for 
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damages caused by its operations to growing crops and timber on 
said land. 
(211 8. The rights and estate of any party hereto may be assigned 
from time to time in whole or in part and as to any mineral or 
horizon. AU of the covenants. obligations, and Considerations of 
this lease shall extend to and be binding upon the parties hereto. 
their heirs, successors, assigns. and successive assigns. No change 
or division in the ownership of said land, royalties, delay rental, 
or other moneys, or any part thereof, howsoever effected, shall 
increase the obligations or diminish the rights af lessee, including, 
but not Limited to, the location and drilling of wells and the 
measurement of production. Notwithstanding any other actual or 
constructive knowledge or notice thereof of or to lessee, its 
successors or assigns, no change or division in the ownership of 
said land or of the royalties, delay rental, or other moneys, or the 
right to receive the same, howsoever effected, shall be binding 
upon the then record owner of this lease until thirty (SO) days 
after there has been furnished to such record owner at his or its 
principal place of business by lessor or lessor's heirs, S U C C ~ S S O ~ S .  
or assigns. notice of such change or division, supported by either 
originals or duly certified copies of the instmments which have 
been properly filed for record and which evidence such change or 
division, and of such court records and proceedmgs, transcripts, 
or other documents as shall be necessary in the opinion of such 
record owner to establish the validity of such change or division. 
If any change in ownership occurs by reason of the death of the 
owner. lessee may. nevertheless pay or tender such royalties, 
delay rental, or other moneys, or part thereof, to the credit of the 
decedent in a depository bank provided for above. In the event of 
assignment of this lease as to any part (whether divided or 
undivided) of said land. the delay rental payable hereunder shall 
be apportionable 88 between the several leasehold owners, ratably 
according to the surface area or undivided interests of each, and 
default in delay rental payment by one shall not affect the right 
of other leasehold owners hereunder. 

(22) 9. In the event lessor considers that lessee has not complied 
with all its obligations hereunder, both express and implied. lessor 
shall notify lessee in writing, setting aut specifically in what 
respects lessee has breached this contract, Lessee shall then have 
sixty 1601 days after receipt of said notice within which to meet or 
commence to meet all or any part of the breaches alleged by 
lessor. The service of said notice shall be precedent to the 
bringing of any action by lessor on said lease for any cause, and 
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no such action shall be brought until the lapse of sixty 160) days 
after service of such notice on lessee Neither the service of s a d  
notice nor the doing of any act8 by lessee aimed to meet all or 
any of the alleged breaches shall be deemed an admission or 
presumption that lessee has failed to perform all its obligations 
hereunder. If this lease is cancelled for any cause, it shall 
nevertheless remain in force and effect as to ill sufficient acreage 
around each well as to which there are operations to constitute a 
drilling or maximum allowable unit under applicable governmental 
regulations. lbut in no event less than forty acresl. such acreage 
to be designated by lessee as nearly as practicable in the form of 
a square centered at  the well, or in such shape as then existing 
spacing rules require; and (2) any part of said land included in a 
pooled unit on which there are operations. Leasee shall also have 
such easements on said land as are necessary to operations on the 
acreage so retained. 
(23) 10. Lessor hereby wmrante and agrees to defend title to said 
land against the claims of all persons whomsoever. Lessor's rights 
and interests hereunder shall be charged primarily with any 
mortgages, taxes or other liens. or interest and ather charges on 
said land, but lessor agrees that lessee shall have the right at  any 
time to pay or reduce same for lessor, either before or after 
maturity, and be subrogated to the rights of the holder thereof 
and to deduct amounts so paid from royalties or other payments 
payable or which may become payable to lessor andlor assigned 
under this lease. If this lease covers a less interest in the oil, gas, 
sulphur, or other minerals in all or any part of said land than the 
entire and undivided fee simple estate !whether lessor's interest is 
herein specified or not), or no interest therein, then the royalties, 
delay rental. and other moneys accruing from any part as to 
which this lease covers less than such full mterest, shall be paid 
only in the proportion which the interest therein, if any, covered 
by this lease. bears to the whole and undivided fee simple estate 
therein. All royalty interest covered by this lease !whether or not 
awned by lessor) shall be paid out of the royalty herein provided. 
This lease shall be binding upon each party who executes it 
without regard to whether it is executed by all those named 
herein a8 lessor. 
(24) 11. If, while this lease is in force, at, or after the expiration of 
the primary term hereof, it is not being continued in farce by 
reason of the shut-in well provisions of paragraph 3 hereof, and 
lessee is not conducting operations on said land by reason of (1) 
any law, order, rule or regulation. (whether or not substantially 
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determined to be invalid) or (2) any other cause, whether similar 
of dissimilar. (except financial1 beyond the reasonable control of 
lessee, the primary term and the delay rental provisions thereof 
shall be extended until the first anniversary date hereof occurring 
ninety (901 days following the removal of such delaying cause, and 
this lease may be extended thereafter by operations as if such 
delay had not occurred. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, this instrument is executed on the 

date first above written. 

(26) 
A.J. Landowner B.K. Landamer 

[An acknowledgment follows but is not reproduced in this 
Appendix] 

APPENDIX B 

OPTIONAL CLAUSES FOR OIL AND GAS 
LEASES 

These clauses are intended for use in on addendum to on oil and 
gas lease, identified as such with reference to the particular lease 
by date, lessor, lessee, and brief legal description, and shoiild be 
prefaced by language such as: 

NOTWITHSTANDING anything to the contrary hereinabove 
provided, it is expressly agreed and stipulated by and between the 
Lessor and Lessee that: 

(a) The terms "oil and gas" shall include oil. gas, casinghead 
gas and the byproducts thereof. and such other hydroearbon 
substances and sulphur as are produced with, incidental to, and 
as a part of the production of oil and gas; 

(bl When the primary term of this oil and gas lease has expired 
and any well drilling at  such time on lands covered by this lease 
[opt iond or lands unitized therewith] has been completed, then 
all acreage which is outside a duly constituted drilling and/or 
spacing unit on which there is neither a well producing or being 
worked an, and all depths deeper than 100 feet below the deepest 
producing formation in any well on the developed acreage 
[optional: or lands unitized therewith] shall be released back to 
lessor; 
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(cl This lease COWIS the abovedescribed acreage, but only from 
the surface of the ground down to the depth of five thousand feet 
below the surface of the ground. Rights to the depths lower than 
five thousand feet below the surface of the ground are retained by 
Grantor; 

Id! This lease shall not cover the one hundred acres described 
above adjoining atate highway 97, although said property is 
included in the metes and bounds description set forth above; 

(el There shall be no drilling an the forty acre tract containing 
Grantor's home, which forty acres are outlined in bold lines on 
Exhibit A hereto. This acreage may be included in a drilling or 
spacing unit consisting d e l y  of other lands included in this lease, 
but no drilling or other operations shall occur on these forty 
acres; 

if)  The royalties which are to be paid under the terms of this 
lease for the production of oil or gas shall never be less than 
twentyfive dollars per acre per annum for the number of acres 
which are being held under this lease, based on the anniversary 
date of this lease. 

(g! The royalties to be paid Lessor by Lessee herein shall be 
threesixteenths of 818 rather than the oneeighth of 818 stated 
above, and in all instances where one-eighth appears above it shall 
be replaced by threesixteenths; 

(hl The provisions above for payment of shut.in royalties and 
maintenance of this lease by such payment in the case of a shut4n 
well or wells shall apply only to wells classified as gas wells, and 
shall not apply to wells classified as ail wells; 

(ij No assignment or partial assignment of this lease by Lessee 
shall be effective until Lessor or its successor in interest shall be 
notified thereof in writing, which shall include the following 
information: effective date of assignment, acreage assigned, per. 
centage assigned, and assignee's name, address. and phone 
number; 

cjj Should any of the acreage subject to this lease be placed in a 
pooled unit, at  least half of the acreage constituting the pooled 
unit shall consist of acreage subject to this lease; no pooling shall 
be effective until a designation of same is duly recorded with the 
county clerk; 

(k) At the expiration of the primary term of this oll and gas 
lease, should acreage included in this lease be included in a pooled 
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unit from which production is being realized, said production shall 
maintain the lease only as to the acreage contained in the pooled 
unit. 

Ill At the expiration of the primary term of this oil and gas 
lease. should acreage included in this lease be included in a pooled 
unit from which production is being realized, said production shall 
maintain this lease only far the pooled acreage and only from the 
surface of the ground down to one hundred feet below the bottom 
of the lowest producing formation in the pooled unit at  the time 
of expiration of the primary term: 

Im) "Operations" as used herein shall commence with spudding. 
of a well and shall include drilling, reworking. and producing a 
well or wells: 

In) That after the expiration of the primary term of this lease, 
the same shall terminate and be of no further force and effect, 
EXCEPT as to acreage actually allotted to and included within 
each producing unit of oil andor gas as established by the 
[Railroad Commission of Texas], UNLESS the Lessee herein shall 
enter into a continuous drilling program commencing within 
ninety days after the expiration of the primary term 60 as not to 
d a w  mare than ninety days to elapse between the abandonment 
or completion of one well and the commencement of a subsequent 
well until the entire leasehold estate has been fully developed in 
accordance with the spacing rules applicable as established by the 
IRailroad Commission of Texas) for the field wherein this is 
situated, and at  such time as the Lessee herein fails to meet the 
drilling requirements hereunder. this lease shall terminate 88 to all 
acreage then included in the lease but not included within a 
spacing unit from which oil and/or gas is being produced in 
paying quantities, a8 to such acreage on which there is produe. 
tian. this lease shall continue in force and effect in accordance 
with the other terms and provisions of this lease; 

(0)  Should Lessor suffer damage to livestock, water wells, 
springs, fences, trees, vegetation (native or cultivated), roads, 
personal property. buildings or other improvements on this leased 
property as a result of operations of Lessee, Lessee agrees to pay 
Lessor the actual amount of said loss; 

Ip) Paragraph 11 above is deleted and the following set forth in 
its place: 

Should Lessee be prevented from camplying with m y  express 
or implied covenant of this lease, from conducting drilling or 
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reworking operations thereon or from producing ail or gas 
therefrom by yeason of scarcity of or inability to obtain OY to use 
equipment or material, or by operation of force majeure. any 
federal or state law or any order. rule or regulation of governmen. 
tal authority, then while so prevented, Lessee's obligation to 
comply with such covenant shall be suspended, and Lessee shall 
not be liable to damages for failure to comply therewith and this 
lease shall be extended while and so long as Lessee is prevented 
by any such cause from conducting drilling or reworking opera. 
tions on or from producing oil or gas from the lease premises; and 
the time while Lessee is bo prevented shall not be counted against 
lessee; 

lql The fallowing provisions for the protection of the surface 
estate shall apply to this lease: 

lil Lessee agrees to bury all permanent pipe lines, flow 
lines, or electrical lines which it installs upon the lease 
premises in a reasonable and prudent manner not less 
than thirtysix inches below the surface of the ground; 

lii) No firearms shall be taken upon the lease premises by 
any person without the prior written consent of Lessor, 
whether far hunting or other purposes, and Lessee shall 
instruct its employees. contractors. agents and represen. 
tatives of such restriction. Any breach of this covenant 
shall make such party liable as a trespasser under the 
laws of the State of [Texas]: 

liiii Lessee agrees that in the event any pump jacks or 
slush pits are placed upon or maintained on any of the 
premises leased hereby. that  the same shall be endosed 
by a substantial fence to prevent the cattle of Lessor 
from either becoming injured by the operation of such 
equipment or from falling into any slush pits as may be 
placed upon said premises. This obligation shall not in 
any way limit Lessee's liability to pay for damages set 
forth above; 

liv) Lessee shall establish only such roads as designated 
by Lessor. Lessor agrees that he will, upon Lessee's 
request and in consultation with Lessee. designate the 
most d h e t  route feasible therefor consistent with terrain, 
preservation of ranch improvements, and the conduct of 
ranching. farming. and livestock operations thereon; 
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iv) Lessee shall prevent the escape of salt and other 
noxious waters, and will not permit the same to run into 
any surface water tank. water well, creek, ravine, or upon 
or over the premises, nor to penetrate, seep or flow into 
any subsurface potable water stratum. but will contain 
and dispose of the same in keeping with applicable 
governmental rules and regulations; 

Falbwing are additional clauses not dwcussed in the article above 
which may be appropriate to  include in a lease: 

jrl Lessee shall be responsible for Lessor's reasonable attorney's 
fees in the event of Lessee's default under any of the terms and 
provisions hereof: 

(si Lessee shall be solely responsible for insuring compliance of 
its operations on this lease with all governmental laws and 
regulations, including plugging: 

it) That in the event that Lessee does not remove all property 
and fixtures placed on the leased premises within ninety days of 
the expiration of this lease, title to all of such property on the 
premises shall pass to  and vest in Lessor; 
(u) Lessee shall, upon the abandonment of any well drilled an 

the premises, install a removable swage at  the top and a plug at 
the bottom of the surface easing in compliance with applicable 
regulations, and the surface casing therein shall become the 
property ai Lessor and such well may be thereafter completed by 
surface owner at  surface owner's sole risk and expense as a water 
well; 

APPENDIX C 

OIL, GAS AND HYDROCARBONS LEASE 
iLease Form Developed By Institutional Mineral Owner)' 

THlS AGREEMENT, made this -day of -, 19 - ,  
between ~, acting by and through its duly authorized 
President, Lessor, the address of which is -, San Antonio, 
Texas 78205, and , hereinafter referred to as Lessee, 
whose mailing address is : 

'See Seetian 111 ai this Art& for a brief description of t h a  lease. 
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WITNESSETH 
1. For and in consideration of Ten and NaI100 Dollars ($10.00) 

in hand paid, of the rents and royalties herein provided. and the 
agreements of Lessee herein contained. Lessor hereby GRANTS, 
LEASES AND LETS exclusively unto Lessee for the purposes of 
investigating, exploring, drilling far and producing oil and gas 
only (for the purposes of this lease, references to "oil and gas" 
shall include oil, gas casinghead gas and the byproducts thereof, 
and such other hydrocarbon substances and sulphur 8s are 
produced with, incidental to and as a part of the production of oil 
or gas), laying pipe lines. building tanks. roads. powers stations, 
telephone lines and other structures thereon to produce. save. 
transport, own and dispose of said products, the following 
described lands in County, Texas, to-wit: 

[INSERT PROPERTY DESCRIPTION HERE] 

For the purpose of determining any bonus, delay rental. or 
other payment provided for herein, the described land shall be 
deemed to comprise -acres, whether it actually comprises more 
or less. 

2. TERM: Subject to the other proviisions herein contained, 
this lease shall be for a term of -from the date of execution 
of this lease (called "primary term") and as long as thereafter as 
oil, gas or other hydrocarbons are produced from said lands in 
paying quantities or operations for the discovery, development 
and production of oil, gas or other hydrocarbons are being 
continuously conducted on said lands in accordance with all of the 
terms, conditions and provisions of this lease. 

3. ROYALTIES: The royalties to be paid by Lessee are: 

(a) On orl: - ( -/. of all oil and other liquid hydrocarbons 
produced and saved from said land. to be delivered at Lessor's 
option into Ioint storage available on lease, the same to be 
furnished by Lessee free of risk. charge and expense to Lessor, or 
to the credit of Lessor into the pipe line or storage to which wells 
may be connected. In the event Lessor fails to make an election, 
Lessee shall run Lessor's oil to storage an the lease so long as 
available; thereafter until notified by Lessor, Lessee shall run 
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Lessor's oil to pipe line or dispose of the same along with Lessee's 
oil, Lessor shall have the right from time to time throughout the 
existence of this lease. by giving Lessee ninety 1901 days written 
notice. to tender to Lessee royalty oil ham the premises at the 
highest posted price in the field for oil of like grade, gravity and 
qudity on the dates of delivery thereof. Lessee agrees to purchase 
the same BC such price. In the event Lessor elects to tender its oil 
to Lessee, Lessor shall not withdraw said oil from Lessee without 
first notifying Lessee in writing ninety (90) days prior to the 
effective date of such withdrawal. 

(blill On gas, including casinghead gas or other gaseous 
substances produced from said land and sold in good faith 
arms length transactions by Lessee to bona fide third parties, 
who are neither associates. affiliates or subsidiaries of 
Lessee, -1 - 1  of the sales price at  the well, to be computed 
with respect to character, quality and quantity at  the same time 
or stage of operations and by the same methods or formula 86 

used by Lessee in sales to such third parties. "Sales price'' as 
used herein is defined as being all monies and other things of 
value of every kind and character received by Lessee or to which 
Lessee is entitled under such sales contract or arrangement 
entered into through goad faith negotiations for gas produced 
from the lands covered by this lease at  the place where such gas 
is available for sale on the date of the sales contract arrangement. 

(bl(Zl - ( - I  of the market value at  the well of gas, 
including casinghead or other gaseous substances produced from 
said land and used by Lessee, either on or off the premises lexcept 
for development purposes as provided in subparagraph (c)lll of 
this paragraph 31 or sold by Lessee to associates, affiliates or 
subsidiaries of Lessee, or used by Lessee or Lessee's associates, 
affiliates or subsidiaries in the manufacture of gasoline or other 
products. or - ( -  I of the market value of the product 
produced therefrom whichever is more favorable to Lessor. I t  is 
expressly understood and agreed: (A) in either of said events the 
royalty to be paid hereunder shall be computed with respect to 
character. quality and quantity of the gas at  the time of 
production Ill by the method or formula most favorable to Lessor 
as is being used on the date of payment by the oil and gas 
industry in the Texas and Louisiana Gulf Coastal area, or 121 by 
such method or formula as is being used by Lessee in bona fide 
sales to third parties not associates, affiliates or subsidiaries of 
Lessee, whichever method or formula is most favorable to Lessor, 
and IBI in no event shall the market value of the gas, casinghead 
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gas, or other gaseous substances produced from the land covered 
by this lease be deemed to be less than the price at  which said 
products are sold by Lessee. 

(bl13i Such gas, casinghead gas. residue gas or gas of any other 
nature or description whatsoever, as may be disposed of for no 
consideration to Lessee, through unavoidable waste or leakage, or 
which is returned to the ground, or which is used to recover oil or 
other liquid hydrocarbons, shall not be deemed to have been sold 
or used. within the meaning, express or implied, of any part of 
this lease; Lessee agrees to exercise reasonable diligence to 
prevent all such waste and leakage and to assume and pay any 
tax or other charge levied against such gas, or the privilege of 
wasting or disposing of the same a8 herein provided. 

lb1141 On sulphur, the royalty shall be two dollars 1$2.OOi per 
long ton. 

lb)15) Where gas from a well producing gas only is not sold or 
used because of lack of a suitable market, Lessee may pay as 
royalty an amount per year equal to five doilars ($5.001 for each 
lease acre subject to lease a t  the time such well was shut.in or the 
delay rental as herein provided for or S600.00 per well per year, 
whichever is greater, on or before ninety (90) days from the date 
such well is s h u t h ,  and thereafter annually on or before the 
anniversary date of such first 8hut.i" gas royalty payment and 
while such payment is made it will be considered that gas is being 
produced within the meaning of Paragraph 2 hereof provided, 
however, that this lease may be maintained in force by the 
payment of shut.in gas royalty for a period not exceeding two 
years after the expiration of the primary term, and then only if 
the shuvin gas well or wells are capabie of producing gas in 
paying quantities. In the event, however, a suitable market for 
gas produced from this lease having been established shall 
thereafter cease and no other suitable market is then available for 
such gas by reason of which the well or wells producing such gas 
should be s h u t h ,  Lessee may commence or resume the payment 
of shut.in gas royalty within the time and in the manner above 
provided at  any time within or after the primary term. provided 
this lease may not be kept in farce by payment of shubin gas 
royalty only far any such period in excess of two consecutive 
years, or for shorter periods at various intervals not to exceed in 
the aggregate two years in all. The term "gas only" 88 used in 
this shut-in gas provision means and includes both gaseous and 
liquid hydrocarbons produced or producible from a well classified 
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as a gas weii by the Railroad Commission of Texas or other 
governmental body having authority to classify such weiis. I t  is 
understood and agreed that dunng any year that  this lease is 
maintained in force solely by reason of this s h u t h  gas well 
provision, then in that event the minimum royalty provision 
contained in Paragraph 21 hereof shall not apply and the 
minimum royalty deficiency payments provided for therein need 
not be made for the producing year 86 defined in Paragraph 2 1  in 
which such gas welllsl are s h u t k  

I t  is expressly understood and agreed that said shut.in ioyalty 
shall not relieve Lessee of its obligations to maintain drilling 
operations as provided in this lease, and thereafter diligently to 
develop said lands and to continue the production of oil and other 
hydrocarbons therefrom in paying quantities, as herein provided. 

I C )  Lessee shall not have free use of Lessor's ail or gas or other 
hydrocarbons for any operations hereunder except as provided in 
this Paragraph 3, subparagraph (bl, subdivision (3) hereof pro  
vided, however, that should Lessee utilize any portion of its 
working interest in oil or gas for conducting operations under this 
lease, Lessor agrees to furnish without risk, charge, or liability. 
but at  Lessee's sole risk and expense of delivery and use, Lessor's 
pro rata part of oil or gas or other hydrocarbons far such 
operations. 

(di(ll In no event shall Lessor or Lessor's royalty be charged 
any portion of Lessee's investment in or the cost of construction 
of, or the cost of maintenance of, or expense lincluding rents and 
royalties) of operating any plant, machinery, appliance, imple- 
ment, or process. constructed, used or otherwise employed by 
Lessee in the production andlor separation andlor treatment of the 
oil or gas andlor in the manufacture of any products which may 
be produced therefrom. 

Id1121 Except as herein otherwise provided, Lessor's royalty 
shall never bear, either directly or indirectly, any costs whatso- 
ever, except its attributable share of production taxes. 

All royalties that may become due hereunder shall be paid to 
Lessor by mailing cheeks to Lessor promptly after the sale of 
such production and not later than the tenth (10th) day of the 
second month following the month or sale or use thereof. Lessor 
shall have the right at  ali reasonable times. by its agents, to 
inspect the books, accounts, contracts, records, and data of Lessee 
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pertaining to the development, production, saving. transportation, 
sale. and marketing of the oil andlor gas from the leased premises. 

If production is obtained by Lessee hereunder, Lessee agrees. at  
his sole cost and expense, to care for, preserve, compress, 
dehydrate and transport Lessor's part of such production from 
the reservoir to the pipe line provided by the purchasers thereof 
1"paint of sale") in the 8ame manner as Lessee cares for, 
preserves, compresses, dehydrates, and transports his part of such 
production, at  all times utilizing and following the best practices 
as recognized in the industry for all of such purposes: and if 
Lessee is the purchaser of such production, Lessee will furnish 
Lessor a monthly statement reflecting the delivery of all of such 
production and the price far which Lessee's portion thereof was 
sold. 

(elll) Lessor shall have the right and option, but not the 
obligation to take in kind or market separately Lessor's share of 
natural gas (being Lessor's royalty interest) produced from the 
leased premises. 

Lessor or its successor or assigns may take in kind, at the point 
of sale, or separately dispose of Lessor's royalty share of ail 
andlor gas produced from the leased premises. Any extra expend. 
t u e  incurred in the taking in kind or separate disposition by such 
party of such share of the production shall be borne by the party 
electing to take such production in kind. 

Until such time a8 Lessor elects, by written notice to Lessee, to 
take royalty in kind, and makes the arrangements necessary to 
take in kind or separately dispose of Lessor's portion of the 
royalty share of the ail or gas produced from the leased premises, 
Lessee shall, subpct to revocation by delivery of sixty 1601 days 
written notice to that effect by Lessor, purchase such oil and gas 
or sell it to others or otherwise contract for its treatment and sale 
for the time being, with royalty thereon payable as set aut herein. 
Any such purchase, sale or other disposition by Lessee shall be 
subject always to the right of the Lessor, its s ~ c c e s s o r ~  or assigns 
after delivery of sixty 160) days mitten notice to Lessee to 
exercise at  any time the right to take in kind, or separately 
dispose of, Lessor's share of all oil and gas not previously 
delivered to a purchaser or processor. Notwithstanding the 
foregoing, Lessee shall not make a sale into interstate commerce 
of Lessor's share of gas production without first giving Lessor 
s k t y  160) days notice of such intended sale, and r e c e i h g  written 
consent from Lessor. No contract made by Lessee far the sale of 
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Lessor's share of gas or oil shall be for a term longer than is 
commenswste with the minimum needs of the industry under the 
circumstances and no such contract shall in any event be for a 
term exceeding - . 

4. Lessee, at  its option, subject to the provision of Paragraph 
20 appearing hereafter, is hereby given the right and power to 
pool or combine the acreage covered by this lease or any portion 
thereof as to oil and gas, or either of them, with other land, lease 
or leases in the immediate vicinity thereof. when in Lessee's 
judgment it is necessary or advisable to do 80 in order to properly 
develop and operate said premises in compliance with the spacing 
rules of the Railroad Commission of Texas, or other lawful 
authority, or when to do so would, in the judgment of Lessee, 
promote the conservation of the oil andlor gas in and under and 
that may be produced from said premises, such pooling to be into 
a unit or units not exceeding - BCRS for ail, nor - a c m  for 
gas, plus a tolerance of 10% thereof, provided, however. if the 
spacing rules prescribed for that particular field or area by any 
regulatory body or agency having jurisdiction shouid be smaller 
or larger than the maximum herein provided for, then such pooled 
unite shall be reduced or enlarged accordingly to conform to such 
spacing. Lessee under the provisions hereof may pool or combine 
acreage covered by this lease or any portion thereof as above 
provided as to oil in any one or more strata and as to gas in any 
one or more strata. The units formed by pooling as to any 
stratum or strata need not conform in size or area with the unit 
or units into which the lease is pooled or combined as to any 
other stratum or strata, and oil units need not conform as to area 
with gas unite. The pooling in one or more instances shall not 
exhaust the rights of the Lessee hereunder to pool this lease or 
portions thereof into other units. Lessee shall execute in uliting 
an instrument identifying and describing the pooled acreage, and 
file same in the office of the County Clerk of the aforesaid county. 
The entire acreage so pooled into a tract or unit shall be treated, 
far all purposes except the payment of royalties on production 
from the pwled unit, as if it were included in this lease. If 
production is found on the pooled acreege, it shall be treated ae if 
production is had from this lease. whether the well or wells be 
located an the premises covered by this lease or not. In  lieu of the 
royaltiee elsewhere herein specified, Lessor shall receive, an 
production from a unit so pooled, only such portion of the royalty 
stipulated herein as the amount of his acreage placed in the unit 
or his royalty interest therein on an acreage basis bears to the 
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total acreage so pooled in the particular unit invoived. The option 
to pool hereunder may be exercised by Lessee from time to time, 
whether before or after production has been established. 

5 .  In the event this acreage or any portion thereof is pooled 
with other land, lease, or leases. in the immediate vicinity thereof 
and drilling operations and/or production is obtained thereon, aniy 
the m o u n t  of acreage necessary to form the unit may be held by 
such operations andlor operations andror production. the remain- 
der to be subject to the rental, during the primary term, after 
which it shall revert to the Lessor unless held by reason of 
continuous drilling operations or production in paying quantities 
rhereon as outlined herein. 

6. Notwithstanding the pooling authority contained in Para. 
graph 4 above, it is expressly understood and agreed that no 
strata or horizons under this lease shall be included in any unit 
formed pursuant to that paragraph unless the entire unit so 
formed shall include the same strata or horizon, and operations 
conducted an any such unit shall not maintain this lease in effect 
BS to any other strata or horizon out of 01 under this lease that is 
not included in that unit; and further, no such unit shall be 
created unless at least one-half of the surface area embraced in 
any such unit and the mineral interest thereunder included in this 
lease is raken from this lease if the available u e a  out of this lease 
for inclusion in such unit will permit, and if not, then all such 
part of this lease a5 then 1s available for inclusion in the 
formation of any such unit. 

7. If at  the expiration of the primary term oil or gas 1s not 
being produced and saved on the leased premises lor on land 
pooled therewith) but Lessee i s  then engaged in drilling or 
reworking operations thereon or shall have completed a dry hole 
thereon within sixty 160) days prior to the end of the primary 
term, this lease shall remain in force so long RS operations an said 
well or for the drilling or reworking of any additional well we 
prosecuted with no cessation of more than sixty 1601 consecutive 
days, and if they result in the production of od, gas or other 
mineral, so long thereafter as oil, gas or other mineral IS produced 
from said land. Drilling operations shall be deemed to have 
commenced hereunder when the bit is first spudded into the 
ground. In the event a well or wells producing orl or gas in paying 
quantities should be brought in on adjacent land and draining the 
leased premises, Lessee agrees to drill such offset weiis as a 
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reasonably prudent operator would drill under the same or similar 
circumstances. 

8. I t  is understood that Lessor d w s  not o m  any interest in the 
surface estate as such, but only such rights as are incidental to 
its mineral ownership that is covered by this lease and the rights 
granted to Lessee hereunder for the use of the surface are only 
such as are incidental to Lessor's mineral estate. Lessee agrees to 
and shall protect Lessor and keep it safe and harmless from any 
and all claims that may arise from or are incidental to its 
ownership of the mineral leasehold estate and its operation8 on 
the land on and under which the mineral interest covered by this 
lease is located. 

9. Lessee shall have the right at  any time during or within a 
reasonable time after the expiration of this lease to remove all 
property and fixtures placed by Lessee on said land, including the 
right to draw and remove all easing. When required by Lessor, 
Lessee will bury all pipe lines below ordinary plow depth. and no 
well shall be drilled within two hundred (200) feet of any residence 
or barn now on said iand without Lessor's consent. 

10. All mineral rights and interests of Lessor not included in 
this lease are reserved to Lessor with the right of ingress and 
egress to and from said leased premises for the purpose of 
investigation, exploring, mining and producing, transporting and 
selling same. 

11. The rights of either party hereunder may be assigned in 
whole or in part, and the provisions hereof shall extend to their 
heirs, s u e c e s ~ ~ r s  and assigns; but no change or division in 
ownership of the land, rentals or royalties, however accomplished. 
shall operate to enlarge the obligations or diminish the rights of 
Lessee: and no change or divi.ision in such oanership shall be 
binding on Lessee until thirty (301 days after Lessee shall have 
been furnished by registered or certified U S  Mail at  Lessee's 
principal place of business with a certified copy of recorded 
instrument or instruments evidencing same. In the event of 
assignment hereof in whole or in part, liability for breach of any 
obligation hereunder shall rest exclusively upon the owner of this 
lease or of a portion thereof who commits such breach. Likewise, 
no assignment of this lease in whale or in part by Lessee, its 
successors or assigns shall be binding on the Lessor until Lessor 
shall be furnished by registered or certified U.S. Mail with a 
certified copy of the recorded instrument evidencing such assign- 
ment. Lessee, its successo~s or assigns, agrees to promptly 
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furnish to Lessor the names and business addresses of all 
assignees. 

12. Lessee may at  any time or times execute and deliver or 
place of record B release or releases covering m y  portion or 
portions of the above described premises and thereby surrender 
this lease as to such portion or portions and be relieved of all 
obligations except prior obligations and obligations for surface 
damages as to the acreage surrendered. and thereafter any 
payments dependent on lease acres then in force shall be reduced 
in the proportion that the acreage covered hereby is reduced by 
said release or releases; provided, however, that  all such acreage 
released by Lessee shall be in a continguous tract which shall not 
have a boundary situated within 1,320 feet of any boundary of the 
leased premises unless the boundary of such tract coincides with 
the boundary of the leased premises. 

13. All express or implied covenants of this lease shall be 
subject to all valid and irremediable Federal and State laws, 
Executive Orders, Rules or Regulations, and this lease shall not 
be terminated in whale or in part, nor Lessee held liable in 
damages for failure to comply therewith, if compliance is pre  
vented by, or failure is the result of, any such valid and 
irremediable Law, Order, Rule or Regulation. or if prevented by 
an Act of Gad or of the public enemy. "Irremediable" means that 
either la) the Lessee has sought unsuccessfully to have the law, 
order, rule or regulation set aside. modified or held unconstitu- 
tional or inapplicable insofar BS necessary to enable the Lessee to 
Mfill its obligations to the Lessor and has pursued its efforts to 
the last tribunal having jurisdication, or lbi a competent lawyer. 
paying due regard to the interests of both Lessor and Lessee, 
would adjudge such an attempt to be clearly useless. 

If oil or gas is discovered but production i g  prevented by any of 
the causes in Paragraph 13, this lease shall be considered 
producing and shall continue in full force and effect until Lessee 
is permitted to produce the oil or gas. and 8s long thereafter as 
ail or gas actually is produced in paying quantities, provided, 
however, that Lessee, as m express condition for the extension of 
the lease without production. shall pay to Lessor the sum 
of-per annum, for each acre of the leased premises, subject 
to this lease at  the time such shut-in well was commenced by 
actual drilling. Surrender of any part of the leased premises 
thereafter shall not operate to reduce the amount of this s h u t h  
royalty payment, payment to be made within ninety 1901 days 
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from the date that production is prevented and annually upon 
such payment date until production is resumed. In addition. 
Lessee e p e e s  to use his best efforts to cure the cause of any 
delay 8 0  as to commence or recommence operations or production 
as soon as practicable and to promptly inform Lessor as to causes 
of delay and efforts to cure same. 

14. After the discovery of oil andlor gas, including condensate 
and other hydrocarbon substances, in paying quantities on the 
leased premises, Lessee shall develop the leased acreage then 
retained hereunder as a prudent operator but in discharging this 
obligation Lessee shall in no event be required to drill more than 
one well per unit area to each producing horizon included in that 
unit in the further development thereof, the size of any such unit 
area to be governed by the then applicable spacing regulations of 
the Railroad Commission of Texas, if any, and if not. then such 
unit area shall not be in excess of that  provided for in Paragraph 
4 above. 

16. In the event Lessor considers that  operations, either 
express or implied, are not at  any time being conducted in 
compliance with this lease, Lessor shall notify the Lessee in 
writing setting out specifically in what respect Lessee has 
breached this contract, and Lessee. if in default, shall have sixty 
(601 days after such notice in which to comply, or commence to 
comply. with the obligations imposed by virtue of this instmment. 

16. Lessor hereby warrants and agrees to defend the title to its 
undivided interest in said land, by, through and under it, and 
agrees that Lessee at its option may discharge any tax, mortgage 
or other lien against the same, either in whole or in part, and in 
event Lessee does so, it shall be subrogated to such lien with the 
right to enforce same and apply rentals and royalties accruing 
hereunder toward satisfying same. Without impairment of Lee  
see's rights under the warranty in event of failure of title, it is 
agreed that if Lessor owns an interest in said land less than the 
entire fee simple estate. then the royalties to be paid Lessor shall 
be reduced proportionately. I t  is understood that Lessor o m s  an 
undivided mineral interest only in the lands covered by this lease 
and that this lease covers and includes all of that  undivided 
ownership interest in the leased substances in said land as 
described above. This lease is made without warranty, expressed 
or implied, and covers only Lessor's present interest. 

11. No express obligation assumed by Lessee herein shall 
relieve it of any duty otherwise resting upon it hereunder to 
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explore. develop, operate, save, transport or market production 
from and under this lease. except to the extent of direct conflict 
with such express obligation, and all such express obligations 
shall be construed as providing minimal standards only. 

18. Lessor, at its a m  risk, through its selected representative 
or representatives, shall have the right of ingress and egress, at  
any and all times to all drilling and other operations being 
conducted on the leased premises, including the derrick floor of 
any drilling or producing well or any well being worked on, for the 
purpose of observing the nature and extent of the operations 
being conducted by Lessee, and Lessor shall be furnished by 
Lessee, upon request by Lessor, promptly as taken with samples 
of all cuttings and cores, including but not by way of limitation, 
sidewall samples from all wells drilled on all of said described 
lands; and Lessee shall mail or deliver to Lessor each week a 
progress report covering the drilling and completion of each well 
drilled hereunder during the immediately preceding Seven 17) day 
period, which report shall show a summary of all information 
usually shown an a daily drilling report, including particularly, 
but not by way of limitation. (a) drilling depths with correspond- 
ing lithological information. ib) difficulty and delays. le) types of 
corea taken and of tests made with corresponding depths. and Id) 
size and quantity of casing, pipe and tubing used. However, m 
lieu thereof at  the request of Lessor, Lessee shall currently mail 
or deliver copies of Lessee's daily drilling reports. Lessee shall 
furnish Lessor, promptly each analysis, report or log obtained or 
furnished Lessee covering any core, sample, survey, drill stem or 
production test and other surveys of whatever nature made of 
each well drilled and upon the completion of each well drilled and 
not later than cen (10) days thereafter, Lessee shall furnish 
Lessor. with a true, accurate and complete statement embodying 
all drilling. completion and production data, and a copy of all 
reports made to the Railroad Commission of Texas relating to the 
leased premises. Lessor, through its representative or representa- 
tives, shall have access at any and all times to all producing wells 
drilled under the terms of this lease and to the stock tanks into 
which the production therefrom is being run far the purpose of 
inspecting the operations thereof and the gauging of the produc. 
tion therefrom. Lessor may. at  any time, install and maintain flow 
meters on any and all producing wells drilled under the terms of 
this lease for the purpose of measuring the praduetmn therefrom. 

19. I t  is expressly understood and agreed. that the rights to oil, 
gas. gaseous hydrocarbons and sulfur granted herein shall extend 
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only to a depth one hundred (100) feet below the depth penetrated 
in the deepest well drilled or commenced by actual drilling with 
adequate tools on lease premises or on land pwled therewith 
during the stated -primary term. 

20. The authority to pool granted herein is limited to pooling as 
to gas only. Provided, however, that after the first well classified 
as an oil well is completed and producing oll in paying quantities. 
the Lessee may, subject to provisions of this lease. pool acreage 
and horizons from this lease not included aithin the boundaries of 
the producing oil unit for oil as well as gas. 

21. If this lease becomes productive and the royalty from 
production payable Lessor during any producing year does not 
equal the amount of the annual delay rental during the primary 
term or 5 -per acre after the end of the primary term far each 
lease acre being kept in force by production as of the first of the 
producing year, then within sixty 1601 days after the end of the 
producing year, Lessee shall pay Lessor at its business address 
the difference between the amount of royalty paid to it and the 
minimum royalty sum of $ -per acre. A producing year, for the 
purpose of this lease, shall be deemed to commence an the first 
day of the calendar month foilawing the day m which production 
commences. 

22. Notwithstanding the other terms and provisions hereof if 
this lease is in force and effect as to all or any part of the lands 
covered hereby one I11 year after the expiration of the primary 
term, it shall nevertheless terminate 8s to a l l  acreage then covered 
by this lease at d depths one hundred (1001 feet below the 
deepest depth from which commercial production 1s then being 
obtained in any well drilled by Lessee on the premises or on land 
pooled therewith in accordance with the provisions of this lease. 
Lessee binds and assigns, to execute, deliver 
and record a proper release. 

23. Notwithstanding anything contained in this lease to the 
contrary. Lessee shall conduct a continuous development opera- 
tion on the leased premises which shall commence 180 days from 
the completion date lwhere the term "completion date" is used in 
this paragraph it shall be defined to mean that date upon which a 
potential test report with respect to a well capable of producing 
oil or gas in commercial quantities is filed with the Railroad 
Commission of the State of Texas or that date upon which a 
plugging report with respect to a dry hole is filed with the 
Railroad Commission of the State of Texas, and where used herein 
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"commence' and "commencement" shall mean the beginnmg of 
the actual drilling ii.e., spudding in! of a well in search for oil or 
gas with adequate tools on the drill site1 of the first producing 
well an the leased premises or on lands pooled therewith and shall 
thereafter continue drilling on the leased premises or on lands 
pooled therewith with no cessation of more than 180 days 
between the completion of a well ae a producer or a dry hole and 
the commencement of the next succeeding well until such time a6 
the total number of surface acre8 of the leased premises included 
within the spacing, proration or pooled units on which the wells 
have been completed hereunder or within the units, as prescribed 
by the Railroad Commission of the State of Texas or other 
regulatory body having jurisdiction, equals the total number of 
surface acres covered herein. In the absence of field rules 
prescribed by the Railroad Cornmission of the State of Texas or 
other regulatory body having jurisdiction, 80 acres shall be 
allocated to an oil well and 320 acres to B gas well, each plus a 
tolerance of 10% thereof. If Lessee fails to commence or having 
commenced, fails to drill any well provided by this paragraph and 
within the time limit set forth, then this lease shall automatically 
became null and void as to all the leased premises save and 
except the number of acres as near as possible in the form of a 
square surrounding each producing well or wells allocated above 
set forth. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, THIS IXSTRUMENT IS EXE. 
CUTED O N  THE DATE FIRST ABOVE WRITTEX. 

ATTEST 

Secretary LESSOR 
President 

LESSEE 

APPENDIX D 

ABRIDGED BIBLIOGRAPHY 
ON OIL AND GAS LEASE LAW 

1. Richard W. Hemingway. Law of Oil and Gas (West Publishing 
Co. Hornbook Series. 19831. 
2. Earl A, Brown, The Law of Oil and Gas Leases (Matthew- 
Bender. 19851. 2 Volumes. 
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3. Howard R. Williams and Charies J. Meysrs. Oil and Gas Law 
(Matthew-Bender. 1985). 8 Volumes, including Volume 8, Manual 
of Terms. 
4. W. L. Summers, The Law of Oil and Gas [West Publishing 
Co., 19851, 10 Volumes. 

5. Frank W. Elliott and Richard W. Hemingway, West's Texas 
Forms, Volumes 6 and I ,  Minerals, Oil and Gas IWest Publishing 
Co.. 1985). 

By Order of the Secretary of the Army: 
JOHN A, WICKHAM, JR. 
General, United States Army 
Chief of Staff 

Official: 
R. L. DILWORTH 
Brigadier General, 
United States Army 
The Adjutant General 
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